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Multidimensional and Temporal SARData Representation and
Processing based on Binary Partition Trees
AĶňŉŇĵķŉ
ĉis thesis deals with the processing of diﬀerent types of multidimensional SAR data for dis-
tinct applications. Instead of handling the original pixels of the image, which correspond to very
local information and are strongly contaminated by speckle noise, a region-based and multi-
scale data abstraction is deėned, the Binary Partition Tree (BPT). In this representation, each
region stands for an homogeneous area of the data, grouping pixels with similar properties and
making easier its interpretation and processing. ĉe work presented in this thesis concerns the
deėnition of the BPT structures for Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) images and also for temporal
series of SAR acquisitions. It covers the description of the corresponding data models and the
algorithms for BPT construction and its exploitation.
Particular aĨention has been paid to the speckle ėltering application. ĉe proposed tech-
nique has proven to achieve arbitrarily large regions over homogeneous areas while also pre-
serving the spatial resolution and the small details of the original data. As a consequence, this
approach has demonstrated an improvement in the performance of the target response esti-
mation with respect to other speckle ėltering techniques. Moreover, due to the Ěexibility and
convenience of this representation, it has been employed for other applications as scene seg-
mentation and classiėcation.
ĉe processing of SAR time series has also been addressed, proposing diﬀerent approaches
for dealing with the temporal information of the data, resulting into distinct BPT abstractions.
ĉese representations have allowed the development of speckle ėltering techniques in the spa-
tial and temporal domains and also the improvement and the deėnition of additional methods
for classiėcation and temporal change detection and characterization.
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If you knew what you are doing, it wouldn’t be called re-
search.
Albert Einstein
1
Introduction
RĹŁŃŉĹ ňĹłňĽłĻ allows the extraction of information about a distant object or phenomenon
without having direct contact with it. ĉis may be achieved thanks to the interaction with the
maĨer of some type of propagated signal as, for instance, electromagnetic waves or also sonic
waves. Humanbeings andmanyother types of animalsmay achieve this aim though their senses
of sight, hearing or smell. However, they provide a limited amount of information that rapidly
became insuﬃcient to our natural human curiosity, resulting in the emergence of a large num-
ber of technologies devoted to gather additional data from our environment. Nowadays, the
term remote sensing generally refers to awide set of techniques dedicated to collect information
about diﬀerent Earth features and their dynamics. ĉis concept comprises the whole process
of acquisition, processing and interpretation of the data.
ĉe visibility and aĨraction of remote sensing technologies has experienced an exponential
growth in the latest years, specially through its ability to gather information about the Earth
from the space at global scales employing sensors on board satellites or spaceships. Remote
sensing canbe very helpful tomanyėelds of great interest today as, for instance,map generation,
cartography and digital terrain models generation, but the amount of information that can be
extracted does not end here and constantly new applications are appearing. Currently, remote
ǉ
sensing techniques are employed to perform weather and ocean forecasting, to predict natural
disasters, for biological andbiophysicalmonitoring, etc. Moreover, it is also possible tomonitor
the environmental eﬀects produced by the human beings as the evolution of the urban areas,
forest inventory information andbiomassmeasures, desertiėcation control, climate change, etc.
ĉe global concern about this maĨer is illustrated by the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, intended to prevent dangerous human-induced
interferences to the climate system [ǉǈǏ].
Diﬀerent criteria may be employed to classify the distinct technologies employed in Earth
remote sensing. On the one hand, they may be categorized depending on the electromagnetic
source employed for illumination. Accordingly, those systems having their own illumination
source are also called active systems, while others systems that justmeasure the radiation emiĨed
or reĚected by the target from an external source, are called passive systems. On the other hand,
another classiėcation may be performed according to the electromagnetic spectrum range em-
ployed as, for instance,microwave, infrared or optical systems. According to this categorization,
this thesis deals with Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems or imaging radars, which may
be classiėed as active systems working at microwave frequencies.
ĉe origin of the SAR technology dates from the beginning of the ’Ǎǈs, when an important
improvement in the spatial resolution of the radars was achieved in the Ěight direction through
a coherent registration and processing of the returned radar echoes [ǉǉǉ]. SAR systems, thus,
employ the relative motion of the platform on which they are mounted on in order to regularly
record a set of observations of the scene at diﬀerent positions. ĉese measurements are coher-
ently processed together in order to simulate the acquisition of a larger virtual antenna array,
the synthetic aperture, resulting into a substantial increase in the radar resolution in the azimuth
direction. ĉe SAR sensors have become more popular over the years since they can produce
reĚectivity images of the scene, which may aĨain up to planetary coverage when mounted on
board a satellite platform, while presenting a high spatial resolution. Moreover, the data ac-
quired by SAR systems are almost independent ofmost of the weather conditions and the night
andday cycles, thanks to the fact that they are active sensorsoperating at themicrowave frequen-
cies, for which the atmosphere is almost transparent. Formerly, SAR systems only operated at
one frequency and polarization but, since then, the technology has evolved greatly with the in-
troduction of multidimensional sensors. ĉese sensors are capable of acquiring simultaneously
diﬀerent images of the scene by changing some parameter (frequency, polarization, spatial po-
sition, etc), which has empowered the emergence of the SAR polarimetry and interferometry
technologies.
ĉe electromagnetic waves polarization makes reference to the vectorial nature of the elec-
Ǌ
tric and magnetic ėelds [Ǌǉ]. ĉis nature allows the generation of waves having the electric
ėeldmoving over diﬀerent planes and, consequently, presenting a diﬀerent interaction with the
targets depending in their physical structure [ǉǊǋ]. Polarimetric SAR systems (PolSAR) ob-
tainmultidimensional images by combining diﬀerent polarizations of the incident and reĚected
waves [ǋǋ]. PolSAR has demonstrated, specially during the last decade, its usefulness for the
study and characterization of the Earth surface, due to its ability to retrieve biophysical and
geophysical information from the scene [Ǐǎ][ǌǑ]. ĉis thesis has been developed in the con-
text of polarimetric SARdata processing, analysis and characterization. Indeed, nowadays there
is a great interest on PolSAR technology, which may be deduced by the large number of future
space-borne polarimetric SAR missions planed, like SENTINEL-ǉ (C-band), BIOMASS (P-
band), ALOS Ǌ (L-band),ĆDARSATConstellationMission (RCM) (C-band), NOVASAR-
S (S-band), SAOCOM (L-band) and the PAZ together with TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X (X-
band).
In most of the cases in SAR systems, the size of the resolution cell is much larger than the
wavelength and, thus, the measured echo is, under the Born approximation [Ǎǐ], a coherent
combination of all the individual target echoes within that cell. ĉis coherent combinationmay
be constructive or destructive, and it appears over the SAR images with a characteristic granu-
larity known as speckle [ǌǈ][ǉǈǊ]. Although the speckle is real electromagnetic measure, from
the point of view of the acquisition system it is considered as noise, since it can not be predicted
accurately and is contaminating themeasure of the reĚectivity of the resolution cell. ĉe useful
information, then, must be extracted from the statistics of the data [Ǐǋ].
ĉere are a wide number of techniques to extract these statistics and eliminate, as far as pos-
sible, the contaminant eﬀect of the speckle term in SAR images. ĉemost basic technique is to
average the image values over the image using a particular window, usually a rectangular win-
dow, which is also known as the multilook ėlter [ǉǉǑ]. In fact, this estimation corresponds to
theMaximumLikelihood Estimator (MLE) of the reĚectivity [Ǎǎ]. ĉen, by applying themul-
tilook, the reduction factor of the speckle is proportional to the number of samples averaged
and inversely proportional to the resulting resolution. In this sense, this ėlter poses a signiė-
cant inconvenience, since it implies a spatial resolution loss which is one of the most valuable
advantages of the SAR systems.
Newer speckle ėltering techniques are focused towards a diﬀerent direction. Statistically it
makes only sense to consider pixels over the image belonging to the same statistical distribu-
tion, that is, over homogeneous areas. Some speckle ėltering techniques, as the adaptive Lee
ėlter [Ǐǌ][ǐǈ], proposed the adaptation of the averaging window to the morphology of the
image. To do so, a set of predeėned windows are deėned and the one containing the more ho-
ǋ
mogeneous sample set is selected for ėltering. ĉe Intensity Driven Adaptive Neighborhood
(IDAN) ėlter [ǉǊǍ] improves the adaptation capability by deėning an arbitrary homogeneous
neighborhood around each pixel. However they have some limitations in the amount of pos-
sible spatial structure adaptation, resulting into some degree of spatial resolution loss, or they
introduce some distortion or bias over the estimated data. In order to overcome these limita-
tions, some newer techniques have proposed breaking away with the idea of spatial locality, as
theNon-Localmeans [Ǌǐ][ǌǊ], in order to further increase the available samples for estimation.
If it were possible to delimit correctly the homogeneous areas over the image, then it would
be possible to average only the samples within them, obtaining results with higher quality and
also preserving the spatial resolution. Nevertheless, this work may be complex since arbitrary
structures of diﬀerent sizes may be found over the image, as they reĚect the complexity of the
scene. Diﬀerent strategies have been developed to tackle with this issue from diﬀerent points
of view. Some examples are the multiresolution representations, such as wavelets [ǐǐ][ǉǉǍ].
However, this approach has clear limitations as it is a linear processing technique, resulting into
a limited resolution preservation. On the other hand, non-linear processing techniques may be
employed for data segmentation and denoising, as theMarkov RandomFields (MRF)models,
employed to represent the sample contextual information [ǐǍ]. ĉe main diﬃculty of MRF is
that its computational complexity rapidly becomes intractable formostmodels, requiring some
approximation techniques.
Moreover, remote sensing techniques are continuously evolving, increasing in terms of data
quality and quantity. Very high spatial resolution SAR systems are every day more precise and
even they canoperate at diﬀerent frequency bands and/or spatial baselines simultaneously. ĉis
fact increases the amount of potential information that may be extracted from the observed
scene, but it also involves a dramatic increment in terms of data volume and, consequently, in
computational demands for processing it.
ĉere are, however, other implications not so obvious for the exploitation of these large
datasets. As the number of collected samples gets increased, the amount of information ob-
tained may not grow in the same proportion, resulting into that neighboring samples may not
be considered as independent, as their scale of representation is far too low with respect to the
content scale [ǉǌ]. ĉe classical pixel-based approaches, based on the assumption that each
pixel may be processed independently, are becoming less eﬃcient in this scenario, as they are
unable to exploit this interrelationship properly.
In this thesis, a diﬀerent non-linear approach is proposed for data processing, based on the
assumption that neighboring samples having similar properties may be modeled and grouped
together into an entity named region. ĉe pixel-based signal representation is replaced by a
ǌ
region-based representation, composed of a set of regions with lower cardinality. ĉen, un-
der this assumption, instead of processing each of the original pixels of the data, these obtained
regions are processed individually. ĉis concept automatically encompasses the sample inter-
relationship within these entities and scales naturally to high resolution sensors.
With this idea in mind, the Binary Partition Tree (BPT) [ǉǈǑ] image representation was
deėned with the intention of being generic enough to support a wide range of applications.
ĉe BPT is a region-based and multi-scale data abstraction that has been employed for image
processing [ǉǈǑ], achieving good results, but it needs an adaptation to be able to process and
model PolSAR data.
ĉen, the objectives for this thesis are the design, the implementation and the evaluation of
the BPT representation for processing diﬀerent types of multidimensional SAR data, encom-
passing PolSAR images and temporal series. ĉis involves the adaptation of the BPT concepts
and algorithms for multidimensional SAR data modeling, in order to be able to generate prop-
erly their corresponding BPT representation and to perform the consequent BPT exploitation
for diﬀerent applications. In this work, a particular focus is devoted to the speckle ėltering and,
consequently, this applicationwill be analyzedwith a great level of detail. However, other appli-
cations are also considered as, for instance, scene segmentation and data classiėcation. ĉe ex-
ploitation of the temporal dimensionof the data in SARpolarimetry is a diﬃcult task that is now
starting to be studied anddeveloped, and this thesis sheds some light in this direction, analyzing
the target modeling in the temporal dimension for PolSAR time series. Some approaches are
proposed to study the temporal evolution of the data and the scene dynamics. When these ap-
proaches are employed in combinationwith the BPT, the time information allows the improve-
ment of some previously deėned methods, as the polarimetric estimation or the classiėcation
techniques. Moreover, this supplementary information allows the development of additional
applications, such as the detection and characterization of the scene changes.
SŉŇŊķŉŊŇĹ Ńĺ ŉļĹ TļĹňĽň
ĉis manuscript has been divided into eight diﬀerent chapters that are described brieĚy in the
following.
ĉe ėrst chapter, as an introduction, puts the reader in position to the scope of this work and
its objectives. ĉe second chapter makes a brief description of the basic concepts behind the
SAR systems, on which this work is focused on. ĉe wave polarimetry notion is presented and
the most relevant concepts of SAR polarimetry (PolSAR) are introduced. In this chapter, spe-
cial aĨention is paid to the statistics of SARandPolSARdata, particularly thepolarimetricGaus-
Ǎ
sianmodel to describe the distributed scaĨeringmechanism. ĉeEntropy (H), Anisotropy (A)
and averaged Alpha angle (α) polarimetric decomposition is also described as a tool for the in-
terpretation of the polarimetric information. ĉe central application of this thesis is speckle
ėltering and, consequently, this chapter also describes and brieĚy analyzes some relevant mul-
tidimensional speckle ėltering techniques, as the adaptive Lee [Ǐǌ][ǐǈ] or the IDAN [ǉǊǍ]
ėlters. Finally, some polarimetric classiėcation techniques are also described, as it composes
other of the applications developed during the course of this thesis.
Chapter ǋ describes theBinary PartitionTree (BPT),which is the data abstraction employed
in this work for data processing. Its structure is deėned in detail, including the rationale and the
motivation for this representation, and a generic BPT based processing scheme is proposed.
ĉe algorithms for its construction and exploitation are deėned and analyzed in this chapter.
For the generation of the BPT structure an eﬃcient iterative method in a boĨom-up approach
has been proposed, based on the divide and conquer strategy. Once it has been constructed,
a tree pruning mechanism is performed for its exploitation, which may be interpreted as the
extraction of the useful or interesting regions for a particular application. Finally, an analysis of
the processing complexity is brieĚy described and some additional thoughts are provided on
the BPT limitations as a data abstraction.
ĉe generic BPT processing scheme previously depicted is adapted to process PolSAR data
in Chapter ǌ. A statistical region model is proposed for this data, based on the sample covari-
ance matrix. For the BPT construction algorithm, some dissimilarity measures are deėned in
this regionmodel space, some of thembeing capable of exploiting thewhole polarimetric infor-
mation under the Gaussian hypothesis. Distinct BPT pruning strategies are deėned to exploit
this structure for the speckle ėltering application. As it corresponds to the central application of
this thesis, an extensive analysis of this applicationmay be found in this chapter, including stud-
ies with real and simulated PolSARdata. Additionally, the coastline detection application based
on the BPT is brieĚy described and analyzed, in order to give a wider idea of the usefulness of
this representation for PolSAR data processing.
ĉis thesis also deals with another type of multidimensional data: temporal series. ĉe BPT
basedprocessing approach is extended toprocess PolSAR time series inChapter Ǎ. ĉeprocess-
ing of these datasets is still a challenge that is now starting to be developed. ĉen, this chapter
describes two diﬀerent approaches for dealing with the temporal dimension of the data. ĉese
approaches diﬀer in the way a target is characterized among this additional dimension. Two
distinct BPT representations are obtained according to these two concepts which are studied
in this chapter. ĉe exploitation of these two structures is also deėned by an extension of the
same techniques employed for PolSAR data in the context of the speckle ėltering application.
ǎ
Additionally, an additional application is developed speciėcally to exploit the temporal infor-
mation and describe the dynamics of the scene: change detection and characterization. ĉese
applications are analyzed and evaluated with real PolSAR datasets over urban and agricultural
areas.
Some of the previously detected limitations in various aspects of the proposed BPT based
processing scheme are addressed in Chapter ǎ. To overcome these drawbacks, a technique is
proposed for ėltering and matrix regularization and some concepts are deėned for the polari-
metric change analysis and interpretation. Additionally, a new region model is proposed in
order to improve the characterization of heterogeneous regions, including a mixture of diﬀer-
ent targets or texture. Moreover, all these proposed improvements are deėned in terms of the
same concepts on which the BPT is based, contributing to the completeness of this approach.
Chapter Ǐ is devoted to the BPT based classiėcation application. Supervised and unsuper-
vised classiėcation methods over PolSAR images and polarimetric time series are proposed,
employing the samemodels and dissimilarity measures previously mentioned in Chapters ǌ to
ǎ. Consequently, this chapter also contributes to the analysis and evaluation of the these con-
cepts, from a diﬀerent point of view. ĉe performance of the proposed classiėcation techniques
is evaluatedwith real PolSAR time series data for which some ground truth information is avail-
able, in order to verify the ability of these approaches to identify and separate the distinct areas
of the scene.
Finally, Chapter ǐ presents the most relevant conclusions aěer the research work performed
during the course of this thesis and some possible future research lines are outlined.
Additionally, in the Appendix A, a complementary analysis of the stability in front of the
speckle noise of the sample covariance matrix eigenvectors, eigenvalues, and the Entropy (H),
Anisotropy (A) and averaged Alpha angle (α) parameters may be found. ĉis analysis is based
on the employment of the matrix perturbation theory [ǉǊǑ] in order to model the estimation
errors due to speckle [Ǒǉ]. Appendix B presents some additional results that have not been
analyzed in as much detail as the other results in the previous chapters, but they may serve to
demonstrate the usefulness of the BPT to process other types of data as L-band ALOS data,
very high resolution X-band FSAR data or dual-polarimetric TerraSAR-X time series. Finally, a
compilation of all the publications carried out during the course of this thesis may be found in
Appendix C.
Ǐ
ǐ
If you can’t explain it to a six years old, you don’t understand
it yourself.
Albert Einstein
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Multidimensional Synthetic Aperture Radar
TļĽň ķļĵńŉĹŇ Ľň ĽłŉĹłĸĹĸ to give a general introduction of the Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) framework on which this PhD thesis is developed. It does not aim to be an exhaustive
review of SAR state-of-the-art, but a brief review of the general concepts involved in this work,
in order to produce a self-contained manuscript.
First, in Section Ǌ.ǉ, the basic concepts of SAR are introduced, devoting special aĨention to
data description and statistics. On Section Ǌ.Ǌ electromagnetic wave polarimetry is introduced
and its application to radar and SAR is described. ĉe statistical analysis of the previous section
is also extended to the multidimensional systems. Additionally, some additional information is
included on the interpretation of the polarimetric SAR radar response.
Finally, Sections Ǌ.ǋ and Ǌ.ǌ are devoted to describe some state-of-the-art techniques for two
particular applications that are strongly related with this work: speckle ėltering and data classi-
ėcation.
Ǒ
Ǌ.ǉ SŏłŉļĹŉĽķ AńĹŇŉŊŇĹ RĵĸĵŇ
A SAR system is a type of remote sensing imaging sensor capable of obtaining high resolution
information about the scene. Speciėcally, SARmeasures the complex reĚectivity of the scene at
themicrowave regionof the spectrum. ĉemost salient feature of SAR,with respect to other re-
mote sensing sensors, as optical imaging, is that it is an active sensor, in the sense that it produces
its own source of illumination. ĉis, in combination with the fact that the atmosphere may
be considered almost transparent at microwave frequencies, makes SAR independent of most
of the atmospheric eﬀects, as the night and day cycles and the weather conditions. Moreover,
since they are working at microwave frequencies, they are sensitive to diﬀerent target proper-
ties than other techniques, working at distinct frequencies. As a consequence, SAR is a valuable
complement to other remote sensing methods.
Ǌ.ǉ.ǉ BĵňĽķ CŃłķĹńŉň
Typically, on a radar system, a pulse is transmiĨed as an electromagnetic wave by means of an
antenna. When this pulse hits a target, a fraction of the power associated with the pulse is re-
radiated towards the receiver, which is also known as radar echo. ĉis echo may be captured by
the receiver antenna, where it may be detected and processed.
On SAR systems, a high resolution reĚectivity image of the scene is obtained by means of
a coherent processing of diﬀerent radar echoes obtained at distinct positions. Consequently,
SAR systems are typically on board a moving platform, usually an airplane or a satellite. In this
context, the azimuth direction is deėned as the Ěight direction, which deėnes the movement of
the radar. ĉe radar beam is slanted from the nadir direction to a direction perpendicular to the
Ěight direction, known as range direction. ĉe thickness of the strip generated by the footprint
of antenna beam due to the radar movement is referred to as swath, as represented on Fig. Ǌ.ǉ
In an imaging system, the resolution δmay be seen as theminimum separation of two targets
to be detected and distinguished as two diﬀerent targets at diﬀerent positions. SAR systems, as
two dimensional imaging systems, may present diﬀerent resolution values for the range δr and
the azimuth δa dimensions. In the range dimension the resolution is closely related with the
pulse duration τp, requiring a shorter pulse in order to obtain a beĨer resolution
δr = c
τp
Ʀ
(Ǌ.ǉ)
where c stands for the propagation speed of the electromagnetic waves in vacuum.
However, to aĨain both a good level of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and a good resolution,
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Figure 2.1: Synthetic aperture radar acquisition geometry.
a large amount of energy has to be transmiĨed in a short period of time. ĉis approximation is
not practical as real transmiĨers are not able to produce short pulses having high energy at the
same time. Alternatively, a pulse compression technique may be applied to solve this problem. It
is based on transmiĨing a longmodulated pulse and processing it aěerwards by amatched ėlter
[ǋǉ][ǉǊǊ]. With this technique, the large pulse may be compressed to a duration equivalent to
ƥ=B
δr =
c
ƦB
(Ǌ.Ǌ)
where B represents the bandwidth of the transmiĨed pulse.
In the azimuth direction, the radar resolution depends on the antenna angular beam width
θa, which is proportional to
θa / λDa (Ǌ.ǋ)
where λ refers to wavelength andDa is the antenna length in the azimuth direction. As a conse-
quence, the resolution in the azimuth direction δa will be
δa = rƤ
λ
ƦDa
(Ǌ.ǌ)
where rƤ represents the range distance between the antenna and the target. Note that for radars
on board a satellite platform, good azimuth resolution, in the order of meters, can only be ob-
tainedwith very large antennas, in theorderof kilometers length in the azimuthdirection,which
is completely unfeasible.
ǉǉ
In order to increase the resolution in the azimuth direction, the concept of synthetic aperture
may be applied [ǌǈ][ǊǏ][ǌǐ]. Not surprisingly, this concept is applied in SAR to exploit the
movement of the platform in order to synthesize an antenna arraywith an eﬀective lengthmuch
larger than the physical length of the receiver antenna. ĉe synthetic antenna is conformed by
a linear array, following the path of themoving platform, where each element of this array is the
original antenna.
Consequently, when employing the synthetic aperture concept, the angular beam width θsa
of the corresponding synthetic antenna will be proportional to the length of this antenna Le.
ĉen, the obtained azimuth resolution with synthetic aperture radar δsa will be
δsa = rƤ
λ
ƦLe
: (Ǌ.Ǎ)
Note that themaximum length of the synthetic apertureLe is bounded by the set of positions
on which the same target gets illuminated by the antenna beam. ĉerefore, it depends on the
beamwidth of the original antenna θa, which depends on its azimuth dimensionDa, and on the
distance to the target rƤ
Le <
λro
Da
: (Ǌ.ǎ)
ĉis bound on the maximum length of the synthetic aperture also deėnes a limit on the az-
imuth resolution δsamax that may be achieved with this technique
δsamax =
Da
Ʀ
: (Ǌ.Ǐ)
It is worth noticing that, for a SAR system, the aĨainable azimuth resolution δa does not de-
pend neither on the distance to the target rƤ nor the wavelength λ. ĉis maximum azimuth res-
olution only depends on the antenna size in the azimuth dimensionDa and, as a consequence,
the smaller the antenna thehigher the resolution. ĉis surprising result is causedby the fact that,
the smaller the antenna, the larger is the angular beamwidth θa, and also the time on which the
target is illuminated by the antenna is enlarged,making possible a larger synthetic aperture. ĉe
same idea can be applied to the distance to the target rƤ, having larger synthetic apertures for
further targets. In practice, some limitations apply, specially those related to the achieved SNR,
since a smaller antenna implies a smaller received pulse energy. However, spatial resolutions in
the order of meters or even smaller have been achieved from space-borne SAR systems.
ǉǊ
Ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ SAR SŏňŉĹŁ IŁńŊŀňĹ RĹňńŃłňĹ
During the data acquisition process of a SAR system, the received echo for each transmiĨed
radar pulse at each position is recorded. ĉis data are referred to as raw data and can not be
directly related with the reĚectivity of the scene. On raw data, the information of each scene
target is spread among all the echoes that conform the synthetic aperture. In order to obtain
the radar reĚectivity of the scene, the information of each targetmay be eﬀectively combined in
the so-called focusing process, resulting in a reĚectivity image of the scene.
For a good understanding and characterization of the SAR imaging system, the impulse re-
sponse of the systemmust be known, that is, the response of the system to a single point target,
including both processes: the data acquisition and the image focusing process. On this simpli-
ėed scenario, having only one target at a given location, is assumed to be present on the scene,
which will produce only one radar echo. Once this impulse response has been characterized,
the complete image of the scene may be understood as a combination of the contributions of
an arbitrary number of single targets, considering the superposition theorem.
ĉe complex SAR image obtained aěer the acquisition and focusing processes for a point
target at coordinates (xƤ; rƤ) is [ǌǈ]
S(x; r) = σs(xƤ; rƤ)  exp

jƨπ
λ
(r  rƤ)

 sinc

π(r  rƤ)
δr

 sinc

π(x  xƤ)
δa

(Ǌ.ǐ)
where σs(xƤ; rƤ) refers to the complexRadarCross Section (RCS) of the target [ǉǉǊ][ǋǈ][ǉǊǌ]
and δr and δa represent the range and azimuth resolution, respectively. From (Ǌ.ǐ), it can be
seen that the SAR system impulse response, including the acquisition and focusing stages, is
proportional to a phase termmultiplied by two sinc functions
h(x; r) / exp

jƨπ
λ
r

 sinc

πr
δr

 sinc

πx
δa

: (Ǌ.Ǒ)
ĉen, from (Ǌ.Ǒ), the impulse response of the SAR system can be seen as a rectangular ėl-
ter with a bandwidth in the range dimension equal to ƦB=c and Ʀ=Da in the azimuth direction
[ǌǈ][ǍǊ][ǐǌ]. Additionally, from (Ǌ.Ǒ) the phase term associated with the range delay can be
related to the scene, instead of to the SAR system, resulting in an impulse response proportional
to
h(x; r) / sinc

πr
δr

 sinc

πx
δa

: (Ǌ.ǉǈ)
ǉǋ
Ǌ.ǉ.ǋ SAR IŁĵĻĹ SŉĵŉĽňŉĽķň
Once the SAR system impulse response has been described, as stated in (Ǌ.ǉǈ), it may be seen
as a low pass ėlter over the scene radar reĚectivity. However, in the previous section only one
point target has been assumed. Nevertheless, in a real situation, many targets may be found
over the scene. ĉen, the concept of resolution cell may be introduced tightly related with this
interpretation of the impulse response. It may be seen as the area within a cell of size δr by δr
in range and azimuth dimensions, respectively. Note that, according to the previous deėnition
of the resolution notion, all the targets within this area may not be distinguished by the radar.
Typically, the azimuth and range resolution are signiėcantly larger than the wavelength λ and,
as a consequence, many individual or point targets may be present within the resolution cell, as
represented on Fig. Ǌ.Ǌ.
Scene
ResolutionCell Point scatterer
Figure 2.2: Resolution cell representation having multiple individual targets within.
In this scenario, the retrieved signal is the coherent combination of all the echoes of the indi-
vidual targets within the resolution cell, which has been represented on Fig. Ǌ.ǋ. ĉe amplitude
and phase of each targetmay depend on the targets themselves and also on their orientation and
distribution within the resolution cell. ĉis complex coherent sum for a given resolution cell,
ǉǌ
represented as r exp(jθ) is also known as the random walk, and may be expressed as [ǑǍ][ǌǌ]
r exp(jθ) =
NX
k=ƥ
Ak exp(jθk) (Ǌ.ǉǉ)
<fSg =
NX
k=ƥ
Ak cos(jθk) (Ǌ.ǉǊ)
=fSg =
NX
k=ƥ
Ak sin(jθk) (Ǌ.ǉǋ)
whereN represents the number of targets within the resolution cell and<fg and=fg repre-
sent the real and imaginary part, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: The received echo for a resolution cell is the coherent combination of the
echoes of the individual targets within this cell.
Unfortunately, most of geophysical terrains as, for instance, rough surfaces, vegetation, ice,
snow, etc... have a very complicated structure and composition. In such cases, the complete
knowledge of the scaĨered electromagnetic ėeld, when illuminated by an incident wave, is only
possiblewith a complete description of the terrain geometry and composition. In practical situ-
ations, this type of information is completely unaĨainable for obvious reasons. ĉen, the char-
acterization of this reĚection processes may only be performed through a statistical analysis
[ǉǊǌ] [Ǒǋ][ǉǈǉ]. Since these targets are composed by a large number of individual targets dis-
tributed around the resolution cell, they are calleddistributed targets, as opposite topoint targets,
as suggested in Section Ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ.
ǉǍ
For the statistical characterization of the complex SAR image S(x; r), some considerations
are taken into account related to the elementary targets Ak exp(jθk) [Ǌǋ][ǍǑ]:
• ĉe amplitudeAk and phase θk of the k-th phasor are statistically independent from each
other and from the other phasors. ĉis means that the scaĨering center of the elemental
targets are uncorrelated and that the amplitude is not dependent on the phase.
• ĉe phase of each one of the individual targets are uniformly distributed in the interval
( π; π]. ĉis may also be interpreted as having all the individual targets uniformly dis-
tributed within the resolution cell.
Additionally, if the resolution ismuch larger than thewavelength, that is, δr  λ and δa  λ,
then the Central Limit ĉeorem [ǉǈǌ] may be assumed as N ! 1. Under this assumption
<fSg and=fSg are following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution [Ǌǋ][ǍǑ][ǉǈǌ][Ǎǐ].
E f<fSgg =
NX
k=ƥ
EfAk cos(θk)g =
NX
k=ƥ
EfAkgEfcos(θk)g = Ƥ (Ǌ.ǉǌ)
E f=fSgg =
NX
k=ƥ
EfAk sin(θk)g =
NX
k=ƥ
EfAkgEfsin(θk)g = Ƥ (Ǌ.ǉǍ)
where Efg refers to the statistical expectation operator. Similarly, the variance of <fSg and
=fSgmay also be computed
E f<ƦfSgg =
NX
k=ƥ
EfAƦkgEfcosƦ(θk)g =
N
Ʀ
EfAƦkg (Ǌ.ǉǎ)
E f=ƦfSgg =
NX
k=ƥ
EfAƦkgEfsinƦ(θk)g =
N
Ʀ
EfAƦkg: (Ǌ.ǉǏ)
ĉe real and imaginary parts of S are uncorrelated
E f<fSg=fSgg =
NX
k=ƥ
NX
l=ƥ
EfAkAlgEfcos(θk) sin(θl)g = Ƥ: (Ǌ.ǉǐ)
To simplify the notation,<fSgmay be renamed to x and=fSg to y; then, their probability
ǉǎ
density functions can be expressed as
px(x) =
ƥp
πσƦ
exp

 
x
σ
Ʀ
x 2 ( 1;1) (Ǌ.ǉǑ)
py(y) =
ƥp
πσƦ
exp

 
 y
σ
Ʀ
y 2 ( 1;1) (Ǌ.Ǌǈ)
where σƦ=Ʀ = (N=Ʀ)EfAƦkg. As it may be seen, p(x) and p(y) are following a zero-mean Gaus-
sian distribution, also expressed asN (Ƥ; σƦ=Ʀ).
ĉe probability density function of the amplitude pr(r) and phase pθ(θ), considering r =pxƦ + yƦ and θ = arctan(y=x), can also be obtained
pr;θ(r; θ) =
Ʀr
ƦπσƦ
exp
 rƦ
σƦ

(Ǌ.Ǌǉ)
pr(r) =
Ʀr
σƦ
exp
 rƦ
σƦ

r 2 [Ƥ;1) (Ǌ.ǊǊ)
pθ(θ) =
ƥ
Ʀπ
θ 2 ( π; π]: (Ǌ.Ǌǋ)
As it can be seen, the amplitude and phase distribution are separable. ĉe distribution pr(r)
is also referred to as a Rayleigh distribution, whereas pθ(θ) is a uniform distribution in ( π; π].
ĉismeans that the phase θ of a distributed target has no information about the target itself. For
a Rayleigh distribution, like pr(r), the mean value and its variance are
Efrg =
p
πσƦ
Ʀ
(Ǌ.Ǌǌ)
σƦr =

ƥ  π
ƨ

σƦ: (Ǌ.ǊǍ)
Another statistical parameter usually employed in SAR is the coeﬃcient of variation (CV),
deėnedas the relationbetween the standarddeviation and themean [ǉǈǊ]. Fromthepreviously
deėned expressions, it can be derived as
p ƨ
π   ƥ for r.
Generally, the study of SAR data is interested in the intensity I, rather than the amplitude r,
deėned as I = rƦ, which pdf can be expressed as
pI(I) =
ƥ
σƦ
exp
 I
σƦ

I 2 [Ƥ;1) (Ǌ.Ǌǎ)
and consequently, I is following an exponential distribution. ĉerefore, its mean value will be
EfIg = σƦ and its variance σƦI = σƨ. It is worth to mention that the CV of the intensity for a
SAR image, then, will be equal to ǉ.
ǉǏ
Ǌ.ǉ.ǌ MŊŀŉĽńŀĽķĵŉĽŋĹMŃĸĹŀ ĺŃŇ SAR SńĹķĿŀĹ NŃĽňĹ
As indicated in (Ǌ.Ǌǎ), the probability density function of the SAR image intensity has been
identiėed as an exponential distribution. For simplicity, the identity
I = σƦz (Ǌ.ǊǏ)
may be introduced on (Ǌ.Ǌǎ) and, then, the distribution of pz(z)may be expressed as
pz(z) = exp( z) z 2 [Ƥ;1): (Ǌ.Ǌǐ)
Equation (Ǌ.ǊǏ) shows that the intensity of a SAR image pixel can be considered as a deter-
ministic value, containing information about the incoherent reĚected power (σƦ),multiplied by
the speckle noise (z), having an exponential distribution, as expressed in (Ǌ.Ǌǐ), with mean and
variance values equal to one. ĉis is one of the main reasons why the speckle noise is usually
considered as a multiplicative noise respect to the SAR image intensity [Ǎǐ][Ǐǋ][ǐǏ][ǌǈ]. It
should be noted however that the speckle noise is not a random process, as it is an electromag-
neticmeasure of the interactions of all the individual targets. Nevertheless, due to the complex-
ity of the reĚection process, it can not be predicted for a given pixel and then, it is interpreted
as a random process corrupting the deterministic component σƦ.
With the previous assumptions, all the useful information about the scene reĚectivity is con-
tained within the term σƦ, and the phase has no information, as stated before. ĉen, the SAR
image S(x; r) can be described over an homogeneous area as
S(x; r) = σn exp(jθ) (Ǌ.ǊǑ)
where n denotes the multiplicative component of the speckle noise in amplitude, following an
exponential distribution and characterized by Efng = ƥ and varfng = ƥ. On the other hand,
the phase θ is following a uniform distribution, as mentioned before. ĉen the useful informa-
tion about the scene is contained in σ, independently of the speckle noise term n exp(jθ).
Ǌ.Ǌ SAR PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇŏ
Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) systems are multidimensional SAR systems that may obtain ad-
ditional information about the scene by exploiting the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic
waves. ĉis vectorial nature may be employed to imbue diﬀerent polarizations on the transmit-
ted and received echoes that interact in a diﬀerent manner with the targets on the scene. As a
ǉǐ
consequence PolSAR sensors will acquire diﬀerent SAR images or channels according to the
diﬀerent polarization states of transmiĨed and received radar echoes. Moreover, if two orthog-
onal polarization states are employed for transmission and reception, the polarization synthesis
[Ǌǌ]may be applied in order to explore the target response at any other polarizations state, con-
forming a valuable source of information.
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ WĵŋĹ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇŏ
Electromagnetic waves were ėrstly postulated by James Clerck Maxwell as a solution to the
Maxwell equations, and subsequently conėrmed by Heinrich Hertz. ĉis solution may be ex-
tracted from the electric and magnetic equations, representing the energy transportation from
one plane to another [Ǌǉ]. Employing the classical Cartesian coordinates [^x; y^; z^] to describe
the electric ėeld of a wave propagating on the z^ direction, it can be obtained as
~E(~z; t) = Ex(~z; t)^x+ Ey(~z; t)y^ = EƤx cos(wt  kz  δx)^x+ EƤy cos(wt  kz  δy)y^ (Ǌ.ǋǈ)
where δx and δy are two constant phase terms, EƤx and EƤy represent the electric ėeld amplitude
at directions x^ and y^ and k is deėned as
k = Ʀπ
λ
=
w
c
: (Ǌ.ǋǉ)
For compactness, the expression in (Ǌ.ǋǈ) may also be expressed in the vectorial form
~E(~z; t) =
"
Ex
Ey
#
=
"
EƤx cos(wt  kz  δx)
EƤy cos(wt  kz  δy)
#
: (Ǌ.ǋǊ)
ĉe components Ex and Ey are related through the expression
Ex
EƤx
Ʀ
+

Ey
EƤy
Ʀ
  Ʀ ExEy
EƤxEƤy
= sinƦ(δ) (Ǌ.ǋǋ)
where δ = δx   δy.
ĉe previous expression (Ǌ.ǋǋ) deėnes the geometric ėgure described by the electric ėeld
vector ~E(~z; t) along the temporal dimension for any value of z. As it may be seen, this ėgure,
in the most general case, is following the shape of an ellipse, also known as the polarization
ellipse. Note that the aspect of this ellipse does not depend neither the space nor the time and,
consequently, it is characteristic of the electromagnetic wave. ĉe polarization ellipse and its
ǉǑ
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Figure 2.4: Generic polarization ellipse for an electromagnetic wave propagating on z^ di-
rection.
parameters are represented in Fig. Ǌ.ǌ.
Consequently, the polarization state of an electromagnetic wave can be deėned by the fol-
lowing parameters describing its direction of propagation and the polarization ellipse
• Orientation in the space of the plane containing the polarization ellipse. It is determined
by its normal vector, which is the propagation direction of the electromagnetic wave. On
Fig. Ǌ.ǌ it has been assumed as z^.
• Orientation angle ϕ of the major axis of the ellipse with respect to the x^ direction. ĉe
values for this parameters are in the interval [ πƦ ;
π
Ʀ ].
• Ellipticity angle τ, representing the apertureof the ellipse andhaving values in the interval
[ πƨ ;
π
ƨ ].
• Polarization direction, indicating the turning direction of the polarization ellipse. It is
expressed by the sign of the ellipticity τ. It is determined by the IEEE convention; when
looking to the wave towards the propagation direction, if the electric ėeld vector is rotat-
ing in clockwise direction then τ < Ƥ, if it is rotating counter-clockwise then τ > Ƥ.
• ĉe amplitude of the polarization ellipse A, deėned as A =
p
aƦ + bƦ, where a and b are
the amplitude of the major and minor axis of the ellipse, respectively.
Ǌǈ
Linear horizontal Linear vertical Circular clockwise Circular counter-clockwise
ϕ ǈ πƦ [
 π
Ʀ ;
π
Ʀ ] [
 π
Ʀ ;
π
Ʀ ]
τ ǈ ǈ  πƨ
π
ƨ
Table 2.1: Some typical polarization states and its associated parameters
• ĉe initial phase α with respect to the phase origin for t = Ƥ, deėned in the interval
( π; π].
As an example, Table Ǌ.ǉ shows the values ofϕ and τ deėning thepolarization ellipse for some
typical polarization states.
Ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ SķĵŔĹŇĽłĻ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇŏ
As mentioned before, when an electromagnetic wave encounters an object, part of its energy
gets re-radiated towards the radar receiver. ĉe polarization state of the scaĨered wave would
depend on the target and its geometry and, consequently, polarimetry may contribute to the
characterization of the target.
In the more general scenario, the SAR system may be considered as a system having two
antennas, the transmiĨing antenna and the receiving antenna, that may be located at diﬀerent
positions. When this is the case, the scaĨering process is called bistatic, whereas when both an-
tennas are placed in the same position, as when the same antenna is employed for transmission
and reception, it is calledmonostatic. Additionally, in a bistatic scenario, when the receiver an-
tenna is located behind the target in the same line deėned by the transmiĨer antenna and the
target, a particular conėguration process is obtained called forward scaĪering.
Consequently, a convention has to be deėned for the Cartesian coordinate system [^x; y^; z^]
that will be assumed for transmiĨed and received waves. Generally, the transmiĨed wave coor-
dinates are deėned with respect to the transmiĨing antenna, whereas the received wave may be
expressed in the same coordinates or in those deėned by the receiving antenna.
ĉe electric ėeld vector can be completely described by two orthogonal polarization states
[ǉǈǋ]. In the following, these two orthogonal polarization states will be assumed as the linear
horizontal h^ and linear vertical v^ polarization states, conforming the polarization basis fh^; v^g.
Following this notation, the incident electric ėeld may be expressed in terms of two compo-
nentsEih andEiv over this basis, and its coordinate system is centeredon the transmiĨing antenna
[h^i; v^i; k^i]. On the other hand, for the scaĨered electric ėeld, expressed in terms of the coordi-
nates [h^s; v^s; k^s], there are diﬀerent conventions depending on the SAR system type. One con-
vention may be the Forward ScaĨering Alignment (FSA), which employs the same coordinate
Ǌǉ
system than the incident wave for the scaĨered wave. Another convention, called Backward
ScaĨering Alignment (BSA), deėnes the scaĨered wave in terms of the coordinates of the re-
ceiving antenna. Fig. Ǌ.Ǎ shows both conventions for the incident and scaĨered electric waves.
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Figure 2.5: Incident and scattered electric ﬁeld coordinate reference conventions.
As it may be seen, the equivalence of the diﬀerent conventions can be extracted easily for the
incident and scaĨered electric waves. In the case of the BSA convention h^s = h^i; v^s = v^i and
k^s = k^i, whereas for the FSA convention h^s =  h^i; v^s = v^i and k^s =  k^i. In the following,
the BSA convention will be employed, since the monostatic case is the most common for SAR
systems. Employing the selected polarization basis fh^; v^g, the incident and scaĨeredwaves can
be expressed as
Ei = Eihh^i + Eivv^i (Ǌ.ǋǌ)
Es = Eshh^s + Esvv^s: (Ǌ.ǋǍ)
ĉe relation between the incident and the scaĨered waves, assuming the far ėeld hypothesis,
may be expressed by the Ǌ by Ǌ scaĨering matrix S. As it is a relation between the two electric
ėelds, S is a complex dimensionless matrix, which is characteristic of the target [Ǐǎ]"
Esh
Esv
#
=
exp( jkr)
r
"
Shh Shv
Svh Svv
#"
Eih
Eiv
#
(Ǌ.ǋǎ)
ǊǊ
or, equivalently, in matrix notation
Es = exp( jkr)
r
SEi (Ǌ.ǋǏ)
where r represents the distance between the receiver antenna and the target.
In the monostatic case, applying the reciprocity theorem [ǉǊǋ][ǉǊǉ], the following identity
applies
Svh = Shv (Ǌ.ǋǐ)
for the BSA convention and, consequently, for the FSA convention
Svh =  Shv: (Ǌ.ǋǑ)
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ DĽňŉŇĽĶŊŉĹĸ SķĵŔĹŇĽłĻ
ĉe scaĨering matrix S deėned in (Ǌ.ǋǎ) characterizes the scaĨering process for the employed
acquisition geometry and frequency. However, this information is only useful for point scaĨer-
ers, as described in Section Ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, having only one dominant scaĨerer within the resolution cell
and, thus, a deterministic response. In general, since the spatial resolution is usually consider-
ably larger than thewavelength, a wide number of targets are present within each resolution cell
and the retrieved scaĨering echo is the coherent combination of their individual responses.
In this case, in the presence of speckle noise, the scaĨering matrix S is a random variable and
the target information should be extracted from its statistics. To simplify its manipulation and
statistical characterization, usually thematrixS is vectorized to form the scaĪering vector, usually
denoted as k. It may be expressed through a vectorization operator V(S) [Ǌǎ][ǋǊ]
kƨ = V(S) =
ƥ
Ʀ
tr(SH) = [kƥ; kƦ; kƧ; kƨ]T (Ǌ.ǌǈ)
where tr() denotes the matrix trace, T is the vector transpose andH is a complex Ǌ by Ǌ orthog-
onal matrix base. ĉe simplest matrix base may be the lexicographic baseHL
HL =
("
Ʀ Ƥ
Ƥ Ƥ
#
;
"
Ƥ Ʀ
Ƥ Ƥ
#
;
"
Ƥ Ƥ
Ʀ Ƥ
#
;
"
Ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ Ʀ
#)
; (Ǌ.ǌǉ)
which ends up with the lexicographic scaĨering vector kƨL
kƨL = [Shh; Shv; Svh; Svv]T : (Ǌ.ǌǊ)
Ǌǋ
Another typical matrix base for the scaĨering vector is the Pauli base
HP =
(
p
Ʀ
"
ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ ƥ
#
;
p
Ʀ
"
ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ  ƥ
#
;
p
Ʀ
"
Ƥ ƥ
ƥ Ƥ
#
;
p
Ʀ
"
Ƥ  j
j Ƥ
#)
; (Ǌ.ǌǋ)
which generates the Pauli scaĨering vector kƨP
kƨP =
ƥp
Ʀ
[Shh + Svv; Shh   Svv; Shv + Svh; j(Shv   Svh)]T : (Ǌ.ǌǌ)
ĉe advantage of the Pauli scaĨering vector is that its components may be easily related with
the elementary or canonical physical scaĨering mechanisms. ĉe ėrst component may be re-
lated with surface scaĨering, the second component may be associated with double bounce
scaĨering whereas the third and fourth correspond to volume scaĨering.
An important property of the scaĨering process is the total amount of reĚected energy in
relation with the incident one, expressed as kSk, also known as the Span. Note that this is an
important aĨribute for target characterization and, therefore, it should be maintained in the
scaĨering vector as kkk. ĉis is the reason why the constant factors are included in (Ǌ.ǌǉ) and
(Ǌ.ǌǋ).
For themonostatic case, theprevious scaĨering vectorsmaybe simpliėed according to (Ǌ.ǋǐ)
or (Ǌ.ǋǑ), depending on the convention employed. In this situation, the scaĨering vectors con-
tain only three complex components and, then, it will be denoted as kƧ. Assuming the BSA
convention, these two simpliėed scaĨering vectors may be expressed as
kƧL =

Shh;
p
ƦShv; Svv
T (Ǌ.ǌǍ)
kƧP =
ƥp
Ʀ
[Shh + Svv; Shh   Svv; ƦShv)]T : (Ǌ.ǌǎ)
As mentioned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ, the scaĨering matrix is only useful to characterize point scat-
terers that have a deterministic response. For distributed scaĨering, the target information has
to be extracted from the statistics of this matrix. ĉen, the scaĨering vector k, deėned as a vec-
torization of the scaĨering matrix, may help to simplify this statistical characterization.
A polarimetric SAR system measures all the elements of the scaĨering matrix for each reso-
lution cell. ĉe Smatrix, then,may be considered as ǌ individual SAR images, corresponding to
the scaĨering measurement at each combination of polarization states. As mentioned in Sec-
tion Ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, for a distributed scaĨering scenario, each one of these images will be following a
zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution. However, the ability of a PolSAR system to mea-
sure all this information simultaneously and coherently allows the exploitation of an additional
Ǌǌ
source of information: the correlation between the diﬀerent SAR images.
ĉen, for distributed targets the scaĨering vector k may be deėned by a multidimensional
zero mean complex Gaussian distribution. ĉis distribution is characterized by its covariance
matrixC [ǏǏ][ǉǉǏ][ǎǎ]
pk(k) =
ƥ
πpjCj exp( k
HC ƥk) (Ǌ.ǌǏ)
where p corresponds to the dimension of the scaĨering vector and H denotes hermitian trans-
pose of complex vectors and matrices. ĉis distribution may be denoted asN (ǈ;C) and it is
completely characterized by its covariance matrix, as all of its higher statistical moments may
be derived from C [ǉǈǈ] [ǉǈǎ]. Moreover, this matrix is Hermitian and positive semi-deėnite
[ǉǈǌ], and it may be deėned as
C = EfkƨLkHƨLg =
266664
EfShhShhg EfShhShvg EfShhSvhg EfShhSvvg
EfShvShhg EfShvShvg EfShvSvhg EfShvSvvg
EfSvhShhg EfSvhShvg EfSvhSvhg EfSvhSvvg
EfSvvShhg EfSvvShvg EfSvvSvhg EfSvvSvvg
377775 (Ǌ.ǌǐ)
C = EfkƧLkHƧLg =
264 EfShhS

hhg
p
ƦEfShhShvg EfShhSvvgp
ƦEfShvShhg EfShvShvg
p
ƦEfShvSvvg
EfSvvShhg
p
ƦEfSvvShvg EfSvvSvvg
375 (Ǌ.ǌǑ)
for the bistatic and for the monostatic cases, respectively.
Similarly, the coherence matrix Tmay be deėned as the covariance matrix of the Pauli scat-
tering vector
T = EfkƨPkHƨPg (Ǌ.Ǎǈ)
T = EfkƧPkHƧPg (Ǌ.Ǎǉ)
respectively. Again, the advantage of this coherencematrix is that its values may be related with
canonical scaĨering mechanisms easily. Nevertheless, since the lexicographic scaĨering vector
kƧL and thePauli vectorkƧP represent the same information, expressed in a diﬀerent polarization
basis, the covariance and coherence matrices also contain the same information. In fact, they
ǊǍ
are related by the following expression [ǋǍ]
T = ƥ
Ʀ
266664
ƥ Ƥ Ƥ ƥ
ƥ Ƥ Ƥ  ƥ
Ƥ ƥ ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ j  j Ƥ
377775C
266664
ƥ ƥ Ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ Ƥ ƥ j
Ƥ Ƥ ƥ  j
ƥ  ƥ Ƥ Ƥ
377775 : (Ǌ.ǍǊ)
T = ƥ
Ʀ
264 ƥ Ƥ ƥƥ Ƥ  ƥ
Ƥ
p
Ʀ Ƥ
375C
264 ƥ ƥ ƤƤ Ƥ pƦ
ƥ  ƥ Ƥ
375 : (Ǌ.Ǎǋ)
ĉese matrices contain, in the diagonal elements, the RCS value of the distributed target in
the diﬀerent channels, that is, the retrieved power at each combination of polarization states,
but, additionally, in the oﬀ-diagonal elements they contain information about the correlation
between the diﬀerent elements of the scaĨeringmatrix, that are very useful for the PolSAR data
interpretation.
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ PŃŀSARDĵŉĵ SŉĵŉĽňŉĽķň
In a distributed target scenario, as stated in the previous section, the useful information of the
target scaĨering process has to be extracted from its statistical characterization. ĉe covariance
and coherence matrices have been deėned in order to perform this characterization but, in a
real situation, these matrices have to be estimated from the data. Usually, the estimation of
the covariance matrix is performed by spatial averaging the matrices of n pixels, and is called
multilook. In the following, the estimated covariance matrix, also known as sample covariance
matrix, will be denoted as Z, and can be expressed as [ǉǈǊ][ǏǏ][ǉǉǏ][ǎǈ]
Z = hkkHin = ƥn
nX
i=ƥ
kikHi : (Ǌ.Ǎǌ)
ĉis matrix Z estimated over n samples is also referred to as n-look PolSAR data. Due to the
presence of speckle noise in the data, the sample covariance matrix Z will diﬀer from the ideal
covariance matrix C, as deėned in (Ǌ.ǌǐ) or (Ǌ.ǌǑ). It is worth to mention that the multilook
estimator corresponds to theMaximumLikelihood Estimator (MLE) of the covariancematrix.
ĉenumber of averaged pixels n also plays an important role here, as a large n valuewill produce
a beĨer estimation of the ideal covariance matrix that characterizes the target [ǉǉǑ]. On the
other hand, this spatial averagingmay also be seen as a low-pass ėltering in the spatial dimension
resulting, thus, in a spatial resolution loss. More speciėcally, this averaging only makes sense,
Ǌǎ
from a statistical point of view, over homogeneous samples since spatial stationarity is assumed.
When it is performed over non stationary areas, a spatial resolution loss is obtained, as may
happen near contours or point scaĨers. Unfortunately, real data is strongly inhomogeneous,
as it reĚects the complexity of the scene under observation and, then, a compromise between
speckle ėltering and spatial resolution loss has to be made when applying the multilook.
Assuming that the scaĨering vector k is following a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribu-
tion, the probability distribution of the sample covariance matrix Z can be expressed as a com-
plex Wishart distribution. ĉis distribution is characterized by the true covariance matrix C
and the number of samples averaged n, and may be expressed asW(C; n) [ǎǈ]
pZ(Z) =
npnjZjn p
jCjneΓp(n)etr( nC ƥZ) (Ǌ.ǍǍ)
where etr(X) is the exponential of the matrix trace and
eΓp(n) = π ƥƦ p(p ƥ) pY
i=ƥ
Γ(n  i+ ƥ): (Ǌ.Ǎǎ)
where p is the dimension of the k vector and Γ is the gamma function.
It is worth noticing that this distribution is only valid for full-rank Zmatrices, as its determi-
nant jZj appears on the numerator, which is zero for any degenerate matrix. As a consequence,
the Wishart distribution is only valid for n  p, requiring, thus, an averaging of, at least, p dif-
ferent samples.
In Section Ǌ.ǉ.ǌ, the speckle noise has been described as amultiplicative noise over the single
channel SAR intensity image. ĉe same conceptmay be extended to each element of the sample
covariance matrix Z. Following the same notation, each element of the scaĨering matrix Sm, or
equivalently, of the scaĨering vector kmay be expressed as
Sl =
p
σ lNl exp(jθm) (Ǌ.ǍǏ)
whereN refers to the speckle noise, σ l is the local RCS and l refer to the polarization state index
of the scaĨering vector k. ĉen, for the estimated covariance matrix elements hSlSqi
hSlSqi = hpσ lσq exp(j(θl   θq))ihNlNqi: (Ǌ.Ǎǐ)
According to themultiplicative speckle noisemodel previously stated for single channel SAR
image in Section Ǌ.ǉ.ǌ, the component hNlNqimust have an expectation EfNlNqg = ƥ when
ǊǏ
l = q. If it is assumed that this expectation is equal to zero for all other pairs l 6= q, then it will
result in a diagonal covariance matrix, which is generally not true [ǉǈǊ].
ĉis observation reveals that this expectation may not be considered as zero. In fact, this in-
formation is what allows a polarimetric interpretation of the covariancematrix by extracting the
diﬀerent scaĨeringmechanisms present in a distributed target, as it will be seen in the following
sections. An extension of SARmultiplicative speckle noise may be found in [ǐǐ] for the polari-
metric case, based on the study of the complex hermitian product of a pair of SAR images. With
the same notation, each element of the single-look covariance matrix Zmay be deėned as
SlSq = jSlSqj exp
 
j(θl   θq)

= z exp(jφ) (Ǌ.ǍǑ)
which amplitude z and phase φ are following the probability distributions [ǉǉǏ]
pz(z) =
ƨz
ϕƦ(ƥ  jρjƦ) IƤ

Ʀjρjz
ϕ(ƥ  jρjƦ)

KƤ

Ʀz
ϕƦ(ƥ  jρjƦ)

(Ǌ.ǎǈ)
pφ(φ) =
ƥ  jρjƦ
Ʀπ
 
β
  ƥ
Ʀπ + arcsin(β)

(ƥ  βƦ)Ƨ=Ʀ +
ƥ
ƥ  βƦ
!
(Ǌ.ǎǉ)
where ρ is the complex correlation coeﬃcient between the pair of images, ϕ represents the av-
erage power from both channels, calculated as ϕ = pσ lσq, being σ l and σq the backscaĨering
coeﬃcients of the images Sl and Sq, β is deėned as β = jρj cos(φ   φx) with φx as the eﬀec-
tive phase diﬀerence between the image pair, IƤ is the modiėed Bessel function of the ėrst kind
whereas KƤ is the modiėed Bessel function of the third kind.
Analyzing the speckle noisemodel for the diﬀerence phasor [ǏǑ][ǏǏ] itmay be observed that
real and imaginary parts of the hermitian product of a pair of SAR images can be divided into
three additive terms
z exp(jφ) = [zNc + (zv0ƥ + jzv0Ʀ)] exp(jφx): (Ǌ.ǎǊ)
Considering separately the contribution to the global noise of each one of the terms, a more
detailed speckle noise model can be derived for the hermitian product of a pair of SAR images,
as proposed in [ǐǐ]
SlSq = ϕNcznnm exp(jφx) + ϕ(jρj   Nczn) exp(jφx) + ϕ(nar + jnai) (Ǌ.ǎǋ)
where nm is a multiplicative noise component associated with the ėrst term, nar and nai are ad-
ditive noise components associated with the real and imaginary parts of the hermitian product,
Ǌǐ
zn is the expected value of amplitude normalized of the hermitian product, obtained for the case
ϕ = ƥ, andNc contains approximately the same information as the coherence jρj. Note that the
terms of (Ǌ.ǎǋ) may be classiėed as
SlSq = ϕNcznnm exp(jφx)| {z }
Multiplicative term
+ ϕ(jρj   Nczn) exp(jφx) + ϕ(nar + jnai)| {z }
Additive term
: (Ǌ.ǎǌ)
Consequently, the ėrst term of (Ǌ.ǎǋ) is called multiplicative term, since the useful signal is
multiplied by a multiplicative speckle term nm. ĉe second and third terms are contaminated
by the additive components of the speckle noise nar and nai.
Finally, note that (Ǌ.ǎǋ) may be considered as a generalization of the speckle noise model
obtained in Section Ǌ.ǉ.ǌ, by making l = q, and, consequently, jρj = ƥ and φx = Ƥ radians.
ĉen (Ǌ.ǎǋ) is simpliėed to
SlSl = jSljƦ = ϕnm (Ǌ.ǎǍ)
where ϕ = EfjSljƦg. As it can be seen, this result is consistent with the multiplicative speckle
noise model deėned in Section Ǌ.ǉ.ǌ.
Ǌ.Ǌ.Ǎ TļĹ PŇŃĸŊķŉMŃĸĹŀ
ĉeWishart distribution, described in (Ǌ.ǍǍ), characterizes the variability of the samples due to
the speckle term. However,more complexmodels have been deėned in the literature in order to
take into account the eﬀect of the texture, which represents the spatial variation of the scaĨering
parameters of the targets that are not perfectly homogeneous [ǉǎ]. ĉemostwidely usedmodel
for characterizing this additional variability is the productmodel [ǉǊǈ][ǍǍ]. ĉismodel assumes
that the obtainedmatrixZmay be expressed as a product of two independent random variables
Z = TW (Ǌ.ǎǎ)
whereW is following a Wishart distributionW  W(C; n), as described in (Ǌ.ǍǍ), represent-
ing the variability due to the speckle noise, and T stands for the texture, being independent of
the polarization state and common for all the channels.
Note that the probability distribution ofZ depends on the distribution of the textureT. Dif-
ferent families of distribution may be employed for T, resulting into diﬀerent types of distribu-
tions [ǉǎ]. In [ǍǍ], the generalized inverse gamma distribution is proposed forT, resulting into
the GƤ distribution. Other authors have proposed the employment of the gamma distribution
[Ǐǐ] or the Fisher-Snedecor [ǊǍ], deėning the K and the U distributions, respectively. Nev-
ertheless, although these distributions may represent more accurately textured areas, they are
ǊǑ
more diﬃcult to estimate than theWishart, as they are more complex and have a larger amount
of parameters, requiring more samples for a proper initialization and characterization.
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ H/A/α PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ DĹķŃŁńŃňĽŉĽŃł
Asmentioned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ, the covariancematrixCor, in practice, its estimation, the sample
covariancematrixZ, characterizes the distributed targets scaĨering process under theGaussian
hypothesis. However, thesematricesmay be diﬃcult to interpret directly in order to relate their
information with physical target properties. Diﬀerent polarimetric decomposition techniques
may be found on the literature for this purpose as, for instance, the Huynen [ǎǍ], the Krogager
[ǏǊ], the Cameron [ǊǑ], the Freeman-Durden [Ǎǌ] or the TSVM [ǉǉǐ] decompositions.
Another polarimetric decomposition, proposed by Cloude and PoĨier [ǋǎ], is based on the
projection of the coherence matrixT into the polarimetric base generated by its eigenvalues
T =
pX
i=ƥ
λivivHi =
pX
i=ƥ
λiTi (Ǌ.ǎǏ)
where λƥ > λƦ > : : : > λp are the ordered eigenvalues and vi are the corresponding eigenvec-
tors.
According to (Ǌ.ǎǏ), the ǋ by ǋ coherencematrix, in themonostatic case,may be expressed as
a sum of three rank-one matrices formed by its unitary eigenvectors vƥ; vƦ; vƧ. Note that these
eigenvectors are expressed in the Pauli basis and, according to the eigendecomposition theo-
rem, the polarimetric basis they conform diagonalizes the covariance matrix. Consequently,
they correspond to the three statistically independent scaĨeringmechanisms thatmay be found
within the distributed target and the eigenvalues correspond to their backscaĨering power.
ĉen, the EntropyH and Anisotropy A parameters can be deėned as
H =
ƧX
i=ƥ
 Pi logƧ Pi (Ǌ.ǎǐ)
A = λƦ   λƧ
λƦ + λƧ
(Ǌ.ǎǑ)
where the pseudo-probabilities Pi are deėned as
Pi =
λiPƧ
j=ƥ λj
: (Ǌ.Ǐǈ)
ĉerefore, the Entropy H parameter indicates the degree of randomness of the scaĨering
ǋǈ
process, being equal to ǉ when all themechanisms are equally probable, that is, all of them have
the same reĚected power, and equal to ǈ when only one mechanism is present. On the other
hand, Anisotropy A gives an idea of the dominance of the second eigenvalue versus the third
one, in terms of the reĚected power, as shown in (Ǌ.ǎǑ). It ranges from A = ƥ when there is no
reĚected power for the third mechanism to A = Ƥ when the second and the third polarimetric
mechanisms have the same power.
ĉe third parameter of the decomposition, the mean Alpha angle α refers to the weighted
average of the three diﬀerent pure scaĨering mechanism angles αi. ĉese angles come from the
ėrst component of the eigenvectors, as expressed in
vi = ejφi
h
cos αi sin αi sin βiejδi sin αi cos βiejγi
iT
(Ǌ.Ǐǉ)
for i = ƥ; Ʀ; Ƨ.
ĉen, the mean Alpha angle α is deėned as
α =
ƧX
i=ƥ
Piαi (Ǌ.ǏǊ)
where the angle αi refers to the type of reĚection, from surface scaĨering αi = Ƥ to volume
scaĨering αi = ƨƩ and double bounds in conductive surfaces αi = ƭƤ. Here αi refers to the
angle of the i-th eigenvector viwith the ėrst component of thePauli basis, as expressed in (Ǌ.Ǐǉ),
corresponding to surface scaĨering [ǋǎ].
Ǌ.ǋ A RĹŋĽĹŌ Ńĺ PŃŀSAR SńĹķĿŀĹ FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ TĹķļłĽŅŊĹň
As described in previous sections, for distributed targets, the sample covariancematrixZ has to
be employed to describe the polarimetric behavior of the targets of the scene. However, in order
to obtain a well deėned (full rank) and reliable estimation of this matrix some degree ėltering
is required. ĉis estimation process is also known as speckle ėltering, as it reduces the eﬀect of
the speckle noise and provides a beĨer estimation of the polarimetric information related with
these targets.
In this section some of the most well-known state-of-the-art speckle ėltering techniques are
presented.
ǋǉ
Ǌ.ǋ.ǉ BŃŎķĵŇ /MŊŀŉĽŀŃŃĿ FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ
ĉe multilook ėltering has been presented in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ in the context of the sample co-
variance matrix estimation process from the data employing n diﬀerent pixels, as described in
(Ǌ.Ǎǌ). Since it employs a rectangular window it is also called Boxcar ėlter. It is based on as-
suming local stationarity around the given pixel in order to average n pixels in the neighboring
window [ǉǉǑ].
Boxcar ėlter is the fastest and the simplest speckle ėlter and, additionally, since it correspond
to theMLE of the covariance matrix, it does not introduce neither bias nor distortion over ho-
mogeneous areas. However, as it may be expected, the local stationarity hypothesis may not
hold over some areas. ĉis is specially the case near contours or point scaĨerers, where the
multilook resultsmay not be valid due to themixture of diﬀerent samples following distinct sta-
tistical distributions. In these situations, the Boxcar ėlter may also be seen as a low pass ėlter,
reducing, thus, the spatial resolution of these details and blurring these image features that are
not produced just by speckle noise. ĉis eﬀect is particularly apparent on strong point scaĨer-
ers, as they appear enlarged according to the window size. ĉen, as stated in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ, the
amount of speckle ėltering achieved by themultilook is in compromise with the amount of spa-
tial resolution loss obtained. One example of the results obtained with this ėlter may be found
later on this chapter, on Fig. Ǌ.Ǐb, where it is compared with other ėltering techniques.
Ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ LĹĹ AĸĵńŉĽŋĹ FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ
ĉe mentioned problems of the multilook ėlter are produced when the local stationarity hy-
pothesis is not valid, resulting in a mixture of not homogeneous samples. To overcome these
problems, the Lee ėlter [Ǐǌ][ǐǈ] was proposed as an adaptive ėlter to improve the precision
of the estimated coherence. It tries to adapt to the morphology of the scene by choosing one
averaging window from a set of eight predeėned directional windows. ĉese windows are rep-
resented in Fig. Ǌ.ǎ.
ĉe window containing the set of most homogeneous samples is selected, according to the
sample dispersion among the average of the total power received, that is, the Span of the sample
covariance matrix Z. ĉen, the pixels within the most homogeneous directional window are
employed for the estimation of the covariance matrix ~Z employing the Local Linear Minimum
Mean Squared Error (LLMMSE)
~Z = Z+ b(Z  Z) (Ǌ.Ǐǋ)
ǋǊ
Figure 2.6: The eight predeﬁned directional windows in the Lee adaptive ﬁlter [80]. The
selected pixels are represented in white color.
where Z refers to the sample covariance matrix averaged over the selected directional window,
Z refers to the value of the sample covariance matrix for the central pixel and b 2 [Ƥ; ƥ] is a
weighting factor calculated with the degree of local stationarity.
For the computation of the b factor, a multiplicative noise is assumed in the received power,
in the form
y = xn (Ǌ.Ǐǌ)
where y is the value of the central pixel, x is the value we want to estimate and n represents the
multiplicative noise, with an expectation equal to one and variance σƦn. ĉen, the weighting
factor b can be calculated as
b = var(x)
var(y)
(Ǌ.ǏǍ)
and
var(x) = var(y)  y
ƦσƦn
ƥ  σƦn
(Ǌ.Ǐǎ)
wherey = Efyg.
ĉe idea is that over homogeneous areas var(x) = Ƥ, then b = Ƥ and ~Z = Z, resulting in
the multilook ėlter over the selected window. On the other hand, over a point scaĨer or very
heterogeneous areas, when b = ƥ then the estimated sample covariance matrix corresponds to
the central pixel value ~Z = Z, resulting in preserving the original value and no ėltering at all.
ĉe set of directional windows are intended to preserve the edges of the image, whereas the
LLMMSE tends to preserve point scaĨers. However, the set of predeėnedwindows allow a very
limited adaptation to themorphology of the scene. An example of the ėltering results obtained
with the Lee adaptive ėlter may be seen in Fig. Ǌ.Ǐc. It is worth mentioning that, since it just
employs the span of the sample covariancematrix for window selection, only a small fraction of
the polarimetric information is employed.
ǋǋ
Ǌ.ǋ.ǋ IDAN FĽŀŉĹŇ
ĉe Intensity Driven Adaptive Neighborhood (IDAN) [ǉǊǍ] represents a step forward respect
to the Lee ėlter in terms of adaptation to the image morphology. It is based on the concept of
removing the limitation of the predeėnedwindows bydeėning an arbitrary set of homogeneous
adjacent samples for each pixel of the image. ĉis set of samples is called the Adaptive Neigh-
borhood (AN) of the pixel under study and it is constructed employing the Region Growing
technique [ǌ].
ĉe adaptive neighborhood notion was ėrstly employed for processing medical images, as
introduced in [ǎǉ]. A seed is generated for each pixel and, then, a neighborhood is constructed
employing the region growing process. ĉis AN may have a variable shape and size and, ide-
ally, it contains only pixels with the same distribution than the seed. In the IDAN ėlter, the
seed is calculated by applying a median ėlter to the adjacent pixels to the pixel of interest, as
described in [ǉǊǍ]. Note that the median ėlter is employed to avoid as much as possible the
spatial resolution loss.
Compared to the Lee ėlter, the IDAN has the advantage of being able to achieve a stronger
ėltering and a beĨer adaptation to the image structure. However, since intensity SAR images are
not following a symmetric distribution, as stated inSectionǊ.ǉ.ǋ, it introduces an importantbias
over the estimated values due to the median ėlter [ǍǏ]. ĉis bias makes impossible employing
the IDAN ėlter for SAR applications employing quantitatively the estimated information. ĉe
presence of this bias has been discussed in [ǉǊǏ] and compensated up to a certain point by the
authors in [ǉǊǎ].
To construct the AN for each pixel, the IDAN employs the region growing technique taking
into account the elements of the main diagonal of the sample covariancematrix, generating the
vector of power measurements p
p(m; n) =
264 Tƥƥ(m; n)TƦƦ(m; n)
TƧƧ(m; n)
375 =
264 pƥ(m; n)pƦ(m; n)
pƧ(m; n)
375 (Ǌ.ǏǏ)
wherem and n are the coordinates of the image pixels.
ĉe set of adjacent pixels are analyzed in order to retain within the AN only those pixels that
are within the interval of Ǌ times the CV around the seed
kpi(k; l)  p^i(m; n)k
kp^i(m; n)k
 Ʀσ
μ
(Ǌ.Ǐǐ)
ǋǌ
where pi(k; l) represents the pixel to add to the AN, p^i(m; n) refers to the seed value and the
subindex i refers to each one of the three SAR intensity images, as deėned in (Ǌ.ǏǏ). ĉe CV is
expressed as σ=μ, which is a standard parameter in intensity SAR images, as described in Sec-
tion Ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, having a value equal to ƥ=
p
Leq for homogeneous areas contaminated by speckle
noise, where Leq represents the number of independent samples averaged.
A similar concept is applied in the Lee sigma ėlter [ǏǍ] since, according to themultiplicative
noisemodel for intensity SAR images, the ǑǍƻ of the samples are expected to be in this interval
of values. ĉen, this process is iterated for each component of the p vector until no more pixels
can be added to the AN or a limit number of pixels is achieved.
However, when computing the AN with this threshold, there is a high risk of generating
neighborhoods containing non-homogeneous pixels, as the established limit of Ǌ times the CV
may be too permissive. A reėnement of this region growing process is proposed in [ǉǊǍ], by ap-
plying it in two stages with diﬀerent thresholds. In the ėrst step, the AN is computed by adding
the pixels within the interval of Ʀ=Ƨ times the CV, corresponding to the interval where the Ǎǈƻ
of the samples are expected to lie
kpi(k; l)  p^i(m; n)k
kp^i(m; n)k
 Ʀ
Ƨ
σ
μ
: (Ǌ.ǏǑ)
With this ėrst step, the estimationof the seed is reėnedand then, a second stepof regiongrowing
is performed, according to the previous limit, as expressed in (Ǌ.Ǐǐ). Finally, once the neigh-
borhood is deėned for each pixel, the estimated sample covariancematrixZmaybe obtained by
applying the multilook ėltering or the LLMMSE within the AN, as described in Section Ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ.
To illustrate the eﬀect of the diﬀerent speckle ėltering techniques presented in this section,
Fig. Ǌ.Ǐ shows an example of an area of a PolSAR image and the results obtained with them ¹.
Fig. Ǌ.Ǐa represents the original PolSAR image represented in the Pauli composition assigned to
RGB channels. ĉe eﬀect of the speckle noise can be seen as a granular texture over the image.
On Fig. Ǌ.Ǐb the ǏxǏ Boxcarmultilook ėlter has been applied and an important reduction of the
speckle noisemay be observed. However, all the contours and small details of the image appear
blurred, resulting a spatial resolution loss. Figs. Ǌ.Ǐc and Ǌ.Ǐd show results aěer applying the
adaptive Lee ėlter, deėned in Section Ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ, and the IDAN ėlter, deėned in this section. ĉese
ėlters achieve a relatively good speckle reduction while also maintaining the spatial resolution
much beĨer than themultilook ėlter. However, as it will be seen, theymay introduce some bias
¹ĉe PolSARPro soěware [ǋ] has been employed to process this data and for Pauli image generation. For
the IDAN ėltering, a maximum AN size parameter of ǉǈǈ pixels has been employed.
ǋǍ
(a) Original (b) Boxcar 7x7
(c) Lee ﬁlter (d) IDAN ﬁlter
Figure 2.7: PolSAR images ﬁltered employing diﬀerent speckle ﬁlters. The Pauli vector
kƧP is represented, assigning its components to the RGB channels (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj,
jShh   Svvj).
or distortion over the ėltered images.
Ǌ.ǋ.ǌ NŃł-LŃķĵŀMĹĵłň FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ
Ashighlighted in theprevious sections, themultilookėlter, the adaptiveLeeėlter and the IDAN
ėlter are based on the spatial locality of the data. ĉat is, they are assuming similar valuesmay be
found in a close area around the given pixel. ĉe adaptive Lee ėlter and the IDANhave deėned
somemechanisms to reėne this local area to adapt to themorphology of the scene but they still
rely on looking for them in a neighboring area.
ĉe non-local means ėlter (NL-means) [Ǌǐ] is following a completely diﬀerent approach,
by breaking with the idea of local stationarity, as its name suggests. It is based on a non-local
weighted average of pixels but, in contrast with the adaptive Lee or IDANėlters, these pixels are
not required to be in a neighborhood of the given pixel, and theymay be located at any position
ǋǎ
of the image.
Given a discrete image v = fv(i)ji 2 Ig, where I represents the set of pixel positions, the
NL-means ėlter for pixel at position imay be computed as the weighted average of all the image
pixels
NL(i) =
X
j2I
w(i; j)v(j) (Ǌ.ǐǈ)
where the set of weights w(i; j) are selected based on the similarity between pixel at positions i
and j and satisfy the conditions
Ƥ  w(i; j)  ƥ 8i; j 2 I (Ǌ.ǐǉ)X
j2I
w(i; j) = ƥ 8i 2 I: (Ǌ.ǐǊ)
Moreover, to compute the similarity between the pixels i and j, instead of employing their
values, the set of values around a patch or neighborhood of each pixel is employed. ĉen, this
similarity comparison does not only require two similar pixel values but also a similar context
around them. Mathematically, this may be expressed as
w(i; j) = ƥ
Z(i)
exp

 kv(Ni)  v(Nj)k
Ʀ
hƦ

(Ǌ.ǐǋ)
where Ni represents the set of neighboring pixels around the i pixel, Z(i) is the normalizing
constant, deėned as
Z(i) =
X
j
exp

 kv(Ni)  v(Nj)k
Ʀ
hƦ

(Ǌ.ǐǌ)
where h is a factor controlling the amount of ėltering.
A representation of this patch based comparison may be seen on Fig. Ǌ.ǐ, where three pixels
at positions qƥ, qƦ and qƧ are compared with the pixel at position p. ĉe neighborhood area is
represented as a square around each pixel position.
ĉeNL-means ėlter has also been extended to process PolSAR data, as described in [ǌǊ]. In
this case, the similarity between each pixel of a patch is computed based on the scaĨering vector
absolute value relations, being proportional to
ln
 jkƥ;ƥj
jkƦ;ƥj +
jkƦ;ƥj
jkƥ;ƥj

+ ln
 jkƥ;Ʀj
jkƦ;Ʀj +
jkƦ;Ʀj
jkƥ;Ʀj

+ ln
 jkƥ;Ƨj
jkƦ;Ƨj +
jkƦ;Ƨj
jkƥ;Ƨj

(Ǌ.ǐǍ)
where kƥ and kƦ refers to the scaĨering vectors of each one of the two pixels being compared
ǋǏ
Figure 2.8: NL-means similarity comparison. qƥ and qƦ obtain large weights w whereas qƧ
gets a smaller weight, as it is surrounded by a diﬀerent neighborhood [28].
on the patch, ki;j refers to the j-th component of i scaĨering vector and ln refers to the natural
logarithm.
Note that, similarly to the IDANėlter, it only exploits the information related to each channel
power information, and not the correlation between them, that is contained in the oﬀ-diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix. However, on [ǌǉ] an iterative reėnement of the ėlter is pro-
posed, which is also extended in [ǌǊ] to take into account all the polarimetric information con-
tained in the coherence matrixT, based on the symmetric Kullback Leibler divergence
SDKL(T^ƥ; T^Ʀ) / tr(T^ ƥƥ T^Ʀ) + tr(T^ ƥƦ T^ƥ)  ƪ: (Ǌ.ǐǎ)
ĉeNL-mean ėlter employs a neighborhood in order to compare the similarity between pix-
els and this eﬀectively reduces the eﬀect of the speckle noise in terms of the similarity compar-
ison. However, two similar pixels require also to be located in a comparable context in order to
be considered similar, resulting into sub-optimality in terms of ėltering, as studied in [Ǒǌ].
Ǌ.ǌ A RĹŋĽĹŌ Ńĺ PŃŀSARCŀĵňňĽĺĽķĵŉĽŃł TĹķļłĽŅŊĹň
Asmentioned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ, SARpolarimetry enlarges signiėcantly the amount of information
that can be extracted from the scaĨerer. Not surprisingly, terrain identiėcation or classiėcation
is, thus, an important application for PolSAR.
Classiėcation techniques are usually divided into two main types: supervised and unsuper-
visedmethods. In a supervised approach, a set of examples aremanually provided for each class
and the most similar areas to these ones are obtained. On the other hand, unsupervised tech-
ǋǐ
niques are not provided with any kind of input data and, consequently, they try to extract the
most diﬀerentiated areas that may be found on the scene.
In this section, two of themostwell-known andwidely employed unsupervised PolSAR clas-
siėcation techniques are described.
Ǌ.ǌ.ǉ H/A/α PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ CŀĵňňĽĺĽķĵŉĽŃł
In Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ, theH/A/α polarimetric decomposition has been described. Moreover, its in-
terpretation shows that it is able todistinguishbetween somediﬀerent physical targets. ĉen, an
unsupervised classiėcation may be obtained by simply deėning ranges of values for theH/A/α
decomposition parameters.
According to [ǋǎ], the most distinctive traits are found in the Entropy (H) and the averaged
Alpha angle (α), then, nine diﬀerent regions are deėned according to these value ranges, as rep-
resented on Fig. Ǌ.Ǒ.
Figure 2.9: Feasible set of values for H and α polarimetric decomposition parameters and
the corresponding scattering classiﬁcation regions [36].
ĉe physical interpretation of the meaning of these zones and the main scaĨering mecha-
nisms that they represent may be described brieĚy as [ǋǎ]
• Zone Ǒ: Low Entropy Surface ScaĨer: this area is characterized byH < Ƥ:Ʃ and α <
ƨƦ:Ʃ. Typically, Bragg surface scaĨering and specular scaĨering are included in
this class. ĉis is the case for water surfaces at L and P-Bands, for example.
• Zone ǐ: Low EntropyDipole ScaĨering: having H < Ƥ:Ʃ and ƨƦ:Ʃ < α < ƨƫ:Ʃ.
ĉis region represents isolated dipole scaĨering, having a large imbalance between
hh and vv polarizations states in amplitude.
ǋǑ
• Zone Ǐ: Low EntropyMultiple ScaĨering: when H < Ƥ:Ʃ and α > ƨƫ:Ʃ. Corre-
sponds to low Entropy double or even bounce scaĨering occurrence, usually pro-
duced by isolated dielectric and metallic dihedral scaĨers.
• Zone ǎ: MediumEntropy Surface ScaĨer: deėned by Ƥ:Ʃ < H < Ƥ:ƭ and α < ƨƤ.
ĉis class also represents surface scaĨering, as the class deėned byZone Ǒ, but with
an increased level of roughness.
• Zone Ǎ: MediumEntropy Vegetation ScaĨering: representedbyƤ:Ʃ < H < Ƥ:ƭ and
ƨƤ < α < ƩƤ. Areas including vegetation scaĨering with anisotropic scaĨerers
will lie within this region.
• Zone ǌ: MediumEntropyMultiple ScaĨering: in the case of Ƥ:Ʃ < H < Ƥ:ƭ and
α > ƩƤ. ĉese parameters indicate dihedral scaĨering with moderate Entropy.
ĉis situation may happen, for instance, when having dihedral scaĨering behind a
canopy, which increases the Entropy of the mechanism.
• Zone ǋ: High Entropy Surface ScaĨer: for H > Ƥ:ƭ and α < ƨƤ. Note that this
area is not feasible, since it is outside the posible area, represented by the curve
in Fig. Ǌ.Ǒ. ĉis fact is a consequence of the disability of the radar to detect the
diﬀerent scaĨering mechanisms when the Entropy increases.
• Zone Ǌ: High Entropy Vegetation ScaĨering: described byH > Ƥ:ƭ and ƨƤ < α <
ƩƩ. Typically high Entropy volume scaĨering is produced at α = ƨƩ and H =
Ƥ:ƭƩ. In the case of forest canopies these type of scaĨering is obtained.
• Zone ǉ: High EntropyMultiple ScaĨering: distinguished by by H > Ƥ:ƭ and α >
ƩƩ. Even in the case of high Entropy, double bounce scaĨering may be distin-
guished, which are represented by this class.
As itmaybe seen, thepreviousH/α polarimetric classiėcation yields to eight diﬀerent classes.
ĉe boundaries of these regions are not completely ėxed and they will depend on the parame-
ters of the radar and the amount of ėltering employed, as described in [ǋǎ]. Moreover, an ad-
ditional distinction may be performed by taking into account the Anisotropy A parameter. In
this case, called H/A/α polarimetric classiėcation, each of the previously deėned classes may
be separated in two diﬀerent groups, having A < Ƥ:Ʃ and A > Ƥ:Ʃ, resulting in a total of ǉǎ
diﬀerent classes.
ǌǈ
Ǌ.ǌ.Ǌ WĽňļĵŇŉ CŀĵňňĽĺĽĹŇ
ĉeH/α andH/A/α classiėers are useful to make a polarimetric classiėcation of the scaĨerers
of a scene. However, this segmentation is completely pre-deėned and, as stated before, it may
depend on the data and the amount of speckle ėltering. Moreover, depending on the scene,
this type of pre-deėned classiėcation may not make sense, as some type of targets may not be
present on the scene.
ĉe Wishart classiėer tends to adapt the classiėcation scheme to the given scene, solving
the previously mentioned disadvantages of the direct H/α and H/A/α classiėers. As its name
suggests, it is based on theWishart distribution, deėned in (Ǌ.ǍǍ). Assuming that we have a set
ofN classes, identiėed by their mean covariancematricesCi, for i 2 [ƥ;N], then the probability
of the sample covariance matrix Z of belonging to the class deėned byCi may be obtained as
pCi(Z) =
npnjZjn p
jCijneΓp(n)etr( nC ƥi Z)p(i): (Ǌ.ǐǏ)
where p(i) refers to the a priori probability of belonging to the class i.
ĉe Wishart classiėer, then, will assign the sample covariance matrix Z to class i having the
largest pCi(Z). In order to simplify the computations, the logarithm of (Ǌ.ǐǏ) may be applied
before maximization, as the logarithm is an increasing function
ln
 
pCi(Z)

= pn ln(n) + (n  p) ln jZj   n ln jCij   ln(eΓp(n)) + tr( nC ƥi Z) + ln (p(i)) :
(Ǌ.ǐǐ)
Additionally, if we assume that all the samples have anuniformėltering, that is, the equivalent
number of looks parameter n of the distribution is the same for all the samples, then the factors
depending only on nmay be taken out from (Ǌ.ǐǐ), as they are constant factors and do not play
any role in the maximization process. ĉis is also the case for the term depending on the Z
determinant, being constant for all i class. Moreover, the a priori probabilities of belonging to
each class p(i)may be considered equal for each class, resulting into
ln
 
pCi(Z)
 /   ln jCij   tr(C ƥi Z): (Ǌ.ǐǑ)
Usually, the process of maximizing ln
 
pCi(Z)

is transformed into the minimization of its
negative   ln  pCi(Z), as all the probabilities are smaller than ƥ, resulting into negative log-
values. ĉen, the process of assigning the sample Z to the class imay be expressed as [ǐǉ]
i = argmin
j2[ƥ;N]
ln jCjj+ tr(C ƥj Z): (Ǌ.Ǒǈ)
ǌǉ
ĉeWishart classiėer, as deėned in [ǐǉ], is a combination of theH/α classiėer with an iter-
ative adaptation employing theWishart cluster assignation as expressed in (Ǌ.Ǒǈ). ĉe process
performed by theWishart classiėcation is described by the following steps:
ǉ. Perform theH/α classiėcation of the data as an initial step, to initialize the ǐ clusters.
Ǌ. Compute the covariance matrix Ci of each cluster i by averaging all the samples in each
region of theH/α classiėcation.
ǋ. Assign each sample covariance matrix Z of the image to the most probable cluster, ac-
cording to (Ǌ.Ǒǈ).
ǌ. Re-compute each cluster covariance matrixCi according to the previous assignation.
Ǎ. Repeat steps ǋ to Ǎ until a convergence criterion is fulėlled.
ĉe convergence criterion employed in step Ǎ may be, for instance, to limit the number of
iterations that the algorithm may perform or to stop it when the number of samples that have
changed its cluster assignment is below a given percentage. Note that, since the algorithm re-
quires a robust initialization, theH/α classiėcation is applied, which results into ǐ diﬀerent clus-
ters. Alternatively, theH/A/α classiėcation may be applied, resulting into ǉǎ classes. However,
no technique is described in [ǐǉ] for an appropriate initialization with an arbitrary number of
classes.
To show the results obtained by the H/α classiėcation and the Wishart classiėcation tech-
niques, an example is included with ESAR system, at L-band, over the Oberpfaﬀenhofen test-
site, southern Germany. Aěer applying some speckle ėltering, employing the Ǒ by Ǒ multilook
ėlter, the Entropy (H) and the averaged Alpha angle (α) has been obtained and its values are
shown on Figs. Ǌ.ǉǈa and Ǌ.ǉǈb, respectively.
With the Entropy and the averaged Alpha angle presented in Fig. Ǌ.ǉǈ, theH/α classiėcation
has been applied, described in Section Ǌ.ǌ.ǉ, and the results may be seen in Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉa. ĉeH/α
plane of all the values of the image may be seen on Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉb, where the color code employed
in Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉa is also represented.
For comparison purposes, Fig. Ǌ.ǉǊa shows the result of applying the Wishart classiėcation
to the same dataset. In this case, a diﬀerent color map than in Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉa has been employed,
as the obtained classes do not correspond to the initial assignment in theH/α plane due to the
adaptation of theWishart classiėer.
ǌǊ
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Figure 2.10: Entropy (a) and averaged alpha angle (b) for the Oberpfaﬀenhofen dataset.
(a) H/α classiﬁcation (b) H/α plane
Figure 2.11: H/α classiﬁcation (a) and H/α plane and color code (b) of the Oberpfaﬀen-
hofen image.
As it may be seen, some areas are more clearly separated on Fig. Ǌ.ǉǊa than on Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉa,
where the amount of noise observed over the classiėcation results is larger. ĉis noise is ob-
ǌǋ
(a) H/α Wishart classiﬁcation (b) H/A/α Wishart classiﬁcation
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Figure 2.12: H/α Wishart classiﬁcation (a) and H/A/α Wishart classiﬁcation (b) of the
Oberpfaﬀenhofen image.
served due to some areas of the image presenting a polarimetric response in between two of
the H/α classes. When applying the Wishart classiėer to the data, since it is able to adapt to
the content of the image, this boundary eﬀect is reduced. Additionally, Fig. Ǌ.ǉǊb presents the
results aěer applying the H/A/α Wishart classiėcation, resulting into ǉǎ classes. In this case,
further details of the image are observed, specially on the boĨom part of the image, as a larger
number of classes are available.
ǌǌ
All ėxed set paĪerns are incapable of adaptability or plia-
bility. ĉe truth is outside of all ėxed paĪerns.
Bruce Lee
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Binary Partition Tree
TļĹBĽłĵŇŏPĵŇŉĽŉĽŃłTŇĹĹ(BPT)data abstraction is presented in this chapter. At this point,
this structure is described from a generic point of view, without entering into the details of the
underlying data. On the following chapters, the BPT will be particularized to represent and
process PolSAR images and temporal series.
First of all, the basic concepts of the BPT and the motivation for its adoption are discussed.
A general BPT based processing scheme is proposed based on two main steps: the BPT con-
struction from the original data and its exploitation for diﬀerent applications. Secondly, the al-
gorithms for performing these processing steps are described, performing a brief analysis of the
computational complexity of these methods. Finally, a few thoughts are commented regarding
the limitations of the BPT for data representation.
ǋ.ǉ TļĹ BPT ĵň ĵDĵŉĵ AĶňŉŇĵķŉĽŃł
ĉeBinary Partition Tree (BPT)may be considered as a region-based andmulti-scale data rep-
resentation [ǉǈǑ]. Hence, in contrast with a pixel-based approach, where a rectangular array
of pixels is assumed, the basic entity of this data abstraction is a connected area of the data,
ǌǍ
grouping adjacent pixels or elements with similar properties. Additionally, it is a hierarchical
structure being able to describe the data at multiple scales and also to provide ordered access
to subsets of regions. In the following sections, the BPT structure and the diﬀerent concepts
related with this abstraction will be presented.
ǋ.ǉ.ǉ RĹĻĽŃł-ĶĵňĹĸ AńńŇŃĵķļ
ĉe BPT, as mentioned before, is a region-based data representation. As opposite to a pixel-
based method, where a rectangular array of pixels is assumed, on a region-based approach the
data is represented by a set of connected regions, and each region is processed independently,
being the basic entity of the processing paradigm.
A regionmay be seen as a set of connected elements of the data thatmay be considered similar
under some criterion. Note that this deėnition implies the selection of a connectivity scheme
for the dataset. In image processing, for instance, when dealing with Ǌ-dimensional data, the
ǌ-connectivity or ǐ-connectivity are the typical choices. Under this assumption, a connected
region is a region on which any pair of data elements contained are connected through a path
that lies completely within the region itself.
On a pixel-based processing approach, the assumption that is usually performed behind is
the local stationarity. ĉat is, it is presumed that pixels that are close in the spatial domain will
also present similar values. ĉen, the data portion within a local window around a given pixel
may be considered as stationary and, as a consequence, the samples within this window may
be processed jointly. ĉis approach usually fails near contours or for small details of the scene,
where the local stationarity approach may not hold. On the other hand, the region-based ap-
proach is based on the idea that, although data are not stationary, theymay be decomposed into
stationary connected components or regions, which may be processed individually and inde-
pendently. As it may be seen, this assumption is more general and Ěexible, being able to adapt
to regions of diﬀerent sizes, taking proėt of large amount of data for a reliable estimation of data
parameters on large regions, while also preserving the small details or the contours within the
data. In fact, the decomposition of the data into connected components or regions conforms a
data segmentation itself, being very useful for data processing and interpretation.
ĉediﬃculty derived on the region-based processing paradigm is that it has to rely on a trust-
worthy division into stationary connected components. ĉe construction of this division may
be a very complex task, requiring a large amount of computational resources and a complicated
data modeling. In this scenario, the BPT simpliėes this task by performing this division au-
tomatically, in terms of a metric measure, while also being eﬃcient, by applying a divide and
conquer algorithm strategy.
ǌǎ
ǋ.ǉ.Ǌ HĽĹŇĵŇķļĽķĵŀMŊŀŉĽ-ňķĵŀĹ AńńŇŃĵķļ
As mentioned before, the BPT data representation has an inherent multi-scale nature. It con-
tains all the information in the original data plus additional information related to its structure
at diﬀerent detail levels. ĉe BPT is intended to be a generic data representation, being useful
for diﬀerent applications. To achieve this goal, a data separation into stationary connected com-
ponents may not be enough, as distinct applications will require a completely diﬀerent region-
based decomposition. As a consequence, in order to produce a generic structure, it must con-
tain the decomposition into stationary connected components at diﬀerent scales.
However, if the divisionof a dataset into its connected components is a diﬃcult task, the need
of performing it in a multi-scale basis may turn the problem intractable. Fortunately, this is not
the case for the BPT construction process, where its multi-scale essence comes out naturally.
As indicated before, the BPT may be constructed in an eﬃcient manner by a divide and con-
quer strategy, by recursively breaking the complex problem into smaller parts until they become
tractable. Consequently, during the construction process the algorithm traverses over a wide
range of region sizes, covering from the individual elements to very large areas of the dataset.
ĉe BPT, then, is constructed by keeping track of all this intermediate results, arranging all this
information hierarchically conforming a binary tree, which describes connected regions of the
data with similar properties at diﬀerent scales.
ǋ.ǉ.ǋ TļĹ BPT SŉŇŊķŉŊŇĹ
To enter into details on this binary tree structure, some basic notions about graphs and graph
theory will be presented in the following. Graphs are a representation of a set of objects having
some relations between pairs of them. From a formal point of view, a graphGmay be seen as a
mathematical structure consisting of a set V of vertices or nodes and a set E of edges or lines, and
it is denoted as G = (V; E) [ǎǋ]. ĉe set of edges E contains Ǌ-element subsets of V, since an
edge is related with two nodes. In this work only undirected graphs will be considered, which
means that the edges of the graph do not have a particular direction and then, the set E can be
deėned as an unordered pair of vertices. Fig. ǋ.ǉ shows a representation of a simple graph with
ǌ vertices and ǌ edges.
Aweighted graph is a graph onwhich each edge has a value, i.e., a weight, associated. A sample
representation of a weighted graph is presented in Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.
In this context, a tree is a special case of graph, in which every two nodes are connected by
exactly one path. ĉis means that there are no cycles inside a tree, also known as closed paths,
ǌǏ
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Figure 3.1: A graph G = (V;E) representation with V = fA;B;C;Dg and E = ffA;Bg;
fA;Cg; fA;Dg; fB;Dgg.
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Figure 3.2: A weighted graph G = (V;E) representation, having V = fA;B;C;Dg and
E = ffA;B; ƥg; fA;C; ƫg; fA;D; Ʃg; fB;D; ƥƫgg.
and that a tree is a connected graph, having a path that connects any pair of nodes. Typically,
trees are employed to model hierarchies and, consequently, they are represented in a top-down
scheme. ĉen, a root node has to be deėned, which is the highest level of the hierarchy, usually
represented on top of the drawing. ĉe other nodes connected to each node are represented in
a level below it and, according to the hierarchy simile, they are called its sons. ĉe nodes of the
tree having no sons are called leaves. Fig. ǋ.ǋ shows a representation of a tree with ǌ leaves and
ǎ nodes.
Assuming the previous deėnition of a tree, Property ǋ.ǉ may be deduced [ǎǋ].
Property ǋ.ǉ A tree with n nodes has always n  ƥ edges.
A
B F
C D E
Figure 3.3: A tree representation having 4 leaves fC;D;E; Fg. The root node A has 2
sons fB; Fg whereas the node B has 3 sons fC;D;Eg.
ǌǐ
A binary tree is a special case of tree having exactly Ǌ sons per node except for the tree leaves.
In this case, the two sons can be named leě and right sons. Fig. ǋ.ǌ represents a binary tree with
ǌ leaves fA;B;C;Dg.
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Figure 3.4: A binary tree representation.
Due to the mentioned restrictions that apply to binary trees, Property ǋ.Ǌ may be employed
to relate the number of nodes and edges on a binary tree with the number of leaves.
Property ǋ.Ǌ A binary tree with n leaves has Ʀn  ƥ nodes and, applying Property ȗ.ȕ, Ʀn  Ʀ edges.
As stated before, the BPT is a hierarchical data representation structured in form of a binary
tree. As a region-based approach, each node of the tree represents a connected region of the
original data. ĉe leaves of the tree represent each one of the original data elements whereas
other nodes represent the merging of its two child nodes. Consequently, by applying this def-
inition recursively, the root node of the tree represents the whole dataset. Between the leaves
and the root nodes there are a wide number of regions representing the data structure at dif-
ferent detail levels that can be exploited for diﬀerent applications. Fig. ǋ.Ǎ represents a BPT
generated from a ǌ-element fA;B;C;Dg dataset, corresponding to the tree leaves.
Note that the BPT is not a balanced tree, and then regions with arbitrary sizes in terms of the
original dataset elements contained may be merged to generate the parent node. For instance,
in the BPT representation presented in Fig. ǋ.Ǎ this eﬀect can be clearly seen by the fact that the
leaves fA;B;C;Dg appear at diﬀerent levels of the tree.
ǋ.ǉ.ǌ BPT ĶĵňĹĸ PŇŃķĹňňĽłĻ SķļĹŁĹ
Once the BPT data abstraction has been constructed, it may be employed for diﬀerent appli-
cations, as described before. However, the extraction of useful information from the BPT re-
ǌǑ
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Figure 3.5: BPT representation of a dataset containing 4 elements fA;B;C;Dg.
quires a completely diﬀerent approach than processing the original data in terms of pixels since,
instead of them, a binary tree has to be exploited. Usually we are interested in obtaining a result
in the same domain than the original data. In this case, the BPT exploitationmay be seen as the
selection or extraction from the tree of the most useful or interesting regions for a particular appli-
cation. ĉen, the BPT exploitationmay be performed by a tree pruning algorithm, as proposed
on [ǉǈǑ], considering the leaves of the pruned tree as the selected regions.
Consequently, the data processing scheme based on the BPT representationmay be decom-
posed into twomain steps: the BPT construction and the BPT exploitation. Fig. ǋ.ǎ represents
this two main steps of the mentioned processing scheme.
Figure 3.6: BPT-based processing scheme.
It is worth noticing that the BPT construction process may be seen as application indepen-
dent, in the sense that it does not depend on the ėnal application on which it will be employed.
ĉe idea of the BPT, as presented before, is to be a generic data representation. ĉe BPT con-
struction process, which is presented in detail in the following section, only exploits the internal
relationships within the data being, consequently, independent of the ėnal application. Hence,
Ǎǈ
the BPT has to be constructed only once per dataset which is also an advantage since it is the
step that has a larger computational complexity of the processing chain.
On the other hand, the BPT exploitation or pruning, as presented before, may be seen as
application dependent since it looks for useful regions for a particular application. ĉen, once the
BPT has been constructed for a speciėc dataset, it may be employed for diﬀerent applications
through diﬀerent pruning processes. ĉis is an important fact about the proposed processing
scheme since usually the BPT pruning is the fastest step of the presented chain.
ĉis separation of the processing procedure into two parts has some other aĨractive impli-
cations. Note that this scheme decouples the application independent and the application de-
pendent part of the processing chain. As a consequence, if each application is deėned in terms
of a BPT pruning pruning process, it allows the generalization of the application rationale from
the original data space. ĉerefore, the same pruning process may be exported to a completely
diﬀerent data domain for which the BPT structure has been constructed and is available. In
other words, the application rationale is deėned and generalized in terms of the BPT abstrac-
tion being, then, independent of the data. Some examples of this generalization capability will
be seen on Chapters ǌ and Ǎ.
ǋ.Ǌ BPTCŃłňŉŇŊķŉĽŃł
ĉe previous sections have described the BPT structure and how it may be interpreted. Addi-
tionally, a basic processing scheme has been outlined on Fig. ǋ.ǎ which is based on two main
steps: theBPTconstruction and its exploitation througha treepruning. In this section, theBPT
construction process will be described in detail, that is, the procedure to generate the structure
presented on Fig. ǋ.Ǎb from the original dataset, shown on Fig. ǋ.Ǎa.
A direct approach to face this process will be to start from the root node of the tree, thewhole
dataset, and start to divide it recursively into two smaller regions up to the single data elements,
conforming the leaves of the tree. ĉis approach may be seen as a top-down approach, since it
starts from the root node, represented at the top of the drawing, to the leaves of the tree, at the
boĨom. Note that, in this case, the two smaller regionsmust be connected regions andmutually
disjoint in order to preserve the BPT structure as deėned before.
However, this top-down approachmay present some diﬃculties to be implemented. Given a
region, the number of possible divisionsmaybecome extremely high even for small regions and,
moreover, there is not a clear way to deėne or perform the optimal division at each step. Instead
of this approach, a divide and conquer strategy is proposed, spliĨing this large problem into
smaller ones until they become tractable. Divide and conquer is a well-known paradigm in al-
Ǎǉ
gorithm design¹, and merge sort [Ǎǎ] or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [ǋǐ] are two common
examples. When pushing this idea to the limit we arrive to the individual data elements and,
then, the construction may be proposed from a boĪom-up approach. In this approach, starting
from the individual data elements, two adjacent regions are merged to generate a larger one at
each construction step until the root node is generated. ĉis approach is more feasible compu-
tationally, since the number of adjacent regions is smaller than the number of possible divisions
for a given region.
Consequently, an iterative BPT construction algorithm was deėned in [ǉǈǑ], based on the
aforementioned boĨom-up approach. Note that, in this algorithm, the sequence of regions that
are merged during the construction process completely deėnes the ėnal BPT obtained. ĉis
sequence is called themerging sequence. On the example presented in Fig. ǋ.Ǎ, for instance, the
merging sequence will contain the original leaf nodes and the sequence of pairs of adjacent re-
gions that are merged: (fA;B;C;Dg; (B;D)j(E;C)j(A; F)).
In order to obtain a meaningful BPT abstraction, some criterion has to be employed to de-
cide which pair of regions should be merged at each construction step. If we want a data repre-
sentation containing regions representing areas with similar values, a similarity criterionmay be
employed. With this in mind, a BPT construction algorithm was proposed in [ǉǈǑ], based on
merging at each iteration the twomost similar neighboring regions. ĉis involves the evaluation
of the similarity between regions, which is conceptualized as a similarity measure.
ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ RĹĻĽŃłMŃĸĹŀ
Since each node of the tree represents a region of the original data, a regionmodel is introduced
into every node, to describe the useful information contained within and to characterize the
region. From a computational point of view, this region model is a descriptor of the region,
avoiding the need to visit all the single elements of the region in order to characterize it, which
would be very ineﬃcient.
ĉis region model should ideally be complete enough to be able to represent properly all
the regions within the tree, ranging from single element regions, the tree leaves, to the whole
dataset, the root node. ĉe deėnition of this region model can be an arduous task but, in fact,
a good region model is essential to obtain a good BPT data representation, as it will be seen on
the following sections.
¹ĉe ėrst known divide and conquer algorithm is considered to be the Euclidean algorithm, to compute the
greatest common divisor of two numbers, which is dated about ǋǏǍ BC.
ǍǊ
ǋ.Ǌ.Ǌ DĽňňĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹ
ĉe similarity measure conceptualizes the amount of similarity between two adjacent regions.
Since each region is described by a region model, the similarity measure d is deėned on the
region model domain space d : X X 7! <, where X represents the region model domain.
As mentioned before, the role of this similarity measure d is to guide the BPT construction
algorithm to obtain a meaningful representation, by deėning the merging order. Mathemati-
cally, a metric or distance measure are typical choices for this purpose in similar applications.
However, for the BPT construction process, we are interested only on the ordering they deėne
over the possible merging choices, not on their current values. Taking this into account, this
measure may be considered to be more similar to an heuristic function, typically used in mathe-
matical optimization or search algorithms. As a consequence, the mathematical properties of d
may be relaxed with respect to a distance measure and, henceforth, it will be called dissimilarity
measure [ǉǏ]. ĉen, the following properties are assumed for a dissimilarity measure
ǉ. d(A;B)  dƤ (generalized non-negativity)
Ǌ. d(A;B) = dƤ , A = B (identity of indiscernibles)
ǋ. d(A;B) = d(B;A) (symmetry)
ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ CŃłňŉŇŊķŉĽŃł AŀĻŃŇĽŉļŁ
As mentioned before, the BPT construction algorithm is based on merging at each iteration
the two most similar adjacent regions. To model the concept of adjacency or neighborhood
between the diﬀerent regions, aRegionAdjacencyGraph (ĆG) is employed [ǉǈǐ]. On aĆG
each node represents a connected region and each edge represents the neighborhood relation
between two regions. Additionally, the edges areweighted employing the dissimilaritymeasure
ddescribedbefore, to indicate the similarity between the regions. ĉen, for eachpair of adjacent
regionsA and B an edge is added to theĆGW having as weight d(A;B), as shown on Fig. ǋ.Ǐ.
A Bd(A,B)
Figure 3.7: Weighted Region Adjacency Graph. An edge is added for every neighboring
relation weighted by the dissimilarity measure.
In order to construct the BPT, as an initialization step, the ĆG W has to be constructed
from the original data. Algorithm ǋ.ǉ describes the algorithm for the construction of W from
Ǎǋ
the original dataset D employing the dissimilarity measure d. ĉe ėrst loop of the algorithm
initializes theĆG by inserting all the nodes whereas the second loop introduces all the edges
between them.
Algorithm ǋ.ǉĆGgeneration algorithm
Require: datasetD, dissimilarity measure d
Ensure: ĆGW is generated
ǉ: for each element i 2 data_elements(D) do
Ǌ: I create_node(i)
ǋ: add_node(W, I)
ǌ: end for
Ǎ: for each node I 2 nodes(W) do
ǎ: for each node K 2 neighborhood(I) do
Ǐ: e create_weighted_edge(I, K, d(I;K))
ǐ: add_edge(W, e)
Ǒ: end for
ǉǈ: end for
Once theĆGW has been constructed, the BPT construction algorithm, as described be-
fore, may be performed. ĉis process is detailed on Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ, whereB represents the BPT
structure. ĉe ėrst loop initializes the BPT with all the nodes of W that will become the leaves
of the ėnal BPT generated. ĉen, at each iteration the edge e having the smallest weight is se-
lected and the two corresponding regions A and B are merged to generate a larger node F, that
will become their father node on B. Accordingly, the ĆGW gets updated to represent this
new state by removing A and B and inserting F. All the other edges involving A or B have to be
updated to point to the father node F, indicating that F is a neighbor of all the adjacent nodes of
A and B. Finally, this process is repeated until no adjacent regions are found onW, that is, there
are no more possible region merges.
Fig. ǋ.ǐ represents all the states of W and B during the described BPT construction as de-
scribed in Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ for the example represented on Fig. ǋ.Ǎ. At each state, the edge from
W with the smaller weight has been colored in blue, to represent the edge e that is selected and
whose nodes are merged by the algorithm at each step.
ĉe complexity [Ǎ] of Algorithm ǋ.ǉ, induced by the second loop, may be considered to be
O(knn) = O(n), wheren represents thenumberof elements in thedatasetD and kn is a constant
indicating the number of neighbors per element. ĉis kn is deėned by the connectivity scheme
which, in most cases, may be considered to be a constant number for each element.
Ǎǌ
Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ BPT construction algorithm
Require: ĆGW, dissimilarity measure d
Ensure: BPT B is constructed
ǉ: B ;
Ǌ: for each node K 2 nodes(W) do . Initialize B
ǋ: add_node(B, K)
ǌ: end for
Ǎ: while edges(W) 6= ; do . BPT construction
ǎ: e min(edges(W))
Ǐ: A;B nodes(e)
ǐ: F merge(A;B)
Ǒ: add_node(W; F)
ǉǈ: for each node K 2 (neighbors(W;A) [ neighbors(W;B)) n fA;Bg do
ǉǉ: n create_weighted_edge(F, K, d(F;K))
ǉǊ: add_edge(W, n)
ǉǋ: end for
ǉǌ: remove_edges(W, edges_from(A)[ edges_from(B))
ǉǍ: remove_nodes(W; fA;Bg)
ǉǎ: add_node(B; F)
ǉǏ: l create_edge(F, A)
ǉǐ: r create_edge(F, B)
ǉǑ: add_edge(B, l)
Ǌǈ: add_edge(B, r)
Ǌǉ: end while
According to Property ǋ.Ǌ, a BPTwith n leaves will have Ʀn  ƥ nodes in total. Consequently,
n   ƥ nodes have to be generated during the construction algorithm. ĉen, the second loop
of the Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ will last for n   ƥ iterations, since one node is generated at each iteration,
being the father node of the two selected regions. However, note that on this loop the search
for theminimumedge and the update ofW is performed. ĉis taskmay require an inspection of
all the edges, having a complexityO(n), raising the total complexity of the algorithm toO(nƦ).
Alternatively, a search structuremay be employed in order to sort and ėnd arbitrary edgesmore
eﬃciently, havingO(log n) computational cost. It is worth noticing that, when employing this
search structure, the complexity of Algorithmǋ.ǉ raises toO(n log n). Nevertheless, in this situ-
ation, the complexity of the BPT construction algorithm is reduced toO(knn log n)whichmay
be considered to be O(n log n) if the amount of neighboring regions per regions may be con-
sidered bounded by a constant factor kn along the whole construction process. In fact, this is
the case if the BPT construction is constructed properly, since regions of similar detail scale are
present among the whole process. In order to achieve this goal, the region size is a term that
has to be taken into account when deėning similarity measures, as it will be described in the
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Figure 3.8: BPT construction process step-by-step. RAG and regions for each step is also
represented. The edge for the two most similar regions is colored in blue.
following chapter.
It is worth to mention that the O(n log n) complexity is aĨained assuming that all the op-
erations performed during the BPT construction presented in Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ are executed in
constant time, including the merge operation. ĉat is, the region model of the generated node
Ǎǎ
may be computed in constant time taking into account the region model of its two son nodes.
In the event that the region model computation of the merged region could not be calculated
eﬃciently this way, the total cost may raise to O(nƦ), increasing considerably the complexity
of the algorithm, probably resulting in being intractable for large images. ĉis may happen, for
instance, if the regionmodel computation requires the inspection of all the individual elements
of each region. ĉus, the region model computation eﬃciency is something to be taken into
account. ĉe region models that will be employed in this work are considered eﬃcient in the
sense that they produce a globalO(n log n) complexity.
ǋ.ǋ BPT EŎńŀŃĽŉĵŉĽŃł
ĉeprevious sections have described the process of generating theBPT structure from the orig-
inal data. ĉis structure is intended to be an abstract representation of the dataset, containing
also additional information related to its structure at diﬀerent detail levels. Once it has been
constructed, the ultimate objective is to employ it to extract useful results for diﬀerent applica-
tions. Asmentionedbefore, this BPTexploitationprocess is completely applicationdependent,
since it looks formeaningful regions for aparticular purpose. ĉisprocessmaypresent somedif-
ėculties, as the BPT is larger andmore complex than the original data. However, its hierarchical
structure encourages an agile navigation within it and the deėnition of eﬃcient algorithms for
this purpose. In the following section, a generic algorithmwill be described intended to extract
from the BPT the most useful or interesting regions for a particular application.
ǋ.ǋ.ǉ TŇĹĹ PŇŊłĽłĻ PŇŃķĹňň
Asmentioned previously, a tree pruning processwill be considered for BPT exploitation. Com-
putationally, it may be seen as a tree simpliėcation in order to remove some branches represent-
ing small details of the data that are not relevant for the application. From a practical point of
view, this processmay also be seen as a node selection from the tree, that is, the extraction of the
most useful or interesting regions from the BPT structure [ǉǈǑ]. It is worth tomention that the
BPT structure is not modiėed during this tree pruning process, as we are just interested in the
leaves of the pruned tree, which are obtained from the BPT with this process. ĉen, the same
BPTmay be employed for many diﬀerent prunes for distinct applications.
In this context, a pruning criterion Υ has to be deėned to conceptualize this notion of useful-
ness. A regionX, then, may be considered as useful if Υ(X) evaluates to true. ĉe BPT pruning
process will look for regions that fulėll Υ within the tree. However, in order to construct a valid
tree pruning, the following conditions should be considered:
ǍǏ
ǉ. Each element of the original data has to be assigned to a pruned region. ĉis condition
may also be seen as that the set of pruned regions must cover the whole dataset.
Ǌ. All the pruned regionsmust bemutually disjoint, that is, each element only corresponds
to a single pruned region.
In practice, it may happen that within the same tree branch diﬀerent subnodes have distinct
behavior in terms of Υ, as it may be seen on Fig. ǋ.Ǒa. In Fig. ǋ.Ǒ the nodes that fulėll Υ are
colored in blue, whereas the nodes that not fulėll it are represented in red. As it may be seen,
the L node, for instance, fulėlls Υ(L)whereas its son nodeK does not. Some criterion has to be
deėned, according to the pruning conditions previously stated, in order to determine the tree
pruning for these situations. ĉis selection problem will be called the pruning decision problem.
Twomain possible solutions are considered:
• On the one hand, the larger regions from the tree may be pruned that fulėll the criterion
Υ. Note that this process is equivalent to start from the root node and, navigating to the
leaves, prune the ėrst nodes found that fulėll Υ. Accordingly, this process may be called
top-down tree pruning, and it is represented on Fig. ǋ.Ǒb. As a consequence, the larger
regions from the dataset fulėlling Υ will be obtained with this pruning.
• On the other hand, a region may be selected for pruning if and only if it and all of its
subnodes fulėll Υ. ĉis process may also be seen as, starting from the leaves of the tree
and navigating to the root node, prune the ėrst nodes those father nodes do not fulėll
Υ. ĉerefore, this process will be called boĪom-up tree pruning, and it is represented on
Fig. ǋ.Ǒc.
In general, the top-down tree pruning may seen as the pruning process that produces more
ėltering, as larger regions from the tree are obtained, whereas the boĨom-up pruning may be
seen as the one that preserves more details, as its pruning requirements are stricter, resulting
in smaller pruned regions. ĉis eﬀect may be clearly observed when comparing Figs. ǋ.Ǒb and
ǋ.Ǒc. As it may be seen, on the top-downBPTpruning the nodeL gets pruned as it fulėlls Υ(L)
whereas on the boĨom-up pruning it cannot be pruned as one of its sons, theK node, does not
fulėll it. On the other hand, the I node may be pruned as all of its subnodes fulėll Υ.
It is worth tomention that the region-based processing of the BPT is related with connected
operators and morphological image processing techniques [ǉǉǈ]. In fact, the pruning decision
problem is produced when the pruning criterion Υ is non-increasing. A criterion may be math-
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Figure 3.9: BPT pruning processes. Nodes that fulﬁll Υ are colored in blue, whereas
nodes that not fulﬁll it are colored in red.
ematically considered increasing if
8Rƥ 2 RƦ : Υ(Rƥ)) Υ(RƦ): (ǋ.ǉ)
Additionally, the top-down and the boĨom-up pruning strategies correspond to the Min-rule
andMax-rule, respectively, as deėned in [ǉǌ].
ĉe top-downBPTpruningprocessmaybe implemented in aneﬃcientmanner, as described
in Algorithm ǋ.ǋ. In this algorithm, the BPTB is traversed in a depth-ėrst search. Starting from
the root node R, each node A of the tree is checked for the pruning criterion Υ(A). If the node
ǍǑ
A fulėlls Υ, it is included into the set of pruned nodesΘ, otherwise the two child nodes ofA are
checked. ĉis process is repeated until a node fulėlling Υ or a tree leaf is found. Note that the
need to include a tree leaf even in the case it does not fulėlls Υ is mandatory to guarantee that
each element of the dataset is assigned to a pruned region (pruning condition ǉ, deėned before
in page Ǎǐ). For instance, on the example presented in Fig. ǋ.Ǒb, the set of pruned regions will
be Θ = fA; L;H; I;Gg.
Algorithm ǋ.ǋTop-down BPT pruning algorithm
Require: BPT B completely generated with root node R, pruning criterion Υ
Ensure: ĉe set Θ contains the pruned regions
ǉ: Θ ;
Ǌ: Q fRg . Initialize queueQwith root node R
ǋ: while Q 6= ; do
ǌ: K extract_ėrst_node(Q)
Ǎ: if Υ(K) or is_leaf(K) then
ǎ: Θ Θ [ fKg
Ǐ: else
ǐ: A;B sons(B, K)
Ǒ: Q Q [ fA;Bg
ǉǈ: end if
ǉǉ: end while
ĉe boĨom-up pruning process may be performed in a similar manner, starting from the
leaves of the tree and navigating upwards to the root node R. For each leave node A it will navi-
gate through the ancestor nodes until a node J not fulėlling the pruning criterion Υ(J) is found.
ĉe pruned node, then, will be the ancestor just before J. In this case, as the pruning process
starts from all the leaves of the tree, the ėrst pruning condition stated before is automatically
achieved. However, the boĨom-up approach requires a more complicated mechanism in order
to ensure that the set of pruned regions corresponds to a disjoint segmentation of the original
dataset. It is possible that diﬀerent nodes get selected for pruning, coming from the boĨom-up
traversal starting at diﬀerent leaves, over the same branch, resulting in the undesirable situation
that one pruned region contains the other, as represented in Fig. ǋ.ǉǈ.
As it may be seen in Fig. ǋ.ǉǈ, when starting the boĨom-up pruning process from leaf node
Lƥ, the ėrst region selected for pruning is node B, as all the ancestor nodes from Lƥ to B fulėll
Υ. Note that, since father nodes are generated by the merging of its two child nodes, all the
ancestors of a given node contain the region represented by this node. More formally, for each
node K of the BPT 8F 2 ancestors(K) : K  F. When starting the pruning process from LƦ
ǎǈ
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Figure 3.10: Situation when bottom-up BPT pruning may select two non disjoint regions.
Nodes that fulﬁll Υ are colored in blue, whereas nodes that not fulﬁll it are colored in red.
a node is found not fulėlling Υ before arriving to B and, then, node A is selected for pruning.
However, since theBnode is a commonancestorwithA, two regionsA andBhavebeen selected
for pruning having A  B which do not fulėll the second pruning condition, as they are not
mutually disjoint.
On the situation presented in Fig. ǋ.ǉǈ, the node Bmay not be pruned, as it contains nodes
not fulėlling the Υ pruning criterion. Nonetheless, this situationmay not be observed until the
pruning process has been started from all of its leaves, in order to inspect all of its subnodes. To
circumvent these situations, an additional veriėcation step in the pruning algorithm is proposed
in order to verify that the selected pruning region is disjoint (pruning condition Ǌ, deėned be-
fore in page Ǎǐ). First, when a node A is pruned all of its ancestors are marked as non-eligible,
as they represent regions containing some of the already pruned ones. Secondly, if during this
step a node B is found which has been previously selected for pruning, it is replaced by the set
of sibling nodes S of all the ancestors fromA to B. Note that S are the larger possible nodes that
cover the B region without including the A region, that is, the region represented by S[ fAg is
covering the same area than B. Fig. ǋ.ǉǉ shows the proposed veriėcation process when applied
to the previous situation and Algorithm ǋ.ǌ describes the proposed boĨom-up pruning process
that ensures mutually disjoint pruned regions.
ĉe complexity of the top-down BPT pruning algorithm is O(n) at most, where n repre-
ǎǉ
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Figure 3.11: BPT disjoint veriﬁcation process performed during bottom-up pruning af-
ter node A gets selected for pruning. Nodes selected for pruning set are ﬁlled with blue,
whereas nodes marked as non-eligible are ﬁlled with red.
sents the number of nodes in the BPT, as it is traversing through the BPT nodes only once.
On the other hand, the boĨom-up tree pruning algorithm has a complexity that is not so ob-
vious to compute, due to the disjoint veriėcation process. Note that all the nodes above the
ėnal pruned set Θ get traversed only once, as they are properly marked as non eligible by the
ėrst node pruned within, and subsequent veriėcation processes stop when a non eligible node
is found. However, the nodes below the pruned ones may be traversed more than once, result-
ing in computational cost of O(n log n), assuming that the tree is not unbalanced, or O(nƦ) in
the extreme case of an unbalanced tree. ĉis increased computational cost is produced due to
the fact that the process is initiated on each leaf of the tree, resulting in repeated navigation over
some paths. To make it more eﬃcient, it may be implemented in a top-down fashion, employ-
ing a recursive Depth First Search (DFS) [Ǎǈ] over the tree, in order to avoid path repetition
². ĉis concept is employed in Algorithm ǋ.Ǎ, which, in fact, produces exactly the same results
than Algorithm ǋ.ǌ. In this case, the complexity is reduced to O(n) as each node is traversed
only once thanks to the recursive scheme of the DFS. However, this algorithm is more complex
²ĉe ėrst known version of DFS was developed during the ǉǑth century as an strategy to solve mazes [ǌǋ]
by French mathematician Charles Pierre Trémaux.
ǎǊ
Algorithm ǋ.ǌ BoĨom-up BPT pruning algorithm
Require: BPT B completely generated with root node R, pruning criterion Υ
Ensure: ĉe set Θ contains the pruned regions
ǉ: Θ ;
Ǌ: Ne  ; . Set of not eligible nodes
ǋ: for each node K 2 leaves(B) do
ǌ: while K 6= R and Υ(father(B, K)) and father(B, K) =2 Ne do . Find pruning node
Ǎ: K father(B, K)
ǎ: end while
Ǐ: Θ Θ [ fKg
ǐ: S ; . Set of sibling nodes
Ǒ: while K 6= R and father(B, K) =2 Ne do .Disjoint veriėcation process
ǉǈ: S S[ sibling(R)
ǉǉ: K father(B, K)
ǉǊ: Ne  Ne [ K
ǉǋ: if K 2 Θ then
ǉǌ: Θ (Θ n fRg) [ S . Replace previously selected node for pruning by S
ǉǍ: end if
ǉǎ: end while
ǉǏ: end for
to understand since it follows a diﬀerent approach than the intuitive idea behind a boĨom-up
approach and, consequently, the previous algorithms and examples are provided in order to
beĨer understand the rationale of the boĨom-up pruning concept.
ǋ.ǌ BPT LĽŁĽŉĵŉĽŃłň
Asmentioned in previous sections, the BPT is intended to be a generic region-based andmulti-
scale data abstraction. In section ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ an algorithm has been deėned for BPT construction
from the original data. ĉis algorithm is based on the merging at each iteration of the twomost
similar neighboring regions. Note that this scheme corresponds to the selection at each step of
the locally optimal decision. ĉen, this algorithmmay be considered as a greedy algorithm [ǋǑ].
However, it is worth to mention that the selection of the locally optimal decision at each step
does not necessarily produce a global optimum solution. ĉis strategy is usually performed in
order to produce an approximation of the global optimum solution for complex problems at a
reasonable time. Nevertheless, a greedy algorithm only found the global optimum solution if
the problem has optimal substructure, that is, an optimal solution can be constructed eﬃciently
ǎǋ
Algorithm ǋ.Ǎ BoĨom-up BPT pruning algorithm implemented as a top-down Depth First
Search
ǉ: procedure BŃŔŃŁ_Ŋń_ńŇŊłĹ(B;Υ;R)
Require: BPT B completely generated with root node R, pruning criterion Υ
Ensure: ĉe set Θ contains the pruned regions
Ǌ: Θ ;
ǋ: Ne  ;
ǌ: DFS_RĹķŊŇňĽŋĹ_ńŇŊłĹ(B;Υ;Θ;Ne;R)
Ǎ: end procedure
ǎ: procedureDFS_RĹķŊŇňĽŋĹ_ńŇŊłĹ(B;Υ;Θ;Ne;K)
Require: BPT B completely generated, pruning criterion Υ
Ensure: Pruned nodes within K are added into Θ set andNe gets updated accordingly
Ǐ: if is_leaf(K) then . Base case
ǐ: if not Υ(K) then
Ǒ: Θ Θ [ fKg
ǉǈ: end if
ǉǉ: else
ǉǊ: A;B sons(B, K)
ǉǋ: DFS_RĹķŊŇňĽŋĹ_ńŇŊłĹ(B;Υ;Θ;Ne;A) .DFS recursive calls
ǉǌ: DFS_RĹķŊŇňĽŋĹ_ńŇŊłĹ(B;Υ;Θ;Ne;B)
ǉǍ: if A 2 Ne or A 2 Θ then . If A or one of its subnodes has been pruned
ǉǎ: Ne  Ne [ fKg .Mark K as non eligible
ǉǏ: if B =2 Ne and B =2 Θ then
ǉǐ: Θ Θ [ fBg . Prune B as its father is non eligible
ǉǑ: end if
Ǌǈ: else if B 2 Ne or B 2 Θ then . If B or one of its subnodes has been pruned
Ǌǉ: Ne  Ne [ fKg .Mark K as non eligible
ǊǊ: Θ Θ [ fAg . Prune A as its father is non eligible
Ǌǋ: else if not Υ(K) then
Ǌǌ: Θ Θ [ fA;Bg
ǊǍ: end if
Ǌǎ: end if
ǊǏ: end procedure
from optimal solutions of its subproblems³ [ǋǑ]. In the general case, this property does not
necessarily holds and, consequently, the BPT construction may lead to sub-optimal represen-
tations, although there is not a clear way to deėne the optimality of a BPT.
Another intrinsic limitation of the BPT is that each region is produced by the merging of its
³A typical example of optimal substructure is the change-making problem. Most currencies have a set of
coin values presenting this property in order to facilitate the computation of the change.
ǎǌ
twochildnodes. As a consequence, newnodes represent regionsof thedatahaving as contours a
combination of the previous ones. Equivalently, no new contours are generated during the BPT
construction process. ĉis may be a problem for some datasets, where optimal regions, under
some criterion, may have diﬀerent contours for diﬀerent detail levels. Fig. ǋ.ǉǊ represents this
scenario. Over the original data, onFig. ǋ.ǉǊa, the optimal segmentation into Ǌ andǋ regions are
represented inFigs. ǋ.ǉǊc andǋ.ǉǊb, respectively. Note that the contour of the Ǌ optimal regions
in Fig. ǋ.ǉǊc is completely diﬀerent to the contours of the ǋ optimal regions, in Fig. ǋ.ǉǊb. In
this case, there is no possible merging of the ǋ optimal regions in order to obtain the regions
corresponding to Fig. ǋ.ǉǊc. ĉe possible regions obtained with the BPT are represented in
Figs. ǋ.ǉǊd andǋ.ǉǊe, corresponding to themergingofA[BorB[C regions. As a consequence,
in this scenario the BPT structure may not contain the optimal regions at all detail levels since
no new contours are generated when producing larger regions of the tree structure.
(a) Original (b) Optimal segmentation
into 3 regions
(c) Optimal segmentation
into 2 regions
BA
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C
(d) BPT regions after merging A and B
BA
G
C
(e) BPT regions after merging B and C
Figure 3.12: Since on BPT new regions are formed by merging of existing ones, no new
contours may appear on new regions.
ǎǍ
ǎǎ
It always seems impossible until it’s done.
NelsonMandela
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Polarimetric SAR Image BPT based Processing
PŃŀSAR ĸĵŉĵ ļĵŋĹ ŉŃ ĶĹ ĸĹňķŇĽĶĹĸ ňŉĵŉĽňŉĽķĵŀŀŏ for distributed targets and, in order to
aĨain a proper estimation, a sample averaging has to be performed, as mentioned in Chapter Ǌ.
However, this estimation has to be performed only over homogeneous areas and, in practice,
SAR data are strongly heterogeneous as it reĚects the complexity of the scene. ĉen, the moti-
vation to employ the BPT in this scenario is to be able to adapt to the spatial structure and to
extract the homogeneous areas of the image.
ĉeChapter ǋ has introduced the key theoretical concepts involving theBPTand its process-
ing. ĉe present chapter is devoted to describe its employment to process PolSAR image data
for the speckle ėltering and coastline segmentation applications [ǐ][Ǒ][ǉǉ]. It will describe all
the details involving its adaptation to represent and process this type of data.
Asmentioned inChapter ǋ, the BPT based processing schememay be decomposed into two
main steps: the BPT construction and its exploitation for diﬀerent applications. Consequently,
this chapter is divided into these main parts.
ǎǏ
ǌ.ǉ PŃŀSAR IŁĵĻĹ BPTCŃłňŉŇŊķŉĽŃł
ĉis section describes all the concepts required to apply the BPT construction process that has
been generically deėned in Section ǋ.Ǌ for PolSAR data. ĉe objective is to be able to apply the
BPT construction algorithm, as described in Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ, for a single PolSAR image.
ǌ.ǉ.ǉ PŃŀSAR IŁĵĻĹ CŃłłĹķŉĽŋĽŉŏ SķļĹŁĹ
ĉeBPT is a region-based data representation, where the region concept stands for a connected
data segment of the data, as described in Section ǋ.ǉ.ǉ. As a consequence, the data connectivity
has to be deėned for every pixel of the PolSAR image. From a computational point of view, this
is the set of neighboring pixels for a given one, which is employed in the step prior to the BPT
construction, theĆG generation, described in Algorithm ǋ.ǉ.
ĉe pixel connectivity is a common concept in image processing techniques, being the Ș-
connectivity and the Ȝ-connectivity the most typical choices, as it has been highlighted in Sec-
tion ǋ.ǉ.ǉ. A representation of these connectivity schemes has been depicted in Fig. ǌ.ǉ.
(a) 4-connectivity (b) 8-connectivity
Figure 4.1: Pixel connectivity schemes. Every image pixel, in blue, has 4 or 8 neighbors,
represented in red.
Reducing the number of neighbors per pixel, as in the case of the ǌ-connectivity, represented
in Fig. ǌ.ǉa, has a positive impact in the computational cost, reducing the number of similarity
measures computation in theĆGgeneration and also during theBPT construction. However,
this connectivity scheme do not consider diagonal pixels as adjacent, being unable to represent
thin diagonal structures of the image as a single region. In this work, the ǐ-connectivity scheme
shown on ėg. ǌ.ǉb will be employed to avoid this limitation, as it is assumed that physical struc-
tures may be present on any orientation of the image.
ǎǐ
ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ PŃŀSARDĵŉĵ RĹĻĽŃłMŃĸĹŀ
Asmentioned in Section ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ, each node of the BPT represents a connected region of the data
through a region model. ĉis region model should be complete enough to describe all the rel-
evant information of the region at all the scales of the tree. ĉen, in order to apply the BPT
structure to PolSAR images, a region model has to be deėned to describe the diﬀerent spatial
regions of PolSAR data.
Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ has described theGaussian polarimetricmodel for distributed scaĨeringmech-
anisms. According to this model, the covariance matrix C of the distribution completely char-
acterizes the target. Consequently, the sample covariance matrix Z has been proposed as an
estimator of C, which corresponds to its MLE. ĉerefore, the region Amay be represented by
its sample covariance matrix ZA [ǐ][ǉǉ]
ZA = hkkHinA =
ƥ
nA
X
i2A
kikHi (ǌ.ǉ)
where nA represents the number of pixels within the region A.
In fact, equation (ǌ.ǉ) is very similar to the multilook deėned in (Ǌ.Ǎǌ), except that the av-
erage is computed over the pixels within the region A instead of a ėxed window around the
central pixel. Using this model is highly convenient as most of the polarimetric inversion and
information extraction models are based on the covariance matrix [Ǐǎ][ǋǋ].
Under the Gaussian hypothesis, the sample covariance matrix Z is a good region model to
represent homogeneous areas of the image, as described in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ. However, this is not
the case for heterogeneous areas, when estimated employing samples following a diﬀerent sta-
tistical distribution. In the BPT, as a multi-scale data representation, regions of very diﬀerent
sizes will be found and some of them, specially the larger regions, may not be considered as
homogeneous. ĉis is especially the case for the root node, for instance, covering the whole
image. In most of the cases, the whole image is not homogeneous and, consequently, it can not
be properly represented by its sample covariance matrix Z.
ĉus, employing the region model deėned in (ǌ.ǉ) will have a negative impact on the larger
regions of the BPT, corresponding to the nodes closer to the root, since they may be heteroge-
neous. In the following sections, the sample covariance matrix Z will be employed as a region
model for convenience, resulting into the aforementioned limitations for inhomogeneous re-
gions. However, if the ėnal applications for which the BPT is intended to be used are interested
only in homogeneous regions of the image, this eﬀect may not be a drawback, as it will be seen.
Another limitation of the sample covariance matrix is that it results into singular matrices
when directly calculated over the single pixels of the original image, when Z = kkH. Actually,
ǎǑ
this is a limitation of themultilook estimator, as described in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ. In practice, this lim-
itation will aﬀect all the regions of the BPT containing a number of pixels nA smaller than the
sample covariance size, that is, nA < p. ĉis fact might constitute a problem for some applica-
tions or even for some similarity measures employed for BPT construction. As a consequence,
an initial ėltering or regularization of the data may be needed for some applications, in order to
obtain full-rank matrices for each pixel of the image.
Nonetheless, a more detailed discussion about the limitations on matrix regularization and
on representing inhomogeneous regionsmay be found onChapter ǎ, including some improved
models and techniques in order to reduce the impact of these restrictions on the BPT and on
the ėnal applications.
ǌ.ǉ.ǋ DĽňňĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹň ĺŃŇ PŃŀSARDĵŉĵ
ĉe dissimilarity measure deėnes the merging sequence during the BPT construction process
and, consequently, it deėnes completely the ėnal tree that will be obtained, as explained in Sec-
tion ǋ.Ǌ.Ǌ. It is established in the region model space and, therefore, for PolSAR data it has to
be deėned over the sample covariance matrix Z, as expressed in (ǌ.ǉ).
It is worth to mention that, since the dissimilarity measure is tied to the region model space,
all the limitations of the chosen region model will become also limitations on this measure. As
mentioned in the previous section, since the sample covariance matrix is not able to represent
properly inhomogeneous regions, the dissimilarity measures deėned on this space will also fail
to evaluate the similarity between these regions, as they are not accurately characterized.
Moreover, asmentionedbefore, theZmatricesmaybe rank-deėcientwhichmaypose a prob-
lem for some measures. ĉis limitation may be overcome by employing only the diagonal el-
ements of the covariance matrix, corresponding to the retrieved power for each polarization
state. Alternatively, an initial ėltering may be applied to obtain full-rank matrices. However,
this is normally a small ėltering, focused on matrix regularization instead of speckle ėltering.
Usually a ǋ by ǋ multilook ėlter is applied for this purpose, resulting into a very small spatial
resolution loss. In this regard, the similarity measures have been classiėed into full-matrix mea-
sures and diagonal measures [ǐ][Ǒ]:
• Full-matrixmeasures employ all the information containedwithin the sample covariance
matrix Z and, therefore, they are sensitive to the fully polarimetric information under
the Gaussian hypothesis. As a consequence, they are able to achieve beĨer adaptation to
the changes at any polarimetric feature. However, they need full-rank sample covariance
matrices in order to properly exploit the complete polarimetric space. ĉis fact implies
the need of a prior ėltering of the data for matrix regularization, as stated before.
Ǐǈ
• Diagonal measures are focused only on the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix,
corresponding to the backscaĨered power. Mathematically, they are assuming that all
the oﬀ-diagonal elements are equal to zero. ĉis results automatically in a full-rank ma-
trix, avoiding the problem of having singular matrices and also the need for the initial
ėltering. However, this assumption is arbitrary and it may not be true and, in fact, the
correlation between the diﬀerent polarimetric channels contains useful information that
is ignored by thesemeasures. It is worth noticing that the adaptive Lee and IDANėlters,
described in Sections Ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ and Ǌ.ǋ.ǋ, have also this limitation, as they are not exploiting
the complete polarimetric information under the Gaussian hypothesis.
FŊŀŀ-MĵŉŇĽŎ DĽňňĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹň
On this section, full-matrix dissimilarity measures for PolSAR data are going to be presented.
In the following, it is assumed that two adjacent regions, denoted by A and B, having covari-
ance matrices ZA and ZB, respectively, and region sizes of nA and nB pixels, are evaluated by the
dissimilarity measure d, which is expressed as d(A;B).
• Symmetric revisedWishart dissimilarity, denoted by dsw. ĉis measure assumes that
the sample covariance matrices ZA and ZB are following a Wishart distribution and per-
forms a statistical hypothesis test to evaluate if they are following the same distribution
[ǎǐ]. To do so, one of the two sample covariance matrices is assumed to be known, that
is, it is assumed that the real covariance matrix C that deėnes the distribution is equal
to Z. Aside from being false, this assumption involves the inconvenience that the mea-
sure depends on which of the two sample covariance matrices is assumed to be known.
ĉerefore, this statistical test is not symmetric, i.e. dw(A;B) 6= dw(B;A). Amodiėcation
is proposed in [ǎǐ] to generate a symmetric measure ds as ds = dw(A;B) + dw(B;A).
ĉen, the symmetric revised Wishart measure, deėned in [ǐ], is obtained based on this
concept and adding a term depending on the region size, as it will be detailed in the fol-
lowing
dsw(A;B) =
 
tr(Z ƥA ZB) + tr(Z ƥB ZA)

(nA + nB) (ǌ.Ǌ)
where tr(:) denotes the matrix trace and nA denotes the number of pixels within the re-
gion A.
• ĉeGeodesicdissimilarity, designated asdsg, is deėned in [Ǒ] according to a completely
diﬀerent approach. It considers the positive deėnite matrix cone geometry [ǊǊ], that is,
the geometry of the sample covariance matrix space. Accordingly, it measures the dis-
tance over the geodesic path, instead of the euclidean path, that follows the curvature
Ǐǉ
of the matrix cone space. ĉe geodesic path concept is based on diﬀerential geometry
[ǊǊ] and additional details about this concept will be found later in this section. In this
case, since it is a measure deėned through the matrix logarithm, a modiėed version is
generated by adding a logarithmic term depending on the region size
dsg(A;B) = k log

Z ƥ=ƦA ZBZ
 ƥ=Ʀ
A

kF + ln

ƦnAnB
nA + nB

(ǌ.ǋ)
wherek:kF represents the Frobeniusmatrix norm, log(:) represents thematrix logarithm
and ln(:) represents the natural logarithm.
• ĉeWard relative dissimilarity, denoted by dwr, is based on a measure from Ward hi-
erarchical clustering [ǉǊǐ]. In this clustering technique, an error measure based on the
Error Sum-of-Squares (ESS) was introduced to quantify the amount of information loss
when two clusters aremerged. ĉismeasure can also be applied tomeasure the informa-
tion loss when merging two neighboring regions. In order to employ it for PolSAR data,
a normalization matrix is introduced to tackle the multiplicative nature of the speckle
noise. ĉen, theWard relative dissimilarity measure may be deėned as
dwr(A;B) = nA  kNHAB(ZA   ZAB)NABkƦF + nB  kNHAB(ZB   ZAB)NABkƦF (ǌ.ǌ)
where ZAB denotes the covariance matrix of the region A [ B and NA denotes the nor-
malization matrix of ZA, deėned as
NA =
0B@
p
ZAƥƥ Ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ
p
ZAƦƦ Ƥ
Ƥ Ƥ
p
ZAƧƧ
1CA (ǌ.Ǎ)
where ZAij refers to the (i; j)-th element of the sample covariance matrix ZA.
Note that there is a term depending on the region sizes nA and nB on all the dissimilarity
measures. It is required since, during the BPT construction, regions of diﬀerent sizes will be
compared. ĉe concept represented by this term is that it may be assumed that larger regions
will have less noisy estimations of the region model and, then, the dissimilarity over themmay
be more restrictive than with smaller regions. ĉis idea is in accordance with the Wishart dis-
tribution, deėned in (Ǌ.ǍǍ), as it depends on the equivalent number of looks n. In addition, this
termor similar ones also appearwhenemployingother rationales todeėnedistanceor statistical
measures over PolSAR data, as it may be seen on [Ǒǐ].
ǏǊ
In order to get a beĨer idea of the rationale on which is based the geodesic dissimilarity mea-
sure dsg, an example within a simpliėed space is presented in the following to show the adapta-
tion to the space geometry. Since the ǋ by ǋ complex covariancematrix space is too complicated
to represent graphically, a real symmetric Ǌ by Ǌ covariance matrix space will be employed
C =
"
Cƥƥ CƥƦ
CƥƦ CƦƦ
#
=
"
Cƥƥ
p
CƥƥCƦƦρp
CƥƥCƦƦρ CƦƦ
#
(ǌ.ǎ)
where ƥ  ρ  ƥ represents the correlation coeﬃcient.
It may be seen from (ǌ.ǎ) that the Ǌ by Ǌ real covariance matrices have three independent
components,Cƥƥ;CƥƦ;CƦƦ, where the set of possible values forCƥƦ depends on the other two. As
this spacehasonly three real components, it canbe representedgraphically in a tree-dimensional
plot, as it is shown on Fig. ǌ.Ǌ, where the limits of the space are represented. ĉese boundary
surfaces are obtained for the extreme cases ρ =  ƥ and ρ = ƥ. As it can be seen, the space is
conėned within a cone, which is called the positive deėnite matrix cone.
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Figure 4.2: The 2 by 2 real symmetric covariance matrix space cone.
Ǐǋ
In this space, the euclidean distancemay be deėned as kZA ZBkF, whereas the geodesic dis-
tance isk log

Z ƥ=ƦA ZBZ
 ƥ=Ʀ
A

kF [ǊǊ]. Note that it corresponds to the ėrst termof the geodesic
dissimilarity dsg, the term depending on the region sample covariance matrices. ĉe rationale
behind that measure is that it is based on the geodesic path instead of the euclidean path, which
is following the curvature of the positive deėnite matrix cone space.
ĉen, the euclidean path γe, which length is measured by the euclidean distance, can be de-
ėned as
γe(t) = ZA + t(ZB   ZA) (ǌ.Ǐ)
with Ƥ  t  ƥ. As it may be seen, γe(Ƥ) = ZA whereas γe(ƥ) = ZB.
On the other hand, according to [ǊǊ], the geodesic path γg is deėned by
γg(t) = Z
ƥ
Ʀ
A

Z 
ƥ
Ʀ
A ZBZ
  ƥƦ
A
t
Z
ƥ
Ʀ
A (ǌ.ǐ)
for Ƥ  t  ƥ.
For this example, the following values for ZA and ZB are assumed
ZA =
"
Ʀ  ƥ
 ƥ ƥ
#
; ZB =
"
ƥ ƥ
ƥ Ʀ
#
: (ǌ.Ǒ)
With these values, the euclidean path γe and geodesic path γg are represented in Fig. ǌ.ǋ, in
black and magenta colors, respectively. ĉese paths are obtained by changing the t parameter
from Ƥ to ƥ. ĉe plot over the original space is presented in Fig. ǌ.ǋa, where the bounds of the
positive deėnite matrix cone have been also represented. As it may be expected, the euclidean
path γe follows a straight line fromZA toZB. On theotherhand, the geodesic path γg is following
a curved line which is adapted to the positive deėnite matrix cone geometry.
Considering that the geodesic dissimilarity dsg is based on the Frobenius norm in the ma-
trix logarithmic space, the euclidean γe and geodesic γg paths have been represented also in
this space in Fig. ǌ.ǋb. It is worth noticing that, as mentioned before, the logarithm applied
is the matrix logarithm, not the logarithm to each element of the matrix individually. In this
space, the bounds of the positive deėnite matrix cone can not be represented since when an
eigenvalue tends to ǈ the matrix logarithm tend its elements to inėnity. ĉerefore, the positive
deėnitematrix cone is unbounded in the logarithmic space. As it can be seen in Fig. ǌ.ǋb, in the
matrix logarithmic space the euclidean path γe appears as a curved line whereas the geodesic
path develops a straight line behavior.
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Figure 4.3: Euclidean (black) and geodesic (magenta) paths over the original and loga-
rithmic spaces.
DĽĵĻŃłĵŀ DĽňňĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹň
ĉese measures, as mentioned before, take only into account the diagonal elements of the co-
variance matrix, that is, the backscaĨered power for each polarization state. ĉis automatically
ensures a full-rank matrix, avoiding the need for an initial ėltering for matrix regularization.
Assuming that the oﬀ-diagonal elements are equal to zero, a diagonal variant of the previous
dissimilarity measures may be deėned.
• ĉeDiagonal revisedWishart dissimilarity, referred to as ddw, is obtained with (ǌ.Ǌ)
when assuming that ZA and ZB are diagonal p by pmatrices, as mentioned before,
ddw(A;B) =
 pX
i=ƥ

ZAƦii + ZBƦii
ZAiiZBii
!
 (nA + nB) (ǌ.ǉǈ)
where ZAij and ZBij represent the (i,j)-th element of the estimated covariance matrices
ZA and ZB, respectively.
• ĉe Diagonal geodesic dissimilarity, designated as ddg, similarly to the previous case
ǏǍ
case, is based on (ǌ.ǋ) but assuming that ZA and ZB are diagonal p by pmatrices
ddg(A;B) =
vuut pX
i=ƥ
lnƦ

ZAii
ZBii

+ ln

ƦnAnB
nA + nB

(ǌ.ǉǉ)
Considering that full matrix and diagonal dissimilarity measures are based on the same prin-
ciples, a comparison between themmay be useful to compare the advantages and disadvantages
of employing the full matrix information in front of employing only the diagonal information,
while assuming that all oﬀ-diagonal elements equal to ǈ.
Furthermore, some additional diagonal dissimilarities have been deėned, based on the rela-
tive comparison of the matrix diagonal elements.
• Diagonal relativenormalizeddissimilarity, labeledddn, is basedon theeuclideannorm
of the normalized diﬀerence of the matrix diagonal vector. Firstly, the diﬀerence of the
diagonal vectors is normalized by their sum for each component, which produces a result
bounded in the interval [ ƥ; ƥ] for each diagonal element. Secondly, the euclidean norm
of the resulting vector is applied and, ėnally, the ddn dissimilarity measure is obtained
aěer multiplying it by a term depending on the region size
ddn(A;B) =
 pX
i=ƥ

ZAii   ZBii
ZAii + ZBii
Ʀ!ƥ=Ʀ
 (nA + nB): (ǌ.ǉǊ)
• ĉeDiagonal relative dissimilarity, denoted as ddr, is computed as the euclidean norm
of the sum of relative errors of both diagonal elements. Note that this comparison, as
opposite to ddn, is not bounded, taking values on the interval [Ƥ;1). Again, a term de-
pending on the region size is also included to take into account this information
ddr(A;B) =
 pX
i=ƥ

ZAii   ZBii
ZBii
+
ZBii   ZAii
ZAii
Ʀ!ƥ=Ʀ
 (nA + nB)
=
 pX
i=ƥ

(ZAii   ZBii)Ʀ
ZAiiZBii
Ʀ!ƥ=Ʀ
 (nA + nB): (ǌ.ǉǋ)
ǌ.Ǌ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ SAR BPT ĶĵňĹĸ AńńŀĽķĵŉĽŃłň
Once all the componentsmentioned in Section ǌ.ǉ have been deėned, it is possible to construct
the BPT representation of a PolSAR image, employing the process described in Section ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ.
Ǐǎ
At this point, some methods have to be deėned for the exploitation of this data abstraction for
diﬀerent applications.
It is worth noticing that, as stated in Chapter ǋ, the whole BPT construction process is ap-
plication independent and, thus, the same applies for all the concepts deėned in the previous
section. ĉen, according to the regionmodel and dissimilaritymeasures deėned in the previous
sections, the obtained BPT structure will represent regions of the image having similar polari-
metric characteristics, in terms of its sample covariance matrix Z. Conversely, the concepts
introduced in the following sections are focused on some particular applications and then, two
diﬀerent sections may be found according to distinct applications. Two applications that ex-
ploit the PolSAR BPT will be described: speckle ėltering and coastline segmentation. Special
aĨentionwill be paid to the speckle ėltering application, that will be analyzed in detail, deėning
diﬀerent pruningmethods and criteria. Moreover, its results will be evaluatedwith real and sim-
ulated data. Finally, the coastline segmentation application will be described brieĚy. As it will
be seen, the two mentioned applications are completely diﬀerent and they will exploit distinct
information contained within the BPT.
ǌ.ǋ BPT ĶĵňĹĸ EňŉĽŁĵŉĽŃł ŃŇ SńĹķĿŀĹ FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ
Asmentioned inChapter Ǌ, SAR images are contaminated by speckle noise, which is a handicap
for their further use or interpretation. Most applications require a speckle ėltering as a pre-
processing step inorder to reduce the eﬀect of the speckle and to a achieve aproper estimationof
the target polarimetric response. Additionally, as described in Section Ǌ.ǋ, there is a tendency in
the recent state-of-the-art speckleėltering techniques to adapt to the spatial contentof the image
to avoid themixture of inhomogeneous samples during the speckle ėltering process. ĉerefore,
the motivation here is to apply the BPT data abstraction for this purpose.
One of the most important applications of this thesis is the speckle ėltering or polarimetric
information estimation. In the context of a region-basedprocessing scheme, this is equivalent to
the delimitation of the homogeneous areas of the scene, according to the selected regionmodel,
the sample covariance matrix Z. Once this delimitation of the scene has been performed, the
speckle ėltering application comes out automatically, since the region model of an homoge-
neous area may be employed to describe its polarimetric response accurately, under the Gaus-
sian hypothesis.
As outlined in Section ǋ.ǋ, theBPTexploitationmay be performedby a tree pruning process,
which extracts the most useful or interesting regions for a particular application. ĉus, this sec-
tion describes twodiﬀerent pruning strategies for theBPT-based estimation or speckle ėltering.
ǏǏ
Additionally, results will be analyzed in detail both with synthetic and real PolSAR data.
ǌ.ǋ.ǉ PŇŊłĽłĻ ĶĵňĹĸ Ńł ŉļĹ NŊŁĶĹŇ Ńĺ RĹĻĽŃłň
One possible BPTpruningmechanism is to deėne the number of regionsN to extract of the im-
age and, in accordance, extract theNmost diﬀerent regions from the tree. Note that this pruning
strategy requires the deėnition of a measure to quantify the diﬀerence of the regions. However,
as described in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, this is exactly the role of the previously deėned dissimilarity mea-
sures. ĉen, the same dissimilarity measure employed for BPT construction may also be also
applied for its pruning based on the number of the regions.
Note that, when the same dissimilaritymeasure is employed for BPT construction and prun-
ing, this pruning strategy is equivalent to stop the BPT construction process when the number
of regions N has been achieved. ĉe remaining regions may be considered as the N most dif-
ferent regions according to the dissimilarity measure. ĉis pruning strategy has the advantages
of being simple, while also not requiring the deėnition of any additional criterion for pruning.
Moreover, due to its simplicity, it does not require the application of the pruning processes de-
ėned in Section ǋ.ǋ.ǉ, as this pruning is completely deėned by themerging order. On the other
hand, it has the disadvantage of having to decide the number of regions N parameter, which
may be really diﬃcult to ėgure out a priori.
To see the results obtained by this pruning strategy, Fig. ǌ.ǌ and Fig. ǌ.Ǎ show examples of
two ǊǍǎ by ǊǍǎ pixel PolSAR image crops, corresponding to some agricultural ėelds and an
urban area, respectively. Data, acquired by theDLR’s ESAR system at L-band, will be presented
in detail in the following sections devoted to analyze the obtained results in detail. Results are
shown for the ǑxǑmultilook ėlter, as a reference, and for thementioned BPT pruning based on
the number of regions. Fig. ǌ.ǌa and Fig. ǌ.Ǎa present the original data crop whereas Fig. ǌ.ǌc to
Fig. ǌ.ǌe and Fig. ǌ.Ǎc to Fig. ǌ.Ǎe show the results for diﬀerent number of regionsN parameter
values.
On these results, as mentioned before, each region has been represented with its estimated
sample covariance matrix averaged within the region, and employing a Pauli RGB color com-
position. For the BPT construction process and, hence, for the pruning process, the geodesic
dissimilarity measure dsg described in (ǌ.ǋ) has been employed. Note that, since the dsg mea-
sure is employing the full covariancematrix information, an initial ėltering is needed for matrix
regularization. In this case, an initial ǋ by ǋ multilook ėltering has been employed.
ĉe diﬀerence between a region-based and a pixel-based processing is clear when comparing
results with themultilook andwith the BPT in Fig. ǌ.ǌ and Fig. ǌ.Ǎ. ĉe edges on themultilook
Ǐǐ
(a) Original (b) 9x9 multilook
(c) N = ƦƩƤ (d) N = ƩƤ (e) N = ƥƤ
Figure 4.4: Results after applying the 9x9 multilook and the BPT pruning based on the
number of regions of an agricultural ﬁelds area for diﬀerent values of N. The BPT has
been constructed employing the geodesic dsg dissimilarity. Images are represented using
Pauli RGB composition (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
appear blurred, due to the spatial resolution loss produced by this low-pass ėltering. On the
other hand, the edges of the BPT region appear perfectly clear, as ėltering is performed inde-
pendently within each pruned region, which is the processing element of the BPT and, conse-
quently, since all the pixels of a given region have the same region model, they appear with a
constant color over the results. Moreover, it may be seen that the BPT-based region contours
are following the contours of the scene, exceptwhen the number of regionsN is too small to rep-
resent properly the complexity of the scene, resulting into large regions mixing diﬀerent areas
of the image.
ĉe multi-scale nature of the BPTmay also be seen on Figs. ǌ.ǌ and ǌ.Ǎ, when changing the
number of regions parameterN. Reducing theN parameter results into larger regions, pruning
nodes of the tree closer to the root. Increasing N has the opposite eﬀect, obtaining regions
farther from the root and closer to the leaves of the tree. It is worth noticing that all the regions
obtained for the diﬀerent parameters, in this case N = fƦƩƤ; ƩƤ; ƥƤg, correspond to the same
ǏǑ
(a) Original (b) 9x9 multilook
(c) N = ƦƩƤ (d) N = ƩƤ (e) N = ƥƤ
Figure 4.5: Results after applying the 9x9 multilook and the BPT pruning based on the
number of regions of an urban area for diﬀerent values of N. The BPT has been con-
structed employing the geodesic dsg dissimilarity. Images are represented using Pauli RGB
composition (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
BPT, but pruned at diﬀerent detail levels, clearly showing the multi-scale nature of this data
representation.
Another consideration when analyzing results obtained in Figs. ǌ.ǌ and ǌ.Ǎ is that there is no
clear way to deėne the optimumnumber of regionsN. Furthermore, it strongly depends on the
scene complexity. On the agricultural area, for instance, where large homogeneous regionsmay
be found, a small value ofN, evenN = ƥƤ, may be enough to properly represent all the regions
of the scene, as itmay be seen in Fig. ǌ.ǌe, whereas on urban areas, having amuchmore complex
spatial structure, this value is totally inadequate, as seen in Fig. ǌ.Ǎe, requiring a larger value, in
the order ofN = ƦƩƤ or even larger, as shown on Fig. ǌ.Ǎc.
In order to performamoredetailed analysis of the region sizes, Table ǌ.ǉ shows theminimum
and the maximum size, in pixels, of all the pruned regions for each case of the results shown on
Figs. ǌ.ǌ and ǌ.Ǎ. Additionally, Fig. ǌ.ǎ shows the histograms of the pruned region sizes for the
ǐǈ
Agricultural zone Urban zone
Number of regionsN ǊǍǈ Ǎǈ ǉǈ ǊǍǈ Ǎǈ ǉǈ
Minimum region size ǌǌ ǉǍǏ ǉǎǑǋ ǉ ǌǍ ǌǍ
Maximum region size ǍǏǈ ǊǍǋǑ ǉǊǈǑǌ Ǒǉǐ ǌǑǌǐ ǌǈǌǋǈ
Table 4.1: Pruned regions and region sizes in pixels over urban and agricultural areas for
BPT pruning based on the number of regions with diﬀerent N.
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Figure 4.6: Region size histograms for N = ƦƩƤ and N = ƩƤ over agricultural and urban
area images presented in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.
previous pruning results obtained atN = ƦƩƤ andN = ƩƤ values.
Analyzing the diﬀerences between the region size histograms of the two environments, it can
be seen that the dynamic range of the pruned region sizes is much more narrow in the agricul-
tural area than in the urban area, mainly because the diﬀerence in complexity of both scenes.
Moreover, it can be seen that the region sizes obtained are very dependent on the pruning pa-
rameterN, as it may be expected, as the average region size is ėxed byN according to the total
number of pixels over N. Also, for N = ƦƩƤ the maximum region size density for agricultural
area is between ǉǍǈ-ǌǈǈ pixels, with around ǐǈƻ of total regions, whereas forN = ƩƤ only ǐƻ
of regions are within these values. Onewould expect that, since the structure of the image is the
same, those values should be more similar for both cases.
In conclusion, although the BPT pruning based on the number of regionsmay be simpler, as
it does not require the introduction of any new concept or measure, it has the disadvantage of
having to choose thenumber of regionsNparameter a priori. ĉis is a diﬃcult task, as it strongly
depends on the image structure, being not easy to ėgure out a priori. Additionally, the obtained
region sizes have a strong dependence with theN parameter, when in fact they should depend
ǐǉ
more on the image structure. ĉis is consistent with the fact that dissimilarity measures have
a strong dependence with the region size, as stated on Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ. Indeed, the underlying
problem is that the number of regions is highly dependent on the image structure and, then, it
can not be employed as a pruning parameterwhenwewant to obtain a segmentation that adapts
to this image structure.
Another limitation of this pruning strategy is that it is based only on the region model to
deėne the pruned regions, as it is based on the dissimilarity measure. ĉen, as stated in Sec-
tion ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ, all the limitations of this model for representing an heterogeneous region are also
transfered to this pruning approach. As a consequence, this method may not obtain proper
results for relatively small values ofN, depending on the scene spatial complexity.
ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ HŃŁŃĻĹłĹĽŉŏ ĶĵňĹĸ PŇŊłĽłĻ
ĉeBPTpruning based on the number of regions, described in the previous section, has shown
the ability of the BPT to adapt to the spatial structure of the image. Additionally, its region-
based and multi-scale nature have been shown through diﬀerent examples. However, some
important drawbacks have been detected, specially regarding to the deėnition of theN pruning
parameter and its dependence with the image structure. In order to overcome all these limita-
tions, the following guidelines need to be taken into account:
ǉ. Ideally, the pruning parameter should be completely independent of the image structure,
to avoid the trouble of deėning a diﬀerent value for each image.
Ǌ. ĉe dependence of the pruned region sizes with the pruning criterion should be avoided
as much as possible, allowing that regions with completely diﬀerent sizes appear at the
same tree pruning.
ǋ. To avoid the propagation of the region model limitations, the pruning criterion should
depend on all the pixel values containedwithin the region, not only on the regionmodel,
to mitigate the problems when dealing with heterogeneous regions, for instance.
With all these guidelines in mind, a new BPT pruning strategy is deėned. Ultimately, the
main goal of the PolSAR information estimation or speckle ėltering process is to extract the
largest homogeneous areas of the scene. Accordingly, an homogeneity measure Φ is deėned, in
order to estimate the region homogeneity. ĉe pruning process, then, is performed by applying
a pruning threshold δp over thismeasure, bymarking a regionA for pruning ifΦ(A) < δp. Note
that, in this case, the pruning algorithms deėned in Section ǋ.ǋ.ǉ have to be applied.
ǐǊ
Note that, for each region A, the homogeneity measure Φ(A) should be independent of its
size, in order to fulėll the second guideline, and it should depend not only on its region model,
according to the third guideline. With this in view, the ėrst point is automatically fulėlled since
Φ is a measure of the homogeneity of the given region, which is assumed to be dependent only
on the spatial content within it. Accordingly, the following homogeneity measure Φ is deėned
Φ(A) = ƥ
nA
X
i2A
kZi   ZAkƦF
kZAkƦF
(ǌ.ǉǌ)
where Zi represents the covariance matrix of pixel iwithin region A, ZA represent its estimated
covariance matrix and nA its total number of pixels.
It is worth tomention that (ǌ.ǉǌ)may also be seen as the relativeMean SquaredError (MSE)
that is commiĨed when representing all the pixels of the region Zi by its sample covariance
matrix ZA. In contrast to the classical MSE, the Φ region homogeneity (ǌ.ǉǌ) is a relative error
measure, as it is divided by the squared norm of the region model kZAkƦF in order to cancel out
the multiplicative nature of the speckle noise.
With the proposed region homogeneitymeasureΦ, a pruning criterion Υhmay be deėned in
order to select from the tree only homogeneous regions. Accordingly, a regionAmaybe deėned
as homogeneous if it has a relative MSE below a pruning threshold δp value
Υh(A) : Φ(A) < δp: (ǌ.ǉǍ)
In the following, for convenience, the pruning factor δp will be expressed in dB, correspond-
ing to the following expression
Υh(A) : ƥƤ  logƥƤ (Φ(A)) < δp(dB): (ǌ.ǉǎ)
With the proposed Υh pruning criterion, in contrast to the pruning based on the number of
regions deėned in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǉ, the number of regions obtained is automatically deėned by the
image content. ĉe pruned regions will be as large as possible whilemaintaining a relativeMSE
below the threshold. As a consequence, for a given δp value, a large number of small regions
will be obtained naturally in images having complex structures, whereas large regions will be
obtained in images having large homogeneous areas. And, what is even more important, the
appropriate region size may be obtained in all cases when having an image with a combination
of large and small structures.
For comparison purposes, the same PolSAR images than on Figs. ǌ.ǌ and ǌ.Ǎ have been pro-
cessed with the homogeneity based region pruning. Fig. ǌ.Ǐ and Fig. ǌ.ǐ show the images pre-
ǐǋ
sented in Fig. ǌ.ǌa and Fig. ǌ.Ǎa, corresponding to an agricultural and a urban area, respectively,
ėltered employing the deėned region homogeneity based pruning Υh for diﬀerent pruning fac-
tor δp values.
(a) δp =  ƦdB (b) δp =  ƥdB (c) δp = ƤdB
Figure 4.7: BPT homogeneity based pruning of an agricultural ﬁelds image for diﬀerent
values of δp. The BPT has been constructed employing the geodesic dsg dissimilarity. Im-
ages are represented using Pauli RGB composition (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
(a) δp =  ƦdB (b) δp =  ƥdB (c) δp = ƤdB
Figure 4.8: BPT homogeneity based pruning of an urban area image for diﬀerent values
of δp. The BPT has been constructed employing the geodesic dsg dissimilarity. Images are
represented using Pauli RGB composition (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
WhencomparingFig. ǌ.ǏwithFig. ǌ.ǌ, roughly similar resultsmaybe seen forpruning thresh-
olds δp =  Ʀ; ƥ; Ƥ dB than forN = ƦƩƤ; ƩƤ; ƥƤ. ĉe contours of the ėelds are closely obtained
in both cases and large regions may be retrieved corresponding to them. However, when ana-
lyzing in detail the results of the region based homogeneity pruning, important diﬀerences are
observed. Even for a large pruning threshold, in the case of δp = ƤdB, small details are pre-
served in the image, as it may be seen on the down-leě part of Fig. ǌ.Ǐc, that is, a larger range
ǐǌ
of values is observed for the obtained region sizes. ĉis fact is produced thanks to the indepen-
dence of the pruning criterion from the region size, which was, indeed, one of the premises of
the pruning strategy. Nonetheless, the beneėts of this pruningmechanism becomemuchmore
evident in the results presented in Fig. ǌ.ǐ in comparison with Fig. ǌ.Ǎ. In this scenario, the spa-
tial complexity of the image is signiėcantly higher, presenting a large number of small regions
and, in fact, the region homogeneity based pruning adapts to this scenario producing a much
larger number of regions than for the agricultural area, even when employing the same pruning
threshold parameters. ĉis adaptation was, in fact, another of the proposed guidelines for this
pruning strategy.
In order to assess this adaptation numerically, Table ǌ.Ǌ shows the achieved number of re-
gions and the maximum and minimum region size for each pruning process of Figs. ǌ.Ǐ and
ǌ.ǐ.
Agricultural zone Urban zone
δp  ƦdB  ƥdB ƤdB  ƦdB  ƥdB ƤdB
Number of regions ǍǈǊ ǉǉǎ ǋǊ ǊǎǍǊ ǉǎǑǎ ǉǈǌǋ
Minimum region size Ǌ ǌ ǉǉ ǉ ǉ ǉ
Maximum region size ǋǎǈǊ ǐǎǑǏ ǐǎǑǐ ǐǑǐ ǉǌǈǋ ǋǈǍǊ
Table 4.2: Pruned regions and region sizes in pixels over urban and agricultural areas for
homogeneity based pruning with diﬀerent pruning threshold δp values.
ĉeadaptation of the region based homogeneity pruning to the image structure is clear from
the number of pruned regions, corresponding to the second row of Table ǌ.Ǌ. As observed on
the results, over urban area a large number of smaller regions are obtained, as they correspond
to the small structures that are present on the scene. On the other hand, for the same pruning
threshold δp values, larger regions are obtained in the agricultural area than on urban area. ĉe
ability to preserve small details while also having large regions for homogeneous areasmay also
be seen when comparing the minimum and maximum region sizes, which is an improvement
compared with the pruning based on the number of regions, as previously shown on Table ǌ.ǉ.
To analyze the region size distribution closely, Fig. ǌ.Ǒ presents the region size histograms for
diﬀerent pruning thresholds δp over the agricultural and the urban area. It is worth mentioning
that for the urban area, shown on Fig. ǌ.Ǒa, the maximum density of region sizes is around Ǌǈ
pixels for all the pruning factor values whereas for the agricultural area, depicted in Fig. ǌ.Ǒb,
this value is around ǉǈǈ pixels, but it is also maintained for diﬀerent δp values.
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Figure 4.9: Logarithmic region size histograms for diﬀerent pruning factor δp values over
agricultural and urban area images presented in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.
All in all, the homogeneity based pruning is able to obtain a wider range of region size values
than the pruning based on the number of regions, since it is independent of the region size. Ad-
ditionally, it does not depend on image size or complexity, resulting into similar ėltering values
for a given δp in any type of image or scenario. ĉe number of regions is automatically ob-
tained by the pruning criterion Υh in order to fulėll the relativeMSE on all the pruned regions,
extracting as large regions as possible from the BPT. ĉis pruning strategy, then, overcomes
all the major drawbacks of the pruning based on the number of regions, as described in Sec-
tion ǌ.ǋ.ǉ. On the other hand, it is more complex than the pruning based on the number of
regions, as it requires the deėnition and the computation of the region homogeneity measure
Φ(A) for each region A of the tree and, additionally, it requires to apply the pruning algorithm
to the tree. However, when comparing this increase in complexity with the BPT construction
process, it is negligible, as the pruning procedure is much faster. Furthermore, the region ho-
mogeneity measure Φ(A)may be computed eﬃciently in a boĨom-up approach in linear time
respect to the number of nodes.
It is worth noticing that all the results shown in Figs. ǌ.ǌ and ǌ.Ǐ and in Figs. ǌ.Ǎ and ǌ.ǐ
correspond to diﬀerent pruning processes over the same BPT structures. ĉis fact may give an
idea of the large amount of information that may be extracted from the BPT data abstraction of
a PolSAR image.
ǐǎ
ǌ.ǋ.ǋ RĹňŊŀŉň ŌĽŉļ RĹĵŀ Dĵŉĵ
ĉis section is devoted to a more detailed analysis of the previously described pruning mech-
anisms with real PolSAR data. In particular, they will be compared with some state-of-the-art
speckle ėltering techniques described in Section Ǌ.ǋ. Moreover, their ability to estimate the
covariance matrix without introducing any bias or distortion will be also analyzed.
In the previous sections some examples have been presented to illustrate the eﬀects of the
pruning strategies deėned. ĉese examples are small crops of a full dataset having diﬀerent areas
that will be processed and studied in this section. ĉis full dataset corresponds to a measuring
campaign conducted by DLR in ǉǑǑǑ with its experimental ESAR system over the Oberpfaf-
fenhofen test-site, southern Germany. Data were collected at L-band, with a spatial resolution
of ǉ.Ǎm x ǉ.Ǎm in fully polarimetric mode. ĉe whole PolSAR image has Ǌǐǉǎ rows by ǉǍǌǈ
columns and its Pauli RGB representation is shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa. ĉe scene contains some
urban areas, having diﬀerent buildings and human made structures, in the central part of the
image, a forest area in the top part and an agricultural area, with large ėelds and grass areas, in
the boĨom area.
Fig. ǌ.ǉǈb shows the result obtained aěer applying theBPThomogeneity based pruningwith
a pruning threshold δp =  ƦdB. In this case, the BPT has been constructed employing the
symmetric revised Wishart dsw dissimilarity measure, as deėned in (ǌ.Ǌ). When comparing it
with the original image, qualitatively the same colors are observed but it appearmuch less noisy.
ĉe contours of the ėltered image seem to correspond to the structure of the original image and
the small details are also preserved.
In order to compare the BPT-based estimation approach with other speckle ėltering tech-
niques, the dataset presented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa has been processed with a ǏxǏ multilook as a refer-
ence, the IDAN¹ ėlter [ǉǊǍ], and the two proposed BPT pruning approaches: pruning based
on the number of regions and region homogeneity based pruning. Although the whole dataset
has been processed, to perform a more detailed analysis of the ėltering techniques, results will
be studied over a ǍǉǊ by ǍǉǊ pixel crop of the full dataset, presented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǉa. ĉe area of
the scene within this crop contains large agricultural ėelds at the boĨom part of the image and
a urban area with small details in the center and right parts. A forest area can also be found at
the top part of the image. ĉis crop area of the results aěer applying the ǏxǏ multilook and the
IDAN ėltering are shown on Fig. ǌ.ǉǉb and Fig. ǌ.ǉǉc, respectively.
¹ĉe PolSARPro [ǋ] IDAN implementation has been employed for this work, with a maximum AN size
parameter of ǉǈǈ pixels.
ǐǏ
(a) Original (b) dsw; δp =  ƦdB
Figure 4.10: Pauli representation of the original and BPT-based ﬁltered images of Oberp-
faﬀenhofen. The revised Wishart dissimilarity measure dsw has been employed for BPT
construction and region homogeneity based pruning with δp =  ƦdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj,
jShh   Svvj).
As mentioned previously, the multilook, shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǉb, is able to achieve a relatively
good amount of speckle ėltering but it results into a spatial resolution loss, blurring all the con-
tours and small details of the image. On the other hand, the IDAN, shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǉc, has
a beĨer spatial resolution preservation, as it maintains the contours and details. However, the
amount of speckle reduction achieved by the IDAN is smaller than in the multilook case.
Results aěer applying the proposed BPT-based approach over the same area are represented
in Fig. ǌ.ǉǊ. ĉe ėgures on the leě column (Figs. ǌ.ǉǊa, ǌ.ǉǊc, ǌ.ǉǊe) correspond to BPT prun-
ǐǐ
(a) Original (b) 7x7 multilook (c) IDAN
Figure 4.11: Detail Pauli RGB images. (a) Original, (b) ﬁltered with 7x7 multilook and
(c) ﬁltered with IDAN (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
ing based on the number of regions² whereas the right column (Figs. ǌ.ǉǊb, ǌ.ǉǊd, ǌ.ǉǊf) show
the results of region homogeneity based pruning. Note that all the results in Fig. ǌ.ǉǊ have been
generated by pruning over the same BPT, constructed with the symmetric revised Wishart dsw
dissimilarity over the entire image, presented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa.
Analyzing the BPT-based estimation results in Fig. ǌ.ǉǊ, the diﬀerences previously men-
tioned between the two deėned pruning mechanisms may be seen. Moreover, when process-
ing a large dataset, the inconveniences of the BPT pruning based on the number of regions are
even more evident. In the examples processed in Sections ǌ.ǋ.ǉ and ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ, two small crops of
this dataset have been processed. ĉese crops, however, contained only one type of scenario: a
agricultural area or a urban area. In a large PolSAR image, as the one represented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa,
having a mixture of diﬀerent types of areas, it is not possible to deėne a number of regions pa-
rameterN suitable for all the areas. A large value, such asN = ƩƤƤƤƤ, shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǊa, may
be required for a proper representation of the urban area. Nevertheless, over the agricultural
area a smaller value ofN will be required, in the order ofN = ƦƤƤƤ, as shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǊe. As
a consequence, there is no possible value of N suitable to obtain a good detail representation
over all the areas of the image.
On the other hand, the regionhomogeneity basedpruning results, shown in the right column
of Fig. ǌ.ǉǊ, do not present these issues. In this case, the pruning threshold parameter δp acts
like an indicator of the degree of ėltering, showing more details for smaller values δp =  ƦdB
than for larger ones δp = ƤdB, as shown in Figs. ǌ.ǉǊb to ǌ.ǉǊf. However, the region size adapts
²Note that the results are shown over a detailed area of ǍǉǊ by ǍǉǊ pixel, but the whole image, presented in
Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa is processed. ĉen, the number of regionsN refers to the regions in the whole image and, thus, only
a small subset of regions appear over the crop area shown.
ǐǑ
(a) dsw;N = ƩƤƤƤƤ (b) dsw; δp =  ƦdB
(c) dsw;N = ƥƤƤƤƤ (d) dsw; δp =  ƥdB
(e) dsw;N = ƦƤƤƤ (f) dsw; δp = ƤdB
Figure 4.12: Detail Pauli RGB images. (a), (c), (e) ﬁltered with pruning based on the
number of regions and (b), (d), (f) ﬁltered with region homogeneity based pruning (jShh +
Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
beĨer to the content of the scene, as larger regions are observed in the agricultural areas than in
the urban zone for all the pruning threshold δp values, being able to properly represent all the
Ǒǈ
regions of the image with a given pruning threshold.
Another characteristic of the BPT-based pruning is that when the pruning threshold δp orN
parameters gets increased or decreased, respectively, resulting into larger regions, some region
contours of the image disappear, but no new contours appear, as it may be seen on the image
sequence fromFigs. ǌ.ǉǊa, ǌ.ǉǊc, ǌ.ǉǊe andFigs. ǌ.ǉǊb, ǌ.ǉǊd, ǌ.ǉǊf. ĉis is a consequenceof the
way in which new regions are generated on the BPT. Since larger regions are always constructed
as themerging of two smaller ones, only the contours between themare not present in the father
region, while the rest of them are preserved.
In order to show more clearly this ability of the region homogeneity based pruning to pre-
serve small details of the original image and, at the same time, perform strong ėltering over large
homogeneous areas, a crop of the original image containing ėve corner reĚectors over an homo-
geneous ėeld, near to the main runway of the airport, in the boĨom part of the original image,
shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa, has been processed. ĉe results are shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǋ for the multilook,
the IDAN and the region homogeneity based pruning techniques for diﬀerent δp values.
(a) Original (b) 7x7 multilook
(c) dsw; δp =  ƦdB (d) dsw; δp =  ƥdB
(e) dsw; δp = ƤdB (f) IDAN
Figure 4.13: Detail Pauli RGB images of corner reﬂectors preservation with the multilook,
the IDAN and the BPT based ﬁltering (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
ĉe original image crop containing the corner reĚectors is represented on Fig. ǌ.ǉǋa. As it
Ǒǉ
may be seen, they are diﬃcult to identify due to their small size and the high level of speckle
noise in the area. ĉe ǏxǏ multilook ėlter, whose results are shown on Fig. ǌ.ǉǋb, reduces sig-
niėcantly the speckle over the ėeld and the corner reĚectors appear highly contrasted but, since
they have much more reĚectivity than the surrounding area, they appear enlarged according
to the ėlter window. ĉe IDAN ėlter, depicted in Fig. ǌ.ǉǋf, has a good detail preservation,
preserving the corner reĚectors, but the amount of speckle reduction is much smaller than the
multilook. Results for the BPT-based speckle ėltering are shown on Figs. ǌ.ǉǋc to ǌ.ǉǋe for
diﬀerent δp values. It may be seen that for all the pruning threshold values shown the corner
reĚectors are preserved as small points while large regions appear over the ėeld. Over the ėeld
large regions appear, even for δp =  ƦdB, where some details are observed within the ėeld,
showing its internal structure. In the case of δp = ƤdB, all the underlying ėeld is merged into
just one region while all the corner reĚectors and details are preserved. ĉe amount of speckle
reduction achieved by the BPT-based pruning is much more visible over the ėeld than in the
IDAN and ǏxǏ multilook ėltering, specially for δp = ƤdB, as all the pixels of the ėeld are aver-
aged together, resulting into a beĨer estimation of the polarimetric response.
In Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ diﬀerent dissimilarity measures for PolSAR data have been deėned. All the
previous examples correspond to diﬀerent pruning strategies over the same BPT constructed
employing the symmetric revised Wishart dsw dissimilarity measure, as deėned in (ǌ.Ǌ). To
show the eﬀect of this function in the ėnal results, diﬀerent BPTs of Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa have been con-
structed employing the distinct dissimilaritymeasures deėned and the same region homogene-
ity based pruning has been applied to them, employing δp = ƤdB. ĉese results are shown on
Fig. ǌ.ǉǌ over the same crop area presented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǉa. In order to apply the full matrix mea-
sures, an initial ǋxǋmultilook ėlter has been applied formatrix regularization, as in the previous
case.
When considering the results shown on Fig. ǌ.ǉǌ it may be surprising that most of them ob-
tain very similar results. Although the distinct dissimilarity measures deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ
are based on completely diﬀerent approaches, all of the results roughly identify the main con-
tours of the agricultural ėelds and also preserve the details of the urban area. ĉis may give an
idea of the robustness of the proposed BPT-based processing scheme in terms of the dissim-
ilarity measure employed for BPT construction. However, an in-depth analysis shows some
diﬀerences, specially when considering the noise over the straight contours of the ėelds or the
ability to distinguish between all the diﬀerent agricultural ėelds. In general, the full matrixmea-
sures, shown in Figs. ǌ.ǉǌb and ǌ.ǉǌd, have a beĨer ability to distinguish the diﬀerent ėelds.
Additionally, from all the diﬀerent dissimilarity measures it seems that the geodesic measure
ǑǊ
(a) ddg; δp = ƤdB (b) dsg; δp = ƤdB
(c) ddw; δp = ƤdB (d) dwr; δp = ƤdB
(e) ddn; δp = ƤdB (f) ddr; δp = ƤdB
Figure 4.14: Detail Pauli RGB images processed using region homogeneity based pruning
with δp = ƤdB over diﬀerent trees constructed employing various dissimilarity functions
(jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
dsg, deėned in (ǌ.ǋ), presents the beĨer results in terms of contour noise and region distinction.
Note that a more detailed analysis of the results is complex by the absence of ground truth, but
in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǌ amore detailed analysis will be performedwith simulated data to overcome this
Ǒǋ
limitation.
Fig. ǌ.ǉǍ shows the morphology of the pruned trees constructed with diﬀerent dissimilarity
measures. In this case, in order order to obtain a small enough tree to be able to represent it
graphically, instead of the full image, a small crop has been processed corresponding to an area
of agricultural ėelds, presented in Fig. ǌ.ǌa. All the presented pruned trees have been pruned
with the region homogeneity based pruning employing δp = ƤdB. Finally, the leaves of the
pruned tree have been colored in green if they correspond to single pixels, that is, leaves of the
original BPT, and in red otherwise.
(a) ddg (b) dsg (c) ddw (d) dsw
Figure 4.15: Pruned BPTs using region homogeneity based pruning with δp = ƤdB over
diﬀerent trees constructed employing various dissimilarity functions. Pruned nodes are col-
ored in green if they are leaves or in red otherwise.
ĉe analysis of the BPT morphology is a very diﬃcult task, as it depends on the structure
of the PolSAR image itself, and it will not be addressed in this work. By the way, some general
diﬀerences may be observed when comparing the pruned BPTs obtained aěer its construction
employing diagonal or full matrix dissimilarity measures. It may be seen that the trees obtained
with diagonal measures, shown in Figs. ǌ.ǉǍa and ǌ.ǉǍc, are less balanced than those obtained
with full matrix measures, represented in Figs. ǌ.ǉǍb and ǌ.ǉǍd. As a consequence, the pruned
BPTs obtained with diagonal measures appear thiner. Moreover, the pruned tree obtainedwith
the dsw dissimilarity measure contains single pixels near to the root node. Note that this is not
Ǒǌ
the desired structure for a BPT, as it is expected to ėnd large regions close to the root. However,
in this case a small piece of data has been processed, having only ǊǍǎ by ǊǍǎ pixels and, thus,
these results are not very representative. Unfortunately, the pruned BPT of the whole image
has thousand of nodes making very diﬃcult its representation and analysis, which is out of the
scope of this work.
In the previous examples a qualitative comparison of the BPT pruning results has been per-
formed in termsof the obtainedPauli images. Note, then, that only the information correspond-
ing to the retrieved power in the Pauli basis of the estimated covariance Z is represented. In
order to do a broader analysis of the preservation of the polarimetric information, an additional
study is performed. ĉe Entropy (H), Anisotropy (A) and averaged Alpha angle (α) decom-
position, as described in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ, will be employed in the following analysis to do a more
comprehensive assessment of the polarimetric information preservation. Fig. ǌ.ǉǎ shows these
parameters for the ǏxǏ multilook, the IDAN ėltering and the proposed region homogeneity
based pruning for δp =  ƦdB and δp = ƤdB. ĉe Entropy and Anisotropy are represented
from ǈ, in blue, to ǉ, in red color; the averaged Alpha angle is represented from Ƥ, in blue, to
ƭƤ, in red. In this case, the symmetric revised Wishart dsw has been employed for BPT con-
struction, corresponding, thus, to the same Pauli results shown in Figs. ǌ.ǉǊb and ǌ.ǉǊf.
A qualitative evaluation of the polarimetric decomposition parameters presented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǎ
reveals that the same colors may be seen on all the ėltering processes, indicating that the polari-
metric information is roughlymaintained. Nevertheless, the BPT is able to perform an stronger
averaging over large homogeneous areas, as in the agricultural ėelds or in the forest, reducing
considerably the noise over these parameters. For δp = ƤdB, over the forest area in the top of
the image, the Entropy H tends to ǉ whereas the Anisotropy A tends to ǈ, which ėts with the
theoretical response for a random volume scaĨering, as it is supposed to occur over forest [ǋǎ].
Additionally, the ability of the BPT to preserve small details may also be seen, specially over
the urban area in the center of the image. Some small spots may be seen on this area for the
multilook, specially on H and α, corresponding to point scaĨerers. ĉese details also appear
on the BPT results but without the characteristic enlargement of the multilook. ĉe proposed
ėltering scheme, then, improves the estimation of the polarimetric information both, in point
as well as in distributed scaĨerers, with respect to the multilook ėlter.
ĉe comparison of these results is not clear due to the absence of ground truth. In order to
overcome this limitation when dealing with real data, some visually homogeneous areas from
the data may be selected in order to do a statistical analysis of the results obtained over these
areas. ĉis analysis has been performed in this dataset over the three areas shown on Fig. ǌ.ǉǏ.
ǑǍ
(a) H, 7x7 multilook (b) A, 7x7 multilook (c) α, 7x7 multilook
(d) H, IDAN (e) A, IDAN (f) α, IDAN
(g) H,dsw; δp =  ƦdB (h) A,dsw; δp =  ƦdB (i) α; dsw; δp =  ƦdB
(j) H,dsw; δp = ƤdB (k) A,dsw; δp = ƤdB (l) α; dsw; δp = ƤdB
H/A0 1
0º 90
º
Figure 4.16: H/A/α of processed images with 7x7 multilook, IDAN and using region ho-
mogeneity based pruning.
Ǒǎ
Figure 4.17: Homogeneous zones manually selected over the original image for the quan-
titative analysis (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
ĉeaverage results obtained over these areas for diﬀerent ėlteringmechanisms are shown on
Table ǌ.ǋ. In this analysis, the original data is comparedwith the results of the ǏxǏmultilook, the
IDANėlter and theBPT regionhomogeneity based pruning strategy for δp =  ƦdB, ƥdB and
ƤdB values. To show the ability to preserve the elements of the covariancematrix elements, the
averaged value of the diagonal elements is displayed in theCƥƥ toCƧƧ columns. Additionally, the
real and imaginary parts of CƥƧ element is also presented. Finally, the last three columns show
the averaged values obtained for the Entropy (H), Anisotropy (A) and averaged Alpha angle
(α) polarimetric decomposition parameters. As mentioned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ, these parameters
require a full-rank matrix and, thus, they cannot be computed for the original image.
In order to compare the results obtained by the diﬀerent techniques, the ǏxǏ multilook may
be used as a reference, as it corresponds to theMLE. In fact, it may be seen that it obtains values
close to the original data for all the covariancematrix elements. ĉe BPT-based processing also
obtains similar values for all the diﬀerent values of δp. However, for higher values of the prun-
ing threshold, when δp = ƤdB, some values start to diverge from the original ones due to the
mixture of diﬀerent regions that may not be so homogeneous. On the other hand, the IDAN
ėlter has a noticeable bias on the obtained values, tending to underestimate all the covariance
matrix elements. ĉe presence of this bias has been mentioned in Section Ǌ.ǋ.ǋ and it is dis-
ǑǏ
Region Filtering Cƥƥ CƦƦ CƧƧ <(CƥƧ) =(CƥƧ) H A α
Original Ǌǐ.ǊǏ ǉǎ.ǈǎ ǉǐ.ǋǌ Ǎ.ǊǌǊ Ǎ.Ǎǈǌ - - -
ML ǏxǏ Ǌǐ.Ǌǉ ǉǍ.ǑǏ ǉǐ.ǋǎ Ǎ.ǋǊǉ Ǎ.ǌǎǍ ǈ.ǐǈǉǊ ǈ.ǋǍǌǋ ǌǐ.ǊǑ
Zǉ IDAN ǉǐ.Ǐǋ Ǒ.ǎǎǉ ǉǊ.ǈǋ Ǌ.ǌǏǉ Ǌ.ǍǑǍ ǈ.ǐǍǍǐ ǈ.ǋǈǍǈ ǌǑ.ǌǐ
Ǎǈǈǈ px BPT -ǊdB Ǌǐ.ǉǍ ǉǎ.ǉǈ ǉǐ.ǉǏ Ǎ.ǌǎǎ Ǎ.ǎǈǍ ǈ.ǐǊǏǉ ǈ.ǊǐǏǋ ǌǐ.ǊǏ
BPT -ǉdB Ǌǐ.Ǌǈ ǉǍ.Ǌǈ ǉǐ.ǈǐ Ǎ.ǍǍǐ Ǎ.ǎǉǊ ǈ.ǐǎǉǐ ǈ.Ǌǈǋǎ ǌǏ.Ǒǉ
BPT ǈdB ǊǏ.Ǐǎ ǉǌ.ǌǏ ǉǎ.Ǒǎ Ǎ.ǐǉǋ Ǎ.Ǌǉǉ ǈ.ǐǎǑǌ ǈ.ǉǎǋǈ ǌǏ.Ǐǌ
Original ǊǏǑ.ǋ ǉǍǑ.ǉ ǉǏǊ.ǐ ǌǑ.ǐǈ -ǉǌ.ǋǏ - - -
ML ǏxǏ Ǌǐǈ.ǐ ǉǍǑ.ǋ ǉǏǊ.Ǒ ǌǑ.ǉǐ -ǉǍ.ǊǏ ǈ.ǐǍǑǐ ǈ.ǊǑǈǏ ǌǑ.ǈǎ
ZǊ IDAN ǉǏǋ.ǈ ǉǈǊ.ǌ ǉǈǍ.ǐ Ǌǈ.ǍǑ -Ǐ.ǑǏǐ ǈ.Ǒǈǈǋ ǈ.ǊǍǈǉ Ǎǉ.ǊǑ
ǍǑǍǈ px BPT -ǊdB ǊǏǐ.ǉ ǉǍǐ.ǌ ǉǏǉ.Ǎ ǌǐ.ǈǍ -ǉǎ.ǉǊ ǈ.ǐǌǏǍ ǈ.ǊǑǐǌ ǌǑ.Ǎǈ
BPT -ǉdB Ǌǐǈ.ǌ ǉǍǏ.Ǐ ǉǏǊ.ǌ Ǎǈ.Ǌǌ -ǉǍ.ǌǊ ǈ.ǐǑǊǍ ǈ.ǊǊǎǑ ǌǑ.ǌǉ
BPT ǈdB ǊǑǊ.Ǌ ǉǎǈ.ǐ ǉǏǏ.ǈ Ǎǈ.Ǐǌ -ǉǋ.ǌǊ ǈ.ǑǋǈǍ ǈ.ǉǋǈǏ ǌǑ.ǎǉ
Original ǉǈ.Ǐǈ Ǌ.ǏǐǊ ǉǋ.ǉǋ Ǌ.ǎǌǌ Ǎ.ǍǑǑ - - -
ML ǏxǏ ǉǈ.Ǐǈ Ǌ.ǏǐǑ ǉǋ.ǉǌ Ǌ.ǎǎǊ Ǎ.ǍǑǋ ǈ.ǎǏǐǉ ǈ.ǌǊǌǐ ǌǊ.ǎǊ
Zǋ IDAN Ǐ.ǉǊǋ ǉ.ǐǎǌ ǐ.ǎǏǐ ǉ.ǌǋǋ Ǌ.ǐǑǎ ǈ.Ǐǌǋǐ ǈ.ǌǍǈǍ ǌǌ.ǋǑ
ǉǐǈǈǈ px BPT -ǊdB ǉǈ.ǋǋ Ǌ.Ǐǉǋ ǉǊ.Ǒǌ Ǌ.ǌǑǐ Ǎ.ǊǍǍ ǈ.ǏǋǏǈ ǈ.ǋǏǍǍ ǌǋ.ǋǊ
BPT -ǉdB ǉǈ.ǋǎ Ǌ.ǏǑǑ ǉǋ.Ǌǋ Ǌ.ǌǋǌ Ǎ.ǉǋǎ ǈ.ǏǌǌǍ ǈ.ǋǐǐǉ ǌǋ.ǎǈ
BPT ǈdB ǉǉ.Ǐǎ ǋ.ǌǈǍ ǉǋ.ǍǑ Ǌ.ǍǍǎ Ǎ.ǋǍǉ ǈ.ǏǐǍǊ ǈ.ǋǌǏǉ ǌǌ.ǋǌ
Table 4.3: Mean estimated values over homogeneous areas for diﬀerent speckle ﬁltering
strategies.
cussed in [ǉǊǏ]. ĉe authors have compensated up to a certain point this bias in [ǉǊǎ], but,
unfortunately, there is no free implementation of this ėlter in order to compare the results.
For the H/A/α parameters, represented in the last three columns of Table ǌ.ǋ, all the ėlters
obtain similar values, including the IDAN. Itmay seemodd that thebias in the covariancematrix
elements is not reĚected into these parameters which, in fact, are extracted from the estimated
covariance matrix. ĉis eﬀect is caused by the relative nature of these elements, which do not
depend on the absolute power reĚected by the target. Since the bias factor is roughly similar for
all the covariance matrix elements, it does not aﬀect signiėcantly the H/A/α parameters. ĉe
comparison of the obtained values for these elements is not as straightforward as in the other
elements, since they may not be computed for original data. ĉe multilook may be employed
as a reference but, although it is an unbiased estimator of the covariance matrix, it does have a
bias over theH/A/α parameters estimated indirectly from the obtainedZmatrices, as shownon
[Ǒǈ][Ǒǉ]. According to this work, the EntropyH and Anisotropy A are always underestimated
and overestimated, respectively, and increasing the number of looks reduces the bias. A similar
trendmaybe seen inTable ǌ.ǋwhen increasing the pruning threshold δpwhich, in fact, increases
the obtained region sizes and accordingly the number of averaged samples, the obtained values
for H and A slightly increase and decrease, respectively, as the estimation bias is reduced. A
detailed mathematical characterization of the estimatedH/A/α parameters and its bias may be
found in Appendix A, while modeling the eﬀect of the speckle noise with matrix perturbation
Ǒǐ
theory [Ǒǉ]. Finally, some additional results with diﬀerent SAR sensors may be found in the
Appendix B.
ǌ.ǋ.ǌ AłĵŀŏňĽň ŌĽŉļ SĽŁŊŀĵŉĹĸ Dĵŉĵ
Amore detailed analysis of the obtained results may not be performedwith real data as we have
no knowledge of the ground truth. In order to conduct a thorough analysis, the true statistics
of the data must be known and also its detailed spatial distribution. ĉis kind of information is
unknown for a real scenario as it is almost impossible to acquire.
To overcome these limitations, a synthetic dataset may be generated according to a given
artiėcial ground truth in order to perform an in deep analysis of the obtained results. In this
section two diﬀerent synthetic datasets will be employed to do a more detailed analysis of the
BPT-based PolSAR estimation techniques deėned in sections ǌ.ǋ.ǉ and ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ.
Fig. ǌ.ǉǐ shows an example of the ėrst dataset employed. It corresponds to a ǉǊǐ by ǉǊǐ
pixels imagehavingǌ equal size zones, as represented inFig. ǌ.ǉǐa. ĉesimulateddatahavebeen
generated employing the complexGaussian polarimetricmodel, as described in [ǑǑ], assuming
a reĚection symmetric target, since most of natural targets are assumed to follow this model,
having a covariance matrixC of the form
C = σHH
0B@ ƥ Ƥ ρ
pγ
Ƥ " Ƥ
ρpγ Ƥ γ
1CA (ǌ.ǉǏ)
where  denotes the complex conjugate.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.18: Simulated PolSAR dataset with 4 equal size zones. Zƥƥ, ZƦƦ and ZƧƧ are as-
signed to blue, red and green channels, respectively. (a) Zones shape and numeration, (b)
and (c) one realization of the image with intensity variations and image ground-truth, re-
spectively.
According to the model presented in (ǌ.ǉǏ), three diﬀerent datasets have been simulated,
ǑǑ
employing γi = ƥ and "i = Ƥ:ƥ and variations for σHHi and ρi in the diﬀerent regions i = ƥ : : : ƨ
numbered as denoted in Fig. ǌ.ǉǐa:
ǉ. Variations in intensity: ρi = Ƥ:Ʃ; σHH = fƥ; ƭ; ƦƩ; ƨƭg
Ǌ. Variations in correlation: ρ = fƤ; Ƥ:ƦƩejπ;   Ƥ:Ʃ; Ƥ:ƫƩe jπg; σHHi = ƥ
ǋ. Variations both in correlation and in intensity: ρ = fƤ; Ƥ:ƦƩejπ;   Ƥ:Ʃ; Ƥ:ƫƩe jπg;
σHH = fƥ; ƭ; ƦƩ; ƨƭg
ĉe idea behind these datasets is to generate simple images in order to make the interpreta-
tion of the obtained results as easy as possible. Moreover, the contrast between the diﬀerent
regions varies in terms of the retrieved power or channel correlation, in order to compare the
sensitivity of the obtained BPTs to these traits of the data separately. Figs. ǌ.ǉǐb and ǌ.ǉǐc,
for instance, show one realization and the simulated ground truth for the ėrst dataset, having
variations in intensity.
To assess the obtained results X in comparison with the simulated ground truth Y, an error
measure is proposed ER, based on the averaged relative error measure per pixel [ǐ]
ER(X; Y) =
ƥ
nh  nw
nhX
i=ƥ
nwX
j=ƥ
kXij   YijkF
kYijkF (ǌ.ǉǐ)
where nh and nw are the image height and width in pixels, respectively,Xij represents the (i; j)th
pixel value of image X, that is, its estimated sample covariance matrix Z, and k  kF denotes
Frobenius matrix norm. It is worth noting that the relative error measure deėned in (ǌ.ǉǐ) is
based on the inverse signal to noise ratio (SNR ƥ) averaged for all the pixels in the image.
ĉe ėltering error ER ėgures obtained over these three datasets employing the BPT pruning
based on the number of regions, as described in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǉ, may be seen on Fig. ǌ.ǉǑ. Each
chart shows the ER measure on the vertical axis, in dB, in terms of the number of regions N,
in the top horizontal axis, for diﬀerent BPTs constructed employing most of the dissimilarity
measures deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, including diagonal and full-matrix measures. Additionally,
in the boĨom horizontal axis the average region size is represented, corresponding to the total
number of pixels of the image divided by the number of regions, calculated as (nh nw)=N. Both
the horizontal axes are shown in logarithmic scale. ĉese plots have been obtained aěer aver-
aging the outcome of ǊǍ diﬀerent realizations of each dataset. ĉese results are also compared
with those of themultilook or Boxcar ėlter, for diﬀerent window sizes. Note that for the Boxcar
ėlter, the boĨom horizontal axis represents the total size, in pixels, of its averaging window, i.e.
the n in (Ǌ.Ǎǌ). In order to be able to apply the full-matrix dsw (ǌ.Ǌ) and dwr (ǌ.ǌ) dissimilarity
ǉǈǈ
measures an initial ǋxǋ multilook ėltering has been applied to get full-rank matrices. ĉe stan-
dard deviation values over the ǊǍ realizations have also been represented for the multilook and
for the dsw case. ĉe rest of the BPT based curves present similar standard deviation values to
the dsw, but they have not been represented to make the plots more readable.
When analyzing the ER relative error results obtained in Fig. ǌ.ǉǑ two completely diﬀerent
behaviorsmay be observed. Figs. ǌ.ǉǑa and ǌ.ǉǑc present very similar trendswhereas Fig. ǌ.ǉǑb
shows a distinct evolution. In fact, when there are variations in intensity, those dominate among
the variations in correlation, as they are muchmore important in terms of the ER measure than
the variations in correlation. In Figs. ǌ.ǉǑa and ǌ.ǉǑc, for small values of the region size, the
results from the BPT and the multilook present similar values, as the eﬀect of the region mix-
ture in the multilook is negligible. However, when the region size increases, while reducing
the number of regionsN, the curve of the multilook starts to increase in terms of relative error.
ĉis is produced by the fact that the error commiĨed by the region mixture is larger than the
reduction in speckle when increasing its window size. ĉen, according to the ER measure, the
optimum multilook window size will be Ǐ by Ǐ pixels, corresponding to a region size of ǌǑ in
Fig. ǌ.ǉǑ. ĉe plots of the BPT based ėltering continue its trend, decreasing when the region
sizes increases. Here, the spatial adaptation of the BPT avoids the region mixture over the re-
gion contours, allowing the increase of the number of pixels averaged, resulting in an additional
reduction of the error due to the speckle noise reduction over the data. ĉeoretically, the best
resultsmay be obtained for ǌ regions, when pruning the BPT atN = ƨ, as the simulated ground
truth has exactly ǌ regions. As it may be seen, most of the BPT based plots achieve its optimum
near ǌ regions, except when employing the ddr measure. If the number of regionsN is reduced
below ǌ regions, the region mixture is unavoidable, resulting into large values of ER.
On the other hand, when only variations on correlation are present, as shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǑb,
results are completely diﬀerent. Note that the correlation between channels is contained in the
oﬀ-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and, then, only the full-matrix measures dsw and
dwr are sensitive to them. ĉen, the regions generated when employing ddn (ǌ.ǉǊ), ddr (ǌ.ǉǋ)
and ddw (ǌ.ǉǈ) dissimilarity measures rapidly start mixing non-homogeneous regions, since
they can not adapt to the spatial morphology, and never improve the multilook ėlter perfor-
mance. Conversely, full matrix measures dsw (ǌ.Ǌ) and dwr (ǌ.ǌ) can adapt to the image spatial
morphology, avoiding the regionmixture eﬀect, and achieving beĨer results than themultilook
ėlter. It is worth noticing that, in Fig. ǌ.ǉǑb, the intensity is constant over the entire image.
ĉen, the mixture of diﬀerent regions do not have such a dramatic impact in ER as in Fig. ǌ.ǉǑa
and ǌ.ǉǑc. ĉis also explains why the minimum of the Boxcar relative error occurs at region
ǉǈǉ
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(c) Variations both in correlation and in intensity
Figure 4.19: Relative error measure for simulated images with 4 equal size zones ﬁltered
with a BPT pruning based on the number of regions. The lines have been obtained averag-
ing the results of 25 simulated realizations.
ǉǈǊ
sizes about ǌǈǈ-Ǎǈǈ pixels, equivalent to a ǊǉxǊǉ multilook ėltering.
When comparing the results obtained for all the dissimilarity measures in the three cases,
it may be seen that they present diﬀerent behaviors also in terms of the number of regions N.
ĉeWishart based dissimilarity measures dsw and ddw present the most stable behavior, having
a constant decrease in terms of ER when decreasing the number of regions N. ĉe ddn and ddr
measuresmay present beĨer values of relative error than the othermeasures at someN, but they
do not have a constant behavior and are only sensitive to diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix. ĉeWard relative dissimilaritymeasuredwr presentsmore error than theothermeasures
but it is the only one that has a clear minimum inN = ƨ for all cases. However, when there are
no variations in intensity, the full matrix measures are the only ones that can adapt to the spatial
contours and improve the Boxcar ėlter performance, as shown on Fig. ǌ.ǉǑb.
(a) Boxcar 3x3 (b) Boxcar 9x9 (c) Boxcar 15x15
(d) ddn, N = ƥƤƤ (e) ddw, N = ƥƤƤ (f) dwr, N = ƥƤƤ
(g) dsw, N = ƥƤƤƤ (h) dsw, N = ƥƤƤ (i) dsw, N = ƨ
Figure 4.20: Boxcar and BPT pruning based on the number of regions results for one of
the simulated PolSAR images with variations in both correlation and intensity employing
diﬀerent dissimilarity measures. Zƥƥ, ZƦƦ and ZƧƧ are assigned to blue, red and green chan-
nels, respectively.
ǉǈǋ
For the visual inspection of the obtained results, Fig. ǌ.Ǌǈ shows the outcome of the multi-
look ėltering and the BPT pruning based on the number of regions when employing diﬀerent
dissimilarity measures andN parameter values.
ĉe ėrst row, Figs. ǌ.Ǌǈa to ǌ.Ǌǈc, shows the Boxcar ėlter results for window sizes from ǋxǋ
to ǉǍxǉǍ. As it may be seen, when increasing the size the eﬀect of the speckle gets also re-
duced. However, the impact of the region mixture near contours gets also increased, resulting
into blurred transitions between regions. On the second row, Figs. ǌ.Ǌǈd to ǌ.Ǌǈf, the number of
regionsN parameter is set to ǉǈǈ and results are shown for diﬀerent dissimilaritymeasures: ddn,
ddw and dwr. All of them are able to detect the main contours of the image avoiding the region
mixture, for this value ofN. Note that the contours within each of the four regions may be con-
sidered as random, as there are no contours in the simulated ground truth and, consequently,
these contours are produced by the eﬀect of the speckle noise. ĉe third row, composed by
Figs. ǌ.Ǌǈg to ǌ.Ǌǈi, shows the obtained results over the BPT constructed employing the sym-
metric Wishart dsw measure for diﬀerent values of N. Fig. ǌ.Ǌǈi depicts the obtained result for
N = ƨ, corresponding to the real number of regions in the simulated ground truth. As itmay be
seen, the obtained regions are very close to this ground truth, shown inFig. ǌ.ǉǐc, with small dif-
ferences on the region contours. ĉis similarity is also conėrmed by the small values observed
in terms of the relative error measure ER.
ĉe same analysis have been performed with the region homogeneity based pruning, as de-
scribed in Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ. Fig. ǌ.Ǌǉ shows the results aěer applying this pruning strategy to the
diﬀerent BPTs constructed employing all the dissimilarity measures deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ.
ĉese plots show the relative error measure ER, deėned in (ǌ.ǉǐ), in the vertical axis in terms
of the pruning threshold δp in the horizontal axis. In these plots both axes expressed in dB. As
in Fig. ǌ.ǉǑ, the results have been obtained aěer averaging the outcome of ǊǍ diﬀerent realiza-
tions of each simulated image. Again, the values of the standard deviation are shown for the
symmetric revisedWishart dissimilarity dsw.
When comparing Figs. ǌ.Ǌǉa to ǌ.Ǌǉc itmay be seen that all of thempresent a similar trend, as
opposed toFigs. ǌ.ǉǑa to ǌ.ǉǑc. For all the plots, there is a clearminimum for all the dissimilarity
measures, that may be located around δp =  ƪdB. Moreover, when there are variations on
intensity, as in Figs. ǌ.Ǌǉa and ǌ.Ǌǉc, a wide range of values for δp may be chosen having a near-
optimumbehavior. ĉis is produced by the fact that the regionmixture on these cases produces
a strong increase in the region homogeneity measure and then, the pruning factor has to be
substantially increased in order to prune this non-homogeneous regions. On the other hand,
when there are only variations in correlation the eﬀect of the regionmixture ismuchmore subtle
ǉǈǌ
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(c) Variations both in correlation and in intensity
Figure 4.21: Relative error for simulated images with 4 equal size zones ﬁltered with the
region homogeneity based pruning. Results have been obtained averaging 25 realizations.
ǉǈǍ
in termsof thehomogeneitymeasure, but there is also aminimumat the samepruning threshold
value δp =  ƪdB.
ĉe minimum values, in terms of the relative error measure, obtained by the region homo-
geneity based pruning, represented in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǉ, are roughly the same than in the pruning based
on the number of regions, as shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉǑ, as the same regions may be obtained from the
corresponding BPTs. However, the region homogeneity based pruning has the advantage of
having a predictable behavior and the same optimum pruning threshold value, independently
of the image content or dissimilarity measure employed for BPT construction. Additionally,
when there are only variations in correlation, as represented in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǉb, it may improve some-
what the results obtained by the pruning based on the number of regions for diagonalmeasures,
as the homogeneity measure is sensitive to the full covariance matrix information, mitigating
slightly the limitations of these measures.
Fig. ǌ.ǊǊ shows the results obtained aěer applying the region homogeneity based pruning
to one realization of the dataset having variations in both correlation and intensity. Figs. ǌ.ǊǊa
to ǌ.ǊǊf show the results of the region homogeneity based pruning with a threshold value of
δp =  ƪdB, which produces the optimum ER value in all the datasets, for the diﬀerent BPTs
constructed employing various dissimilarities measures. As it may be seen, on all of them the ǌ
regions of the image are clearly obtained. ĉemain variations among them lies in the precision
of the contours retrieved and the presence of some small regions within the ǌ squares that only
correspond to speckle features. ĉebest results seem to be obtained by the full-matrixmeasures
dsw, dwr and dsg. Additionally, in order to show the obtained results evolution when varying the
pruning threshold δp value, Figs. ǌ.ǊǊg to ǌ.ǊǊl depict the obtained results for the homogeneity
based pruning pruning with threshold values from δp =  ƭdB to δp =  ƨdB. For these
results the geodesic dissimilarity measure dsg has been employed in all cases. As mentioned
before, there are a wide range of values for the pruning threshold δp that produce the optimum
result, as it may be seen from Fig. ǌ.ǊǊj to ǌ.ǊǊl.
When comparing both BPT pruning strategies, represented in Figs. ǌ.ǉǑ and ǌ.Ǌǉ, it is worth
tomention that the simulated imagehavingǌ equal size regions is not complex enough tobe rep-
resentative. In fact, one of the most remarkable beneėts of the region homogeneity BPT based
pruning is its ability to extract homogeneous regions of diﬀerent sizes, as stated in Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ.
ĉese advantages have been clearly seenwhen processing real data, as itmay be observed on the
results presented in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǋ. ĉe simulated datasets employed in the previous analysis do
not present this level of structural complexity, as they only have ǌ equal size regions. Although
they may be useful to understand and interpret the obtained results, they may not be realistic.
ǉǈǎ
(a) ddn, δp =  ƪdB (b) ddr, δp =  ƪdB (c) ddw, δp =  ƪdB
(d) ddg, δp =  ƪdB (e) dsw, δp =  ƪdB (f) dwr, δp =  ƪdB
(g) dsg, δp =  ƭdB (h) dsg, δp =  ƬdB (i) dsg, δp =  ƫdB
(j) dsg, δp =  ƪdB (k) dsg, δp =  ƩdB (l) dsg, δp =  ƨdB
Figure 4.22: BPT homogeneity based pruning results for one of the simulated PolSAR im-
ages with variations in both correlation and intensity employing diﬀerent dissimilarity mea-
sures and prune thresholds. Zƥƥ, ZƦƦ and ZƧƧ are assigned to blue, red and green channels,
respectively.
ĉen, in order to obtain a more representative results, the simulated ground truth may de-
scribe a more realistic complex scenario, similar to a real PolSAR image. Ideally, it should con-
tain large homogeneous areas, like agricultural ėelds, and also small details, like the corner re-
Ěectors or the urban area, as seen before. Moreover, it would be desirable that the covariance
matrix C for every region represents realistic values that can be found in real data. ĉerefore,
ǉǈǏ
in order to accomplish the previously mentioned requirements, a ground truth may be gener-
ated by a segmentation of a real image. Since a manual segmentation is not aﬀordable, due to
the large number of small regions and details of a real image, a segmentation technique may be
employed. To generate this realistic ground truth, the BPT region homogeneity based prun-
ing with a pruning factor δp =  ƥdB has been employed over the tree constructed with the
geodesic dissimilarity dsg presented in (ǌ.ǋ). Figs. ǌ.Ǌǋa and ǌ.Ǌǌa present the ǍǉǊ by ǍǉǊ pixel
crops of theOberpfaﬀenhofen dataset and Figs. ǌ.Ǌǋb and ǌ.Ǌǌb represent the obtained regions
aěer applying the previously mentioned BPT pruning strategy.
(a) Original crop (b) Filtered (dsg; δp =  ƥdB)
Figure 4.23: Pauli representation of the original and ﬁltered images of an agricultural area
(jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
As it may be seen on Figs. ǌ.Ǌǋ and ǌ.Ǌǌ, both images have large and small homogeneous
regions but they correspond mainly to an agricultural area and a urban area, respectively. Con-
sequently, Fig. ǌ.Ǌǋa is dominated by large regions whereas on Fig. ǌ.Ǌǌa amuch higher number
of small details may be observed. Indeed, the number of regions of the ground truth images are
ǉǑǋǑ for the agricultural zone and ǎǐǎǑ for the urban zone.
ĉen, in order to simulate a realistic ground truth, the images represented in Figs ǌ.Ǌǋb and
ǌ.Ǌǌbmay be employed as a ground truth for the simulation process. Note, however, that these
resultsmay not correspond to the real ground truth of theOberpfaﬀenhofen dataset, due to seg-
mentation and modeling errors of the region homogeneity based pruning employed for their
generation. Nonetheless, they are good choices for an analysis with simulated data as they have
ǉǈǐ
(a) Original crop (b) Filtered (dsg; δp =  ƥdB)
Figure 4.24: Pauli representation of the original and ﬁltered images of an urban area
(jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
large and small regions with shapes and polarimetric information thatmay be close to the struc-
ture and content of a real PolSAR image.
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Figure 4.25: Evaluation process scheme for a simulated dataset.
A set of synthetic images may be generated from the ground truth images, represented in
Figs ǌ.Ǌǋb and ǌ.Ǌǌb, that may be employed for testing the performance of the region homo-
ǉǈǑ
geneity based pruning. ĉe whole simulation and evaluation scheme has been represented in
Fig. ǌ.ǊǍ, which corresponds to the same evaluation process performed before for the ǌ-region
images datasets.
In order to perform this analysis, the set of realizations are processed with the proposed BPT
based technique employing diﬀerent dissimilarity measures and pruning thresholds and they
are compared against the simulated ground truth. For this comparison with the ground truth,
which is denoted as E(X; Y) in the scheme, the relative error measure ER is employed, that has
been deėned previously in (ǌ.ǉǐ). Figs. ǌ.Ǌǎa and ǌ.ǊǏa represent one simulated realization of
the ground truth images described before. As outlined in Fig. ǌ.ǊǍ, these images are processed
with the BPT proposed technique in order to obtain ėltered images, which are also depicted
in Figs. ǌ.Ǌǎb and ǌ.ǊǏb, respectively. It is worth noticing the similarity of these images with
Figs. ǌ.Ǌǋb and ǌ.Ǌǌb, showing the ability of the BPT to obtain the originally simulated ground
truth.
(a) One realization (b) Realization ﬁltered (dsg; δp =  ƩdB)
Figure 4.26: One realization of the agricultural simulated ground truth and the corre-
sponding ﬁltered image (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
As a ėrst step, the performance of the multilook ėltering will be assessed in this complex
simulated environment. Table ǌ.ǌ shows the ER measure obtained for the original simulated
realizations and aěer processing them with the multilook ėltering employing various window
sizes.
ǉǉǈ
(a) One realization (b) Realization ﬁltered (dsg; δp =  ƩdB)
Figure 4.27: One realization of the urban simulated ground truth and the corresponding
ﬁltered image (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Agricultural zone Urban zone
No ėltering ǉ.ǌǍǉ ǉ.ǍǎǍ
ǋxǋ multilook -ǉ.Ǒǉǉ -ǈ.ǊǍǉ
ǍxǍ multilook -Ǌ.ǌǉǉ ǈ.ǐǏǉ
ǏxǏ multilook -ǉ.ǐǑǍ Ǌ.ǎǉǎ
ǑxǑ multilook -ǉ.ǈǍǍ ǌ.ǋǈǐ
Table 4.4: Relative error ER, in dB, for original and multilook ﬁltered realizations.
As one might expect, similar relative error values are obtained for the original realizations
in both zones. However, when applying the multilook, diﬀerent trends are observed for both
cases. On the agricultural zone the best window size is ǍxǍ whereas on the urban zone it is
around ǋxǋ. Moreover, the amount of error obtained in the agricultural area is much lower than
the oneobtainedon the urban area. ĉese diﬀerences are causedby the distinct spatial structure
of both areas. ĉe agricultural area is composedmainly by large homogeneous ėelds and, then,
a higher amount of ėltering may be performed without a signiėcant inhomogeneous region
mixture. On the other hand the urban area is composed by a large number of small regions and,
consequently, the heterogeneous region mixture eﬀect appears even for small window sizes,
increasing the ER measure.
ĉe same analysis has also been performed to the region homogeneity based pruning, as de-
picted in Fig. ǌ.ǊǍ. Results for the agricultural area are shown in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐ for the BPTs con-
ǉǉǉ
structed employing the diagonal and full-matrix Wishart and geodesic dissimilarity measures:
ddw, dsw, ddg and dsg. Figs. ǌ.Ǌǐa and ǌ.Ǌǐb show the achieved relative errorER and the number of
pruned regions in terms of the pruning threshold δp, respectively. Moreover, Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐc shows
the relative error in terms of the number of regions pruned in the BPT pruning process.
As it may be seen in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐa, there is a minimum value of ER for a pruning threshold value
slightly below δp =  ƩdB, which is located at the same point for all the BPTs constructed
employing various dissimilarity measures. ĉis result is consistent with the previous results
employing the ǌ regions simulated datasets, as shown in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǉ. Moreover, for all the dis-
similarity measures this minimum value of ER is clearly below the best value obtained by the
multilook, which is represented in Table ǌ.ǌ, demonstrating its ability to outperform the mul-
tilook for speckle ėltering by adapting to the spatial structure of the image, even in a complex
scenario. When comparing the results obtained by the diﬀerent dissimilarity measures, it may
be seen that the geodesic set of measures achieves beĨer results than the Wishart based mea-
sures. Additionally, the diagonal measures ddw and ddg aĨain slightly lower ER values than their
full-matrix counterparts dsw and dsg, respectively. ĉis observation may seem contradictory as
theoretically the full-matrix measures are sensitive to the full polarimetric information, being
able to adapt to additional features than diagonal measures, as reported in the previous analy-
sis with the ǌ squares datasets. However, it may be related with the fact that the ER measure
is more sensitive to the power information, as stated before, which is contained in the diago-
nal elements of the covariance matrices. Note that nowadays there is not a clear measure to
evaluate properly the full matrix information preservation and probably the relative error mea-
sure ER presents some limitations in this regard. Nevertheless, the full-matrix measures have
some important advantages in preserving the full polarimetric information under the Gaussian
hypothesis, as it may be seen in Figs. ǌ.ǉǑ and ǌ.Ǌǉ.
Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐb shows the number of pruned regions, or, equivalently, the leaves of the pruned
tree, according to the pruning threshold δp value. For a beĨer readability the vertical axis, cor-
responding to the number of pruned regions, is represented in logarithmic scale. It may be seen
that, in general, the geodesic dissimilarity measures achieve a smaller number of regions for a
given δp value than theWishart based measures. Note that the pruning threshold δp parameter
ėxes the maximum amount of relative MSE accepted per region, corresponding to the homo-
geneity measure previously deėned in (ǌ.ǉǌ). ĉen, a smaller number of regions means that
the pruned regions obtained are larger while being equally homogeneous, as they have been
pruned with the same relative MSE threshold, resulting in a simpler segmentation and a beĨer
polarimetric estimation. Consequently, it may be deduced that the geodesic based measures
ǉǉǊ
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Figure 4.28: Parameter evolution for diﬀerent values of δp and dissimilarity measures over
the agricultural zone.
ǉǉǋ
achieve a beĨer adaptation to the scene spatial structure, as they obtain larger homogeneous
regions than theWishart basedmeasures. Moreover, if full-matrix measures are compared with
diagonal ones, two diﬀerent situations are observed. For pruning threshold below the opti-
mum, that is, δp <  ƩdB, the full-matrix measures dsg and dsw achieve beĨer results, having a
smaller number of pruned regions, than their diagonal counterparts ddg and ddw, respectively.
However, for larger values of the pruning threshold, δp >  ƩdB, the opposite situation is no-
ticed. ĉis fact means that full-matrix measures are able to achieve a beĨer adaptation to the
structure of the scene when the regions obtained may be considered as homogeneous, specif-
ically for small values of δp. As mentioned before, for a larger values of the pruning threshold,
when the heterogeneous region mixture becomes evident, as it is represented by an increase in
ER, the sample covariance matrix Z is not able to properly represent statistically the scaĨering
process of the region. For this pruning threshold values, the BPTs constructed employing full-
matrix measures achieve a poorer performance in terms of spatial adaptation. Nonetheless, for
this application we are usually interested in having homogeneous regions and, then, in this situ-
ation dissimilarity measures employing the full matrix information obtain larger homogeneous
regions resulting in a beĨer contour detection.
Additionally, Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐc shows the relative error ER measure versus the number of pruned re-
gions that are obtained when varying the δp parameter. ĉe set of ER values obtained are the
same that are represented in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐa, but it may be clearly seen that the minimum ER value is
obtained for a diﬀerent number of pruned regions on each plot. In fact, the BPTs constructed
employingWishart basedmeasures obtain the bestER values at about Ǎǈǈǈ regions, while if the
geodesic measures are employed then this point is achieved at about ǋǍǈǈ regions. As men-
tioned before, the number of regions of the ground truth for the agricultural zone is ǉǑǋǑ. ĉis
gives some idea of the spatial adaptation performance of the proposed technique. It can also
be seen that the minimum point is aĨained at slightly lower number of regions for full matrix
dissimilarities than for diagonal ones.
Fig. ǌ.ǊǑ shows the same ėgures than Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐ for the urban area crop presented in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǌ.
As in the previous case, the outcome of ǊǍ realizations have been averaged to reduce the noise
over the plots. Fig. ǌ.ǊǑa represents theERmeasure versus the pruning factor value δp. As itmay
be expected, there is a minimum for all the lines almost in the same position than in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐa,
at  ƪdB < δp <  ƩdB, but the values of these minimums in urban area are lower in terms
of ER than the values obtained in the agricultural area. Indeed, the diﬀerence between the ER
obtained at δp =  ƥƤdB and theminimumpoint is not as large as in Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐa. ĉis contrast be-
tween both results are produced by the distinct spatial structure of both images. As mentioned
previously, the urban area is composed mainly by a large number of small regions and, then,
ǉǉǌ
there are a smaller number of homogeneous samples for each target to estimate its response.
Consequently, the possible amount of speckle ėltering is inherently reduced, as there is no op-
portunity to achieve such a large ėltering as in the agricultural area. However, it is worth to
mention that the obtained ER values are still beĨer than those obtained by the multilook, rep-
resented in Table ǌ.ǌ, as the spatial adaptation avoids the mixture of adjacent targets. When
comparing the results obtained employing diﬀerent dissimilarity measures, the same conclu-
sions extracted for the agricultural area dataset apply, although over urban area the diﬀerences
in term of ER between diagonal and full matrix dissimilarities are larger. ĉis factmay be caused
by the inability to estimate properly the oﬀ-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix over
such a small regions having few samples available, confusing the full-matrix measures that rely
on them for the region similarity computation.
Fig. ǌ.ǊǑb shows similar trends to Fig. ǌ.Ǌǐb, having almost the same shape. However, the
vertical axis scale, corresponding to the number of regions, presents larger values, since the
structure of the urban areas is much more complex, resulting in a higher number of regions
for a given pruning factor δp. An analogous eﬀectmay be observed on Fig. ǌ.ǊǑc, where the best
results in terms of ER are achieved at about ǉǍǈǈǈ regions for the geodesic based dissimilarities
and at about Ǌǈǈǈǈ forWishart based dissimilarities. As described before, the ground truth for
the urban area contains ǎǐǎǑ regions, so there is approximately the same relation between the
number of pruned regions for the minimum ER aĨained and the ground truth regions for the
agricultural and the urban areas.
Comparing the results with simulated data presented in this section with those presented
in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǋ it may be seen that the δp values employed diﬀer substantially. When dealing
with real data, the typical pruning threshold values range from  ƦdB < δp < ƤdB whereas
on the previous analysis with simulated data the best ER values are obtained for values around
 ƪdB < δp <  ƨdB. As an example, Figs. ǌ.Ǌǋb and ǌ.Ǌǎb correspond to similar results but
the former has been obtained from real data at δp =  ƥdB whereas the laĨer from simulated
data with δp =  ƩdB. ĉis disparity implies that the simulated data aremore homogeneous, in
terms of the homogeneitymeasure, than the real data. ĉis factmay be caused due to additional
features that are present in real data and are not taken into account within the region model
simulated, which is the complexGaussian polarimetricmodel. ĉese additional featuresmay be
consideredas the region texture and, since they arenotproperlymodeled, thepruning threshold
δp has to be increased in order to absorb thesemodeling errorswhenprocessing real data. When
the synthetic data are generated, this texture is not reproduced as it is not contemplated in the
model and, then, it is not necessary to increase the pruning factor to assimilate the modeling
ǉǉǍ
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Figure 4.29: Parameter evolution for diﬀerent values of δp and dissimilarity measures over
the urban zone
errors.
ǉǉǎ
ǌ.ǌ BPT ĶĵňĹĸ CŃĵňŉŀĽłĹ SĹĻŁĹłŉĵŉĽŃł
As a multi-scale data abstraction, the BPT structure contains a large amount of useful informa-
tion about the image structure at diﬀerent detail levels, as mentioned before. In this section the
coastline segmentation is brieĚy presented in order to illustrate a diﬀerent application based
on a completely diﬀerent pruning mechanism than the polarimetric estimation presented in
previous sections.
(a) Original Pauli (b) BPT based coastline segmenta-
tion
H
0
1
Figure 4.30: Pauli RGB image of Barcelona (a), and BPT based coastline segmentation
(b). The revised Wishart dissimilarity dsw has been employed for the BPT construction
(jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Fig. ǌ.ǋǈa presents a PolSAR image of Barcelona, Spain. ĉis image is a ƥƩƤƤ ƦƩƤƤ-pixel cut
of a C-band PauliĆDARSAT-Ǌ image that was acquired inNovember, ǉǐth Ǌǈǈǐ, in ėne quad
polarization mode, with nominal resolution of Ʃ:Ʀm  ƫ:ƪm. Over the sea, a zoom rectangle
shows a detailed area corresponding to the Forum harbor of Barcelona. ĉe coastline segmen-
tation result is shown on Fig. ǌ.ǋǈb, where Ǌ regions may be seen, corresponding to the sea and
the land on the image. ĉe color of each region corresponds to its Entropy (H) parameter in
ǉǉǏ
Fig. ǌ.ǋǈb. To generate this result, the BPT has been constructed employing the symmetric
Wishart dissimilarity measure dsw (ǌ.Ǌ) and, as a pruning strategy, the twomost diﬀerent of the
tree has been extracted, that is, the two sons of the root node.
As it may be seen, the coastline is clearly detected as the contour between the two obtained
regions. Additionally, due to the ability of the BPT to preserve contours and small details, some
small and thin structures like the breakwaters of the Forumharbor are preserved in the segmen-
tation. Indeed, all thesedetails are detectedon the lower levels of the tree and they are transfered
to the larger regions of the BPT, as shown in Fig. ǌ.ǋǈb.
While the polarimetric estimation is based on the extraction of the homogeneous regions of
the tree, corresponding to smaller regions, this application is focused on the largest ones. ĉe
example presented in Fig. ǌ.ǋǈ exhibits the beneėts and usefulness of a multi-scale representa-
tion like the BPT for data representation and interpretation.
It is worth noticing that, as mentioned in Section ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ, the sample covariance matrix Z em-
ployed as a region model, is not able to properly represent homogeneous regions of the image.
In the coastline segmentation example, represented in Fig. ǌ.ǋǈb, the region corresponding to
the land area, represented in red color, is strongly heterogeneous, as it contains a mixture of
urban areas, agricultural ėelds, mountains, etc. Indeed, it may be seen that this area has a large
Entropy, as red color correspond to H = ƥ, due to this combination of diﬀerent types of scat-
tering processes. Nevertheless, a meaningful segmentation result is obtained since, in this case,
the other region containing the sea area corresponds to a quite homogeneous area. However,
in general, for a proper representation of inhomogeneous areas more complex region models
should be employed in the BPT representation. ĉis issue will be further discussed and ana-
lyzed later, in Section ǎ.ǋ, where some additional models are deėned to handle, up to a certain
point, with inhomogeneous regions.
ǉǉǐ
Wemust use time as a tool, not as a coach.
John F. Kennedy
5
Polarimetric SARTime Series BPT based
Processing
Ił ŉļĹ ŀĵňŉ ĺĹŌ ŏĹĵŇň the construction of temporal series datasets has grown signiėcantly,
driven by the growing presence of space-borne SAR systems. ĉese datasets consist of diﬀer-
ent acquisitions of the same area collected at diﬀerent dates, due to the ability of space-borne
sensors to revisit periodically and under the same geometry the scene. ĉe importance of these
data relies in that they contain useful information not only concerning the scene but also re-
lated to its temporal evolution and dynamics. Nevertheless, the analysis and exploitation of this
information from SAR time series is a challenge that is only just beginning to be studied and
developed.
ĉis chapter deals with all the concepts related to the extension of the previously deėned
BPT data abstraction to represent and exploit PolSAR time series datasets. Two diﬀerent alter-
natives are proposed for this extension and the strengths and limitations of both approaches are
analyzed and discussed. Apart from the previously mentioned speckle ėltering application, on
which this thesis is focused, an additional applicationwill be proposed in order to study the vari-
ability of the scene. ĉis application gives an idea of the potentialities of the BPT abstraction
ǉǉǑ
and its usefulness for the analysis and interpretation of the temporal dimension of the data.
Ǎ.ǉ TļĹ TĹŁńŃŇĵŀ DĽŁĹłňĽŃł Ńĺ ŉļĹDĵŉĵ
On the time series datasets, the temporal dimension comes into play. When considering these
data, particular aĨention should be paid to the modeling of this dimension, as it will deėne the
ėnal representation obtained and its interpretation. In this work, two diﬀerent BPT approaches
are deėned depending on the target modeling in terms of the temporal dimension. In order to
simplify the processing and the analysis, in the following it will be assumed that all the acquisi-
tions are properly co-registered, that is, the area of the scene represented by the pixel at position
(i; j) is the same for each acquisition of the dataset.
ĉe two proposedmodeling alternatives diﬀer on the way they characterize a target on these
time series datasets. ĉe additional information contained within the temporal dimensionmay
be considered as an additional dimension of the data or as an additional feature of the target.
ĉe following sections give a more detailed description of these assumptions and their corre-
sponding consequences in terms of data modeling and interpretation.
Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ TĽŁĹ ĵň ĵł AĸĸĽŉĽŃłĵŀ DĽŁĹłňĽŃł Ńĺ ŉļĹ Dĵŉĵ
On the one hand, it may be assumed that a target is characterized by the statistics of its po-
larimetric response, as performed in single PolSAR image data processing, which has been de-
scribed in Chapter ǌ. Note that, under this assumption, diﬀerent target responses may be ob-
served for a resolution cell on each acquisition, resulting into distinct targets detected at diﬀer-
ent time instants over the same area. ĉis fact implies that time series datasets are composed
by three-dimensional data, corresponding to the space and time dimensions. In this context, then,
the temporal dimension is employed as an additional source of data [ǉǍ].
ĉe immediate consequence is that the amount of available samples gets increased according
to the number of acquisitions of the dataset. A dataset havingN acquisitions containing nr and
na pixels in range and azimuth dimensions, respectively, is composed of nr  na  N elements.
It is worth noticing that, according to this assumption, the sample covariance matrix Zmay be
estimated, as described in (Ǌ.Ǎǌ), employing homogeneous samples of diﬀerent acquisitions.
ĉis involves an improvement in terms of the estimated Z as the number of available samples
may be increased while also reducing the eﬀect of speckle noise. However, this also implies that
an adaptation is needed in the space-time dimensions in order to avoid heterogeneous samples
mixture, whichmight bemore complex due to the higher dimensionality. Moreover, since sam-
ples of diﬀerent acquisitions are combined, the interferometric information of the data cannot
ǉǊǈ
be exploited with this approach.
Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ TĽŁĹ ĵň ĵł AĸĸĽŉĽŃłĵŀ DĽŁĹłňĽŃł Ńĺ ŉļĹ TĵŇĻĹŉ
On the other hand, it may be assumed that a target is not deėned by a constant response, but a
particular temporal evolution is associated with each target. ĉen, its response changes among
the temporal dimension following a particular trend deėned by this evolution. Under this as-
sumption, the target may be characterized by its response dynamics according to the temporal
dimension. To this end, the statistics of the extended scaĨering vectorkemaybe employed [ǉǍ]
ke =
h
kTƥ kTƦ : : : kTN
iT
(Ǎ.ǉ)
where ki represents the scaĨering vector at the i-th acquisition, as deėned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ and
N represents the number of acquisitions in the dataset.
Following the same rationale than in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ, the extended sample covariance matrix
Ze may be deėned, corresponding to the estimation of the covariance matrix of ke, containing
all the information to completely characterize it under the Gaussian hypothesis
Ze = hkekHe in =
0BBBB@
Zƥƥ ΩƥƦ    ΩƥN
ΩHƥƦ ZƦƦ    ΩƦN
... ... . . . ...
ΩHƥN ΩHƦN    ZNN
1CCCCA (Ǎ.Ǌ)
where Zii corresponds to the ǋ by ǋ sample covariance matrix representing the polarimetric
information of the i-th acquisition, as expressed in (Ǌ.Ǎǌ), and Ωij is a ǋ by ǋ complex matrix
representing the correlation between the acquisitions i and j.
Note that, in this scenario, the additional information provided by the temporal dimension
of the data is employed to improve the target characterization by including this information into
its description, resulting into the extendedmatrixZe. ĉen, the individual data elements are not
the original pixels of each acquisition, but the complete set of collocated pixels among all theN
acquisitions, as described by (Ǎ.Ǌ). ĉerefore, havingN acquisitions containing nr and na pixels
in range and azimuth dimensions, respectively, results into a dataset having nr na elements with
an extended sample covariance matrix Ze composed ofN N ǋ by ǋ matrices. However, since
Ze is hermitian, it only contains (NƦ + N)=Ʀ independent ǋ by ǋ matrices. So, this assumption
results into two-dimensional data, corresponding to the spatial dimensions, similarly to the single
PolSAR image case.
Comparing this approach with the one presented in Section Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ, it has the disadvantage of
ǉǊǉ
not allowing the increase in the number of samples combined, as the number of samples in the
dataset is independent of the number of acquisitions N. However, this concept allows a more
detailed target characterization when employing the extended Ze matrix, making possible, for
instance, the exploitation of the interferometric information, which may be extracted from the
Ωij matrices.
Ǎ.Ǌ BPT RĹńŇĹňĹłŉĵŉĽŃłň ĺŃŇ PŃŀSARTĽŁĹ SĹŇĽĹň
Two alternatives have been proposed for dealing with the temporal dimension of the data, as
described in Sections Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ and Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ. ĉe BPT abstraction, described in Chapter ǋ, may be
extended to represent PolSAR time series according to these hypotheses [ǉǍ], as described in
the following.
ĉese sections are focused on the generation of the BPT structure from the original PolSAR
time series, by deėning the core concepts over these datasets, as described in Section ǋ.Ǌ. Addi-
tionally, these concepts are related with their equivalent notions when processing PolSAR data,
as they have been deėned previously in Section ǌ.ǉ.
Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ SńĵķĹ-TĽŁĹ BPT
When considering the temporal information as an additional dimension of the data, just as de-
scribed in Section Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ, a three-dimensional dataset is obtained [ǉǈ]. ĉese correspond to the
space and time dimensions and, consequently, this BPT representation will be called Space-
Time BPT (ST BPT) [ǉǍ].
In order to apply the BPT construction process, some elements have to be deėned for this
ǉ. Data connectivity. ĉe obtained BPT will contain connected regions of the data. ĉen,
in this case, the data connectivity has to be deėned over the space-time domain. Over
the spatial dimension, each pixel will be connected with its ǐ neighbors, as it has been
deėned for PolSAR data in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǉ. In the temporal dimension, each pixel will be
connected with the pixels located on the same position in the acquisitions just before
and aěer in the temporal dimension, resulting into the ȕȔ-connectivity [ǉǈ][ǉǍ], which
has been represented in Fig. Ǎ.ǉ.
Ǌ. Regionmodel. Under this approach, as described in Section Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ, a target is characterized
by its polarimetric response. ĉen, the sample covariancematrixZ, deėned in (ǌ.ǉ), may
be employed for its description, as it completely describes the scaĨering process under
the Gaussian hypothesis. However, note that in this case the sample covariance matrix
ǉǊǊ
may be computed by combining samples of diﬀerent acquisitions, as the connected re-
gions of the data may cover diﬀerent images by expanding over the temporal dimension.
ǋ. Similarity measure. To apply the BPT construction process described in Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ,
the similarity between adjacent regions has to be computed. Note that this is a measure
deėned over the region model space, which is the same model employed for processing
PolSARdata. ĉen, all the dissimilaritymeasures previously deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋmay
be employed to construct the ST BPT.
Figure 5.1: Space-Time BPT pixel connectivity. Each pixel, represented in blue, has 10
neighbors, colored in red.
As a consequence, the resulting ST BPT data abstraction is composed of connected regions
of the data in the space and time dimensions presenting a similar polarimetric response. ĉis
means that the obtained regions cover pixels of diﬀerent acquisitions having a similar Zmatri-
ces, according to the employed dissimilarity measure. As mentioned previously, this may allow
an increase in the number of samples per region, improving the polarimetric information esti-
mation by expanding regions in the temporal dimension. However, due to the adaptation to
the data morphology, this expansion may only be possible if there are no changes in the tar-
get among the diﬀerent acquisitions, as its Z matrix will change, resulting into the mixture of
heterogeneous samples. Consequently, when there is a target change among two adjacent ac-
quisitions, a contour in the temporal dimension is observed.
It is worth noticing that, since in the ST BPT approach the temporal information has been
employed as an additional dimension of the data, a change in the data connectivity has to be
performed to adapt to the new dimensionality, but the regionmodel and dissimilaritymeasures
have been maintained with respect to the single PolSAR image BPT abstraction. ĉis fact may
give an idea of the simplicity of the adaptation of the BPT processing scheme to a diﬀerent data
type or layout.
ǉǊǋ
Ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ TĹŁńŃŇĵŀ EŋŃŀŊŉĽŃł BPT
ĉe temporal information may also be employed to improve the characterization of the target
scaĨering process, as described in Section Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ. As a consequence, each target is characterized
by a particular temporal evolution [ǎ], that may be described by the extended model Ze, as
detailed before. ĉerefore, this approach will be called Temporal Evolution BPT (TE BPT)
[ǉǍ].
As for the ST BPT, the following elements have to be deėned in order to construct the TE
BPT from the original data [Ǐ]
ǉ. Data connectivity. Note that in this case a two-dimensional dataset is obtained, as the
temporal information is included within Ze. ĉen, the same ǐ-connectivity scheme em-
ployed before, shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉ, may be applied for this data.
Ǌ. Regionmodel. In this approach the whole temporal evolution of the target has to be taken
into account, as mentioned in Section Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ. ĉe extended sample covariance matrix Ze
has been deėned in (Ǎ.Ǌ) for this purpose and it may be employed as a region model in
the TE BPT representation.
ǋ. Similarity measure. ĉis measure is deėned in the region model space and, as a con-
sequence, it has to be deėned over the Ze matrix. In Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, some dissimilarity
measures have been deėned over the sample covariance matrix for PolSAR data. ĉe ex-
tended sample covariance matrix Ze contains the polarimetric information of the target
at the i-th acquisition on the sub-matrix Zii, as explained before. ĉerefore, a modiėca-
tion of the previously deėned dissimilaritymeasures is proposed to take into account the
full sequence of polarimetric matrices. For instance, the extended geodesic dissimilarity
measure dg between two regions A and Bmay be deėned as
dg(A;B) =
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(Ǎ.ǋ)
where ZAii represents the Zii component of the A region, as shown on (Ǎ.Ǌ).
It is worth noticing that the ėrst part of (Ǎ.ǋ) corresponds to euclidean norm of the geodesic
dissimilarity terms, the term depending on the covariancematrix in (ǌ.ǋ), corresponding to the
entire sequence ofZiimatrices. ĉe termdepending on the region size has beenmaintained un-
altered as it only concerns the number of pixels within the region, having nothing to dowith the
polarimetric modeling. ĉe same idea may also be applied to extend other similarity measures.
ǉǊǌ
Moreover, the dissimilarity measure extension proposed in (Ǎ.ǋ) ignores the information
contained within theΩij matrices. Indeed, the dsg dissimilarity measure deėned in (ǌ.ǋ) could
be applied directly to the whole Ze matrix. However, this approach will involve some limita-
tions as the information contained within the Ωij is diﬀerent to the one contained in the Zii
matrices. ĉe Ωij matrices contain interferometric information, having a distinct nature than
the polarimetric information, that depends on the spatial baselines, topography, subsidence,
etc [ǋǌ] which prevents a direct comparison between them. Additionally, in order to employ
the whole Ze matrix for a full-matrix measure, it is required to be full-rank, involving a large
initial ėltering of, at least, ƧN independent samples for matrix regularization [ǎǈ]. ĉis may
be a problem even for a small number of acquisitionsN, requiring a large averaging and reduc-
ing the spatial resolution. On the other hand, the proposed extension in (Ǎ.ǋ) employs the full
polarimetric information among all the acquisitions, under the Gaussian hypothesis, and only
requires a small matrix regularization process employing at least ǋ independent samples, as in
the single PolSAR image BPT based processing.
ĉe nodes of the TE BPT represent spatial regions of the scene having a similar polarimetric
temporal evolution, that is, regions presenting a similar sequence of Zii matrices according to
the dissimilarity measure. Although it may not increase the number of averaged samples, as in
the case of the ST BPT, the TE BPT may improve the target characterization, as it takes into
account the temporal evolution information, resulting into a beĨer identiėcation of targets and
a more accurate region contours over the scene.
In the TE BPT the region model has been changed and, as a consequence, the dissimilarity
measure has been alsomodiėed accordingly. Despite these changes, the rest of the concepts and
algorithms presented inChapter ǋmay be applied directly. ĉis is possible thanks to the generic
description of the BPT and its related modeling notions. ĉen, the adaptation performed on
the TE BPTmay serve as an example for the process of changing the region model in the BPT
data abstraction.
It isworthmentioning thatbothSTBPTandTEBPTapproaches, presented inSectionsǍ.ǉ.ǉ
and Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ, may be seen as a generalization of the single PolSAR image BPT, presented and ana-
lyzed in Chapter ǌ, as both of them result into this representation forN = ƥ.
ĉe computational complexity of the BPT construction process has been analyzed in Sec-
tion ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ, being the Algorithm ǋ.Ǌ the most signiėcant part. ĉis algorithm has a complex-
ity of O(n log n), depending on the number of leaves of the tree n. Note that for the two de-
ėned BPT approaches in Sections Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ and Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ, the number of leaf nodes is diﬀerent, being
nr  na  N for the ST BPT and nr  na for the TE BPT, where nr and na represent the number
of samples in range and azimuth, respectively. However, although the number of leaves does
ǉǊǍ
not depend on the number of acquisitionsN in the TE BPT, the complexity of the dissimilarity
measure computation increases linearly with N, as it may be observed on (Ǎ.ǋ). When taking
this into consideration, the asymptotic computational cost of the ST BPTmay be expressed as
O (nrnaN log(nrnaN)), whereas for the TE BPT this cost will be O (nrnaN log(nrna)). Conse-
quently, the computational cost of the TE BPT construction is slightly below the construction
cost of the ST BPT, mainly due to the smaller number of nodes of the tree.
Ǎ.ǋ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ SARTĽŁĹ SĹŇĽĹň BPT PŇŊłĽłĻ
Section Ǎ.Ǌ has described two diﬀerent BPT representations of a PolSAR time series dataset.
Both of them diﬀer on the target characterization in the temporal dimension, as explained in
Sections Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ and Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ, respectively. ĉis section deals with the BPT exploitation of these two
data abstractions.
A tree pruning process has been proposed in Section ǋ.ǋ.ǉ for BPT exploitation. In order to
achieve a good target characterization, we are usually interested in obtaining the largest homo-
geneous regions of the data, as it has been mentioned in Section ǌ.ǋ. Note, however, that this
results into diﬀerent concepts for both approaches, as they contain distinct types of regions, as
mentioned before. In this section, the region homogeneity based pruning, described in Sec-
tion ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ, will be adapted to the ST BPT and the TE BPT, as it has proven to be independent
of the image content and to produce beĨer results in practice.
ĉe region homogeneity based pruning is based on the deėnition of a homogeneitymeasure
Φ(A) thatmay be interpreted as the average error commiĨedwhen representing all the samples
of the regionA by its regionmodel, as deėned in Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ. For a single image PolSAR data,
the homogeneitymeasureΦ(A)has beendeėned in (ǌ.ǉǌ) basedon the relativeMSEmeasured
employing the euclideanmatrix norm of the sample covariancematricesZ. It is worth noticing
that in the ST BPT representation the region model is exactly the same than in this case and,
thus, the same (ǌ.ǉǌ) measure may be directly applied. ĉen, the pruning criterion may be ob-
tained by ėxing a threshold δp over this measure to obtain those regions with a homogeneity
below the threshold, as expressed in (ǌ.ǉǍ) or (ǌ.ǉǎ). However, the nodes of both BPT repre-
sentationsmay not be compared, as in the ST BPT they represent three-dimensional regions of
the data, potentially containing samples of diﬀerent acquisitions.
It is worth emphasizing at this point that although the BPT representation of a single PolSAR
image and the ST BPT are diﬀerent data abstractions of distinct types of datasets, the same
pruning process and criteria may be directly applied for both of them without any change, as
they share the same region model. Indeed, this is a good example of the decoupling performed
ǉǊǎ
by the BPT data abstraction between the application dependent and independent parts, as de-
scribed in Section ǋ.ǉ.ǌ. As it has been depicted in the scheme on Fig. ǋ.ǎ, the BPT pruning
process for a particular application is deėned in terms of the BPT structure itself, decoupling
it with the underlying data. ĉen, when changing the underlying data structure for PolSAR
time series in the ST BPT, only the BPT construction process has to be modiėed, whereas the
same pruning process proposed in Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ may be applied directly over the resulting tree
structure.
On the other hand, in the TE BPT representation the regionmodel has been changed to the
extended sample covariance matrix Ze to represent the target temporal evolution, as expressed
in (Ǎ.Ǌ). As expressed in Section Ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ the previously mentioned Φ(A) measure may be ap-
plied to the Ze matrix. However, this approach will have the same inconveniences previously
mentioned, as it would mix polarimetric and interferometric information and it will require a
stronger initial ėltering formatrix regularization. Alternatively, the same extensionmethod per-
formed for the (Ǎ.ǋ) dissimilarity measure may be applied for the homogeneity measure Φ(A)
deėned in (ǌ.ǉǌ), resulting into the extended homogeneity measure Φe(A)which employs the
full polarimetric temporal evolution contained in the sequence of Zii matrices of the region A
Φe(A) =
ƥ
nA
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where Zijj is the Zjj covariance matrix for the i-th pixel within region A and ZAjj is the Zjj covari-
ance matrix of the region model Ze for the A region.
Again, the Φe(A) homogeneity measure may be interpreted as the relative MSE that is com-
miĨedwhen representing all the individual pixels by itsZemodelwhen taking into account only
the polarimetric information evolution, contained within the Zii matrices.
ĉe pruning process has been described in Section ǋ.ǋ.ǉ, where Algorithms ǋ.ǋ and ǋ.Ǎ have
been deėned for pruning the BPT in a top-down and boĨom-up approaches, respectively. ĉe
complexity of these pruning processes has been deėned as linear with respect to the number of
nodes of the BPT, resulting in a computational complexity of O(nrnaN) both for the ST BPT
and the TE BPT. Note that although the number of nodes in the TE BPT is smaller, in the
order of O(nrna), the computation of the homogeneity measure (Ǎ.ǌ) has a linear complexity
depending on the number of acquisitionsO(N), resulting into a total pruning cost in the order
ofO(nrnaN).
To analyze the results obtained with the two diﬀerent BPT based processing schemes pro-
posed, a real PolSAR time series dataset is employed in this section. ĉis dataset is composed
by ǐĆDARSAT-Ǌ FineQuad-Pol images corresponding to a test site in Flevoland, theNether-
ǉǊǏ
lands. It was acquired within the ESA AgriSAR ǊǈǈǑ campaign, devoted to analyze the agricul-
tural ėelds temporal evolution employing PolSAR data. ĉe selected set of images correspond
to acquisitions with the same incidence angle, the beam FQǉǋ in this case, and in ascending
passes of the satellite, from April ǌth, ǊǈǈǑ to September ǊǑth, ǊǈǈǑ, with an acquisition ev-
ery Ǌǌ days. From the original acquisitions, a crop of a common area of the scene having ǌǈǈǈ
by Ǌǈǈǈ pixels has been selected and co-registered, conforming the full Flevoland dataset, as
represented in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.
Figure 5.2: Composition with the 8 Pauli RGB images of the full PolSAR time series
dataset of Flevoland (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Twoof these images are shownonFig. Ǎ.ǋ, corresponding to the acquisitions fromApril ǉǌth,
ǊǈǈǑ and June ǊǍth, ǊǈǈǑ, respectively. As it may be seen, the scene is composed mainly by a
large area of agricultural ėelds, in the central and top part of the image, and some sea surface and
urban areas at the boĨom part. ĉe diﬀerence between both images may be clearly observed
specially in the agricultural ėelds, mostly appearing in blue color in Fig. Ǎ.ǋa, corresponding to
a surface scaĨering according to the Pauli basis, but appearing in green over Fig. Ǎ.ǋb, represent-
ing a dominant volume scaĨering. ĉis variation is caused by the plant growing process in the
agricultural ėelds. Most of the plants in the agricultural ėelds are not grown on April, but they
become near fully grown in June, resulting in an increase in the volume scaĨering component
of the Pauli basis.
ǉǊǐ
(a) April 14th, 2009 (b) June 25th, 2009
Figure 5.3: Pauli RGB crop images from two Flevoland acquisitions corresponding to
April 14th, 2009 and June 25th, 2009 (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Fig. Ǎ.ǌ shows the results obtained over the ėrst acquisition of the dataset, corresponding to
a fraction of the results, employing the twomentioned BPT approaches with a pruning thresh-
old of δp =  ƧdB. Note that the full dataset is diﬃcult to represent for visual inspection,
as it contains ǐ diﬀerent images, then, on Fig. Ǎ.ǌ only a portion of it, corresponding to the
ėrst acquisition is shown, although the full dataset with the ǐ acquisitions has been processed.
Similarly, in the following, results will be shown over one of the acquisitions, for simplicity.
Fig. Ǎ.ǌa represents the results of the region homogeneity based pruning over the ST BPT con-
structed employing the geodesic dissimilarity measure dsg, deėned in (ǌ.ǋ), whereas Fig. Ǎ.ǌb
shows the samepruning results over theTEBPTconstructed employing the extended geodesic
ǉǊǑ
(a) ST BPT, dsg, δp =  ƧdB (b) TE BPT, dg, δp =  ƧdB
Figure 5.4: Pauli representation of the ﬁrst Flevoland acquisition after processing the full
dataset with the Space-Time BPT constructed employing the dsg measure (a), and with
the Temporal Evolution BPT constructed with the dg measure (b). Results shown are both
for δp =  ƧdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
dissimilarity dg, as expressed in (Ǎ.ǋ). Both cases have been pruned with a pruning threshold of
δp =  ƧdB but, however, note that on the ST BPT the Φ homogeneity measure is employed
whereas the corresponding extended measure Φe is employed for the TE BPT, as the region
model for both approaches diﬀers.
Qualitatively similar results may be observed when comparing Fig. Ǎ.ǌa and Fig. Ǎ.ǌb. With
the employing pruning threshold both methods achieve a relatively large speckle reduction
while also preserving the region contours. However, when the results are observed closely,
some diﬀerences appear, specially on the agricultural ėelds region contours detected by both
ǉǋǈ
methods. To examine in detail the obtained contours, Fig. Ǎ.Ǎ shows a zoom over a small ǍǉǊ x
ǍǉǊ pixel area of the dataset corresponding to the agricultural ėelds area of the previous results.
Fig. Ǎ.Ǎa corresponds to the original acquisition, Fig. Ǎ.Ǎb shows the corresponding area of the
results obtained with the ST BPT whereas Fig. Ǎ.Ǎc depicts the same area of the previous TE
BPT results. In this case, the crop shown corresponds to the second acquisition for all the cases.
(a) Original (b) ST BPT (c) TE BPT
Figure 5.5: Pauli representation of a crop area of the second acquisition. Original (a) and
results after processing the full dataset with the ST BPT (b) and with the TE BPT (c).
Results are shown for δp =  ƧdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Analyzing the results shown in Fig. Ǎ.Ǎ, it may be seen that although similar colors are ob-
tained from both BPT approaches¹, the contours of the agricultural ėelds detected by the TE
BPT, shown in Fig. Ǎ.Ǎc, seem to be more precise than the ones of the ST BPT, represented
in Fig. Ǎ.Ǎb, where a larger number of contours may be observed within the ėelds. Indeed, the
extended regionmodelZe enhances the target characterization by taking into account the com-
plete polarimetric temporal evolution, as mentioned before. Due to this improved character-
ization an increase in the region diﬀerentiation is obtained by a combination of two diﬀerent
factors. On the one hand, the extended model has N diﬀerent realizations of the region con-
tours, assuming that they appear over all the acquisitions, reducing the eﬀect of the speckle
noise over them andmaking easier their identiėcation over the extendedmodel with respect to
the simpler classical one. On the other hand, there is a diﬀerentiation enhancement between
adjacent regions if they are following a distinct temporal evolution, as this evolution ismodeled
by the extended sample covariance matrix Ze and, consequently, the dissimilarity between re-
¹ĉe PolSARPro [ǋ] soěware has been employed for Pauli image generation. Since this soěware applies an
equalization for each RGB channel, small color diﬀerences are observed in the original and ėltered Pauli images.
ĉese diﬀerences are caused buy this equalization process as the BPT based processing does not introduce any
bias or distortion, as it has been shown in the previous Sections ǌ.ǋ.ǋ and ǌ.ǋ.ǌ.
ǉǋǉ
gions gets increased if they are following a diﬀerent temporal evolution. However, in order to
achieve this diﬀerentiation enhancement, the assumption that the region contours are spatially
aligned among all the acquisitions, as the agricultural ėeld contours, is essential.
In order to illustrate this diﬀerentiation enhancement that is obtained when taking into ac-
count the full temporal evolution of the target, Fig. Ǎ.ǎ shows the results over another crop of
the image containing some agricultural ėelds of the ėrst acquisition. Fig. Ǎ.ǎa shows the crop
area over the original data, whereas Figs. Ǎ.ǎb and Ǎ.ǎc shows the same area processed with the
TE BPT employing ǉ and ǐ acquisitions, respectively. In this case, the ėrst acquisitions has
been selected speciėcally due to the predominant surface scaĨering that may be observed over
all the agricultural ėelds, as observed in Fig. Ǎ.ǎa. When processing only one acquisition, most
of the ėelds have a very similar polarimetric response and they are mixed together, as shown in
Fig. Ǎ.ǎb. However, if the whole polarimetric temporal evolution of the ǐ acquisitions is em-
ployed for target characterization, they may be properly separated resulting in a beĨer contour
detection, as depicted in Fig. Ǎ.ǎc.
(a) Original (b) TE BPT, N = ƥ (c) TE BPT, N = Ƭ
Figure 5.6: Pauli representation of an agricultural area of the ﬁrst acquisition. Original
(a) and ﬁltered with the TE BPT employing one image (b) and employing the full dataset
(c) with δp =  ƧdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
On the other hand, the main advantage of the ST BPT is that it may employ samples of dif-
ferent acquisitions in order to achieve a larger amount of ėltering. ĉis eﬀect may not be clearly
apparent when examining the results shown in Figs. Ǎ.ǌ and Ǎ.Ǎ, where the results from the ST
BPT has been compared with those from the TE BPT. Indeed, these results are not directly
comparable since they represent diﬀerent information of the scene, as it has been mentioned
in Sections Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ and Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ. Whereas the TE BPT represents spatial regions of the scene fol-
lowing a similar polarimetric temporal evolution, the ST BPT represents regions of the dataset
in the space-time domain and, consequently, they have contours in both, the spatial and the
ǉǋǊ
temporal domains. Consequently, it may not be expected that the ST BPT contours represent
just the spatial features of the scene, as they also represent changes in the temporal dimension
and, moreover, they may be diﬀerent over each acquisition. For instance, on the results shown
on Fig. Ǎ.Ǎb it may be seen that some contours appear within the agricultural ėelds apart from
the ėeld borders. In this case, they may be produced by small portions of the ėeld that are con-
nectedwith bigger regions on the acquisitions just before or aěer, representing zones of the ėeld
that start to change before or aěer than the rest of the ėeld. It is worth noticing, then, that the
interpretation of these region contours is more complex, as it may be done in the space-time
domain.
(a) 1st (b) 2nd (c) 3rd (d) 4th (e) 5th (f) 6th (g) 7th (h) 8th
(i) 1st (j) 2nd (k) 3rd (l) 4th (m) 5th (n) 6th (o) 7th (p) 8th
Figure 5.7: Region shape for the region marked in Fig. 5.5c, employing the TE BPT (ﬁrst
row), and for the region marked in Fig. 5.5b, employing the ST BPT (second row), for all
the eight diﬀerent acquisitions.
In order to see more clearly the diﬀerences between both representations and the type of in-
formation they represent, Fig. Ǎ.Ǐ shows the region shape of the ėeldmarkedwith a red cross on
Figs. Ǎ.Ǎb and Ǎ.Ǎc over all the acquisitions for the STBPT, on the ėrst row, and for the TEBPT,
on the second row. As it may be observed, the same region contours are achieved for the TE
BPT among all the acquisitions, represented in Figs. Ǎ.Ǐa to Ǎ.Ǐh, as it is a spatial representation
of the data. However, this is not the case for the ST BPT, as shown in Figs. Ǎ.Ǐi to Ǎ.Ǐp, where
diﬀerent shapes are obtained at each acquisition. Moreover, the regions of the ST BPT may
have an arbitrary structure in the space-time domain, representing areas with similar polarimet-
ric response on this domain. ĉen, as mentioned before, the ST BPT may combine samples
of diﬀerent acquisitions to achieve a beĨer characterization of the target polarimetric response.
ǉǋǋ
δp Regions\ ǉst acquisition Average temporal depth
-Ǎ dB ǋǍǑǋǏǉ Ǌ.ǈǎǏ
-ǌ dB ǊǊǋǑǎǑ Ǌ.ǎǍǊ
-ǋ dB ǉǊǏǑǍǏ ǌ.ǈǎǐ
-Ǌ dB ǍǊǈǏǏ ǎ.ǏǊǏ
-ǉ dB ǉǌǎǎǈ Ǐ.ǏǍǐ
ǈ dB ǌǎǎǎ Ǐ.ǑǊǉ
Table 5.1: Number of regions and average region depth in the temporal dimension over
pruned regions intersecting the ﬁrst acquisition for diﬀerent pruning factors in the results
obtained employing the ST BPT.
To analyze this ability to increase the amount of available samples, Table Ǎ.ǉ shows, for diﬀer-
ent pruning threshold δp values, the number of pruned regions over the ėrst acquisition, that
is, the pruned regions that intersect with this acquisition. Additionally, it shows the average
temporal depth of all these regions, computed as the total number of samples contained within
these regions with respect to the samples of one acquisition. When employing δp =  ƧdB, as
for the previously shown results, the ST BPTmay employ approximately ǌ timesmore samples
than when ėltering over one acquisition. As a result, this BPT representationmay substantially
improve the polarimetric response estimation by combining more homogeneous samples of
diﬀerent acquisitions.
From the previous results, it may be deduced that the ST BPT may improve the number of
samples averaged by combining samples of diﬀerent acquisitions. However, its results are more
diﬃcult to interpret as they are deėned in the space-timedomain and, thus, the obtained regions
may not be directly related with an area of the scene, as their contours change among diﬀerent
acquisitions. On the other hand, the regions of the TE BPT represent spatial areas of the scene
and, due to the improved target characterization aĨained when taking into account the com-
plete temporal evolution, it may improve the contour detection over areas having spatially ėxed
contours. Additionally, the extended model Ze is that it may be employed to exploit the inter-
ferometric information, contained within theΩij matrices, allowing a PolInSAR interpretation
of the obtained regions.
It may be deduced, from the aforementioned conclusions, that the ST BPT may be a good
representation for areas where almost no information can be extracted from the interferometric
information, whichmay be produced by a strong temporal decorrelation, or where the contours
are not spatially ėxed as, for instance, over the sea or ocean areas. On the other hand, due the
increase of region diﬀerentiation over ėxed contours, the TEBPTmay be the proper option for
processing the land areas, where most of the contours are spatially ėxed over time. Moreover,
ǉǋǌ
since the regions obtained by this representation uniquely correspond to spatial areas of the
scene, it is easier to analyze and interpret.
(a) H, 7x7 ML (b) H, ST BPT (c) H. TE BPT
(d) A, 7x7 ML (e) A, ST BPT (f) A, TE BPT
(g) α, 7x7 ML (h) α, ST BPT (i) α, TE BPT
H/A0 1
0º 90
º
Figure 5.8: H/A/α parameters of an agricultural area of the second acquisition processed
with the ST BPT and with the TE BPT for δp =  ƧdB.
As performed in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǋ, in order to analyze the capabilities of the proposed BPT ap-
ǉǋǍ
proaches to correctly estimate and preserve the polarimetric information and its evolution in
the scene, theH/A/α eigendecomposition parameters [ǋǍ]will be employed, described in Sec-
tion Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ. Fig. Ǎ.ǐ shows theH/A/α parameters for the agricultural area of the second acquisi-
tion presented in Fig. Ǎ.Ǎ, for a pruning threshold δp =  ƧdB. It compares the values obtained
by the ST BPT and the TE BPT approaches with the ǏxǏ multilook (ML) ėltering as a refer-
ence. A qualitative comparison of the results reveals that similar values are obtained by all the
methods. However, as observed when processing a single PolSAR image, the BPT based ap-
proaches may obtain a beĨer noise reduction due to employing a larger number of samples for
polarimetric response estimation, while also preserving the contours. ĉis eﬀect is more no-
ticeable in the TEBPT results, due to the increased region diﬀerentiation over temporally ėxed
contours, as mentioned previously.
Fig. Ǎ.Ǒ illustrates the temporal evolution of the EntropyH information for the TE BPT rep-
resentation. ĉe Pauli representation of the obtained results is shown in Figs. Ǎ.Ǒa to Ǎ.Ǒc for
the ǉst, ǌth and ǐth acquisitions, respectively. Figs. Ǎ.Ǒd to Ǎ.Ǒf show the Entropy parameter
for the same acquisitions. It is worth mentioning that on the ėrst acquisition, most of the agri-
cultural ėelds are not grown, on the ǌth acquisition they are almost fully grown and, ėnally, on
the ǐth acquisition most of them have already been harvested. ĉis evolution may also be ob-
served in the correspondingPauli images, asmentioned before. Since the polarimetric response
of these areas change substantially, the Entropy parameter varies accordingly over the diﬀerent
acquisitions, as can be seen onFigs. Ǎ.Ǒd to Ǎ.Ǒf, ranging from lowEntropywhen there is surface
scaĨering to high Entropy when the volume scaĨering dominates.
To perform a more detailed analysis of the preservation of the polarimetric temporal evo-
lution, Fig. Ǎ.ǉǈ shows the evolution of the H/A/α parameters for the ėeld marked with a red
cross on Fig. Ǎ.Ǒa among all the acquisitions. ĉe evolution is shown for the ST BPT and the
TE BPT, employing in both cases δp =  ƧdB, and for the ǏxǏ multilook ėltering, as a refer-
ence. For the multilook ėlter, the pixel located at the cross has been taken. In fact, the cross
shown on Fig. Ǎ.Ǒa is far enough from the ėeld edges in order to ensure that the multilook ėlter
is not aﬀected by the blurring of the region contours. Very similar trends are obtained for both
the BPT approaches and also for the multilook ėltering, meaning that the proposed time series
BPTbased processing techniques preserve also the polarimetric temporal evolution of the data.
Additionally, the proposed methods may employ a much larger number of homogeneous sam-
ples with respect to the multilook ėltering, resulting in a beĨer estimation of the polarimetric
response and evolution, while also having a beĨer spatial resolution preservation, maintaining
the region contours and small details of the scene. As stated in [Ǒǈ][Ǒǉ], the estimation of the
ǉǋǎ
(a) 1st acquisition (b) 4th acquisition (c) 8th acquisition
(d) H, 1st acquisition (e) H, 4th acquisition (f) H, 8th acquisition
H0 1
Figure 5.9: Pauli and Entropy H images for diﬀerent acquisitions processed with the TE
BPT. The full dataset has been processed with a pruning threshold δp =  ƧdB (jShh + Svvj,
jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
H/A/α parameters is biased when estimating the sample covariance matrices as an average of a
ėnitenumberof samples. Due to this bias, theEntropyparameter is underestimatedwhereas the
Anisotropy parameter is overestimated. As it may be seen, the Entropy values obtained by the
multilook ėltering are below those obtained by the BPT while in the Anisotropy the opposite
is observed. Since the bias gets reduced when the amount of averaged samples gets increased,
results on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǈ are consistent with the fact that the BPT is employing a much larger num-
ber of samples and, thus, reducing the bias with respect to the multilook. More details about
this bias and a mathematical characterization of the speckle noise eﬀects over the estimation of
the sample covariance matrix eigendecomposition and theH/A/α parameters may be found in
Appendix A.
Finally, in order to show the results over the complete dataset and the temporal evolution of
the scene, the Pauli, Entropy (H), Anisotropy (A) and the averaged Alpha angle (α) is repre-
sented in Figs. Ǎ.ǉǉ and Ǎ.ǉǊ, respectively, for all the acquisitions of the dataset.
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of the H/A/α parameters for the agricultural ﬁeld marked on
Fig. 5.9a. The full dataset has been processed with the TE BPT, with a 7x7 multilook ﬁl-
ter and with the ST BPT. For the BPT pruning δp =  ƧdB has been employed in both
cases.
ǉǋǐ
(a) Pauli 1st (b) Pauli 2nd (c) Pauli 3rd (d) Pauli 4th (e) Pauli 5th (f) Pauli 6th (g) Pauli 7th (h) Pauli 8th
(i) H, 1st (j) H, 2nd (k) H, 3rd (l) H, 4th (m) H, 5th (n) H, 6th (o) H, 7th (p) H, 8th
H0 1
Figure 5.11: Pauli and Entropy H time series images over all the acquisitions of the results obtained with the TE BPT. The full dataset
has been processed with a pruning threshold δp =  ƧdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
ǉǋǑ
(a) A 1st (b) A 2nd (c) A 3rd (d) A 4th (e) A 5th (f) A 6th (g) A 7th (h) A 8th
(i) α, 1st (j) α, 2nd (k) α, 3rd (l) α, 4th (m) α, 5th (n) α, 6th (o) α, 7th (p) α, 8th
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Figure 5.12: Anisotropy A and averaged Alpha angle α time series images over all the acquisitions of the results obtained with the TE
BPT. The full dataset has been processed with a pruning threshold δp =  ƧdB.
ǉǌǈ
Ǎ.ǌ TĹŁńŃŇĵŀ IłĺŃŇŁĵŉĽŃł AłĵŀŏňĽň
As shown in the previous section, the TE BPT and the ST BPT data structures have proven to
be useful representations to process PolSAR time series. However, one of themainmotivations
for processing this type of datasets is to explore and analyze the evolution of the scene during
the acquisition campaign. Consequently, this section is devoted to the analysis of the scene vari-
ability on the temporal dimension. For this purpose, two diﬀerent applications are proposed,
the temporal change detection and the temporal stability analysis, based on the ST BPT and
the TE BPT, respectively. ĉese applications are described and studied in the following.
Ǎ.ǌ.ǉ TĹŁńŃŇĵŀ CļĵłĻĹ DĹŉĹķŉĽŃł
In Section Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ, the target characterization based on the classical sample covariance matrix Z
model has beenproposed for time series. In this case, it is assumed that a target is deėnedby itsZ
matrix and, consequently, a change in the obtained matrix among adjacent acquisitions may be
interpreted as a target change. ĉe ST BPT representation has been described in Section Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ,
based on this assumption, resulting into arbitrary regions in the space-time domain, which are
composed of pixels of diﬀerent acquisitions having similar polarimetric response. ĉen, having
this type of representation, the change detection application naturally arises when examining
the region contours in the temporal dimension, as proposed in [ǉǈ]. Note that this application
is focused on the temporal region contours, rather than on their spatial contours. ĉerefore, a
map may be generated from the ST BPT results indicating, for each spatial pixel of the scene,
the number of contours in the temporal dimension. Since on this representation a change in
the polarimetric response may be interpreted as a target change, each time a temporal contour
is observed among adjacent acquisitions it may be considered as a change. ĉen, the values of
this map range from ǈ changes, when the spatial pixel belongs to the same region and there is
no change in the polarimetric response on all the acquisitions, toN  ƥ, when there is a region
change on every acquisition.
Fig. Ǎ.ǉǋ represents the mentioned map, showing the number of contours in the temporal
dimension per spatial pixel of the scene. ĉe Flevoland dataset has ǐ acquisitions and, conse-
quently, the obtained values range ranging from no changes, represented in blue, to Ǐ changes,
represented in red color. Results are shown for distinct pruning factor δp parameter values,
corresponding to diﬀerent prunes over the ST BPT constructed employing the geodesic dis-
similarity measure dsg. As seen before, when increasing the pruning factor δp, larger regions are
also obtained in the temporal domain, resulting into a smaller number of temporal changes on
ǉǌǉ
(a) δp =  ƩdB (b) δp =  ƧdB (c) δp =  ƥdB
0 7Changes detected
Figure 5.13: Number of temporal changes detected per spatial pixel for diﬀerent pruning
factors δp. No changes is represented in blue and 7 changes in red.
Fig. Ǎ.ǉǋ. Analyzing the results closely, it can be seen that there are small blue dots over urban
area even for small values of the pruning factor, at δp =  ƩdB. ĉese small dots correspond
to point scaĨerers of the buildings or human-made structures that present no-change during
the diﬀerent acquisitions. An enlarged image of an urban area and the corresponding changes
detected map for δp =  ƩdB is shown on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǌ.
As it may be observed, the agricultural ėelds area, at the top-leě part of the image, appears
more reddish, indicating that a large number of temporal changes is detected. ĉis is due to the
small valueof relativeMSE that is admiĨedper region, aswe are using δp =  ƩdB, resulting into
that most of the variability of the agricultural ėelds among acquisitions is considered as a target
change. ĉe urban areas, on the contrary, appears more yellowish, indicating a smaller number
of changes, and, within these areas, there are small structures in blue, indicating no change in
thewhole sequence of acquisitions. ĉese targetsmay be considered as point scaĨerers, as their
polarimetric response presents a constant behavior among all the acquisitions.
When the pruning factor gets increased to δp =  ƧdB, as shown on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǋb, some other
ǉǌǊ
(a) Original Pauli RGB (b) Temporal changes, dsg; δp =  ƩdB
0 7Changes detected
Figure 5.14: Pauli RGB enlarged image of an urban area and the changes detected with a
pruning threshold δp =  ƩdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
zones appear also in blue, like closed water areas, which roughness is less aﬀected by wind than
the sea, having a more stable polarimetric behavior. With this pruning factor, the agricultural
ėelds also appear reddish and yellowish, presenting a large number of temporal changes. How-
ever, if the pruning factor is increased to δp =  ƥdB, as depicted in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǋc, then big diﬀer-
ences in terms of temporal changes can be seen over the distinct ėelds of the agricultural areas.
It is worth noticing that the ST BPT construction process deėned in Section Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ and the
BPT pruning deėned in Section Ǎ.ǋ are sensitive to the fully polarimetric information under
the Gaussian hypothesis and, consequently, these scene change maps are also sensitive to all
this information.
However, although these maps may give an idea of the number of changes in the scene, they
do not indicate the importance of these changes. For instance, although a small number of
ǉǌǋ
changes may be observed over urban areas, maybe some of them are more relevant in terms of
the polarimetric response variation than the ones produced over the sea. Moreover, the results
shown on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǋ seems to be considerably noisy. ĉis is produced by the fact that the ob-
tained regions may have arbitrary shapes over time, as depicted on Fig. Ǎ.Ǐ, which may result in
diﬀerent number of temporal contours for spatial pixels corresponding to the same agricultural
ėeld. Note that, in technical terms, the number of changes maps are pixel-based processing re-
sults, as the result is generated pixel by pixel. ĉis reĚects the diﬃculties in relating the regions
in the space-time domainwith the areas of the scene. Ideally, having results giving an idea of the
amount of change for each ėeld or structure of the scene could be more useful. When the aim
is to have such results, a temporal analysis should be performed over the TE BPT, as it provides
spatially ėxed region contours, as shown on Fig. Ǎ.Ǐ, which may be directly related to the same
physical area of the scene among all the acquisitions.
Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ TĹŁńŃŇĵŀ SŉĵĶĽŀĽŉŏ AłĵŀŏňĽň
As mentioned in Section Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ, on the TE BPT it is assumed that the target is characterized
by a particular polarimetric temporal evolution. In this case, then, the temporal information is
included within the region model. As opossed to the ST BPT, the TE BPT performs a spatial
segmentation of the data and, consequently, it does not have temporal contours. ĉerefore, in
order to analyze the temporal information, the extended regionmodelZe has to be examined. It
contains the target response temporal evolution for the region, having thepolarimetric response
for each acquisition within the diﬀerent Zii matrices. ĉen, a new temporal stability measure
maybedeėnedbasedonanalyzing the amountof changebetweenall thediﬀerentZiimatrices of
each region. Moreover, to be consistent with the BPT construction and processing, a similarity
measure may also be employed to evaluate the similarity ts between the diﬀerent polarimetric
matrices over all the acquisitions of the region A
ts(A) =
Ʀ
N(N  ƥ)
NX
i=ƥ
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j=i+ƥ
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where Zii correspond to the sample covariance matrix of the i-th acquisition of the extended
model Ze for the region A, described in (Ǎ.Ǌ).
ĉe proposed ts measure, as deėned in (Ǎ.Ǎ), corresponds to the average geodesic similarity
measure between the sample covariance matrices for all the acquisitions. A large value of the ts
measure indicates that strong changes are observed for the given region of the scene, whereas
a small value indicates that the polarimetric response of the regions remains stable among the
ǉǌǌ
acquisition campaign. By contrast to the number of temporal contours, the ts measure is not
mathematically bounded, ranging from zero to inėnity. However, in practice, since the radar
measured values are bounded, the ts measure values range approximately in the interval [Ƥ; ƪ],
but almost all the values are concentrated within the range [Ƥ; Ƨ].
(a) ts; δp =  ƩdB (b) ts; δp =  ƧdB (c) ts; δp =  ƥdB
ts0 2.5
Figure 5.15: Temporal stability measure ts over the Flevoland dataset for diﬀerent pruning
factors δp.
Fig. Ǎ.ǉǍ shows the tsmeasure over the Flevoland dataset. ĉeTEBPThas been constructed
with the extended geodesic dg dissimilarity measure, deėned in (Ǎ.ǋ), and it has been pruned
with diﬀerent values of the δp parameter. As it may be seen, for lower values of δp the tempo-
ral stability measure obtains larger values, due to the smaller amount of speckle ėltering, wich
results resulting into larger variability of the obtained sample covariance matrices. However,
as the pruning factor increases, larger regions are obtained, which results into a larger speckle
ėltering, reduces the variability of the estimated values and produces smaller ts values over ho-
mogeneous areas. Analyzing the distribution of the ts measure over the scene, it may be seen
that larger variability in terms of the polarimetric temporal evolution is produced over the agri-
cultural ėelds whereas closed waters, for instance, have a more stable polarimetric response.
ǉǌǍ
ĉese observations are, indeed, similar to the ones obtained by the number of changes in the
temporal dimension, shown on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǋ. However, it is worth noticing that both results rep-
resent diﬀerent information. ĉe temporal contours give an idea of the number of changes in
the polarimetric response over time, whereas ts measures the amount of temporal polarimetric
change for each region.
(a) Original 1st acq. (b) δp =  ƦdB (c) ts; δp =  ƦdB
ts0 3
Figure 5.16: Pauli of the ﬁrst acquisition of the Barcelona dataset (a), ﬁrst acquisition
processed with the TE BPT (b) and temporal stability measure ts for δp =  ƦdB (c) (jShh+
Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
In order to perform amore detailed analysis of the ability of the temporal stabilitymeasure to
quantify relevant changes in the scene, a new dataset is employed, containing ǋǍĆDARSAT-Ǌ
Fine Quad-Pol images of the city of Barcelona, in Spain. ĉe images were acquired with the
FQǑ beam, and the acquisition campaign goes from Januray Ǌǈth, Ǌǈǉǈ toMay Ǒth, ǊǈǉǊ, with
an acquisitions every Ǌǌ days. ĉe Pauli representation of the ėrst acquisition of the Barcelona
dataset is represented in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǎa. As it may be seen, the scene is mainly composed of the
urban and industrial area of the Barcelona city, in the central part of the image, surrounded by
theMediterraneanSeaon the right part andmountains on the leěpart. At theboĨompart of the
image, the Barcelona airportmay be observedwhereas on the center the BarcelonaHarbormay
be found. Fig. Ǎ.ǉǎb shows the ėrst acquisition of the results obtained aěer processing the full
ǉǌǎ
dataset employing the TE BPT representation and a pruning threshold δp =  ƦdB. Fig. Ǎ.ǉǎc
presents the ts measure deėned in (Ǎ.Ǎ) over the pruned regions obtained. ĉis dataset, then,
has been chosen to detect changes in urban areas due to the availability of ground truth and
knowledge of the scene.
ts0 3
Figure 5.17: Geo-coded ts measure for the Barcelona dataset as an overlay with an optical
image [1].
Moreover, the temporal stability results shown in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǎc have been geo-coded, in order to
easily identify the obtained regions of the processed dataset over the ground. On Fig. Ǎ.ǉǏ this
information have been represented as an overlay with an optical image from [ǉ], with a certain
degree of transparency.
As it can be seen on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǏ, several red spots appear over the sea, in the lower right part of
the image, corresponding to the diﬀerent vessels that were present at some of the acquisitions.
ǉǌǏ
Note that these vessels, since they are present only in one acquisition, represent a signiėcant
change in terms of the polarimetric response with respect to the underlying sea and, conse-
quently, the ts measure indicates a strong change with a large value, appearing in red. Over the
land area some big red spots may also be seen, specially on the central part of the image, corre-
sponding to the Barcelona harbor. In the rest of the image, some additional small red spots may
also be seen, with correspond to changes in the urban area. In the following, these results are
analyzed in detail.
(a) ts over the Barcelona harbor area
ts
0
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(b) Container area (c) Ship loading bay and cranes
Figure 5.18: Geo-coded ts measure over the Barcelona harbor (a) [1]. A container area
(b) with a ship loading bay and cranes (c) may be seen [2].
ǉǌǐ
Fig. Ǎ.ǉǐa presents a zoom of the results shown on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǏ corresponding to an area of the
Barcelona harbor, where large red spots are obtained, as mentioned before. In the central part
of the image, strong changes are detected corresponding to a ship container area. To see more
clearly this zone, a photography taken from the ground is presented in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǐb [Ǌ]. Note that
on these areas the diﬀerent containers are constantly stacked and unstacked from the ships, re-
sulting in a completely diﬀerent backscaĨering response from acquisition to acquisition. ĉis
task is performed by big cranes located near the loading bay, that may be seen on the photog-
raphy in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǐc [Ǌ], which are placed over rails along the loading bay and, consequently,
their position change over diﬀerent acquisitions, resulting into large changes detected by the
radar. Moreover, on Fig. Ǎ.ǉǐa red spots may also be seen all around the shore, corresponding
to this cranes and also to the fact that diﬀerent ships are docked at the loading bays on some
acquisitions, as seen in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǐc.
ts
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Figure 5.19: Geo-coded ts measure over the Barcelona airport Terminal-1 area [1].
Another area of the scene where large changes may be detected correspond to the Barcelona
airport. Fig. Ǎ.ǉǑ presents a zoom of the geo-coded results shown in Fig. Ǎ.ǉǏ corresponding
to the Terminal ǉ zone of the Barcelona airport. Some big rectangular red spots are observed
on the top part of the image, where plane parking lots are located. On these zones the planes
are placed temporally and, consequently, there is high probability of detecting diﬀerent planes
ǉǌǑ
from acquisition to acquisition, resulting into large porlarimetric changes. Additionally, on the
boĨompart of the image a largebuildingmaybe seen, corresponding to theTerminal ǉ building.
ĉeėngers are connected to thebuilding and itmaybeobserved that small reddots are obtained
over them. Indeed, the ėngers are moved every time they are aĨached to a plane, resulting into
these changes. In this case, the ability of the BPT structure to preserve small details of the data
allows the identiėcation of these changes. Some big spots may also be seen near the ėngers,
corresponding to some planes that were aĨached to them on some acquisitions of the dataset.
(a) ts over the Barcelona airport hangar area
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(b) Hangar in construction (c) Hangar ﬁnished
Figure 5.20: Geo-coded ts measure over the Barcelona airport hangar area (a) [1]. Hangar
under construction (b) and after the construction process has ﬁnished (c) photographies
[2].
Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǈ presents the same results over a diﬀerent area of the Barcelona airport where a big
hangar is placed. ĉe geo-coded results are shown in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǈa. Another plane parking area
ǉǍǈ
may be seen in the boĨom part of the image but the larger changes detected correspond to
an hangar located at the top right part. In fact, this hangar has been constructed during the
acquisition campaign, as itmay be seen on the photographies taken from the ground Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǈb
and Ǎ.Ǌǈc, presenting this hangar under construction and when the construction process has
ėnished, respectively. Indeed, on the optical image employed on Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǈa as an overlay with
the results the hangarwas under construction. Note that these results show the ability of theTE
BPT based temporal stability ts analysis to detect and identify the scene changes related with
the building activities.
Moreover, in the extended sample covariancemodelZe, deėned in (Ǎ.Ǌ), the complete set of
PolSAR Zii and PolInSARΩij matrices are available for target characterization. ĉis additional
information may be employed to describe the change in the scene. For instance, the Entropy
H and averaged Alpha angle α polarimetric parameters have been computed for the whole se-
quence of Zii matrices corresponding to the region of the hangar. ĉe evolution of these two
parameters for the diﬀerent acquisitions of the campaign is shown in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǈ. As it may be ob-
served, during the ėrst ǉǌ acquisitions the Entropy and Alpha parameters change substantially
due to the building activities over the hangar. However, aěer the ǉǌth acquisition, presum-
ably when the hangar construction has ėnished, these parameters maintain a constant behav-
ior. More speciėcally, the Entropy and the averaged Alpha angle present a low value, indicating
surface scaĨering probably caused by the roof of the hangar.
ĉe hangar that has been constructed in the Barcelona airport shows the ability of the TE
BPT and the ts measure to identify the changes on the scene corresponding to building activi-
ties. However, the hangar is a large building that might be also easily identiėed by other means.
In order to analyze the ability of this technique to detect also more localized changes in the
scene, Fig. Ǎ.ǊǊ shows a zoom of the ts results over the Montjuic area of Barcelona. A small red
dotmay be observed in the center of Fig. Ǎ.ǊǊa. In these area amonument has been constructed
during the acquisition campaign consisting in ǌ columns, as it may be observed in the ground
photographies Figs. Ǎ.ǊǊb and Ǎ.ǊǊc, corresponding to this area before and aěer the construc-
tion of the monument. Note that this monument is much smaller than the hangar presented in
Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǈb and Ǎ.Ǌǈc, being, in fact, notmuch larger than the resolution of the sensor. However,
due to the ability of the BPT structure to preserve small details of the data, as observed before,
this change may be detected by the ts measure.
In order to compare the proposed temporal stability ts measure with a state-of-the-art po-
larimetric change detection technique, a modiėcation of the log likelihood-ratio test statistic
measure deėned in [ǋǏ] is proposed. However, the change measure ln Q originally deėned in
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Figure 5.21: Entropy (a) and averaged Alpha angle (b) temporal evolution for the hangar
among diﬀerent acquisitions.
[ǋǏ] was intended to determine the change between two diﬀerent acquisitions. ĉen, it has
to be generalized to process PolSAR time series, havingN diﬀerent acquisitions. According to
[ǑǏ], we have deėned the extended log likelihood-ratio test statistic measure ln Qe
 ln Qe =  nl
 
NX
i=ƥ
lnjZiij   NlnjZsj+ pNlnN
!
(Ǎ.ǎ)
where nl represents the number of looks, jZiij represents the determinant of the p by pmatrix
Zii and Zs =
PN
i=ƥ Zii.
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(a) ts over the Montjuic area in Barcelona
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(b) Before (c) After
Figure 5.22: Geo-coded ts measure over the Montjuic area in Barcelona (a) [1]. Ground
photographies before (b) and after (c) the construction of the 4 columns monument [2].
ĉe  ln Qe measure (Ǎ.ǎ) indicates no change between the Zii matrices with a Ƥ value, i.e.
when Qe = ƥ, and it denotes a strong change with a value tending to1 when Qe = Ƥ. It is
worth noticing that, since this measure is based on the determinant, it requires full rank ma-
trices. ĉis means that some initial ėltering must be applied to the data. In order to obtain a
constant amount of ėltering, as the ln Qe measure depends on the number of looks nl, an ini-
tial multilook ėlter will be performed in order to apply (Ǎ.ǎ). ĉe amount of initial ėltering
plays an important role in the obtained results. Note that a small amount of ėltering will pro-
duce noisy results whereas a large ėltering will reduce the spatial resolution. Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǋ shows the
results of applying (Ǎ.ǎ) aěer a ǋxǋ and a ǏxǏ multilook ėlter over the Barcelona dataset.
ǉǍǋ
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Figure 5.23:  ln Qe test statistic results for change detection over the Barcelona dataset.
It may be observed that the contrast increases when increasing the amount of initial ėltering.
Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǋb has much more contrast than Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǋa. ĉis eﬀect is particularly visible when ob-
serving the contrast between the land and sea areas, which is larger with a ǏxǏ multilook than
with a smaller ǋxǋ ėltering. However, as explained before, this increase in contrast is aĨained
at the expense of a spatial resolution loss. Moreover the values obtained by this measure are
strongly aﬀected by the amount of ėltering, which may be seen on the colorbar.
ĉen, in order to make a quantitative evaluation of the ts and the ln Qe measures, a relative
separation measure S is proposed to evaluate the ability to separate the change and no-change
areas of the scene
S = σc + σncjμc   μncj
(Ǎ.Ǐ)
where σc; σnc and μc; μnc stand for the standard deviation and the mean of the change and no-
change areas, respectively.
A lower value of the Smeasure indicates that change and no-change areas can be beĨer sep-
arated. To see more clearly the diﬀerences between the TE BPT temporal stability measure ts
ǉǍǌ
and the ln Qe test statistic, two zoom areas of the geo-coded results are shown in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǌ.
(a) ts, δp =  ƦdB (b)  ln Qe, 3x3 ML (c)  ln Qe, 7x7 ML
(d) Before (e) After (f) Zones for S test
(g) ts, δp =  ƦdB (h)  ln Qe, 3x3 ML (i)  ln Qe, 7x7 ML
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Figure 5.24: Geo-coded ts and  ln Qe comparison over the airport and a building area in
the Barcelona harbor as an overlay with an optical image [1].
To evaluate the separability of both measures, two areas of the Barcelona dataset have been
analyzed indetail, shownonFig. Ǎ.Ǌǌ. Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǌa toǍ.Ǌǌc correspond toanareaof theBarcelona
airport, where the plane parking lots previously analyzed may be seen. On the other hand,
Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǌg to Ǎ.Ǌǌi show an area of the harbor where one industrial building has been demol-
ished, as it may be observed on the optical photographies in Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǌd and Ǎ.Ǌǌe. In order to
ǉǍǍ
evaluate the statistics of the change and no-change zones, which are required for the Smeasure,
some areas have to be manually labeled accordingly. In Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǌa and Ǎ.Ǌǌf, the change areas
have been marked with a red contour whereas the no-change zones are represented with a blue
contour. Note that the changes appearing in both areas have a diﬀerent layout: the plane park-
ing lots on Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǌa are relatively small when compared with the industrial building that has
been demolished in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌǌg.
Measure μc μnc σc σnc S
ts, δp =  ƦdB ǋ.ǈǋǌ ǈ.ǌǊǈǏ ǈ.ǏǍǏǐ ǈ.ǋǏǐǍ ǈ.ǌǋǌǐ
ts, δp =  ƥdB Ǌ.ǑǑǋ ǈ.ǊǑǌǌ ǈ.ǐǈǊǋ ǈ.ǉǑǈǈ ǈ.ǋǎǏǐ
 ln Qe, ǋxǋML ǉǈǑǍ ǊǍǑ.ǉ ǌǎǊ.ǈ ǍǊ.ǐǏ ǈ.ǎǉǍǏ
 ln Qe, ǏxǏML ǌǌǏǐ ǌǐǑ.Ǐ ǊǉǏǑ ǌǎǈ.ǉ ǈ.ǎǎǉǍ
Table 5.2: Separability between change and no-change areas for the Barcelona airport
zone shown on Fig. 5.24a.
Measure μc μnc σc σnc S
ts, δp =  ƦdB Ǌ.ǊǊǊ ǈ.ǎǊǊǌ ǈ.ǊǑǊǈ ǈ.ǋǌǈǐ ǈ.ǋǑǍǎ
ts, δp =  ƥdB Ǌ.ǈǏǏ ǈ.ǌǌǍǑ ǈ.ǊǏǎǈ ǈ.ǉǐǋǊ ǈ.Ǌǐǉǎ
 ln Qe, ǋxǋML Ǐǉǈ.ǐ ǊǈǑ.ǈ ǉǌǍ.ǎ ǎǊ.Ǌǋ ǈ.ǌǉǌǋ
 ln Qe, ǏxǏML Ǌǎǉǉ ǊǏǑ.Ǌ ǎǌǋ.Ǎ ǐǊ.ǊǏ ǈ.ǋǉǉǊ
Table 5.3: Separability between change and no-change areas for the Barcelona harbor in-
dustrial area shown on Fig. 5.24f.
Tables Ǎ.Ǌ and Ǎ.ǋ show the values of σc; σnc; μc; μnc and the separation measure S over the
areas shown on Figs. Ǎ.Ǌǌa and Ǎ.Ǌǌf for the ts measure with δp =  ƦdB and δp =  ƥdB
pruning thresholds and for the ln Qe measure with ǋxǋ and ǏxǏ multilook as initial ėltering.
For the airport area, whose results are shown in Table Ǎ.Ǌ, the separation aĨained by the BPT
based method outperforms the ln Qe in all cases. Since on this situation the change areas are
relatively small, increasing themultilook ėltering size results into a mixture of zones having dif-
ferent temporal evolution and, consequently, degrading the separability. Conversely, the TE
BPT is able to adapt to the spatial structure of the targets in the scene, avoiding the mixture of
targets having a diﬀerent evolution and achieving a beĨer separability. On the other hand, Ta-
ble Ǎ.ǋ shows the same results for the industrial buildings near the harbor. In this case, the BPT
based ts measure achieves slightly beĨer separability for low and high ėltering, that is, ts with
δp =  ƦdB vs.  ln Qe with ǋxǋ multilook and ts with δp =  ƥdB vs.  ln Qe with a ǏxǏ multi-
look, respectively. Note that since the building are that has been demolished is large, the eﬀect
ǉǍǎ
of the inhomogeneous samples mixture is more negligible here, resulting into a performance of
the ln Qe measure more similar to the ts measure in terms of the separability Smeasure. ĉe
improvement of the BPT-based technique is produced in this case by a combination of a beĨer
spatial resolution preservation and a larger amount of ėltering over large homogeneous areas.
Ǎ.ǌ.ǋ OĶňĹŇŋĹĸ EŎĹķŊŉĽŃł TĽŁĹň
ĉe computational complexity of the BPT construction and pruning algorithms has been ana-
lyzed and described in Sections ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ and ǋ.ǋ.ǉ. Moreover, the cost of these algorithms has been
detailed in Section Ǎ.ǋ for processing PolSAR time series when employing the ST BPT and the
TE BPT representations. However, to give a more clear idea of the processing time in practice,
Table Ǎ.ǌ shows the observed execution times of diﬀerent processing stages of the BPT-based
processing. In order to generate these results, a processing server has been employed for com-
putation, having ǉǊ Intel® Xeon® processors. It may be seen, as stated in Chapter ǋ, that the
most time consuming part is the BPT construction, duemainly to the similaritymeasures com-
putation. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that this step only has to be performed once per
dataset, as it is application independent. Once the BPT data abstraction has been constructed,
it may be pruned many times for diﬀerent applications and, in fact, this step is fast, as it may be
seen onTable Ǎ.ǌ. Itmay also be seen, as stated in Section Ǎ.ǋ, that the STBPT construction has
a larger computational complexity than the TE BPT generation, since its number of nodes gets
increased by a factor of N. However, the pruning process over the ST BPT may be performed
faster than on the TE BPT, since the computation of the (ǌ.ǉǌ) measure is simpler than the
extended homogeneity (Ǎ.ǌ).
Processing FlevolandST BPT
Flevoland
TE BPT
Barcelona
TE BPT
BPTConstruction Ǎh Ǌǌm ǋǏm ǊǑs Ǎh ǋǌm
Prune δp =  ƦdB ǈ.Ǌǌs ǈ.ǍǊs ǎ.Ǌs
Prune δp =  ƥdB ǈ.ǈǌs ǈ.ǉǑs ǋ.ǌs
Prune δp = ƤdB ǈ.ǈǊs ǈ.ǈǐs Ǌ.ǋs
Table 5.4: Observed execution times for diﬀerent processing stages of the proposed tech-
niques.
ǉǍǏ
ǉǍǐ
A person who never made a mistake never tried anything
new.
Albert Einstein
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BPTRelated Enhancements andOther
Contributions
TļĽňķļĵńŉĹŇķŃŀŀĹķŉň someother contributions thathavebeendevelopedduring the course
of this thesis in order to enhance the detected limitations related with the diﬀerent aspects of
the BPT based processing.
On the ėrst section, the problem related with the resolution loss implied by the initial ėlter-
ing needed for matrix regularization is analyzed. A new speckle ėltering method is developed
in order to improve this limitation of the ǋ by ǋ multilook previously applied. Moreover, this
technique is deėned in the same terms than the BPT processing scheme, employing analogous
similarity measures in order to combine similar pixels of the image, while avoiding the hetero-
geneous sample mixture. ĉe second section deepens into the understanding of the changes
detected from a polarimetric point of view. ĉemathematical background to perform this anal-
ysis is deėned and, then, tested with real data. ĉe third section describes the limitations of
the sample covariance model for representing inhomogeneous or textured data. ĉen, a new
model, not based on the centroid representation approach is proposed in order to mitigate this
limitation.
ǉǍǑ
ǎ.ǉ MĵŉŇĽŎ RĹĻŊŀĵŇĽŐĵŉĽŃł ĵłĸ IłĽŉĽĵŀ FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ
As mentioned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ, the sample covariance matrix Z is the estimation of the covari-
ance matrix that determined the statistical distribution of the polarimetric data, assuming the
Gaussian hypothesis. However, the estimation of thismatrix, as expressed in (Ǌ.Ǎǌ), onlymakes
sense over homogeneous samples of the data. ĉe problem here is that PolSAR data is usually
strongly heterogeneous, since it reĚects the complexity of the scene.
An additional complication when processing PolSAR data is that most processing schemes
require that the estimatedZ values are full-rankmatrices. ĉis inconvenience also applies to the
proposed BPTbased techniques as it has been indicated, for instance, in the full-matrix dissimi-
laritymeasures deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ. In order to circumvent this limitation, an initial ėltering
may be applied to the data, just as a matrix regularization. In the results shown in Chapters ǌ
and Ǎ, an initial ǋ by ǋmultilook ėltering has been applied for this purpose. ĉis pre-processing
step ensures full-rank matrices at the expense of a small spatial resolution loss. In general, this
may be a reasonable price to be paid, but for the BPT based processing, which aims to preserve
as much as possible the spatial resolution, this eﬀect undermines one of its most valuable bene-
ėts. ĉen, in the following, a new speckle ėltering technique is presented, based on the Bilateral
ėltering [ǉǉǎ] applied to PolSAR data [ǉǌ][ǉǊ][ǉǋ], in order to mitigate, as much as possible,
this spatial resolution loss produced during this matrix regularization pre-processing step. It is
worthmentioning that this approach has, in practice, some similarities to theNon-LocalMeans
ėltering [Ǌǐ][ǌǊ], presented in Section Ǌ.ǋ.ǌ, while reducing the size of the patch to one pixel.
ǎ.ǉ.ǉ BĽŀĵŉĹŇĵŀ ĵłĸ DĽňŉĵłķĹ-BĵňĹĸ FĽŀŉĹŇĽłĻ
ĉe multilook ėltering, as mentioned in Section Ǌ.ǋ.ǉ, is assuming spatial locality on the data.
ĉen, for each pixel of the image, a local window is considered, and it is assumed that all the
pixels within this window are homogeneous. Obviously, this is not true near contours or for
small areas, where diﬀerent type of targets may appear together.
ĉe bilateral ėlter [ǉǉǎ] introduces also the domain locality. Note that it may be assumed,
for PolSAR data, that homogeneous samples will also have similar response values. ĉen, the
homogeneous data will be found close in the spatial domain and also in the polarimetric do-
main. ĉerefore, the sample averaging (Ǌ.Ǎǌ) performed by the multilook may be replaced by
a weighted averaging according to the sample closeness in both domains [ǉǌ][ǉǊ]. As a con-
sequence, the sample covariance matrix Z^ij obtained at position (i; j)may be expressed as [ǉǋ]
ǉǎǈ
Z^ij = ƥ
k(i; j)
X
m;n2V(i;j)
Zmnws(i; j;m; n)wp
 
Zmn;Zij

(ǎ.ǉ)
whereV(i; j) stands for the localwindowaround thepixel located at (i; j)position,Zij represents
the sample covariance matrix of the input image at (i; j), ws and wp are the weighting functions
on the spatial and polarimetric domains, respectively, and k(i; j) is the normalization factor,
deėned as
k(i; j) =
X
m;n2V(i;j)
ws(i; j;m; n)wp
 
Zmn;Zij

: (ǎ.Ǌ)
In order to obtain valuable results, the proper deėnition of the ws and wp weighting func-
tions is crucial. ĉe role of these functions is to exploit the spatial and polarimetric locality and,
accordingly, they should exhibit the following characteristics:
ǉ. ĉe weighting functions ws and wp should be within the ėnite interval [Ƥ; ƥ], presenting
higher values for closer values in the spatial and polarimetric domains, respectively.
Ǌ. As a consequence, from the previous condition it may be assumed that
ws(i; j; i; j) = ƥ; 8 i; j (ǎ.ǋ)
wp (Z;Z) = ƥ; 8 Z (ǎ.ǌ)
ǋ. Additionally, symmetry is considered in data closeness for both domains, thus,ws andwp
should be symmetric, that is,
ws(i; j;m; n) = ws(m; n; i; j) 8 i; j;m; n (ǎ.Ǎ)
wp
 
Zmn;Zij

= wp
 
Zij;Zmn
 8 i; j;m; n: (ǎ.ǎ)
In short, thews andwp weights should be functions based on the data closeness in the spatial
and polarimetric domains, respectively. In order to employ a simple and known mathematical
concept, and also to be consistent with the BPTbased conception, a deėnition of those weights
ǉǎǉ
is proposed in terms of a spatial and a polarimetric distances ds and dp, respectively
ws(i; j;m; n) =
ƥ
ƥ+ d
Ʀ
s (i;j;m;n)
σƦs
(ǎ.Ǐ)
wp
 
Zmn;Zij

=
ƥ
ƥ+ d
Ʀ
p(Zmn;Zij)
σƦp
(ǎ.ǐ)
where σs and σp control the weights sensitivity in the spatial and polarimetric domains, respec-
tively. Mathematically, ds and dp are metric functions that quantify the sample closeness on
their domains, following the properties:
ǉ. d(x; y)  Ƥ. Non-negativity.
Ǌ. d(x; y) = Ƥ if and only if x = y. Identity of indiscernibles.
ǋ. d(x; y) = d(y; x). Symmetry.
ǌ. d(x; z)  d(x; y) + d(y; z). Triangle inequality.
Some similarity measures have been deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ and analyzed in Sections ǌ.ǋ.ǋ
and ǌ.ǋ.ǌ with real and simulated PolSAR data. On that section, two main types of measures
were identiėed: full-matrix and diagonalmeasures. Although only full-matrixmeasures are able
to fully exploit the complete polarimetric information under the Gaussian hypothesis, these
functions require full-rank matrices. If this technique is intended to be used as a matrix regu-
larization step, that is, without any kind of initial ėltering, only diagonal measures may be em-
ployed as the matrices estimated from original pixels Z = kkH are singular, having rank equal
to ǉ.
In the proposed technique, the classical euclidean distance may be employed in the spatial
domain
dƦs(i; j;m; n) = (i  m)Ʀ + (j  n)Ʀ: (ǎ.Ǒ)
On the other hand, for the polarimetric domain, some of the diagonal dissimilaritymeasures
deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ may be employed. However, special aĨention must be paid to them
in order to fulėll the previously deėned mathematical properties of a metric measure. Since
this was not a requisite for the dissimilarity measures for the BPT construction, some of them
have to be modiėed. Moreover, the term depending on the region size has no sense for the
bilateral ėlter which is, indeed, a pixel-based approach. ĉen, the revisedWishart dissimilarity
measure [ǎǐ], on which is based the ddw measure deėned in (ǌ.ǉǈ), may be applied with some
ǉǎǊ
modiėcations for the bilateral ėltering, resulting into the the dpw measure
dƦpw
 
Zmn;Zij

=
 
ƧX
k=ƥ
 
(Zmnkk )Ʀ + (Z
ij
kk)
Ʀ
Zmnkk Z
ij
kk
!
  ƪ
!
(ǎ.ǉǈ)
where Zij is the index notation for the (i; j)-th element of the ǋ by ǋ matrix Z.
Another relevant measure that has been deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ is the geodesic dissimilarity,
based on the Riemannian geometry of the hermitian positive deėnite cone of matrices [ǊǊ].
As in the previous case, a modiėcation of the diagonal version ddg, which has been deėned in
(ǌ.ǉǉ), will be employed. Note that this measure is deėned in terms of the natural logarithm of
the diagonal elements quotient. ĉis fact reduces considerably the rate of growth of the mea-
sure having not enough separability between diﬀerent matrices to prevent the heterogeneous
region mixture when employed for the bilateral ėlter. ĉus, a modiėcation dpg is proposed to
compensate this rate of growth reduction caused by the logarithm
dƦpg
 
Zmn;Zij

= exp
0@
vuut ƧX
k=ƥ
lnƦ
 
Zijkk
Zmnkk
!1A  ƥ (ǎ.ǉǉ)
where ln stands for the natural logarithm.
Additionally, when dealing with PolSAR data, special aĨention must be given to the system
noise. ĉis noise may be caused by diﬀerent sources as, for instance, thermal noise, discretiza-
tion errors, etc [Ǎǋ]. However, from the statistical point of view, it is usually modeled as a zero-
meanuncorrelatedGaussian noise. ĉis noisemaydegrade the performance of the polarimetric
weights computation when the backscaĨered power is comparable to the noise power. ĉen, a
modiėed dpt measure may be applied, based on the previous measures (ǎ.ǉǈ) and (ǎ.ǉǉ)
dƦpt
 
~Zmn; ~Zij

= dƦp
 
Zmn + σƦt I;Zij + σƦt I

(ǎ.ǉǊ)
where I represents the ǋ by ǋ identity matrix, σƦt stands for the power of the system noise and dƦp
may be dƦpw or dƦpg.
In practice, the eﬀect of the dpt measure modiėcation is that it reduces the sensitivity of the
polarimetric measures when the backscaĨered power, contained within the diagonal elements
of the Z matrix, is close to the system noise power σt. However, it has the inconvenience of
introducing it as a newparameter to be ėxed. ĉe σt valuemay be obtained from the parameters
of the sensor. Additionally, it may be estimated from the data, as proposed in [Ǎǋ], bymanually
selecting a dark area of the image, where presumably there is no radar backscaĨered power, and,
ǉǎǋ
consequently, the mean power of this area may be considered as the system noise power σt. In
fact, an automatic method for estimating the σt is proposed based on this rationale. ĉe whole
image is decomposed into large enough blocks to reduce the eﬀect of speckle noise, for instance
Ǒ by Ǒ pixels, and the minimum retrieved power from all the blocks among all the channels is
considered as the σt parameter for the image. Note that this method is assuming that some
dark areas are present in the image. If this is not the case, this method may lead to an incorrect
parameter estimation. ĉen, it is generally safer to employ the parameters of the sensor when
available.
It is worth noticing that the bilateral ėltering, as described in (ǎ.ǉ), results into a diﬀerent
amount of averaged pixels per pixel. ĉis may be a diﬃculty for further processing of the data
but, however, this information is still available for analysis and interpretation, being relatedwith
the k parameter (ǎ.Ǌ). Moreover this parameter may also hold information related with the
spatial structure of the image, as it will be seen later on.
As mentioned previously, the bilateral ėlter is a pixel-based processing scheme, as it relies on
the pixel values for the computation of the diﬀerentwp weights. ĉen, the speckle noise present
in the data that contaminates the original SAR data will also aﬀect the weight computation,
resulting into a noisy wp values and, consequently, a noisy ėltered image. In order to mitigate
this eﬀect, an iterative weight reėnement scheme is proposed, which is represented in Fig ǎ.ǉ.
Orig
Img
Img 1 Img 2
Figure 6.1: Iterative weight reﬁnement approach diagram.
In the diagram presented in Fig ǎ.ǉ, ’Orig Img’ stands for the original input image and the
subsequent ’Img i’ represent the output result obtained aěer the i-th iteration. ĉe ėltering
process is performed on the circular boxesmarked as ’CBL’, an acronym forCross-Bilateral Filter
[ǌǏ] based on the ėlter previously deėned in (ǎ.ǉ). ĉeweighted average is performed over the
input image in, whereas the weight computation is performed over the reference image ref
Z^ij = ƥ
k(i; j)
X
m;n2V(i;j)
Zmnin ws(i; j;m; n)wp
 
Zmnref ;Z
ij
ref

(ǎ.ǉǋ)
where Zijin and Z
ij
ref represent the estimated covariance matrix of the input and reference images
ǉǎǌ
at position (i; j), respectively.
It is worth stressing that the proposed iterative weight computation scheme in Fig. ǎ.ǉ does
not correspond to an iterative ėltering. Iterative ėltering may produce a stronger level of ėl-
tering but it usually tends to produce overėltering by mixing similar non-homogeneous areas
and blurring some details due to the propagation of errors. On the other hand, the proposed
scheme processes the original image at each iteration. Consequently, the propagation of errors
is avoided. ĉis scheme is intended to generate a more reliable estimation of the polarimetric
weights wp based on ėltered images. Additionally, iterative ėltering would have the inconve-
nience of combining samples with diﬀerent amounts of ėltering among the diﬀerent iterations,
producing a k parameter that does not correspond to the real number of samples averaged from
the original image, making the further analysis and interpretation of the obtained results more
diﬃcult.
In the following, this approach will be called the Distance Based Filtering (DBF) [ǉǋ]. ĉis
proposed technique is evaluated in this section as a speckle ėlter itself, in order to analyze the
ability of this approach to adapt to the structure of the scene and preserve its spatial resolution.
In Section ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ this technique will be combined with the BPT, employed as a pre-processing
step for matrix regularization.
Fig. ǎ.Ǌ shows the results obtained aěer applying the proposed DBF technique to the ėrst
acquisition of the Flevoland dataset described in Section Ǎ.ǋ. ĉe original image is presented in
Fig. ǎ.Ǌa and the corresponding DBF ėltering result is shown in Fig. ǎ.Ǌb. For this processing,
the dpw similarity measure has been employed, the local window V corresponds to a ǉǉ by ǉǉ
pixel square window, and the weights sensitivity has been set to σs = Ƨ and σp = Ƥ:ƪ. ĉese
values have been chosen experimentally, as they have demonstrated to produce a good level
of speckle ėltering while also preserving the details of the image. ĉe automatic method for
σƦt calculation has been applied, as stated before. In this case, the original image contains dark
areas, as seen onFig. ǎ.Ǌa, corresponding to closed and calmwater, where this parametermay be
estimated correctly. Finally, Ǎ iterations of the weight reėnement scheme presented on Fig. ǎ.ǉ
have been performed.
As it may be observed, the noise has been substantially reduced in Fig. ǎ.Ǌb in comparison
with Fig. ǎ.Ǌa. However, in order to see more clearly the diﬀerences, a detail of these images is
depicted in Figs. ǎ.ǋa and ǎ.ǋe, including the obtained number of averaged pixels k parameter,
represented in Fig. ǎ.ǋf. ĉis detail area is composed by some forest and agricultural areas in
the top part and urban and sea areas in the boĨom part. Moreover, the results of this ėltering
strategy are comparedwith those obtained from the Ǐ by Ǐmultilook ėlter, theReėnedLee ėlter
ǉǎǍ
(a) Original (b) DBF Filtered, 5it, dpw; σs=Ƨ; σp=Ƥ:ƪ
Figure 6.2: Original (a) and DBF ﬁltered (b) Pauli RGB images of the ﬁrst acquisition of
the Flevoland dataset. For the DBF, 5 weight reﬁnement iterations have been employed
with the dpw measure and σs = Ƨ; σp = Ƥ:ƪ parameters (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
[Ǐǌ], described in Section Ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ, and the IDAN ėlter¹ [ǉǊǍ], explained in Section Ǌ.ǋ.ǋ. Addi-
tionally, a zoom is shown in boĨom right corner, corresponding to the central part of the image,
in order to see the obtained results at pixel level. ĉe Ǐ by Ǐ multilook ėltering may achieve a
good level of ėltering, as observed in Fig. ǎ.ǋb, but it blurs the edges on the image and enlarges
the small point scaĨers or details of the image, mixing, then, heterogeneous samples of the im-
¹ĉe PolSARPro soěware [ǋ] has been employed to process this data and for Pauli image generation. For
the IDAN ėltering, a maximum AN size parameter of ǉǈǈ pixels has been employed.
ǉǎǎ
(a) Original (b) 7x7 multilook (c) Reﬁned Lee ﬁlter
(d) IDAN ﬁlter (e) Proposed method (f) Proposed method k
k1 43
Figure 6.3: Pauli RGB for the original detail image (a) and ﬁltered images employing 7x7
multilook (b), reﬁned Lee (c), IDAN (d) and the proposed method (e). The k parameter
for the proposed method is represented in (f), corresponding to the number of averaged
pixels (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
age. As mentioned in Section Ǌ.ǋ.ǉ, this is caused by the fact that the multilook is a low pass
ėlter that reduces the spatial resolution. ĉe reėned Lee ėltering, shown in Fig. ǎ.ǋc achieves a
good spatial resolution reservation but, due its intrinsic limitations to adapt to complex spatial
structures, it introduces some artifacts that distort the obtained image. ĉe IDAN ėlter also
achieves a good level of ėltering while also preserves some of the image contours but, however,
it blurs small details as point scaĨers. On the other hand, the proposed technique does not in-
ǉǎǏ
troduce artifacts and preserves the edges and the small details. Furthermore, it achieves a good
level of ėltering over homogeneous areas, similar to the multilook. ĉe edge preservation may
be clearly seen over the coastline while its capability to preserve small details may be observed
in the zoomover the urban area. ĉe amount of ėltering performed for each pixel is represented
in Fig. ǎ.ǋf, corresponding to the k parameter. Note that this parameter may not be directly as-
sumed as the Equivalent Number of Looks [ǉǐ], but it is related with it, as it correspond to the
number of averaged pixels per pixel. It may be observed that small k values are obtained near
contours while large values are retrieved over homogeneous areas. Indeed, the values obtained
over homogeneous areas are in the order of ǌǈ, which is a similar number to themultilook ėlter,
that would have a number of averaged pixels per pixel constant over the whole image and equal
to ƫ  ƫ = ƨƭ pixels.
To seemore clearly the eﬀect of the iterative weight reėnement scheme presented in Fig. ǎ.ǉ,
the obtained k parameter for each iteration has been represented in Fig. ǎ.ǌ. ĉe number of
averaged pixels per pixel is represented for the ǉst to the ǌth iterations, as the last iteration cor-
responds to Fig. ǎ.ǋf, presented before. Note that the color scale is diﬀerent in each image, in
order to increase the contrast, as reĚectedby the corresponding color bars. Additionally, Fig. ǎ.Ǎ
shows the histogram of the obtained k parameter for each iteration.
As it may be observed, in the ėrst iteration the amount of ėltering achieved is low, as small
k values are obtained. Moreover, the k values retrieved are very noisy since it is diﬃcult to es-
timate correctly the wp weights over the original image due to the speckle noise. ĉis eﬀect
is specially visible over the zoomed area. In the successive iterations of the weight reėnement
process, larger values of k are progressively obtained while the noise over this parameter gets
reduced. It may also be seen that contours, small details and homogeneous areas of the image
are more clearly detected. Similar conclusions may be extracted from the k histograms shown
in Fig. ǎ.Ǎ. It may be observed that the k values gets increased with the successive weight reėne-
ment iterations and, additionally, the diﬀerence between them gets reduced as the number of
iterations increases. ĉen, a convergence paĨern may be observed which may induce to con-
tinue this process. However, very small diﬀerences are observed in the following iterations and,
consequently, we have decided to stop it aěer the Ǎth iteration, in order to reduce the compu-
tational time needed for this processing.
In order to perform a detailed analysis of the polarimetric information preservation of a ėl-
tering technique, additional information than the one contained in the Pauli images should be
considered. Fig. ǎ.ǎ analyzes the obtained Entropy (H) and averaged Alpha angle (α) polari-
ǉǎǐ
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Figure 6.4: Evolution of the k parameter, corresponding to the number of averaged pix-
els per pixel, among the diﬀerent iterations of the weight reﬁnement scheme presented in
Fig. 6.1. The k parameter of the ﬁnal iteration corresponds to Fig. 6.3f.
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Figure 6.5: Number of averaged pixels per pixel histograms, the k parameter, for each it-
eration of the weight reﬁnement scheme.
metric parameters [ǋǍ], which has been described in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ, for the multilook, the re-
ėned Lee, the IDAN and the proposed DBF ėltering strategies. ĉe same area than on Fig. ǎ.ǋ
is shown, for comparison purposes. Qualitatively similar colors may be observed in all cases,
meaning that similar values are obtained over homogeneous areas. However, when looking at
the results in detail some important diﬀerences may be noticed. ĉe ability of the diﬀerent
methods to preserve the spatial resolution may be clearly stated over the small details of the
image, specially over the urban area, as seen on the zoomed area, where the multilook ėlter en-
larges those details according to its window. ĉe Reėned Lee ėlter results, shown on Figs. ǎ.ǎb
and ǎ.ǎf, demonstrates a good preservation of the small details of the image whereas the IDAN
ėlter, whose results are represented on Figs. ǎ.ǎc and ǎ.ǎg, almost destroys these small details
that appear as small blue and red dots inH and α, respectively, when employing the reėned Lee.
On the other hand, the proposedDBFėlter preserves the structure of the small details, similarly
to the reėned Lee, while also has the advantage over this technique of aĨaining a higher amount
of ėltering over homogeneous areas while not introducing distortion to the image.
As performed in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǋ, some homogeneous areas may be manually deėned over the
image in order to perform a quantitative evaluation of the preservation of the polarimetric in-
formation. ĉree homogeneous zones have been manually selected from this data crop that
ǉǏǈ
(a) H, 7x7 multilook (b) H, reﬁned Lee (c) H, IDAN (d) H, Proposed
(e) α, 7x7 multilook (f) α, reﬁned Lee (g) α, IDAN (h) α, Proposed
0º 90
º
0 1H
Figure 6.6: Entropy (H) and averaged Alpha angle (α) for 7x7 multilook and the pro-
posed ﬁltering method.
have beenmarked in Fig. ǎ.ǋa. ĉese zones correspond to forest, water and an agricultural crop
areas, respectively. Table ǎ.ǉ shows the mean values obtained for the diagonal elements of the
sample covariance matrix over these areas for the original image and for the diﬀerent speckle
ėltering methods previously commented. Additionally, the same results for the proposed DBF
method are presented, when employing the dpw and dpg measures. Moreover, the magnitude
and phase of the correlation coeﬃcient ρƥƧ overHH and VV polarization states and theH/A/α
polarimetric decomposition parameters are also shown. All these values may not be computed
over the original image and, then, they are not represented in the table. It may be observed that
all the adaptive ėlters analyzed have an underestimation bias over the diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix. However, the bias of the proposed method is the smaller of those ėlters,
obtaining mean values that are close to the ones obtained for the multilook. Nonetheless, for
the H/A/α all the ėlters obtain values that are similar to those obtained by the multilook. In
addition, a further analysis of the ėltering capability of those ėlters may be found in [ǉǋ].
ǉǏǉ
Region Filtering Cƥƥ CƦƦ CƧƧ jρƥƧj arg(ρƥƧ)() H A α()
Original Ʀ:ƧƤƦ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƥƦƩ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƭƤƪ  ƥƤ ƥ - - - - -
Zǉ ǏxǏMultilook Ʀ:ƧƤƩ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƥƧƤ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƭƧƧ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƨƥƭƨ ƥ:ƪƫƤ Ƥ:ƬƩƤƨ Ƥ:ƦƩƭƭ ƨƦ:Ƭƫ
Forest Reėned Lee ƥ:Ƭƫƭ  ƥƤ ƥ ƭ:ƭƪƩ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƪƦƧ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:Ƨƭƫƥ Ʀ:ƬƫƧ Ƥ:ƬƨƨƦ Ƥ:ƧƤƪƧ ƨƨ:Ʃƥ
Ǎǈǈǈ IDAN ƥ:ƨƫƥ  ƥƤ ƥ ƫ:ƧƩƧ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƦƩƦ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƦƭƭƧ Ʀ:ƧƧƭ Ƥ:ƬƬƫƬ Ƥ:ƦƩƥƧ ƨƪ:ƤƧ
pixels Proposed dpw Ʀ:ƦƦƫ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƤƭƤ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:Ƭƪƭ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƧƬƪƩ ƥ:Ʃƪƭ Ƥ:ƬƪƭƬ Ƥ:ƦƦƨƨ ƨƧ:ƨƪ
Proposed dpg Ʀ:ƦƥƤ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƤƬƦ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƬƩƧ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƧƬƪƭ ƥ:ƩƩƤ Ƥ:Ƭƪƪƥ Ƥ:ƦƦƭƤ ƨƧ:ƩƦ
Original ƥ:ƫƬƫ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƦƬƤ  ƥƤ Ƨ Ʀ:ƩƩƦ  ƥƤ Ʀ - - - - -
ZǊ ǏxǏMultilook ƥ:ƬƤƥ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:Ʀƫƥ  ƥƤ Ƨ Ʀ:ƩƩƦ  ƥƤ Ʀ Ƥ:ƫƨƨƧ Ƨ:ƤƬƬ Ƥ:ƨƧƩƥ Ƥ:ƪƨƤƫ ƥƭ:ƧƤ
Water Reėned Lee ƥ:ƨƭƦ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƦƩƩ  ƥƤ Ƨ Ʀ:Ƥƭƭ  ƥƤ Ʀ Ƥ:ƫƤƪƦ Ʀ:ƩƧƩ Ƥ:ƨƫƤƥ Ƥ:ƪƨƧƬ Ʀƥ:Ƭƭ
ǋǑǈǈ IDAN ƥ:ƥƩƬ  ƥƤ Ʀ Ƭ:ƭƤƥ  ƥƤ ƨ ƥ:ƪƪƫ  ƥƤ Ʀ Ƥ:ƪƦƪƧ Ʀ:ƨƫƧ Ƥ:ƩƦƨƬ Ƥ:ƪƭƪƫ Ʀƨ:ƧƦ
pixels Proposed dpw ƥ:ƫƨƭ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƦƪƧ  ƥƤ Ƨ Ʀ:ƨƫƭ  ƥƤ Ʀ Ƥ:ƫƤƭƨ Ʀ:ƬƫƦ Ƥ:ƨƪƬƭ Ƥ:ƪƧƬƥ ƦƤ:Ʃƭ
Proposed dpg ƥ:ƫƧƦ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƦƩƨ  ƥƤ Ƨ Ʀ:ƨƩƬ  ƥƤ Ʀ Ƥ:ƫƤƫƭ Ʀ:Ƭƫƥ Ƥ:ƨƪƭƧ Ƥ:ƪƧƭƦ ƦƤ:ƫƩ
Original ƥ:ƬƪƦ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƨ:ƥƭƩ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƫƫƥ  ƥƤ ƥ - - - - -
Zǋ ǏxǏMultilook ƥ:ƬƩƩ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƨ:ƥƫƤ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƫƩƬ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƫƨƬƭ Ƭ:ƨƦƧ Ƥ:Ʃƨƨƨ Ƥ:ƦƭƭƬ ƦƦ:Ƭƫ
Crop Reėned Lee ƥ:ƨƧƨ  ƥƤ ƥ Ʀ:ƬƪƦ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƧƭƧ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƫƤƩƭ ƫ:ƨƫƬ Ƥ:ƩƫƬƥ Ƥ:ƧƪƩƧ ƦƩ:Ƭƪ
ǊǊǈǈ IDAN ƥ:ƤƦƤ  ƥƤ ƥ ƥ:ƭƨƬ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƤƤƪ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƪƥƬƫ Ƭ:ƪƨƥ Ƥ:ƪƩƥƨ Ƥ:ƧƫƬƧ Ʀƫ:Ƭƨ
pixels Proposed dpw ƥ:ƫƪƩ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƨ:ƤƬƫ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƪƫƭ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƫƤƪƦ Ƭ:ƨƫƨ Ƥ:ƩƬƬƤ Ƥ:ƦƭƧƧ Ʀƨ:ƩƤ
Proposed dpg ƥ:ƫƩƫ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƨ:ƤƩƬ  ƥƤ Ʀ ƥ:ƪƫƥ  ƥƤ ƥ Ƥ:ƫƤƫƦ Ƭ:ƨƫƤ Ƥ:ƩƬƤƬ Ƥ:ƦƭƬƫ Ʀƨ:ƩƧ
Table 6.1: Mean estimated values over homogeneous areas for the proposed DBF in comparison with other speckle ﬁltering techniques.
For the proposed technique, an 11x11 local window has been employed with 5 weight reﬁnement iterations and σs = Ƨ; σp = Ƥ:ƪ.
ǉǏǊ
As mentioned previously, some parameters are involved into the DBF ėltering process. ĉe
eﬀect of the weight reėnement scheme and the number of iterations has been analyzed previ-
ously. In the following, the impact of the σs and σp weight sensitivity parameters is evaluated.
Fig. ǎ.Ǐ shows the results of applying the proposed method to the Flevoland dataset with dif-
ferent combination of σs and σp parameters. ĉe same detail area is shown than on Fig. ǎ.ǋ, for
comparison purposes. Figs ǎ.Ǐa and ǎ.Ǐb show the eﬀect of changing the σs parameter, whereas
Figs ǎ.Ǐd and ǎ.Ǐe depict changes on σp. If these results are comparedwith the previous ėltering
results, shown inFig. ǎ.ǋe, itmaybeobserved thatwhen theweight sensitivity is increased, by re-
ducing the values of σs or σp, the amount of speckle ėltering aĨained gets reduced. Conversely,
when those parameters are increased the opposite eﬀect is obtained. Additionally, Figs. ǎ.Ǐb
and ǎ.Ǐc and Figs. ǎ.Ǐe and ǎ.Ǐf show the eﬀect of changing the dissimilaritymeasure employed
for computing the polarimetric weights. Note that smaller diﬀerences are observed between
these image, which means that this parameter has a lower impact on the obtained results.
Nevertheless, the σs and σp parameters are dealingwith diﬀerent domains and, consequently,
they have a diﬀerent impact on the ėltering. ĉe Ǎǈ-bin histogram of the number of averaged
pixels per pixel, the k parameter, is shown in Fig. ǎ.ǐ for distinct values of σs and σp. When
changing the σs parameter the spatial decay of the ws weights is modiėed but the sensitivity to
the polarimetric domain remains unaltered. ĉen, as it may be observed in Figs. ǎ.ǐa to ǎ.ǐc,
all the k values gets increased but the shape of the histograms remains almost unaﬀected. On
the other hand, when the σp parameter is modiėed, a similar trend is observed in terms of k but
in this case, as it may be seen in Figs. ǎ.ǐd to ǎ.ǐi, the shape of the histograms is substantially
changed. It is worth noticing that the σp parameter plays an important role in the polarimetric
information preservation, as the adaptation to the spatial content of the image is achieved due
to the polarimetric locality assumption. ĉen, the selection of this parameter is a trade-oﬀ be-
tween the amount of speckle ėltering and the contours and details preservation. In fact, if this
parameter is set to a high value, as it may be observed in Figs. ǎ.Ǐe and ǎ.Ǐf, a larger amount of
ėltering is achieved at a cost of some heterogeneous samplesmixture and resolution loss. More-
over, the proposedDBFėltering schememay be considered as a generalization of themultilook
as it tends to this ėlter over the Vwindow when σs !1 and σp !1.
ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ DBF ĵňMĵŉŇĽŎ RĹĻŊŀĵŇĽŐĵŉĽŃł ĺŃŇ ŉļĹ BPT
In the previous section the DBF technique has been deėned and analyzed as a speckle ėlter.
However, it may be employed also as a matrix regularization pre-processing step for the BPT
based processing scheme, in order to obtain full-rank Z matrices. According to the previous
ǉǏǋ
(a) dpw; σs=ƥ; σp=Ƥ:ƪ (b) dpw; σs=Ʃ; σp=Ƥ:ƪ (c) dpg; σs=Ʃ; σp=Ƥ:ƪ
(d) dpw; σs=Ƨ; σp=Ƥ:Ƨ (e) dpw; σs=Ƨ; σp=ƥ:Ʃ (f) dpg; σs=Ƨ; σp=ƥ:Ʃ
Figure 6.7: Pauli RGB detail image of the ﬁltered results for diﬀerent σs and σp with 5
weight reﬁnement iterations and 11x11 local window V (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
analysis, when employing it instead of the classical ǋ by ǋ multilook ėltering, the spatial resolu-
tion loss of the multilook may be avoided.
Nevertheless, the goal of this matrix regularization step is not to reduce the speckle noise
of the data but to obtain full-rank matrices in order to be able to apply dissimilarity measures
that exploit the full polarimetric information under the Gaussian hypothesis. In this situation,
then, the amount of ėltering required is much smaller, just to regularize the sample covariance
matrices.
Fig. ǎ.Ǒ shows the BPT region homogeneity based pruning results employing a δp =  ƦdB
ǉǏǌ
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Figure 6.8: Histograms of the number of averaged pixels k for diﬀerent σs and σp with 5
weight reﬁnement iterations and 11x11 local window V
pruning threshold and the dsg dissimilarity measure, as described in Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ, of the ėrst
acquisitionof theFlevolanddataset. Fig. ǎ.Ǒa shows theBPT results obtainedwhen the classical
ǋ by ǋ multilook ėltering is applied as a regularization step. On the other hand, Fig. ǎ.Ǒb shows
those results when the proposed DBF technique is applied for matrix regularization. As it may
be seen, the amount of ėltering required for this purpose ismuch smaller, as the local windowV
has been reduced to Ǎ by Ǎ pixels and also the corresponding ėlter parameters to σs = Ʀ; σp =
ǉǏǍ
(a) BPT pruning δp =  ƦdB with 3x3 mul-
tilook
(b) BPT pruning δp =  ƦdB with 5x5
DBF, 3it, dpw; σs = Ʀ; σp = Ƥ:ƨ
Figure 6.9: Pauli RGB of the BPT region homogeneity based pruning results with δp =
 ƦdB for 3x3 multilook and the proposed DBF method with 5x5 local window V, 3 iter-
ations of the weight reﬁnement scheme, and dpw; σs = Ʀ; σp = Ƥ:ƨ parameters as initial
ﬁltering for matrix regularization (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Ƥ:ƨ. Additionally, only ǋ iterations of the weight reėnement scheme have been performed, as
they are enough to produce a reliable result. Comparing the results on Figs. ǎ.Ǒa and ǎ.Ǒb itmay
be clearly observed that the small resolution loss of the ǋ by ǋmultilook is also transfered to the
BPT representation, specially on the small details in the urban area that appear enlarged in the
zoom area. When the DBF is employed, the resolution preservation observed in details of the
urban area gets improved. ĉis eﬀect may also be seen in thin structures like the breakwaters
in the coastline. Moreover, due to the beĨer contour preservation also achieved by the DBF
technique, some ėeld contours of the image are beĨer retrieved by the BPT, as it may be seen in
the top part of the image, for instance.
Another example of the beneėts of employing the proposed DBF technique for matrix regu-
larizationmay be observed in Fig. ǎ.ǉǈ. In this case, the whole Barcelona time series dataset has
been processed with the TE BPT representation. Fig. ǎ.ǉǈa shows the geo-coded results of the
ǉǏǎ
(a) Geo-coded ts measure with 3x3 multilook regularization
ts
0
3
(b) Geo-coded ts measure with 5x5 DBF, 3it, dpw; σs = Ʀ; σp = Ƥ:ƨ regulariza-
tion
ts
0
3
Figure 6.10: Geo-coded temporal stability measure ts over the Barcelona dataset employ-
ing the TE BPT for the 3x3 multilook and the proposed DBF method with 5x5 local win-
dow V, 3 iterations of the weight reﬁnement scheme, and dpw; σs = Ʀ; σp = Ƥ:ƨ parameters
as initial ﬁltering for matrix regularization.
ǉǏǏ
temporal stability ts measure, described in Section Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ, over the Terminal-ǉ Barcelona airport
area when employing the ǋ by ǋ multilook on each one of the ǋǍ images as matrix regulariza-
tion. On the other hand, Fig. ǎ.ǉǈb shows the same results when applying the proposed DBF
technique over each image. ĉe increase in spatial resolution on the ts results when applying the
DBF may be clearly observed, specially in the zone of the ėngers, those details appear blurred
in Fig. ǎ.ǉǈa but not in Fig. ǎ.ǉǈb, where a small red dot may be clearly seen for each ėnger.
Moreover, since the heterogeneous sample mixture gets avoided due to a beĨer preservation of
the contours when employing the DBF for matrix regularization, some small or thin structures
appear beĨer represented in Fig. ǎ.ǉǈb. ĉis eﬀect is particularly evident on the runway in the
right part of the image, which appear very noisy in Fig. ǎ.ǉǈa andmuchmore clear in Fig. ǎ.ǉǈb.
Note that since this runway presents a thin structure, the ǋ by ǋmultilookmixes its sampleswith
those around it, resulting in a poorer performance for the BPT representation. ĉis example,
indeed, may serve as an example of the improvement achieved by applying the DBF technique
as a pre-processing step for PolSAR time series datasets.
ǎ.Ǌ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ CļĵłĻĹ AłĵŀŏňĽň
ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ TļĹ B ƥAMĵŉŇĽŎ
When analyzing the term depending on the sample covariancematrices in the diﬀerent dissim-
ilarity measures deėned in Section ǌ.ǉ.ǋ, it may be observed that some of them are based in
the matrix Z ƥB ZA. ĉe revised Wishart measure dsw, deėned in (ǌ.Ǌ), is based on the trace of
thismatrix tr(Z ƥB ZA), whereas the geodesic dissimilaritymeasure dsg is based on the Frobenius
normof thismatrix, as it is deėned in (ǌ.ǋ) in terms of the expressionk log

Z ƥ=ƦB ZAZ
 ƥ=Ʀ
B

kF.
Indeed, this expression is equivalent tok log  Z ƥB ZA kF, since the eigenvaluesofZ ƥ=ƦB ZAZ ƥ=ƦB
are the same than those of Z ƥB ZA.
In fact, this is not a coincidence, as theWishart probability density function, deėned in (Ǌ.ǍǍ)
is also based on the exponential of the trace of this matrix. ĉen, in the following sections, this
matrix is studied from the point of view of its eigenvectors and eigenvalues, in order to obtain a
physical interpretation of the information contained within.
ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ GĹłĹŇĵŀĽŐĹĸ EĽĻĹłŋĵŀŊĹň ĵłĸ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ CŃłŉŇĵňŉ
As mentioned in Section Ǌ.Ǌ, one of the most important properties of wave polarimetry is that
it allows to explore the target response at any other polarization state, through the polarization
synthesis [Ǌǌ]. ĉen, one of the ėrst approaches proposed to explore the diﬀerence between
ǉǏǐ
two targets characterized byA andB covariancematrices was through the polarimetric constrast,
deėned as the ratio between the radar power backscaĨered by the two targets at a particular
polarization state, denoted byw [Ǐǈ]
Pc(A;B;w) =
wHAw
wHBw
: (ǎ.ǉǌ)
Note that the polarimetric contrast Pc is the ratio between two power measures and, con-
sequently it is real and positive valued. For each polarization state, the polarimetric contrast
indicates an increment of power in A respect to B with a value Pc > ƥ, whereas in the case of a
decrease in powerPc < ƥ is obtained. If there is no change in the retrievedpower a value equal to
ǉ is retrieved. ĉis measure may be optimized in order to obtain the optimum polarization state
wopt that maximizes the contrast between the two targets [Ǐǈ]. ĉe mathematical solution to
this optimization process may be found by the Lagrange multipliers method, that corresponds
to the generalized eigenvalues for A and B covariance matrices [Ǐǈ][ǋǋ]
Aw = λBw (ǎ.ǉǍ)
which may be obtained by solving the following equation
det(A  λB) = Ƥ: (ǎ.ǉǎ)
Note that, if the matrix B is invertible, then (ǎ.ǉǍ) may be pre-multiplied by B ƥ in order to
obtain [Ǌǈ]
B ƥAw = λw (ǎ.ǉǏ)
corresponding to the classical eigenvalue equation of the B ƥA matrix, that may be obtained
solving
det(B ƥA  λI) = Ƥ: (ǎ.ǉǐ)
ĉen, the eigenvalues λi of the B ƥA matrix deėne the polarimetric contrast Pc values that
may be obtained. If the eigenvalues are assumed to be sorted λƥ  λƦ  : : :  λp  Ƥ
then themaximumcontrast corresponds to λƥwhereas theminimumcontrast corresponds to λp
[Ǐǈ][ǋǋ]. Moreover, the polarization states that produce the mentioned polarimetric contrast
values denoted by the eigenvalue λi corresponds to its associated eigenvector vi. In the case
of the ǋ by ǋ covariance matrices, λƥ corresponds to the maximum polarimetric contrast, λƧ
to the minimum contrast and λƦ corresponds to a contrast in between these two. It is worth
mentioning that, since the B ƥA matrix is not necessarily hermitian, then the corresponding
ǉǏǑ
eigenvectors vi are not orthogonal to each other.
ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ PļŏňĽķĵŀ IłŉĹŇńŇĹŉĵŉĽŃł Ńĺ PŃŀSARDĽňňĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹň
According to the mathematic analysis performed in Section ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ, the eigenvalues of the B ƥA
matrixmay be interpreted in terms of the polarimetric contrast. Consequently, the dissimilarity
measures that are based on these matrices may also be interpreted in these terms.
ĉe revisedWishart dissimilaritymeasure dsw, is deėned in the form tr(Z ƥB ZA)+ tr(Z ƥA ZB).
Accordingly, this measure may also be expressed as
tr(Z ƥB ZA) + tr(Z ƥA ZB) =
pX
i=ƥ
λi + λ ƥi (ǎ.ǉǑ)
where ZA and ZB are assumed to be p by p covariance matrices and λi represent the generalized
eigenvalues of ZA and ZB matrices. Note that the eigenvalues of Z ƥA ZB are the inverse of the
eigenvalues from Z ƥB ZA.
ĉen, the revised Wishart dissimilarity measure may also be interpreted as the sum of the
polarimetric contrasts and their inverse. In fact, as expressed before, a power reduction in a
particular polarization state will be represented by a polarimetric contrast value Ƥ < Pc < ƥ,
having less importance on tr(Z ƥB ZA) than a power increment, represented by Pc > ƥ. To solve
this issue, the sum is performed over the polarimetric contrast and its inverse in (ǎ.ǉǑ), in order
to give equal importance to changes due to power increments or decrements.
On the other hand, the term corresponding to the covariance matrices of the geodesic dis-
similarity measure dsg, as mentioned before, may be expressed as k log
 
Z ƥB ZA
 kF. ĉen, this
measure may be interpreted in terms of the polarimetric contrast interpretation of the Z ƥB ZA
matrix as
k log

Z ƥ=ƦB ZAZ
 ƥ=Ʀ
B

kF = k log
 
Z ƥB ZA
 kF =
vuut pX
i=ƥ
lnƦ λi: (ǎ.Ǌǈ)
As it may be observed in (ǎ.Ǌǈ), in the geodesic dissimilarity measure the logarithm of the
polarimetric contrast is taken. ĉen, an increment or decrement of power by the same factor
would naturally have the same contribution to the measure, represented by the same positive
or negative logarithm value, respectively. Aěerwards, the euclidean norm of all the ln λi values
is computed, giving equal weight to positive or negative values.
ǉǐǈ
ǎ.Ǌ.ǌ CļĵłĻĹ AłĵŀŏňĽň RĹňŊŀŉň
ĉe previous analysis of the B ƥAmatrices in terms of the polarimetric contrast motivates the
employment of these matrices to characterize the changes that are produced over the diﬀerent
acquisitions in PolSAR time series. In the following an example is shown over two images of the
Flevoland dataset, presented in Section Ǎ.ǋ, corresponding to the acquisitions from April ǉǌth,
ǊǈǈǑ and June ǊǍth, ǊǈǈǑ, respectively. ĉe two original Pauli images of these two acquisitions
may be seen in Fig. Ǎ.ǋ, in page ǉǊǑ.
(a) April 14th, 2009 ﬁltered (b) June 25th, 2009 ﬁltered
Figure 6.11: Pauli RGB images from the TE BPT results with δp =  ƧdB pruning thresh-
old of two Flevoland acquisitions corresponding to April 14th, 2009 and June 25th, 2009
(jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
ĉe entire Flevoland dataset has been processed with the TE BPT representation, as de-
ǉǐǉ
scribed in Section Ǎ.ǋ, and the Pauli representation of the results obtained when employing
a pruning threshold of δp =  ƧdB is shown in Figs. ǎ.ǉǉa and ǎ.ǉǉb, for the same acquisitions
shown inFig. Ǎ.ǋ, corresponding toApril ǉǌth, ǊǈǈǑ and JuneǊǍth, ǊǈǈǑ, respectively. As itmay
be seen, there are signiėcant changes in terms of the observed polarimetric response among the
two acquisitions. On April, as shown in Fig. ǎ.ǉǉa, most of the agricultural ėeld plants are not
grown, resulting into a predominant surface scaĨering, appearing in blue color. On the other
hand, in the acquisition from June, in Fig. ǎ.ǉǉb, most of these ėelds are grown, resulting into
a predominant volume scaĨering from the plants, represented in green color in the Pauli RGB
composition.
With these results from theBPTbased approach, having almost a regionper agricultural ėeld,
the speckle noise reduction achieved over them is considerable, resulting into a reliable estima-
tion of the polarimetric response of the ėeld. ĉen, the previous analysis of the polarimetric
change based on the estimated sample covariance matrices of the two acquisitions Z ƥA ZB may
be employed to interpret the diﬀerences among these two acquisitions.
Fig. ǎ.ǉǊ shows the histograms of each one of the generalized eigenvalues λi between the two
acquisitions depicted in Fig. ǎ.ǉǉ. ĉe horizontal axis represents the value of each eigenvalue in
expressed in dB, according to ƥƤ logƥƤ(λi). As itmay be observed,most of the λƥ values, shown in
Fig. ǎ.ǉǊa, are greater than ǈ, as they correspond to the maximum polarimetric contrast, which
represents an increase of the retrieved power in their corresponding polarization state. On the
other hand,most of the values of λƧ, in Fig. ǎ.ǉǊc, are below ǈ, which implies the opposite eﬀect.
ĉe peak of the second generalized eigenvector λƦ, represented in Fig. ǎ.ǉǊb, is located around
ǈ, indicating no change in terms of the polarimetric contrast. However, most of the λƦ values
are located over the positive values.
In order to see the distribution of the generalized eigenvalues among the scene, Fig. ǎ.ǉǋ
shows the generalized eigenvalues corresponding to the change between these two acquisitions.
As in Fig. ǎ.ǉǊ, the λi values are represented in dB, as depicted in the color bar. ĉe ǈ dB, corre-
sponding to no change, is represented in green, the reddish colors represent an increasewhereas
the blueish values represent a decrease in the retrievedpower. As observed inFig. ǎ.ǉǊ, itmaybe
seen that on λƥ most of the values are positive whereas on λƧ most are negative. However, some
positive values may also be observed in λƧ over some agricultural ėelds, which implies that the
retrieved power has increased for all the polarization states. On λƦ some red areas may be ob-
served in the agricultural ėelds, whereasmost of the other areas appear in green, corresponding
to a polarimetric contrast equal to ǉ, indicating no change.
ǉǐǊ
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Figure 6.12: Histograms of the λi generalized eigenvalues among the two acquisitions
shown in Fig. 6.11 expressed in dB.
Fig. ǎ.ǉǌ depicts the obtained generalized eigenvectors in the Pauli RGB color composition
associated with the eigenvalues represented in Fig. ǎ.ǉǋ. ĉen, Fig. ǎ.ǉǌa represents the Pauli
of the polarization state that produces the maximum contrast whereas Fig. ǎ.ǉǌc correspond to
the polarization state achieving theminimum polarimetric contrast. As it may be observed, the
predominant component of the ėrst eigenvectorsvƥ is the volume scaĨering, appearing in green.
On the vƦ eigenvector, representing also an increase in the retrieved power, more reddish colors
are seen, corresponding todouble bounce. On theother hand, the third eigenvector vƧ, is clearly
blue over the agricultural ėelds. Accordingly, it may be deduced that over the agricultural ėelds
the volumeanddoublebounce scaĨeringprocesseshave increased,mostly corresponding to the
ėrst and second eigenvalues, whereas the smaller contrast is obtained for the surface scaĨering,
ǉǐǋ
(a) λƥ (b) λƦ (c) λƧ
-12 12dB
Figure 6.13: Distribution of the diﬀerent λi generalized eigenvalues among the two acqui-
sitions shown in Fig. 6.11. Results are shown in dB scale.
represented by the third eigenvector. ĉis conclusion in consistent with the physical changes
described before, corresponding to the growing process of the plants in the agricultural ėelds.
ǎ.ǋ RĹĻĽŃł SĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏ ĵłĸHŃŁŃĻĹłĹĽŉŏ
In Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ the region homogeneity based pruning has been deėned. ĉis pruning process
is deėned in terms of a region homogeneity measure which may be interpreted as the average
error that is commiĨed when representing all the pixels of the region by its region model. In
this section, a more generic deėnition of this measure is proposed from a mathematical point
of view. ĉen, the limitation of the previously deėned homogeneity measure are identiėed and
some improvements are proposed to solve them.
In the more general case, a region model space is supposed, denoted by S, and a metric d is
assumed over this space
d : S S! R: (ǎ.Ǌǉ)
ǉǐǌ
(a) Pauli RGB vƥ (b) Pauli RGB vƦ (c) Pauli RGB vƧ
Figure 6.14: Pauli RGB representation of the diﬀerent vi generalized eigenvectors among
the two acquisitions shown in Fig. 6.11 (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
ĉismeasure is, in fact, the point on which all the knowledge of the S spacemay be included,
while focusing on the particular properties of the region model space on that we are interested
on.
ĉen, a set C of N points in this region model space is assumed C = fZƥ;ZƦ; : : : ;ZNg,
where Zƥ;ZƦ; : : : ;ZN 2 S. Note that the mathematical concept of a set of samples may be
directly related with the region concept within the BPT structure or, generally, in any region-
based approach. Accordingly a set homogeneityH(C)measure may be deėned in terms of the
corresponding d metric. First, it is assumed that ZC is the center of mass of C, deėned as, for
instance,
ZC =
ƥ
N
NX
i=ƥ
Zi: (ǎ.ǊǊ)
ĉen, the set homogeneityH(C)may be deėned in terms of the metric d as
H(C) = ƥ
N
NX
i=ƥ
d(Zi;ZC): (ǎ.Ǌǋ)
ǉǐǍ
Fig. ǎ.ǉǍ represents the setC and the computation ofH(C) in terms of the metric d. Indeed,
H(C)may be interpreted as the average distance d from all the C samples to its center of mass
ZC.
Z1
ZC
ZN
d(Z1,ZC)
d(ZN ,ZC)
C
Figure 6.15: Set homogeneity measure deﬁnition. The set C and its center of mass ZC
are represented.
For the region homogeneity based BPT pruning, the relative error homogeneity Φ, has been
deėned in (ǌ.ǉǌ). With the aforementioned notation it may be expressed as
Φ(C) = ƥ
N
NX
i=ƥ
kZi   ZCkƦF
kZCkƦF
; (ǎ.Ǌǌ)
that corresponds to the relative MSE of the region. According to the previous generic homo-
geneity deėnition, in (ǎ.Ǌǋ), it corresponds to theH(C)measure that is obtainedwhen employ-
ing the relative euclidean distance as the dΦ metric
dΦ(A;B) =
kA  BkƦF
kBkƦF
: (ǎ.ǊǍ)
ĉe distance measure d employed for the region homogeneity measure pays an important
role in the obtained results, presumably as important as the role it plays in theBPT construction
process. In fact, the (ǎ.ǊǍ) measure is not adapted to the complex covariance matrix space,
whichmay result into abad estimationof the regionhomogeneity. As opposite, anhomogeneity
measure could be deėned employing a distance measure adapted to the complex covariance
matrix space as, for instance, the revisedWishart similarity measure [ǎǐ]
drw(A;B) = tr(A ƥB) + tr(B ƥA)  Ʀp (ǎ.Ǌǎ)
ǉǐǎ
where p is the size of the p by pmatricesA andB. If the drwmeasure is employed to deėne an ho-
mogeneity measure, as expressed in (ǎ.Ǌǋ), then the homogeneity measureHrw(C) is obtained
as
Hrw(C) =
ƥ
N
NX
i=ƥ
tr(Z ƥi ZC) + tr(Z ƥC Zi)  Ʀp (ǎ.ǊǏ)
In order to analyze the eﬀects of the distance measure employed on the homogeneity mea-
sure, an evaluation process is proposed. For this experiment, two diﬀerent covariance matrices
Cƥ andCƦ are deėned
Cƥ =
264 ƥ Ƥ Ƥ:ƥƤ Ƥ:ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ:ƥ Ƥ ƥ
375 ;CƦ =
264 ƥ Ƥ Ƥ:ƭƤ Ƥ:ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ:ƭ Ƥ ƥ
375 : (ǎ.Ǌǐ)
ĉese matrices are employed to generate two reference sets, A and B, having each one Ǎǈǈǈ
samples following a Wishart distribution with a particular covariance matrix and a number of
looks equal to Ǒ. ĉen, a new set C is computed taking Ǎǈǈǈ samples with diﬀerent proportion
from A and B and its homogeneity is computed. Fig. ǎ.ǉǎ shows the evolution of the homo-
geneitymeasuresΦ(C) andHrw(C), depending on the amount of samples, in ƻ, taken from the
B set. ĉe rest of the required samples to complete the set are taken from the A set.
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Figure 6.16: Evolution of the homogeneity measure versus % of mixture; 0% and 100%
of mixture correspond to selecting all the samples from A and B, respectively.
Fig. ǎ.ǉǎa shows the evolution of the Φ(C) and Hrw(C) homogeneity measures, deėned in
(ǎ.Ǌǌ) and (ǎ.ǊǏ), when the samples of A and B are following a Wishart distribution charac-
ǉǐǏ
terized by the Cƥ and ƥƤCƥ matrices, respectively. As it may be seen, the Φ(C)measure do not
characterize properly the homogeneity of theC set, as it should present a maximumwhen Ǎǈƻ
of samples are taken from each set. On the contrary, theHrw(C)measure, based on theWishart
metric drw, obtains a beĨer plot as it presents a behavior more analogous to the amount of mix-
ture. Moreover, since the Φ(C)measure is not adapted to the covariance matrix space, it may
have low signiėcance when there are changes only on the oﬀ-diagonal elements, as it is domi-
nated by the power. ĉis eﬀect is shown on Fig. ǎ.ǉǎb, having A and B characterized byCƥ and
CƦ matrices, respectively, where the Φ(C) measure obtains an almost Ěat curve, whereas the
Wishart homogeneity Hrw(C) obtains a much beĨer characterization of the C set homogene-
ity.
In a split and merge scenario, as it is the case in the BPT construction algorithm, where dif-
ferent sets are frequently merged, an eﬃcient computation of the homogeneity measure H is
essential to obtain a reasonable computing time. Speciėcally, when the set C is constructed as
the merging of two disjoint sets A and B, that is C = A [ B, H(C) should be computed in
constant time in terms of ZA, ZB, H(A) and H(B). As mentioned in Section ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ, in order to
maintain the BPT construction algorithm complexity at O(nlogn), the region merging merg-
ing process, including the region model and homogeneity calculation, should be computed at
constant time.
For an eﬃcient computation of the Φ measure deėned in (ǎ.Ǌǌ) the Total Sum of Squares
(TSS) [ǉǊǐ] is employed in the BPT construction process. For a given set C, the TSS(C) is
deėned as the sum of squared euclidean distances from all samples to its center of mass. In the
case of the sample covariance matrices employed as a region model, this corresponds to
TSS(C) =
NX
i=ƥ
kZi   ZCkƦF: (ǎ.ǊǑ)
Having this measure, when a new set C is generated by merging A and B, expressed as C =
A[ B, then the corresponding measures Φ(C) andTSS(C) of the new set may be computed in
terms of TSS(A) and TSS(B) as [ǉǊǐ]
TSS(C) = TSS(A) + TSS(B) + kZA   ZBkƦF
NANB
NA + NB
(ǎ.ǋǈ)
whereNA andNB are the number of samples of the sets A and B, respectively. Note that (ǎ.ǋǈ)
does not contain any summation depending on the number of samples and, consequently, it
may be computed in constant time as long as the TSS values for each set are stored. With the
ǉǐǐ
TSS(C) value, the homogeneity measure Φ(C)may be directly computed in constant time as
Φ(C) = ƥ
NCkZCkƦF
TSS(C) (ǎ.ǋǉ)
whereNC = NA + NB correspond to the number of samples of the C set.
ǎ.ǋ.ǉ TļĹ PŇŃĶŀĹŁ Ńĺ ŉļĹ CĹłŉŇŃĽĸ RĹńŇĹňĹłŉĵŉĽŃł
When having a set of pixels A, they are usually characterized by the average sample covariance
ZAC, as mentioned before. When comparing the set A with another set of pixels B, their central
valuesZAC andZBC are compared through themetric measure d, for instance, the revisedWishart
dissimilaritydrw deėned in (ǎ.Ǌǎ). ĉis cluster center comparison is depicted inFig. ǎ.ǉǏ, where
the enveloping of the set of pixels has beenmarked with a dashed line and its central value with
a cross.
Figure 6.17: Representation of the similarity computation between cluster centers employ-
ing the centroid model.
In some situations, the central value of a cluster may not be a good representative of the set
of pixels, specially if it is composed by not homogeneous samples. ĉis eﬀect has been stated in
Section ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ, where the limitations of the sample covariancematrix as a regionmodel were dis-
cussed. In this situation, the central value may even fall outside the cloud of points it represent,
as illustrated inFig. ǎ.ǉǐ. As itmaybe seen, a set of pixels composedbyA[Bhas been compared
with another D employing the central value, as stated before. In this case, the obtained mean
value ZA[BC falls outside the two sets A and B which it represents. Consequently, the obtained
ǉǐǑ
similarity measure drw(ZA[BC ;ZDC) becomes completely unrealistic, as it not represents properly
the similarity between the sets A [ B andD.
Figure 6.18: Similarity comparison between cluster centers may obtain unrealistic results
over inhomogeneous sets.
ĉe issue of the centroid representation previously mentioned, is not a problem of the drw
measure itself, but it is a limitation of the employed model, which is not able to represent such
a situation. More complex models may be employed as a descriptors, taking into account a
mixture of distributions or the data texture, for instance. However, more complicated models
require a larger number of parameters and, consequently, they are more diﬃcult to determine,
requiring a larger number of samples for a reliable estimation.
ǎ.ǋ.Ǌ AŋĹŇĵĻĹ LĽłĿĵĻĹ DĽňňĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹň
In order to solve the previous problem, instead of deėning a more complex model, another
possibility is to avoid the need for a parametric model and the necessity of cluster similarity
computation within this model space. Having deėned the drw similarity between points, the
average linkage between all the cluster values, also known as Unweighted Pair Group Method
with Arithmetic mean (UPGMA) [ǉǉǋ], may be used, in order to avoid the employment of a
representative value. ĉis similarity measure, denoted as dal may be deėned as
dal(A;B) =
ƥ
NaNb
NaX
i=ƥ
NbX
j=ƥ
drw(ZAi ;ZBj ) (ǎ.ǋǊ)
As it may be seen, it is a similar concept to the generic homogeneity measure (ǎ.Ǌǋ) but, in
ǉǑǈ
this case, thedistance is evaluatedbetweeneachpossible pair of values of the two sets compared.
ĉis idea has been represented in Fig. ǎ.ǉǑ.
Figure 6.19: Similarity comparison between two sets employing an average linkage
Wishart measure.
If this average linkage measure is employed to analyze the similarity between not homoge-
neous sets, as in the scenario depicted inFig. ǎ.ǉǐ, amore appropriatemeasuremaybeobtained.
ĉis situation has been represented in Fig. ǎ.Ǌǈ
Figure 6.20: Similarity comparison between the inhomogeneous sets A [ B and D employ-
ing the average linkage measure.
ǉǑǉ
ǎ.ǋ.ǋ TļĹ ZY RĹĻĽŃłMŃĸĹŀ
ĉe previous average linkage Wishart similarity measure between two sets may take into ac-
count data inhomogeneity and also the texture of the two diﬀerent pixel sets. Moreover, it is
not assuming any shape over the points sets, being able to compute the similarity between ar-
bitrary collections of points. ĉe only assumption performed is embedded within the metric d
employed for the computation, which corresponds to the geometry of the space. However, the
computation of dal may be very resource consuming as it requires to compare all the possible
pixel pairs through the dsw measure, that is Na  Nb comparisons, as it may be deduced from
(ǎ.ǋǊ).
Nonetheless, in order to avoid this computational explosion, an extension to the centroid
representation is proposed. Expanding the drw measure (ǎ.Ǌǎ) into (ǎ.ǋǊ)
dal(A;B) =
ƥ
NaNb
0@ NaX
i=ƥ
NbX
j=ƥ
tr(ZA ƥi ZBj ) +
NaX
i=ƥ
NbX
j=ƥ
tr(ZB ƥj ZAi )
1A  Ʀp (ǎ.ǋǋ)
the linear properties of the matrix trace may be applied to obtain
dal(A;B) =
ƥ
NaNb
0@tr
0@ NaX
i=ƥ
NbX
j=ƥ
ZA ƥi ZBj
1A+ tr
0@ NaX
i=ƥ
NbX
j=ƥ
ZB ƥj ZAi
1A1A  Ʀp
=
ƥ
NaNb
0@tr
0@ NaX
i=ƥ
ZA ƥi
NbX
j=ƥ
ZBj
1A+ tr
0@ NbX
j=ƥ
ZB ƥj
NaX
i=ƥ
ZAi
1A1A  Ʀp: (ǎ.ǋǌ)
Note that, as stated before, the center of a set of pixels Amay be computed as
ZAC =
ƥ
Na
NaX
i=ƥ
ZAi : (ǎ.ǋǍ)
Similarly, the average of its inverses may be deėned, which in the following will be referred
to as YAC
YAC =
ƥ
Na
NaX
i=ƥ
ZA ƥi : (ǎ.ǋǎ)
With this notation, the average linkageWishart similarity measure dal deėned in (ǎ.ǋǌ) may
ǉǑǊ
also be expressed in terms of these matrices
dal(A;B) =
ƥ
NaNb
 
tr
 
NaNbYACZBC

+ tr
 
NaNbYBCZAC
  Ʀp
= tr
 
YACZBC

+ tr
 
YBCZAC
  Ʀp: (ǎ.ǋǏ)
In the following, this set representation based on the YC and the ZC average matrices will be
called the ZYmodel. Employing this idea, as itmay be seen, the computation of the dalmeasure
maybe as simple as the computationof the classical symmetricWishart similaritymeasure (ǌ.Ǌ)
or even faster, as it just requires twomatrixmultiplication and trace computations, not requiring
any matrix inversion. On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of requiring a larger amount
of memory, as two diﬀerent matrices,Z and Y, are stored in themodel. ĉe computation of the
union model of two sets A [ Bmay also be easily obtained as
ZA[BC =
NaZAC + NbZBC
Na + Nb
(ǎ.ǋǐ)
YA[BC =
NaYAC + NbYBC
Na + Nb
: (ǎ.ǋǑ)
It is worth mentioning that this model requires an initial ėltering or matrix regularization of
the original data, in order to have full-rank matrices. ĉe computation of the Ymatrix requires
invertible original pixelmatrices. ĉisproblemmaybe circumventedby applying an initial small
multilook ėltering or by amore complex adaptive ėltering in order to preserve the resolution of
the original data, as, for instance, the proposedDBF technique [ǉǋ], proposed in Section ǎ.ǉ.ǉ.
Additionally, the YACZBC matrices allow a similar interpretation to the A ƥBmatrices studied
in Section ǎ.Ǌ, as they correspond to the average of these matrices for each pair of points of the
two sets.
ĉe proposed ZY model also allows the eﬃcient computation of the Wishart homogeneity
measureHrw(A) deėned in (ǎ.ǊǏ). To do so, the same mathematical development may be ap-
ǉǑǋ
plied to compare all the points of the region Awith its average sample covariance matrix ZAC
Hrw(A) =
ƥ
NA
NAX
i=ƥ
d(ZAi ;ZAC)
=
ƥ
NA
NAX
i=ƥ

tr

ZA ƥi ZAC

+ tr

ZA ƥC Zi

  Ʀp
=
ƥ
NA
 
NAX
i=ƥ
tr

ZA ƥi ZAC

+
NAX
i=ƥ
tr

ZA ƥC ZAi
!
  Ʀp
=
ƥ
NA
 
tr
 
NAX
i=ƥ
ZA ƥi ZAC
!
+ tr
 
ZA ƥC
NAX
i=ƥ
ZAi
!!
  Ʀp
=
ƥ
NA
 
tr
 
NAX
i=ƥ
ZA ƥi ZAC
!
+ NAtr

ZA ƥC ZAC
!
  Ʀp
=
ƥ
NA
 
tr
 
NAX
i=ƥ
ZA ƥi ZAC
!!
  p
= tr
 
ƥ
NA
NAX
i=ƥ
ZA ƥi ZAC
!
  p
which yields to the expression
Hrw(A) = tr(YACZAC)  p: (ǎ.ǌǈ)
If instead of the Wishart homogeneity Hrw(A), the average distance among all the A points
is evaluated, that is, dal(A;A), then it may be obtained
dal(A;A) = Ʀtr(YACZAC)  Ʀp = ƦHrw(A): (ǎ.ǌǉ)
ĉis expression may be easily obtained from (ǎ.ǋǏ) when ZBC = ZAC and YBC = YAC.
However, in this case, the eigenvalues of the YACZAC matrix do not correspond to the average
polarimetric contrast. Note that this measure is deėned among all the points within the same
setA and, consequently, instead of change, itmay be interpreted as the homogeneity or variabil-
ity within A. As it may be deduced from (ǎ.ǊǏ), in this case, YACZAC corresponds to the average
of ZA ƥi ZAj + ZA
 ƥ
j ZAi , for each pair of points ZAi and ZAj within A. Equivalently, its eigenvalues
correspond to the average of the generalized eigenvalues and its inverse λi + λ ƥi as it is based
on the Wishart measure, that may be deėned in the same terms, as denoted in (ǎ.ǉǑ). Con-
sequently, the eigenvalues of the YACZAC matrix, denoted as λYZi , are always larger than ǉ, that
ǉǑǌ
is, λYZi  ƥ 8i. ĉen, their value may be interpreted as amount of variability in the A set, in
terms of the Wishart dissimilarity measure. ĉe larger the λYZi , the larger the variability on the
corresponding polarization state deėned by the associated eigenvector vYZi .
ǎ.ǋ.ǌ PŃŀSAR TĽŁĹ SĹŇĽĹň ZY RĹĻĽŃłMŃĸĹŀ EŎŉĹłňĽŃł
When processing PolSAR time series, as described in Section Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ, the temporal evolution of
the target may be included within the region model in order to improve its characterization,
assuming that a target is deėned by its polarimetric temporal evolution. ĉis assumption, then,
leads to the extended Ze model, deėned in (Ǎ.Ǌ), on page ǉǊǉ.
Similarly, the extended Ye matrix can be deėned, following the same rationale
Ye =
0BBBB@
Yƥƥ       
  YƦƦ     
... ... . . . ...
       YNN
1CCCCA (ǎ.ǌǊ)
where N represents the number of acquisitions in the dataset and Yii represents the Y matrix
corresponding to the i-th acquisition, as expressed in (ǎ.ǋǎ). On (ǎ.ǌǊ), the oﬀ-diagonal el-
ements other than the ones contained within the Yii matrices are not considered, as only the
polarimetric information will be employed in the following. With the ZAe and YAe matrices, the
extendedWishart homogeneity measureHrwe(A) of the region A can be computed as
Hrwe(A) =
ƥ
N
NX
i=ƥ
tr(YAiiZAii )  p (ǎ.ǌǋ)
Similarly, the extended average linkage dale(A;B) dissimilarity measure may also be deėned
in terms of the extended Ze and Ye matrices of the A and B regions
dale(A;B) =
ƥ
N
NX
i=ƥ
 
tr(YAiiZBii) + tr(YBiiZAii )
  Ʀp: (ǎ.ǌǌ)
Additionally, a temporal stability measure tsal(A) may be deėned in the same way as the ts
measure deėned in (Ǎ.Ǎ), on page ǉǌǌ, but in terms of the average linkage dissimilaritymeasure
dal
tsal(A) =
Ʀ
N(N  ƥ)
NX
i=ƥ
NX
j=i+ƥ
 
tr(YAiiZAjj ) + tr(YAjjZAii )
  Ʀp: (ǎ.ǌǍ)
ǉǑǍ
ǎ.ǋ.Ǎ CŃŁńĵŇĽňŃłŌĽŉļ CŃŋĵŇĽĵłķĹMĵŉŇĽŎ ĵłĸ SĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉĽĹň
To see the beneėts obtained when employing the ZY regionmodel in combination the average
linkage similaritymeasures, the Flevoland andBarcelona datasets, presented in Sections Ǎ.ǋ and
Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ have been processed with the TE BPT employing the average linkage dale dissimilarity
measure for BPT construction and the extendedWishart homogeneityHrwe for pruning.
(a) TE BPT, dg, Φe, δp =  ƧdB (b) TE BPT, dale , Hrwe , δp = ƪdB
Figure 6.21: Pauli RGB images of the ﬁrst acquisition from the TE BPT results over the
Flevoland dataset processed with the dg and Φe measures over the classical model and with
dale and Hrwe dissimilarity and homogeneity measures over the ZY model (jShh + Svvj, jShv +
Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Fig. ǎ.Ǌǉ shows the ėrst acquisition of the processed Flevoland dataset when employing the
previously proposed extended region model Ze, dissimilarity and homogeneity measures, de-
ǉǑǎ
ėned in Sections Ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ and Ǎ.ǋ, in comparisonwith theZYmodel and the dale andHrwe measures
deėned in Section ǎ.ǋ.ǌ. It is worth mentioning that since the extended Wishart homogeneity
measure Hrwe is based on a diﬀerent measure than Φe, a diﬀerent range of values of the prun-
ing threshold δp parameter are required in both situations in order to obtain a similar result.
ĉen, in Fig. ǎ.Ǌǉa a pruning threshold δp =  ƧdB has been employed whereas on Fig. ǎ.Ǌǉb a
δp = ƪdB value has been set in order to obtain a comparable level of detail in the results.
Apparently Fig. ǎ.Ǌǉa and ǎ.Ǌǉb present similar results but, when they are examined in detail,
some diﬀerences may be observed. Figs. ǎ.ǊǊa and ǎ.ǊǊb show a detail of these results over the
ėrst acquisition. It may be observed, in the leě part of the image, some green ėelds correspond-
ing to zones that are vegetated among all the acquisitions of the Flevoland dataset. ĉese areas
presumably have a larger spatial variability or texture and, consequently, they appear segmented
intomany regions in Fig. ǎ.ǊǊa. Due to this larger variability, the classicalZe is not able to prop-
erly group all these small regions as it is not able to model inhomogeneous regions accurately.
When the ZY model is employed beĨer results are obtained, as observed in Fig. ǎ.ǊǊb, since
the average linkage dissimilarity measure dale and the revised Wishart homogeneity measure
Hrwe are more suited for the comparison and modeling of heterogeneous regions, as they are
not based on the centroid representation, as stated in Section ǎ.ǋ.Ǌ. With this approach these
areas are properly merged together and they appear as a single region. To see more clearly this
eﬀect, Figs. ǎ.ǊǊc and ǎ.ǊǊd show only the contours between the regions obtained. It may be
observed that over the agricultural areas on the right part of the image both approaches achieve
similar results whereas, for these ėelds having high spatial variability, only the ZYmodel is able
to properly identify and separate them. Indeed, when employing the ZY model, no signiėcant
diﬀerence is observed on the results obtained among these ėelds and the other ones.
ĉe Barcelona dataset has been also processed employing the TE BPT with the ZY model
and the dale and Hrwe dissimilarity and homogeneity measures. Fig. ǎ.Ǌǋb shows the temporal
stability tsal measure results, deėned in (ǎ.ǌǍ), obtained employing this representation. ĉese
results are compared with the ones obtained in Fig. ǎ.Ǌǋa employing the classical model, dis-
similarity and homogeneity measures for the TE BPT and the temporal stability measure ts, as
described in Section Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ. In these results, the DBF technique, deėned in Section ǎ.ǉ.ǉ, has
been employed for matrix regularization in both cases.
As it may be observed in Fig. ǎ.Ǌǋ, the average linkage concept may also improve the results
obtained in terms of the temporal stabilitymeasure. When employing the tsal measure based on
this notion, the same changes are detected but amuch larger contrastmay be observed between
the change and no change areas. Note that with the ZYmodel the diﬀerent regions of the scene
ǉǑǏ
(a) Pauli, dg, Φe, δp =  ƧdB (b) Pauli, dale , Hrwe , δp = ƪdB
(c) Contours, dg, Φe, δp =  ƧdB (d) Contours, dale , Hrwe , δp = ƪdB
Figure 6.22: Pauli RGB detail images and contours of the ﬁrst acquisition from the TE
BPT results over the Flevoland dataset processed with the dg and Φe measures over the
classical model and with dale and Hrwe dissimilarity and homogeneity measures over the ZY
model (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
maybe beĨer identiėed, specially those having large spatial variability, as seen before. Addition-
ally, the tsal measure is able to calculate more accurately the polarimetric changes among these
regions, as it employs all the pixel values instead of the centroid, resulting into a more reliable
temporal stability outcome. In fact, the results in Fig. ǎ.Ǌǋb are less noisy and more contrasted
than those on Fig. ǎ.Ǌǋa, being easier to identify the corresponding changes over the scene.
ǉǑǐ
(a) Geo-coded ts, TE BPT with the classical model and dg and Φe
ts
0
3
(b) Geo-coded tsal , TE BPT with the ZY model and dale and Hrwe
tsal
0
10
Figure 6.23: Geo-coded temporal stability measures ts and tsal over the Barcelona dataset
employing the TE BPT with the classical model and dg and Φe measures and the ZY
model with dale and Hrwe dissimilarity and homogeneity measures. In both cases the DBF
technique has been employed for matrix regularization with 5x5 local window V, 3 itera-
tions of the weight reﬁnement scheme, and dpw; σs = Ʀ; σp = Ƥ:ƨ parameters.
ǉǑǑ
Ǌǈǈ
To get diﬀerent results, you have to do something diﬀerent.
Albert Einstein
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Multidimensional SARData Classiėcation
TļĹ BPT ļĵň ńŇŃŋĹł to be a useful multidimensional SAR data representation for diﬀerent
applications. As described in Chapter ǋ, it is a region-based approach that describes homoge-
neous connected areas of the image. Going one step further in this direction, diﬀerent areas of
the scene identiėed by some particular traits may be grouped together into classes. ĉe process
of assigning the diﬀerent samples, or regions, from the data into a ėnite set of classes is known as
classiėcation. ĉis chapter introduces some progress that has been developed within the course
of this thesis in this ėeld, based on the BPT representation and concepts.
As indicated in Section Ǌ.ǌ, classiėcation techniques may be decomposed into two main
types: supervisedandunsupervisedclassiėcation. Onsupervisedclassiėcation, an initial knowl-
edge of the scene is required in order to provide the training set, which is a set of regions that
are known to belong to each class. ĉen, the rest of the data is assigned into one of the supplied
classes by the technique. On unsupervised classiėcation no a priori knowledge of the scene or
classes is assumed and, consequently, the technique automatically deėnes the classes according
to the most diﬀerentiated areas of the data.
ĉe ėrst section of this chapter deėnes a supervised classiėcation technique taking into ac-
count the same similaritymeasures that have been employed for theBPTbased processing. ĉe
Ǌǈǉ
second section employs the k-means clustering approach to obtain unsupervised classiėcation
results from theBPTpruning results. It is worthmentioning that, since these techniques are de-
ėned in terms of the BPT, they may also be applied to the previously described representations
for PolSAR images and also for PolSAR time series datasets, providing a classiėcation technique
that naturally takes into account the temporal evolution of the scene.
Ǐ.ǉ SĽŁĽŀĵŇ RĹĻĽŃłň SŊńĹŇŋĽňĹĸ CŀĵňňĽĺĽķĵŉĽŃł
ĉeproposedBPTconstruction process, described in Section ǋ.Ǌ, is based on an iterativemerg-
ing of the two most similar adjacent regions on the scene. ĉe conceptual framework behind
this idea is based on the similarity measures, which evaluate the closeness among two regions.
Moreover, these measures have been adapted to the extended model for processing PolSAR
time series, as described in Section Ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ. It has been shown that taking into account the polari-
metric temporal evolution of the target results into an increase of region diﬀerentiation. In fact,
this information may also be useful for classifying the diﬀerent regions of the scene.
As mentioned before, the BPT pruning process results into a set of homogeneous regions
of the image. Note that, for a region-based supervised classiėcation approach, a training set
should be provided consisting of a collection of regions for each class. Accordingly, in order
to obtain a supervised classiėcation technique based on the BPT, the same similarity measures
employed for its construction may be employed also to identify the closest training region of
any prunednode, but, in this case, without the termdepending on the region size. Note that this
termwas incorporated for theBPTconstruction process, in order to ensure a propermulti-scale
structure while favoring the merging of smaller regions ėrst. In this case, the aim is to deėne a
classiėcation technique independent of the region size. ĉen, the geodesic similarity measure
dgc, for instance, may be employed for classiėcation, based on the geodesic measure dg, deėned
in (Ǎ.ǋ) on page ǉǊǌ
dgc(A;B) =
vuut NX
i=ƥ
logZ ƥ=ƦAii ZBiiZ ƥ=ƦAii ƦF (Ǐ.ǉ)
where ZAii stands for the sample covariance matrix of the i-th acquisition within the extended
region model Ze of the region A.
Fig. Ǐ.ǉ shows an example of this classiėcationprocedure in theFlevolandPolSAR time series
dataset, described in Section Ǎ.ǋ. In this case, the classical ǋ by ǋ multilook has been employed
as initial ėltering and the extended geodesic dg and Φe measures for TE BPT construction and
ǊǈǊ
pruning, respectively. In the pruning process a δp =  ƧdB threshold parameter has been em-
ployed, corresponding, then, to the same results shownpreviously in Fig. Ǎ.ǌb, on page ǉǋǈ, and
analyzed in Section Ǎ.ǋ. Fig. Ǐ.ǉa shows the value of the proposed dgc measure, as described in
(Ǐ.ǉ), corresponding to the similarity to the regionmarked inmagenta in this ėgure. In order to
obtain the similar regions to a given one, a maximum value may be set over the similarity mea-
sure in order to obtain a mask, as shown in Figs. Ǐ.ǉb and Ǐ.ǉc. As it may be observed, a larger
value of this threshold parameter results into a larger amount of similar regions. Note that these
results correspond to the set of regions of the dataset that are following a similar polarimetric
temporal evolution among all the ǐ diﬀerent acquisitions of the dataset.
(a) dgc similarity values (b) Similar regions dgc < Ʀ (c) Similar regions dgc < Ʀ:ƦƩ
dgc0 8
Figure 7.1: Region similarity to the ﬁeld marked in magenta in (a). A threshold over the
similarity measure conforms a similar regions classiﬁcation, as represented in (b) and (c).
In order to obtain a supervised classiėcation of the data a certain number of classes are pro-
vided within the training set and, consequently, each region is assigned to the class of the most
similar region of this set. Over the Flevoland dataset, a ground truth classiėcation of the agri-
cultural ėelds is available, represented in Fig. Ǐ.Ǌ. ĉis ground truth has been built by collecting
the information related with the crop type in ground, provided as part of the ESA AgriSAR
Ǌǈǋ
Figure 7.2: Flevoland agricultural crop type ground truth. Each color represents a type of
crop.
ǊǈǈǑ campaign. Note that only a part of this ground truth falls within the scene covered by the
Flevoland dataset, shown in Fig. Ǎ.ǋ.
From the ground truth presented in Fig. Ǐ.Ǌ, ǌ diﬀerent types of crop has been selected for
classiėcation: winterwheat, onions, sugarbeet andpotatoes. ĉese crop typeshasbeen selected
since a large number of these ėelds may be found within the scene of the Flevoland dataset
presented before. As a training set, two ėelds have been randomly selected for each crop type.
ĉen, the obtained polarimetric temporal evolution for each pruned region of the TE BPT has
been tested for similarity, according to the dgc measure, to these training set ėelds. Accordingly,
they have been assigned to the class of the most similar training ėeld. In order to avoid the
labeling of very diﬀerent areas of the scene, a threshold of dgc < Ʀ:Ʃ has been set for all the
region similarity, as represented in Fig. Ǐ.ǉ. ĉus, those regions that have a similarity above Ʀ:Ʃ
from all the ėelds of the training set are not labeled.
ĉe corresponding supervised classiėcation results are shown in Fig. Ǐ.ǋ. On this ėgure, the
pruned regions have been ėlled according to the color of the class they have been assigned to,
whereas the contours of the ėelds have been colored according to the ground truth data. Al-
though there are some regionsmiss-classiėed, a high degree of successmay be observed among
the agricultural ėelds. From this results it may be inferred that a reliable supervised classiėca-
tion resultsmaybeobtainedwhenemploying theTEBPT for scene type classiėcation, specially
over agricultural ėelds.
Ǌǈǌ
Figure 7.3: Geo-coded Flevoland agricultural crop type supervised classiﬁcation results
and ground truth. The regions are ﬁlled according to their classiﬁcation result whereas the
contours of each ﬁeld are represented with the color of the ground truth data. Colors cor-
respond to Winter wheat, Sugar beet, Potatoes and Onions.
ĉis performance is mainly achieved due to taking into account the complete polarimet-
ric temporal evolution of the agricultural ėelds, as it increases substantially the diﬀerentiation
among them, as it has been stated in Section Ǎ.ǋ. In order to see clearly the beneėts of employ-
ing this information in practice, the same supervised classiėcation approach has been employed
over the dataset conformed only by the ėrst acquisition. Fig. Ǐ.ǌ shows a detail of the results ob-
tained aěer applying this technique with diﬀerent types of ėltering processes. Fig. Ǐ.ǌa corre-
spond to the detail of the results shown in Fig. Ǐ.ǋ, employing the TE BPT over the whole time
series dataset, having ǐ acquisitions. On the other hand, Fig. Ǐ.ǌb shows the results obtained
when applying the same TE BPT and supervised classiėcation techniques over the ėrst acqui-
sition only of the Flevoland dataset. Note that on each result of Fig. Ǐ.ǌ a diﬀerent type of data
or ėltering is employed and, then, the applied threshold values for the dgc similarity measure
have been tuned in each case in order to obtain comparable results. As it may be observed, the
performance of the obtained classiėcation decreases substantially when only one acquisition
is available, specially for Winter wheat and Onions classes. Probably, these classes are mainly
distinguished by their polarimetric temporal evolution and only one image may be not enough
in order to properly identify them.
ǊǈǍ
(a) TE BPT employing 8 acquisitions, dgc < Ʀ:Ʃ
(b) TE BPT employing 1 acquisition, dgc < Ƥ:Ʃ
(c) 7x7 multilook employing 8 acquisitions, dgc < Ƨ:Ʃ
Figure 7.4: Comparison of geo-coded Flevoland agricultural crop type supervised classiﬁ-
cation results for the TE BPT employing 8 and 1 acquisition and for the 7 by 7 multilook
employing the 8 acquisitions. Colors correspond to Winter wheat, Sugar beet, Potatoes and
Onions.
Ǌǈǎ
Additionally, in order to reĚect the beneėts of employing the TE BPT representation for ho-
mogeneous region segmentation and ėltering, Fig. Ǐ.ǌc shows the results obtained aěer apply-
ing the same supervised classiėcation employed in Figs. Ǐ.ǋ and Ǐ.ǌa over the ǐ original images
ėltered with a Ǐ by Ǐ multilook. Note that, in this case, the polarimetric temporal evolution
among all the acquisitions is also available but estimated employing the multilook instead of
the TE BPT. ĉerefore, roughly the same areas than on Fig. Ǐ.ǌa may be guessed in Fig. Ǐ.ǌc
but they are considerably more noisy as they are more contaminated due to the speckle. ĉis
example clearly shows the advantage of employing the TE BPT for segmentation and polari-
metric estimation. Since it results into almost one region per agricultural ėeld, the eﬀect of the
speckle noise over the data is strongly reduced producing a noticeably clearer result. Moreover,
as it is a region-based approach, the classiėcation process over the BPT is signiėcantly more ef-
ėcient from a computational point of view, as it has to test the dgc measure only once per region
instead of once per pixel as in the case of the Ǐ by Ǐ multilook.
Ǐ.Ǌ K-MĹĵłň UłňŊńĹŇŋĽňĹĸ CŀĵňňĽĺĽķĵŉĽŃł
ĉis section is focused on the deėnition of an unsupervised classiėcation technique based on
the BPT representation. Indeed, the results shown on the previous section suggest that, due to
the clear diﬀerentiation among the diﬀerent agricultural ėelds, an unsupervised classiėcation
technique may be useful to determine automatically the diﬀerent areas of the scene.
In machine learning and data mining the clustering or cluster analysis is the process of group-
ing samples in such a way that the samples within a group or cluster are more similar to each
other than those in other groups. ĉen, it corresponds to the unsupervised classiėcation proce-
dure. ĉe k-means is a well-known method for cluster analysis in data mining [ǑǊ]. Moreover
this technique may be also deėned in similar terms to those of the BPT based processing. ĉe
following sections describe and analyze a PolSARclassiėcation technique based on the k-means
clustering.
Ǐ.Ǌ.ǉ K-MĹĵłň DĹĺĽłĽŉĽŃł ĵłĸ LĽŁĽŉĵŉĽŃłň
ĉe k-means concept was originally employed for signal processing [ǉǉǌ] as proposed by S.
Lloyd [ǐǎ]. However, the ėrst algorithm was published by E.W. Forgy [Ǎǉ] and, consequently,
it is also referred to as the Lloyd-Forgy algorithm.
Originally, in the k-means clustering approach, a set of n multidimensional observations,
which are denoted by (xƥ; xƦ; : : : ; xn), are assigned to a ėnite k sets S = (Sƥ; SƦ; : : : ; Sk), having
ǊǈǏ
k  n, in order to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares
argmin
S
kX
i=ƥ
X
xj2Si
kxj   μikƦ (Ǐ.Ǌ)
where μi refers to themean of all the observations assigned to Si. For region-based PolSAR data
and time series datasets, the xj and μi may be considered as region models, corresponding to
the sample covariance matrices Z or the extended Ze matrices.
ĉe k-means is an iterative algorithm that may be decomposed into two main alternating
stages, assignment and update steps:
ǉ. During the assignment step, each observation is tested for similarity among all the cluster
centers μi. Finally, it is assigned to the set Si having the closest center μi. ĉat is, for the
iteration t, the set S(t)i may be deėned as
S(t)i =
n
xp : d(xp; μ(t)i )  d(xp; μ(t)j ) 8j; ƥ  j  k
o
(Ǐ.ǋ)
where d(xp; μ(t)i ) denotes the distance between the p observation and the mean of the
i-th cluster at iteration t.
Originally, the distance d refers to the squared euclidean distance de, deėned as
de(xp; μ(t)i ) = kxp   μ(t)i kƦ; (Ǐ.ǌ)
but for PolSAR data any of the previously deėned dissimilarity measures without the re-
gion size termmay be employed as, for instance, the dgc measure deėned in (Ǐ.ǉ). Note,
however, that this fact involves that (Ǐ.Ǌ) is not fulėlled, as they correspond to distinct
measures. Additionally, in order to fulėll a similar expression when substituting the eu-
clidean de by the geodesic dgc measure, the cluster means μi should also be computed ac-
cording to the geodesic mean [ǊǊ], to be consistent with the space geometry employed
in the similarity measure, which is not the case.
Ǌ. In theupdate step themeansor centroidsμi are re-computed for eachclusterSi, according
to the new assignments performed during the previous assignment step. ĉis may also
be expressed as
μ(t+ƥ)i =
ƥ
jS(t)i j
X
xj2S(t)i
xj (Ǐ.Ǎ)
where jS(t)i j denotes the cardinality of the S(t)i set.
Ǌǈǐ
ĉese two steps are repeated until a convergence criterion is achieved, usually when there is
no change among the assignments or when a given number of iterations has been performed.
It is worth mentioning that ėnding the exact or optimum solution of the k-means method
is a NP-hard problem [ǌǍ]. ĉis means that no solution is known in a polynomial execution
time and, consequently, an exact solution may not be found in practice even for relatively small
datasets due to the large computational complexity. ĉe Lloyd-Forgy algorithm previously de-
scribed corresponds to an approximation of the problem. ĉerefore, this algorithm typically
converges to a local optimum but, however, there is no guarantee that it converges to the global
optimum. In fact, the performance of the results obtained strongly depends on the initial clus-
ter assignments, also called seeds. As a consequence, some initialization methods have been
proposed in order to perform a robust initialization for diﬀerent types of data. Accordingly, in
Section Ǐ.Ǌ.Ǌ, an initialization method is adapted for the PolSAR data BPT pruning results.
It should benoted that theWishart classiėcation technique [ǐǉ], previously described in Sec-
tion Ǌ.ǌ.Ǌ, may also be considered as a k-means clustering algorithm, as it is based on the same
principles. In this case, the employed polarimetric distance dwc(Zp;Ci) between the estimated
covariance matrices of the p sample Zp and the cluster centerCi may be considered as
dwc(Zp;Ci) = ln jCij+ tr(C ƥi Zp): (Ǐ.ǎ)
Note, however, that this technique is limited to ǐ or ǉǎ classes, depending on the initializa-
tion employed, that is, the H/α or the H/A/α classiėcation. Indeed, since PolSAR data are
strongly contaminated by speckle noise, a good initialization of the cluster centers is crucial in
order to obtain meaningful results. ĉen, the initial classiėcation based onH/A/α parameters
is employed as it provides a reasonably good initialization at the cost of restricting the number
of classes parameters k.
Ǐ.Ǌ.Ǌ RŃĶŊňŉ IłĽŉĽĵŀĽŐĵŉĽŃł ĺŃŇ K-MĹĵłň: K-MĹĵłň++
Asmentionedpreviously, the initializationor seedingprocess is crucial for the k-meansmethod.
Moreover, this process is even more important for PolSAR data, since it is strongly contami-
nated by speckle.
Recently, the k-means++ [ǉǑ] method has been proposed in order to generate a robust ini-
tialization for the k-means technique. It speciėes a randomized procedure to initialize the clus-
ter centers, prior to the k-means clustering. A randomized algorithm employs some degree of
randomness to guide its behavior in order to achieve a good performance in the average case
[Ǒǎ]. Under some situations, only randomized algorithms are able to ensure a certain level of
ǊǈǑ
approximation to general problems [ǌǎ]. In this regard, with the k-means++ initialization, the
Lloyd-Forgy algorithm previously described is guaranteed to ėnd an expected approximation
ratio O(log k) to the optimal k-means solution [ǉǑ], where k refers to the number of clusters.
Note that the original k-means algorithmmay ėnd clusters arbitrarily worse than the optimum
[ǎǏ].
In order to obtain a good initialization of the k cluster centers, they should be spread out
around the range of values of the dataset. ĉis is, indeed, the intuition behind the k-means++
approach. It initializes each of the cluster centers to one sample of the dataset, trying to en-
sure that all the obtained centers are far away from each other. ĉe k-means++ initialization
algorithmmay be described according to the following steps:
ǉ. ĉe ėrst cluster Sƥ gets initialized to one sample taken uniformly random among all the
samples of the dataset. If the sample xk has been chosen, the corresponding ėrst cluster
center is set to it accordingly μƥ = xk.
Ǌ. For each data sample xi, the minimum distanceDm(i) between it and the nearest center
μj of the already chosen sets Sc already chosen is computed
Dm(i) = argmin
j2Sc
d(xi; μj): (Ǐ.Ǐ)
ǋ. A new cluster Sn is assigned to a new sample xi, which is chosen randomly according to
a weighted probability proportional to Dm(i)Ʀ for each sample i. ĉat is, the probability
P(i) of choosing the xi sample as the new cluster center μn may be deėned as
P(i) = Dm(i)
ƦPn
j=ƥ Dm(j)Ʀ
: (Ǐ.ǐ)
ǌ. ĉe steps Ǌ and ǋ are repeated until the k diﬀerent sets have been initialized.
Ǎ. Finally, the standard k-means clustering process, deėned in Section Ǐ.Ǌ.ǉ, is applied with
this initialization.
In order to apply the k-means++method previously described for PolSARdata and temporal
series, the dissimilarity measures may be employed over the sample covariance matrices. For
instance, the dgc measure, deėned in (Ǐ.ǉ), may be applied. However, in order to apply this
algorithm over the regions obtained from the BPT, some changes have to be made. Note that
the k-means++ is a randomized algorithm and, since regions of diﬀerent sizesmay be found, the
number of samples for each region has to be taken into account.
Ǌǉǈ
ĉe k-means++ is a randomized algorithm that deėnes a probability for choosing each one
of the input samples. However, the BPT is a region-based approach and, consequently, each
region is composed by an arbitrary number of samples. ĉen, the probability P(i) of selecting
the sample i, deėned in (Ǐ.ǐ), may be redeėned in a region-based fashion as Pr(i), taking into
account the region size parameter
Pr(i) =
Dm(i)Ʀ  NiPNR
j=ƥ Dm(j)Ʀ  Nj
(Ǐ.Ǒ)
where Ni refers to the number of samples of the region i and NR refers to the total number of
pruned regions.
ĉe computation of this initialization may be much more complex than employing a ran-
dom or ėxed seeding as, for instance, the ėxed H/α or H/A/α initial classiėcation. ĉen, the
k-means++ requires an additional amount of time to the classical k-means technique. However,
according to the authors, the k-means classiėcation may converge faster due to a beĨer initial-
ization, resulting into a global processing time reduction [ǉǑ].
Ǐ.Ǌ.ǋ OŊŉŀĽĹŇ DĹŉĹķŉĽŃł ĵłĸ RĹŁŃŋĵŀ ĺŃŇ K-MĹĵłň
In statistics, an outlier may be considered as an observation that is unusually distant from other
observations [ǎǊ]. An outlier observation may be produced due to the inherent variability in
the observation or due to an experimental error. In the later case, those samples are usually
excluded from the dataset.
For unsupervised classiėcation techniques, the outliers may pose a problem. Since they are
far away from all of the other data, this situationmay result into one big cluster grouping almost
all the data within and small clusters around it for the outliers themselves. ĉen, for this appli-
cation, the elimination of the outliersmay be interpreted as the removal of non-signiėcant small
details in order to obtain a more detailed analysis over the signiėcant data.
Inorder todeėne a reliableoutlier removal technique, a clear deėnitionof this concept should
be available. However, up to date there is no rigid mathematical deėnition of what constitutes
an outlier. ĉere are diﬀerent methods for outlier detection [ǐǋ][ǎǌ]. Typically, a model is
employed to characterize the data, assuming a normal distribution, and the observations that
are considered as unlikely based on the mean and standard deviation are removed. However,
these approaches have the inconvenience of resulting into a systematic elimination of a part of
the data. Other applications are based on a distance measure in order to remove those samples
that are relatively far from the closest sample [ǎǑ][ǉǈǍ]. Nevertheless, these techniques only
work for isolated samples. When a group of samples constitute an outlier, these distance-based
Ǌǉǉ
approaches do not detect them properly.
Consequently, a diﬀerent approach for outlier detection and removal is proposed. In a gen-
eral sense, within the context of the unsupervised classiėcation an outlier may be considered as
groupor class that is small enough tobe considered asnot signiėcant. Whenadataset composed
ofN samples is classiėed into k clusters, it may be considered that the average size per cluster is
N=k. ĉen, a set Si will be considered as not signiėcant if it contains less than ƥ% samples of this
average size. Consequently, the k-means algorithm, described in Section Ǐ.Ǌ.ǉ, is modiėed in
order to remove the samples corresponding to each stable cluster Si having less thanN=(ƥƤƤk)
samples. When the samples assigned to the non-signiėcant Si cluster have not changed among
two consecutive iterations, these samples are labeled as outliers and removed from the classiė-
cation. ĉe free Si cluster is then re-assigned according to the k-means++method, as described
in (Ǐ.Ǒ).
Ǐ.Ǌ.ǌ BPT ĶĵňĹĸ UłňŊńĹŇŋĽňĹĸ CŀĵňňĽĺĽķĵŉĽŃł RĹňŊŀŉň
In this section, theproposedunsupervised classiėcation technique, basedon the k-means++ ini-
tialization method and the Lloyd-Forgy algorithm is evaluated with real PolSAR data. Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ
shows the results of applying the proposed unsupervised classiėcationmethod to theOberpfaf-
fenhofen PolSAR image presented in Fig. ǌ.ǉǈa, on page ǐǐ. Fig. Ǐ.Ǎa shows the result obtained
aěer classifying the image into ǐ clusters employing the BPT with the classical sample covari-
ance matrix Z model, as presented in Chapter ǌ, and the dgc measure (Ǐ.ǉ) for classiėcation.
On the other hand, Fig. Ǐ.Ǎb shows the same result when employing the ZY model, described
in Section ǎ.ǋ.ǋ, and the dal measure (ǎ.ǋǊ) for classiėcation. In both cases, the number and,
consequently, the color of each class is random, as it depends on the k-means++ randomized
initialization method.
It may be observed from Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ that the structure of the image is much less clear from
Fig. Ǐ.Ǎa than from Fig. Ǐ.Ǎb. ĉe obtained classes when employing the ZYmodel have a beĨer
correspondence with the diﬀerent areas of the scene, as some parts like the runway and agricul-
tural ėelds are distinguished into diﬀerent classes. Indeed, as mentioned in Section ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ, the
classical model has the limitation of being unable to properly represent inhomogeneous areas
of the image. ĉis eﬀect becomesmore dramatic for the classiėcation application, as all the dif-
ferent targets of the scene are grouped into a small number of groups, resulting into amixture of
diﬀerent statistics within each cluster. In this situation, the classical model is unable to properly
represent the diﬀerent clusters and, consequently, the dissimilarity measurements obtained are
also aﬀected, resulting into a poor ėnal performance. On the other hand, the ZYmodel and the
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(a) k = Ƭ, dgc, classical model δp =  ƦdB (b) k = Ƭ, dal, ZY model δp = ƫdB
Class1 8
Figure 7.5: Clustering into 8 classes of the Oberpfaﬀenhofen PolSAR image presented in
Fig. 4.10a. The classical model and dgc measure has been employed in (a) whereas the ZY
model and the dal dissimilarity measure has been employed in (b).
average linkage dissimilarity measure have been proposed in Sections ǎ.ǋ.ǋ and ǎ.ǋ.Ǌ in order
to circumvent this limitation, resulting into beĨer unsupervised classiėcation results as they are
able to deal more eﬀectively with inhomogeneous statistics.
ĉe outlier removal method presented in Section Ǐ.Ǌ.ǋ has been employed in the results
shown inFig. Ǐ.Ǎ. On these images, theoutliers arenot represented, as they arenot classiėed, ap-
pearing in black color. To see themmore clearly, Fig. Ǐ.ǎ shows the outlier pixels obtained from
these two results. As it may be observed, muchmore outliers are detected when employing the
classicalmodel, in Fig. Ǐ.ǎa, thanwith theZYmodel, in Fig. Ǐ.ǎb. Again, this is a consequence of
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(a) Outliers k = Ƭ, dgc, classical
model δp =  ƦdB
(b) Outliers k = Ƭ, dal, ZY
model δp = ƫdB
Figure 7.6: Outliers detected during the clustering into 8 classes of the Oberpfaﬀenhofen
PolSAR image presented in Fig. 4.10a. The classical model and dgc measure has been em-
ployed in (a) whereas the ZY model and the dal dissimilarity measure has been employed in
(b).
the inability of the classical model to deal properly with the diﬀerent inhomogeneous clusters.
In Fig. Ǐ.ǎb it may be observed that most of the outliers correspond to strong targets in urban
areas that are very diﬀerent to the rest of the image, according to the dal measure, and they are
not enough representative to constitute a cluster by themselves. ĉe number of detected out-
liers in Fig. Ǐ.ǎa is ǋǐǋǋǈ pixels (ǈ.ǐǐƻ), whereas on Fig. Ǐ.ǎb only ǋǊǉǌ pixels (ǈ.ǈǏǌƻ) have
been labeled as outliers.
One of the main advantages of the k-means++ initialization algorithm, as described in Sec-
tion Ǐ.Ǌ.Ǌ, is that it may be employed to initialize the Lloyd-Forgy unsupervised classiėcation
algorithm with an arbitrary number of classes while providing a reasonably robust results. ĉis
eliminates the limitation of theWishart classiėer, that only produces ǐ or ǉǎ classes, as it has to
rely on the ėxedH/α orH/A/α polarimetric segmentation in order to obtain a robust initializa-
tion. To show this ability, Fig. Ǐ.Ǐ shows the results obtained when clustering the Oberpfaﬀen-
hofen PolSAR image into Ǌ, ǌ and ǉǊ clusters. In these cases, the ZYmodel and the dal measure
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(a) k = Ʀ, dal, ZY model
δp = ƫdB
(b) k = ƨ, dal, ZY model
δp = ƫdB
(c) k = ƥƦ, dal, ZY model
δp = ƫdB
Class1 2 Class1 4 Class1 12
Figure 7.7: Clustering into 2, 4 and 12 classes of the Oberpfaﬀenhofen PolSAR image
presented in Fig. 4.10a. The ZY model and the dal dissimilarity measure has been em-
ployed in all cases.
have been employed for the BPT processing and classiėcation. It may be seen that when the
number of clusters k gets increased, the additional classes are spread into further details of the
image.
ĉis classiėcation procedure may also be extended to process PolSAR time series, employ-
ing the BPT structures deėned in Chapter Ǎ. Fig. Ǐ.ǐ shows the classiėcation results obtained
over the complete Flevoland dataset for k = ƥƪ. On Fig. Ǐ.ǐa the extended Ze region model,
the dg dissimilarity and theΦe homogeneity measures have been employed for BPT processing
whereas the dgc measure has been employed for the unsupervised classiėcation. On the other
hand, Fig. Ǐ.ǐb presents the results when employing the extended ZYmodel and dale andHrwe
dissimilarity and homogeneity measures for BPT based processing, described in Section ǎ.ǋ.ǌ,
and dale also for the clustering process. In both cases the ǋ by ǋ multilook has been employed
as initial ėltering for matrix regularization. It may be observed that in this dataset, the dgc mea-
sure and the classical extendedmodel obtain a more reliable results than over one single image,
as previously seen in Fig. Ǐ.ǎ, since having the polarimetric temporal evolution information in-
creases the separability among the diﬀerent regions of the scene. However, it may also be seen
ǊǉǍ
that employing the extended ZY model results in an improvement, as a beĨer separation into
diﬀerent clusters is observed within the agricultural crop ėelds area. Moreover, the number of
outliers, appearing in black color, is larger in Fig. Ǐ.ǐa than on Fig. Ǐ.ǐb, specially over the urban
areas.
(a) k = ƥƪ, dgc, extended model δp =  ƧdB (b) k = ƥƪ, dale , ZY model δp = ƪdB
Class1 16
Figure 7.8: Clustering into 16 classes of the complete Flevoland dataset. The classical
model and dgc measure has been employed in (a) whereas the ZY model and the dale dis-
similarity measure has been employed in (b).
Fig. Ǐ.Ǒ depicts the clustering results for diﬀerent k values over the Flevoland dataset. ĉeZY
region model has been employed, with the dale measure for BPT construction and pruning, as
Ǌǉǎ
in the results shown in Fig. Ǐ.ǐb. It may be seen that for k = Ʀ, in Fig. Ǐ.Ǒa, the two obtained
classes correspond to the sea and land areas of the scene. Additionally, some roads of the scene
are also included in the class representing the sea, as theypresent a similar polarimetric temporal
evolution, dominated by surface scaĨering among all the acquisitions. When two more classes
are allowed, as shown in Fig. Ǐ.Ǒb, the land area of the scene is divided into three distinct classes.
Two of them correspond to diﬀerent types of agricultural ėelds, whereas the third one groups
the forest and urban areas having a larger backscaĨering power. For k = Ƭ, represented in
Fig. Ǐ.Ǒc, more classes are observed over the ėelds and urban areas. ĉis behavior continues
when the number of classes k parameter gets further increased, as it may be seen in Fig. Ǐ.ǐb,
specially over the agricultural crops area, as diﬀerent polarimetric temporal evolution trends are
detected in this part of the scene.
(a) k = Ʀ, dale , ZY model
δp = ƪdB
(b) k = ƨ, dale , ZY model
δp = ƪdB
(c) k = Ƭ, dale , ZY model
δp = ƪdB
Class1 2 Class1 4 Class1 8
Figure 7.9: Clustering into 2, 4 and 8 classes of the Flevoland PolSAR time series dataset
presented in Fig. 5.3. The ZY model and the dale dissimilarity measure has been employed
in all cases.
In order to evaluate the correspondence of the obtained classes with the ground truth in-
formation and, consequently, with the real content of the scene, Fig. Ǐ.ǉǈ shows a detail of
ǊǉǏ
the geo-coded results shown in Fig. Ǐ.ǐb, corresponding to the classiėcation into ǉǎ clusters.
On Figs. Ǐ.ǉǈa to Ǐ.ǉǈf, the contours of diﬀerent crops types have been marked in black color,
according to the ground truth information. It may be observed that the diﬀerent classes ob-
tained by the classiėcation technique correspond to the diﬀerent types of agricultural crops of
the scene, specially for those crop types having a larger number of ėelds over the image, as for
onions, potatoes, sugar beet and winter wheat, marked on Figs. Ǐ.ǉǈc to Ǐ.ǉǈf, respectively. It is
worthmentioning that, in this case, no training information has been provided, as the proposed
technique is an unsupervised classiėcation method. ĉen, the diﬀerent polarimetric temporal
evolution of the distinct agricultural ėelds is automatically detected and separated into diﬀerent
clusters.
Ǌǉǐ
(a) Grass (b) Maize
(c) Onions (d) Potato
(e) Sugar beet (f) Winter wheat
Class1 16
Figure 7.10: Detail of the geo-coded clustering results of the Flevoland dataset into 16
classes and the region contours of some agricultural ﬁelds from the the ground truth data.
The ZY model and the dale dissimilarity measure has been employed.
ǊǉǑ
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I think what a life in science really teaches you is the vastness
of our ignorance.
David Eagleman
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Conclusions and Future Research Lines
ǐ.ǉ CŃłķŀŊĸĽłĻ ŇĹŁĵŇĿň
ĉe processing of multidimensional and multitemporal SAR data has been addressed in this
thesis. Instead of performing this task directly over the original pixels, a data abstraction has
been proposed, the Binary Partition Tree (BPT). It is a hierarchical representation of the data,
which may be considered as a region-based and multi-scale description of the data. ĉis work
has dealt with the adaptation and the exploitation of this novel representation for PolSAR data
and also for polarimetric time series datasets. Aěer this detailed study, the BPT has proven to
be a useful representation for the processing and analysis of multidimensional SAR data.
A generic BPT based processing scheme has been proposed, which is composed of two dif-
ferent steps: the BPT construction and its exploitation. Moreover, these two steps isolate the
application dependent and independent parts of the technique. ĉen, the application indepen-
dent part only has to be performed once per dataset, as it only exploits the internal relationships
within the data. Additionally, the exploitation of this abstraction is deėned in terms of a BPT
pruningmechanism, dissociating the application rationale from the data arrangement. ĉis fact
has allowed, for instance, the employment of the same algorithms for speckle ėltering and seg-
mentation over PolSAR images and over time series datasets. It is worth mentioning that all
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these methods have been deėned in terms of two straightforwardmathematical concepts: a re-
gion model and a similarity measure within the space deėned by this model. ĉen the BPT
based processing scheme may be considered as a framework for the systematic exploitation of
these two concepts.
ĉe BPT based processing scheme has been adapted to process PolSAR data. To do so, the
sample covariance matrix Z has been proposed as a region model, as it corresponds to the sta-
tistical descriptor employed in most of the PolSAR techniques and parameter inversion mod-
els. Some similarity measures have been proposed over this covariance matrix space, being the
most successful theWishart measure, based on the statistical distribution of the data under the
Gaussian hypothesis, and the geodesic measure, which is based on the geometry of the posi-
tive deėnite matrix cone. However, it is worth mentioning that the variation observed among
the diﬀerent similarity measures is relatively subtle, showing the robustness of the BPT in this
sense. Conceptually, the similarity measure encapsulates all the knowledge about the region
model space and, in practice, it allows the systematic employment of all the polarimetric infor-
mation contained within the covariance matrices, which was one of the limitations of some of
the speckle ėltering techniques in the literature.
Diﬀerent applications have been developed based on the BPT abstraction during the course
of this thesis. Nonetheless, special aĨention has been paid to the polarimetric information es-
timation or speckle ėltering of the data. ĉis application may be considered as the main pillar
of this thesis. Aěer an extensive analysis of the literature on this topic, a common trend has
been observed on some state-of-the-art techniques towards the adaptation of their local win-
dow to the structure of the scene. ĉe ultimate goals of this tendency are both to increase the
amount of available samples for estimation and to avoid the mixture of heterogeneous sample
distributions. ĉe BPT structure continues with the same essential approach in a region-based
fashion, assuming that although a SAR image is composed by heterogeneous data, it may be
decomposed into a set of homogeneous regions, which are the basic entities of this technique.
In this regard, the proposed region homogeneity based pruning strategy has proven to be ca-
pable of adapting to the structure of the scene independently of its content complexity. ĉis
independence has allowed the employment of the same pruning threshold values for diﬀerent
images and datasets, resulting into similar degree of ėltering. ĉanks to themulti-scale nature of
the BPT representation, this technique has shown its ability to obtain, simultaneously, large re-
gions over homogeneous areas while also preserving the small details and the spatial resolution
of the scene. Distinct pruning processes over the same tree have shown that the image mor-
phology may be extracted at diﬀerent detail levels and they have also demonstrated the large
amount of useful information contained within the BPT representation of the data.
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Detailed analyses have been conducted, including real and simulated data, to evaluate the
performance of the proposed BPT based speckle ėltering approaches. It has been proven that it
does not introduce any bias or distortion over the data, as the estimation process is based on the
Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) within each homogeneous region. Additionally, since
it has the ability to achieve arbitrarily large regions over homogeneous areas, a massive amount
of ėltering may be aĨained over these areas, unparalleled in other pixel-based approaches. As a
consequence, the BPT based approach has outperformed other speckle ėltering techniques in
the conducted analysis in terms of noise reduction and spatial adaptation capabilities.
Additionally, the Ěexibility of the BPT structure has allowed the development of another ad-
ditional application: coastline segmentation. In this case, the whole PolSAR image has been
divided into the two most diﬀerent regions, corresponding automatically to the land and sea
areas. ĉanks to the capability of the BPT to preserve the small features of the scene and the
spatial resolutionof the data, all the details and thin structures of the coastline are also preserved
in the obtained results. Unlike in the speckle ėltering application, which is focused on the ho-
mogeneous regions of the BPT, this application is focused on the larger nodes of the tree and,
thus, it shows that the BPT exploitation may be performed at completely diﬀerent detail scales
and, consequently, it may be useful for a wide range of applications.
ĉis thesis has also studied the processing of PolSAR time series datasets. ĉe analysis and
exploitation of the temporal information in PolSAR data is a big challenge that is now starting
to be studied and developed. In this thesis, two diﬀerent alternatives have been proposed to
deal with the temporal dimension of the data. On the one hand, it may be assumed that a tar-
get is characterized by its particular PolSAR response. Under this assumption, samples from
diﬀerent acquisitions may be combined as long as there is no substantial changes in their re-
sponse, since they correspond to the same target. Consequently, this approach results into a
three-dimensional ėltering in the space and time dimensions. ĉe data abstraction that is ob-
tained under this assumption is called the Space-Time BPT (ST BPT). On the other hand, it
may be assumed that targets are evolving among the temporal dimension and, thus, they may
be characterized by their particular polarimetric temporal evolution. ĉen, this evolution is a
feature of the target which should be included within the model for its proper characterization
and exploitation. In this context, the objective is to combine samples of the scene following the
same polarimetric temporal evolution. Employing this concept, the Temporal Evolution BPT
(TE BPT) representation is deėned.
ĉe main advantage of the ST BPT is that it may combine samples from diﬀerent acquisi-
tions in order to enlarge the available data and improve the polarimetric response estimation.
Additionally, as it is a three-dimensional data representation, it has the Ěexibility to properly
ǊǊǋ
represent details of the scene not having ėxed contours among the temporal dimension. How-
ever, as a counterpart, this Ěexibility hinders the interpretation of the obtained results as, due
to the changing contours, the obtained regions may not be directly related with a particular
area of the scene. Moreover, the combination of samples among acquisitions prevents the ex-
ploitation of the interferometric information of the data. Conversely, the TE BPT improves
the characterization of the target by taking into account its complete temporal evolution. ĉe
main inconvenience in respect to the ST BPT is that it is only capable to properly represent
spatially ėxed contours. However, most of the contours over the land areas of the scene may be
considered as spatially ėxed, limiting the impact of this inconvenience. Furthermore, its results
may be easily interpreted as its regions uniquely correspond to a spatial area of the scene and,
additionally, the interferometric information is naturally included within the region model, al-
lowing the exploitation of the PolInSAR information. In this regard, it is worthmentioning that
exploiting the temporal evolution for target characterization improves signiėcantly the ability
to distinguish among the diﬀerent areas of the scene and the accuracy of the obtained contours.
According to the aforementioned ėndings, it has been deduced that the space-time represen-
tationmay bemore suitable for areas not having spatially ėxed contours or where no signiėcant
informationmaybe extracted fromthe interferometric information. ĉis is particularly the case,
for instance, of the sea or water areas. However, over the land areas, most of the contours may
be considered as ėxed and, in this situation, employing the polarimetric temporal evolution
for target characterization may result into more precise results. Furthermore, these results are
simpler to interpret as they uniquely correspond to an area of the scene. It is worth noticing
that some of these conclusions related with the temporal information characterization can be
extrapolated to other processing techniques and, consequently, they are contributions of this
thesis that go beyond the BPT based processing of the data.
ĉe twoBPTtime seriesdata representationshavebeenanalyzed in the context of the speckle
ėltering application with real time series datasets. A region homogeneity based pruning has
been deėned over these structures, in the same fashion as in the single PolSAR image BPT ex-
ploitation. ĉe adaptation of this exploitation procedure has been straightforward due to the
decoupling of the application rationale from the data achieved thanks to the BPT as an inter-
mediate layer in the processing scheme. ĉeTE BPT and the ST BPT have proven to achieve a
large amount of noise reductionwhile also preserving the polarimetric information and its evo-
lution. Additionally, the TE BPT extended model has demonstrated a beĨer region and con-
tour diﬀerentiation thanks to the improved characterization due to the complete polarimetric
temporal evolution.
ĉe analysis of the variability of the scene has been studied, resulting into the change de-
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tection application. On the ST BPT the changes are directly detected, appearing as temporal
contours. Consequently, amap indicating the number of temporal contours per pixels has been
proposed to analyze the variations over the scene. However, this approach does not take into
account the signiėcance of the detected changes. Conversely, the TE BPT contains the target
evolution information within the region model. ĉen, the temporal stability measure has been
proposed over the extended model to assess the relevance of the temporal changes of each re-
gion among all the acquisitions. ĉis approach has proven to be able to precisely detect human
made changes as, for instance, the building construction and transportation activities. For this
application, the ability of aggregating samples having the same polarimetric temporal evolution
into the regions of the TE BPT is essential, as it avoids the mixture of pixels having diﬀerent
dynamics. Moreover, the region-based BPT change detection approach has also proven to out-
perform a pixel-based state-of-the-art polarimetric change detection technique in terms of sep-
arability between change and no-change areas.
ĉis thesis has also aĨempted to overcome some of the detected limitations of the developed
techniques. One of these limitations of the BPT based and most PolSAR techniques is that, in
order to exploit the full polarimetric information, they require an initial ėltering for matrix reg-
ularization. A ǋ by ǋ multilook is employed as a pre-processing step in the BPT, resulting into
a small spatial resolution loss. In this thesis, the Distance-Based Filtering (DBF) technique has
been proposed to circumvent this drawback. It has been analyzed as a standalone speckle ėlter-
ing technique, resulting into a good polarimetric estimation and an improved spatial resolution
preservation with respect to the multilook, the adaptive Lee and IDAN ėlters. It is worth men-
tioning that this technique is based on the same similarity measures and models than the BPT
but, in this case, in a pixel-based fashion. ĉis contributes to give an idea of the great potential
of these simple concepts in practice. In conjunction with the BPT, it has improved the spatial
resolution of the obtained results both in speckle ėltering and change detection applications.
Additionally, the mathematical concepts for the sample covariance matrix generalized eigen-
values have been proposed to perform a fully polarimetric analysis of the changes between two
diﬀerent acquisitions.
Another downside analyzed has been the inability of the polarimetric Gaussian model to
properly represent inhomogeneous regions. ĉemean sample covariancematrix is based on the
centroid representation, which may not be suﬃcient when heterogeneous samples are mixed.
More complex statistical distributions may be applied as region models but, usually, they in-
volve a larger number of elements in order to properly initialize and estimate the model. Con-
versely, a non-parametric representation has been proposed, the ZY regionmodel, allowing the
estimation of the average Wishart similarity measure among all the sample pairs. ĉe linear
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properties of the trace are exploited in order to achieve an eﬃcient computation of these mea-
sures. When employed for the BPT based processing, since this measure is not based on the
centroid representation, it has demonstrated an improved capability to identify and represent
areas of the scene having large spatial variability or texture. Moreover, an improvement has
been also observed for the change detection application, when this model and the associated
full-linkage measures are employed for the temporal stability measurements.
Finally, the supervised and unsupervised BPT based classiėcation have also been developed
applying the same notions previously exploited: a region-based approach employing a polari-
metric model and a similarity measure in this space. For the supervised classiėcation appli-
cation, the previously employed dissimilarity measures have been capable of detecting similar
agricultural ėelds to a given one. Moreover, the region-based BPT approach has been com-
paredwith themultilook pixel-based approach in this framework, showing a clear improvement
when employing the BPT-based technique. For the unsupervised classiėcation, the k-means
method has been proposed to exploit the similarity measures for grouping similar regions into
clusters. Special aĨention has been paid to the initialization process, employing the k-means++
randomized method, and to the outlier detection and removal, which have been deėned in a
region-based fashion in order to achieve reliable results. ĉe proposed technique has proven
to be able to obtain a good separation of the scene content into an arbitrary number of classes.
Additionally, thanks to the BPT generalization for PolSAR time series, the classiėcation of the
scene taking into account the temporal evolution of the diﬀerent targets has been achieved. ĉe
temporal information has demonstrated to produce a considerable improvement in the classi-
ėcation of agricultural ėelds, as diﬀerent types of crops may be properly identiėed according to
their polarimetric temporal dynamics. Another important conclusion extracted from this anal-
ysis is that, in the unsupervised classiėcation, the obtained clusters are composed of a mixture
of diﬀerent targets, as all the scene content is grouped into a small set of classes. ĉen, the em-
ployment of a regionmodel being able to properly deal with heterogeneous distributions, as the
ZYmodel, is even crucial for this application.
ǐ.Ǌ FŊŉŊŇĹ RĹňĹĵŇķļ LĽłĹň
As mentioned previously, the central topic of this thesis is the employment of the BPT data
abstraction for the speckle ėltering of multidimensional SAR data. However, as this structure
has proven its usefulness for many other ėelds, some additional applications have been pro-
posed and analyzed. In fact, the employment of the BPT representation for diﬀerent multidi-
mensional SAR applications seems very promising. ĉen, one future line of research would be
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the exploitation of this framework for additional applications as, for instance, vessel detection,
mapping land-use and cover, agriculture monitoring, forestry, city planning and control, or, in
general, object identiėcation and segmentation.
Additionally, when the diﬀerent proposed BPT pruning mechanisms have been analyzed
with simulated data, it has been shown that an optimum value exist for the pruning parameter.
Although this information may not be clearly obtained from real data, since no ground truth
information is available, it might seem reasonable to investigate an automatic prune criteria to
avoid the need for the pruning parameter. ĉis method could be based, for instance, on the
evolution of the homogeneity measure from the tree leaf to the root node in order to identify
automatically the beĨer pruning location for each branch of the BPT.
One of the advantages of the TE BPT representation is that the interferometric information
is naturally contained within the extended region model, as mentioned before. However, this
information has not been employed for the BPT construction or processing. ĉen, in the fu-
ture this informationmay be taken into account to generate region-based PolInSAR processing
techniques, whichmight also beneėt from the improved estimation capabilities of theBPTover
homogeneous areas and the ability to preserve small details as point scaĨers. ĉis future line ėts
perfectly with some forthcoming SAR missions that are focused on this direction, as the ESA
BIOMASS mission or the TanDEM-X and TamDEM-L missions. Moreover, this information
might also be specially useful for classiėcation, as it may help to diﬀerentiate and characterize
diﬀerent types of targets, particularly human-made structures.
During the course of this thesis, the limitations of the classical sample covariancematrix have
been stated and the ZY region model has been introduced to overcome some of these limita-
tions. However, thismodel could alsobe employed to characterize the texturewithin the region,
in conjunction with the generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors study proposed. Moreover,
an automatic fully polarimetric change analysis and characterization among all the acquisitions
could be performed, by extending the generalized eigenvalue decomposition toN acquisitions.
ǊǊǏ
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If people do not believe that mathematics is simple, it is only
because they do not realize how complicated life is.
John Von Neumann
A
Eigendecomposition Perturbation Analysis
Asmentioned previously, the statistical characterization of PolSAR data is based on the sample
covariancematrix statistical descriptor. ĉis appendix describes brieĚy the study of the stability
of the diﬀerent eigendecomposition parameters of this matrix based on the perturbation analy-
sis. Additionally, some conclusions are presented relating the obtained results with the Entropy
(H), Anisotropy (A) and averaged alpha angle (α) decomposition, described in Section Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ.
Aěer the matrix estimation or ėltering process, the matrix bT is obtained, which, in fact, will
be diﬀerent to the real covariance matrix T due the estimation errors produced due to the em-
ployment of a ėnite number of samples. Since the sumof twoHermitianmatrices is aHermitian
matrix, it is possible to model this error as E [Ǐǉ][ǐǑ]
bT = T+ E: (A.ǉ)
ĉe objective, then, is to determine the eigendecomposition of bT and its relation with T in
termsof the perturbationE. ĉeperturbationmatrixEmaybe interpreted as the speckle contri-
butions that corrupt the estimation ofT. Consequently, the inĚuence of this termwill decrease
by increasing the number of averaged independent samples or improving the speckle ėltering
ǊǊǑ
technique. In order to quantify the eﬀect of the error matrix, (A.ǉ) may be expressed as
bT = T+ εB (A.Ǌ)
where ε = kEk quantiėes the perturbation magnitude and B = E=ε.
According to [ǉǊǑ] the sample eigenvaluesbλi(ε)may be expressed as a function of the true
eigenvalues λi, for an ε suﬃciently small, as a convergent power series in ε
bλi(ε) = λi + kiƥε + kiƦεƦ + : : : : (A.ǋ)
ĉequantitiesbλi(ε) correspond to the eigenvalues of bTor, equivalently,T+εB. As observed,
when ε ! Ƥ,bλi(ε)! λi and jbλi(ε)  λij = O(ε), whereO(ε) is the big O or Landau notation
describing the limiting behavior of a function. In a similar way [ǉǊǑ], the sample eigenvectorsbui(ε)may be expressed as a convergent power series in ε, for ε suﬃciently small, where the con-
stant term corresponds to true eigenvector ui
bui(ε) = ui + ziƥε + ziƦεƦ + : : : : (A.ǌ)
Since the set of eigenvectors ui, for i = ƥ; : : : ;m forms a basis ofCm, zij may be expressed as
zij =
mX
k=ƥ
sikjuk (A.Ǎ)
where sikj is a scalar. Introducing (A.Ǎ) into (A.ǌ)
bui(ε) = (ƥ+ εsiiƥ + εƦsiiƦ + : : :) ui
+
mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
(εsikƥ + εƦsikƦ + : : :) uk: (A.ǎ)
In order to eliminate the multiplicative factor, one may divide the previous expression by the
factor (ƥ+ εsiiƥ + εƦsiiƦ + : : :) as this term in not zero for suﬃciently small ε. ĉen
bui(ε) = ui + mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
(εtikƥ + εƦtikƦ + : : :) uk (A.Ǐ)
that holds for unitary vectors ui. Nevertheless, it only holds for a normalizedbui(ε)when ε = Ƥ.
When ε 6= Ƥ, bui(ε) needs to be normalized to norm one.
Ǌǋǈ
ĉe eigenvector u, or right-eigenvector, of a square matrixT is a vector u 6= Ƥ such that
Tu = λu (A.ǐ)
where λ is the eigenvalue associated with the eigenvector u. Similarly, the leě-eigenvector f is a
vector f 6= Ƥ such that fHT = λfH. In case of Hermitian matrices, leě and right-eigenvectors
are equal. When considering (A.ǐ) for the perturbed case
(T+ εB)bui(ε) = bλi(ε)bui(ε): (A.Ǒ)
According to [Ǒǉ], the ėrst order perturbation of the eigenvalues is [ǉǊǑ]
bλi(ε) = λi + εβii + O(εƦ): (A.ǉǈ)
where
βij = f
H
i Buj (A.ǉǉ)
si = fHi ui: (A.ǉǊ)
Finally, the ėrst order perturbation of the eigenvectors is [ǉǊǑ]
bui(ε) = ui + ε mX
k=ƥ;k 6=i
βki
λi   λkuk + O(ε
Ʀ): (A.ǉǋ)
ĉe same analysismay be performed to obtain the second-order perturbation approximation
[Ǒǉ]. For the eigenvalues this approximation may be expressed as [ǉǊǑ]
bλi(ε) = λi + εβii + εƦ mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
jβikjƦ
λi   λk + O(ε
Ƨ): (A.ǉǌ)
Similarly, the second order perturbation of the eigenvectors is
bui(ε) = ui + ε mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
βki
λi   λkuk
+ εƦ
mX
k=ƥ;k 6=i
0@
Pm
j=ƥ;j6=i
βjiβkj
λi λj

  βiiβkiλi λk
λi   λk uk
1A+ O(εƧ): (A.ǉǍ)
Ǌǋǉ
In order to relate the perturbation with the speckle, the statistical model of the speckle noise
has to be included within the expression (A.Ǌ) [Ǒǉ]. ĉen, the perturbation magnitude εƦ is
equivalent to the inverse of the number of looks n ƥ and the expectation of the perturbed eigen-
values may be deėned as
bλi = Efbλi(ε)g = λi + ƥn
mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
λiλk
λi   λk + O
 
n Ʀ

: (A.ǉǎ)
Similarly, the expectation of the perturbed eigenvectors may be deėned as
bui = Efbui(ε)g = ui + ƥn
mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
λiλk
(λi   λk)Ʀuk + O
 
n Ʀ

: (A.ǉǏ)
With this information, the expected values for the H/A/α polarimetric decomposition pa-
rameters may also be extracted
bH = EfbH(ε)g ' H  ƥ
n
ƧX
i=ƥ
pi logƧ(pi)
mX
k=ƥ;k 6=i
λk
λi   λk
!
  ƥ
Ʀn ln(Ƨ)
+ O
 
n Ʀ

: (A.ǉǐ)
ks =
mX
k=ƥ;k6=Ʀ
λƦλk
λƦ   λk +
mX
k=ƥ;k6=Ƨ
λƧλk
λƧ   λk (A.ǉǑ)
kd =
mX
k=ƥ;k6=Ʀ
λƦλk
λƦ   λk  
mX
k=ƥ;k6=Ƨ
λƧλk
λƧ   λk (A.Ǌǈ)
bA ' A  ƥ
n
λƦ   λƧ
(λƦ + λƧ)Ʀ
ks +
ƥ
n
λƦ   λƧ
(λƦ + λƧ)Ƨ
(λƦƦ + λƦƧ)
  ƥ
n
λƦƦ   λƦƧ
(λƦ + λƧ)Ʀ
+
ƥ
n
ƥ
(λƦ + λƧ)
kd + O
 
n Ʀ

: (A.Ǌǉ)
bα ' α   ƧX
i=ƥ
pi
Ʀn

jui(ƥ)j+ jui(ƥ)j
Ƨ
Ʀ
 mX
k=ƥ;k6=i
λiλk
(λi   λk)Ʀ


ƦR

uk(ƥ)
ui(ƥ)

  ƥ

+ O(n Ʀ): (A.ǊǊ)
ǊǋǊ
Asmentioned in [ǐǊ], the entropy bias has a linear dependence with its value. ĉen, a linear
regression may be performed for the estimation and further removal of this bias [Ǒǉ], as it may
be observed on Fig. A.ǉ.
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Figure A.1: bH is represented by red dots and regression curves by black lines [91].
ĉeeﬀect of this bias correction in practicemay be observed in Fig. A.Ǌ, over a portion of the
Oberpfaﬀenhofen dataset, presented in Section ǌ.ǋ.ǋ.
Another important conclusion that may be extracted from the perturbation analysis of the
matrix eigendecomposition is that, if the eigenvalues are suﬃciently separated, the eigenvec-
tors are more stable with respect to the speckle than eigenvalues, as the denominator of (A.ǉǏ)
depends on the square of the eigenvalue separation (λi  λk)Ʀ, whereas (A.ǉǎ) depends only in
this separation (λi   λk).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
H0 1
Figure A.2: Original and corrected entropies employing the multilook ﬁlter. (a) Entropy
estimated with a Ƨ  Ƨ multilook, (b) Corrected entropy estimated with a Ƨ  Ƨ multilook,
(c) Entropy estimated with a ƫ ƫ multilook, (b) Corrected entropy estimated with a ƫ ƫ
multilook [91].
Ǌǋǌ
B
Additional Results
ĉis appendix presents some additional results from other datasets that have been obtained
during the course of this thesis. In many cases, these results have not been analyzed as in detail
as those presented inChapters ǌ and Ǎ. However, they have been included in this thesis in order
to show the ability of the proposed technique to process diﬀerent types of data from diﬀerent
SAR sensors.
B.ǉ ALOS FŊŀŀŏ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ SARDĵŉĵ
Fig. B.ǉa shows the Pauli representation of the original fully polarimetric SAR data acquired by
the ALOS sensor, at L-band, from Catalunya, Spain. ĉis acquisition was acquired the ǉǋth
of April, ǊǈǈǏ. Figs. B.ǉb and B.ǉc show the obtained results with the BPT region homo-
geneity based pruning, employing the Φ measure, with pruning threshold parameter values of
δp =  ƧdB and δp =  ƥdB, respectively, as described in Section ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ. ĉe ǋ by ǋ multi-
look initial ėltering and the geodesic dissimilaritymeasure dsg have been employed for the BPT
construction process.
As it may be seen, the amount of speckle reduction achieved in this case is also noticeable,
resulting into amore contrasted image. ĉe eﬀect of changing the pruning threshold parameter
ǊǋǍ
(a) Original (b) BPT δp =  ƧdB (c) BPT δp =  ƥdB
Figure B.1: Pauli representation of the results obtained from the ALOS dataset from
Catalunya, Spain. The original image is presented in (a), whereas (b) and (c) present the
results obtained employing the BPT region homogeneity based pruning with δp =  ƧdB
and δp =  ƥdB pruning thresholds, respectively. The images have been reduced in the
azimuth direction, represented in the vertical direction, by a factor of 25% (jShh + Svvj,
jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Ǌǋǎ
may be seen specially at the boĨom part of the image, where some of the details are ėltered for
high values, as for δp =  ƥdB in Fig. B.ǉc.
B.Ǌ FSAR AĽŇĶŃŇłĹ FŊŀŀŏ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ SARDĵŉĵ
A portion of a PolSAR image acquired by the FSAR airborne sensor, from the DLR, is repre-
sented inFig. B.Ǌa. Itwas acquired atX-bandwith a ǊǍ cmbyǊǍ cmspatial resolutionnearKauf-
beuren, in Germany. ĉis image have much beĨer resolution than the other images employed
previously and, then, it a good example of the results obtained with the BPT based processing
scheme over very high resolution images. In this case, the ZY region model and the dal dis-
similarity and Hrw homogeneity measures have been employed for the BPT construction and
pruning, as described in Section ǎ.ǋ.ǋ. Additionally, the DBF ėltering has been employed for
matrix regularization, employing a Ǒ by Ǒ local window, σs = Ʀ and σp = Ƥ:ƪƩ parameters and ǋ
iterations of the weight reėnement scheme, as described in Section ǎ.ǉ.ǉ. ĉe results obtained
for a pruning threshold of δp =  ƦdB are shown in Fig. B.Ǌb.
(a) Original (b) BPT δp =  ƦdB
Figure B.2: Pauli of the results obtained from the FSAR dataset at X-band from Kauf-
beuren, Germany. Original Pauli image (a) and results obtained with the BPT region ho-
mogeneity based pruning (b) at δp =  ƦdB (jShh + Svvj, jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Additionally, in order to see more clearly the results, a detailed area of these results is shown
in Fig. B.ǋa. ĉe BPT based obtained results for δp =  ƦdB and δp = ƤdB are represented in
ǊǋǏ
(a) Original detail
(b) BPT δp =  ƦdB (c) BPT δp = ƤdB
Figure B.3: Pauli representation of a detailed area of the results obtained from the FSAR
dataset at X-band from Kaufbeuren, Germany. The original image is presented in (a),
whereas (b) and (c) present the results obtained employing the BPT region homogeneity
based pruning with δp =  ƦdB and δp = ƤdB pruning thresholds, respectively (jShh + Svvj,
jShv + Svhj, jShh   Svvj).
Figs B.ǋb and B.ǋc, respectively. ĉe eﬀect of speckle reduction may be clearly seen from these
results and also the larger amount of ėltering when increasing the pruning threshold δp up to
ǈdB. ĉe ability of the proposed technique to obtain large regions over homogeneous areas
while also maintaining the spatial resolution and the small details of the image may be clearly
seen on Fig. B.ǋc.
Ǌǋǐ
B.ǋ TĹŇŇĵSAR-XDŊĵŀ PŃŀĵŇĽŁĹŉŇĽķ TĽŁĹ SĹŇĽĹň Dĵŉĵ
ĉe TE BPT representation and the temporal stability ts measure, deėned in Chapter Ǎ, have
also been employed to process a dual polarimetric TerraSAR-X time series dataset. ĉis dataset
consists of ǌǑ acquisitions havingHHandVVpolarization states from the city ofMurcia, Spain.
ĉe acquisition campaign started the ǉǑth, February ǊǈǈǑ and ended the Ǌǌth, January Ǌǈǉǉ.
A crop having ǋǈǈǈ by ǋǈǈǈ pixels has been selected for each image and they have been co-
registered. ĉe extended model and geodesic dissimilarity measure dg have been employed for
BPT construction. ĉe DBFmethod has been employed for matrix regularization, with a Ǎ by
Ǎ local window, σp = Ʀ and σs = Ƥ:Ʃ parameters and ǋ weight reėnement iterations. Fig. B.ǌ
shows the geo-coded temporal stability measure ts, as described in Section Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ, as an overlay
with an optical image of the area [ǉ].
Fig. B.Ǎc shows adetailed area of the results shown inFig. B.ǌ. In order to identify the changes
detected, two optical images of the zone from Ǌǈǈǐ and Ǌǈǉǉ are represented in Figs. B.Ǎa and
B.Ǎb, respectively. As it may be seen, in this area a street has been constructed in the top part of
the image and two buildings have been erected over the right part. ĉese buildings are clearly
detected, appearing as red areas. Over the street, however, there is no detected polarimetric
change as in both optical images, shown in Figs. B.Ǎa and B.Ǎb, the observed type of scaĨering
may be, from Ǌǈǈǐ to Ǌǈǉǉ, surface scaĨering, resulting into no change from the radar response
point of view among all the acquisitions of the dataset. However, due to the good spatial resolu-
tionof the sensor, some small dots are observedover the street, corresponding to the streetlights
that have been built. ĉese small details may be detected thanks to the good spatial resolution
preservation of the DBF and the TE BPT.
ǊǋǑ
ts
0
2.5
Figure B.4: Geo-coded ts measure for the Murcia dual-pol TerraSAR-X time series
dataset, in Spain [1]. The TE BPT with extended region model has been employed with
a δp =  ƦdB pruning threshold.
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(a) Optical image 2008
(b) Optical image 2011
(c) Geo-coded ts measure
ts
0
2.5
Figure B.5: Optical images from 2008 (a) and 20011 (b) and geo-coded ts measure (c)
for the Murcia dual-pol TerraSAR-X time series dataset, in Spain [1]. The TE BPT with
extended region model has been employed with a δp =  ƦdB pruning threshold.
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